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Abstract

This thesis describes production of and experiments with a Bose-Einstein condensate
of approximately 2 ! 104 87Rb atoms, trapped at the surface of an atom chip. In
the first half of this thesis I describe the process of trapping and cooling the atomic
vapour close to the surface of an atom chip. This process, which cools the vapour
by over 9 orders of magnitude, involves a highly complex sequence of events which I
implemented and optimised over the first two years of my PhD. In the early stages
of this process, the atomic vapour is laser cooled and magneto-optically trapped.
The vapour is then transferred to a highly elongated magnetic trap produced by
high field gradients a few hundred microns from the surface of the atom chip. Here
the vapour is evaporatively cooled to below the transition temperature where a
Bose-Einstein condensate emerges. A simple existing analytic model of evaporative
cooling is extended in this work to account for the shape of our highly elongated trap.
Predictions of this model are presented here along with experimental observations
with which it has good agreement.

The second part of my thesis investigates some of the characteristics of the con-
densate, and dynamics of its low energy collective oscillations in the trap, based on
experimental measurements taken in the final 18 months of my PhD. In particu-
lar, measurements taken of the centre of mass oscillations of the condensate along
the long axis of the trap are presented. In the zero temperature limit the conden-
sate is expected to behave as a perfect superfluid, and these low energy oscillations
should go undamped. However, at finite temperature where not all atoms in the
gas are condensed, damping is observed. In our experiment significant damping is
found with an 1/e decay rate which varies between 2 s!1 and 8 s!1, depending on
the fraction of non-condensed atoms in the gas. A finite temperature formalism is
then used to describe the likely damping mechanism - Landau damping. We use
a simple model of this formalism which estimates the temperature dependence of
the damping rate !(T ), but find this gives a significant overestimation of the rates
we measure. However, we argue that a straightforward adaptation to this model
reduces the predicted damping rate significantly, and suggests a functional form of
!(T ) that is in much better agreement with our experimental measurements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 1938, London suggested that Bose-Einstein condensation occurred in liquid he-

lium below the "-temperature [1], in order to explain the ‘superfluidity’ observed by

Allen and Misener [2]. Unlike the superfluid e!ects themselves, Bose-Einstein con-

densation is not directly observable in liquid Helium, and this idea was di#cult to

prove. Controversially, Landau omitted this idea in his quantitative explanation of

superfluidity, summarised by the criterion that a minimum, non-zero amount of en-

ergy was needed in order to create excitations in the fluid which dissipate energy [3].

His dismissal of the idea was on the grounds that the energy of excitations of a

condensate in a uniform ideal Bose gas could be arbitrarily small. In 1947 however,

Bogoliubov showed that there existed just such an energy gap in the spectrum of a

gas of weakly interacting condensed Bosons. Feynman later united the standpoints

of London and Landau in his explanation of superfluid Helium, emphasising the role

of Bose-Einstein statistics [4].

In 1995, Bose-Einstein condensates were observed for the first time in dilute

atomic vapours [5, 6, 7]. In these experiments, vapours of neutral atoms under

ultra high vacuum (10!11 mbar) were first laser cooled, then trapped magnetically

where they were further cooled evaporatively to ultra-low temperatures (! 10!7 K)

where condensation occurs. Following this discovery, it was natural to ask whether

these condensates had superfluid properties similar to liquid helium. Theoreti-

cally, this ground state ensemble of interacting bosons was governed by a non-linear

Schrödinger equation, the Gross-Pitaevskii equation [8, 9, 10]. From this, a ‘hydro-
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16 Chapter 1. Introduction

dynamic’ equation of its dynamics at low energy can be derived, which is almost

identical to that of a viscous-free fluid (see [11] for example). The hydrodynamic

equation predicted a spectrum of collective modes for the condensates confined in

harmonic traps, analogous to low energy phonons in superfluid Helium. Thus, ex-

perimentalist began to search for low-energy collective modes in the laboratory.

The early experiments on these low energy collective modes were performed in

systems with almost pure condensates, where the thermal cloud of the few remain-

ing non-condensed atoms was negligible [12, 13]. The collective mode frequencies

were measured from sequences of images of the oscillating condensate, and were

found to be in excellent agreement with the zero temperature predictions from the

hydrodynamic theory [14, 15]. Following these results, other collective excitations

were measured in di!erent experiments [16, 17, 18, 19]. Two results in particular are

worth highlighting. Firstly, the measurement of the frequency of the ‘scissors’ mode

showed conclusive evidence of dynamics exclusive to superfluids [20, 19]. Secondly,

the propagation of sound predicted by the Bogoliubov theory was verified by mea-

suring the velocity of localised excitations propagating through the condensate [16].

Experiments were also performed at higher temperatures where the interactions

between the condensate and the thermal component of the gas play a role [21, 22,

23, 24]. For certain modes substantial temperature-dependent frequency shifts were

measured [21, 22, 23]. The finite temperature theory of the condensate dynamics is

considerable more complicated than at T = 0, and satisfactory theoretical explana-

tions of the observed frequency shifts of the m = 0 mode in [21] for example, were

not given until several years later [25].

In addition to frequency shifts, the damping rate of low energy collective modes

were found to be highly temperature dependent [21, 22, 23, 24]. Theoretical explana-

tion of these results was founded on a process called Landau damping, caused by col-

lisions between particles in the condensate and particles in the thermal cloud [26, 27].

Through these collisions there is a net removal of energy from the collective mode

of the condensate, which is absorbed and dissipated by the thermal cloud. To de-

scribe this process accurately on a microscopic level requires a complete theory of

elementary excitations in terms of Bogoliubov quasi-particles which describe the low

energy, small amplitude collective modes of the condensate, and the high energy ex-
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citations which describe particles in the thermal cloud. Higher energy modes of this

spectrum were measured experimentally in a series of experiments [28, 29, 30, 31],

using pair of counter propagating laser beams to excite them [32].

Having built up a comprehensive picture of elementary excitations of the Bose gas,

experiments turned to look at collective excitations in harmonically trapped gases in

a reduced number of dimensions [33, 34]. In this regime, motion of the condensate

and thermal cloud are ‘frozen’ out in a particular direction and the dynamics can

be drastically altered e.g. [35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. The condition for regimes of reduced

dimensions can be seen by comparing energy scales. The ground state energy of the

interacting gas is given by the chemical potential of the condensate, µ, the thermal

cloud is characterised by energy kBT , and in a harmonic trap the first excited state

in the ith direction has energy !#i. Motion in this direction is frozen out when

µ, kBT " !#i. To meet this criterion at measurable densities required the new

types of trap to be created with tight confinement in one, two or three dimensions.

Two trapping techniques emerged: optical lattices with confinement on the order of

a wavelength (< 1µm), and magnetic micro-traps generated by atom chips.

Producing Bose-Einstein condensates in atomic vapours requires several stages

of laser cooling and magneto-optical trapping, followed by evaporative cooling in

either optical dipole traps or magnetic traps. This requires a complicated setup of

optics and magnetic field coils. Atom chips are centimeter-sized wafers, incorporat-

ing on their surface a combination of optical components such as mirrors, gratings

and waveguides, and magnetic components such as current carrying wires [40, 41].

The atoms can be first magneto-optically trapped close to the chip surface with a

simple apparatus. Due to the close proximity of the atoms to the chip surface, they

can then be magnetically trapped with high field gradients to create tight traps with

only modest currents in the surface-mounted wires. This makes atom chips useful for

studying Bose-Einstein condensates in reduced dimensions, particularly in narrow

(# 1µm) highly elongated (" µm) traps where they are close to being 1-dimensional

in nature [36, 38, 39]. In our experiment we produce highly elongated Bose-Einstein

condensates on an atom chip. We investigate the temperature dependence of col-

lective mode dynamics in between the 3D and 1D regimes, where there is currently

little experimental data. In particular, we focus on the temperature dependence of
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Landau damping of longitudinal centre of mass oscillations of our condensate in this

quasi-1D regime. We find the damping rate to be significantly weaker than expected

for a 3D condensate, and derive an analytical model that explains why this is the

case.

1.1 Experiment Overview

Our experiments are performed under ultra-high vacuum, where the atomic vapour

exists in a meta-stable gaseous state that we can condense. We start by capturing

atoms from a room temperature atomic vapour, and cooling them down to form a

Bose-Einstein condensate. This involves laser cooling and magneto-optically trap-

ping, followed by magnetic trapping and evaporative cooling to reach the critical

temperature for condensation. We give a brief overview of this sequence of events

below.

A vapour of rubidium atoms is produced by a small pulsed source inside a sec-

ondary vacuum chamber, where the vapour rapidly reaches equilibrium with the

chamber walls at room temperature. 87Rb atoms from the vapour are captured and

cooled to # 100µK by the first of three magneto-optical traps (MOT). Atoms are

pushed out of this MOT into the primary vacuum chamber, where a second MOT

recaptures them a few millimeters above the surface of our atom chip. They are then

smoothly transferred into the third and final atom chip-MOT, located a few hundred

microns above the chip surface. From here they are loaded into the magnetic chip

trap. Once in the magnetic trap they are evaporatively cooled through selective

removal of the most energetic atoms by an rf field. Once cooled below the transition

temperature Tc $ 350 nK, they start to condense. Further evaporation decreases the

temperature of the remaining thermal atoms, and increases the number of condensed

atoms.

We excite collective oscillations by resonantly shaking the magnetic trap. We

study the oscillating condensate from absorption images of the cloud taken at a

sequence of di!erent times. To produce each image, we release the condensate from

the magnetic trap and shine a laser beam at it, resonant with an atomic optical

transition. The absorption of this light produces a shadow, which we image onto a
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camera. From this image we obtain a 2D map of the column density of the cloud

of atoms. This process destroys the condensate, so the entire sequence of events is

repeated to obtained images of the oscillating condensate at subsequent times.

1.2 Organisation of this Thesis

This thesis falls into two parts: chapters 2-4 describe how we produce our conden-

sates, while Ch.5-8 describe the experiments we perform on them and the theory

we developed to understand our results. To understand the experiments presented

in Ch.5-8, it is su#cient to follow the description of our experimental sequence in

Ch.2, together with specific subsections we reference along the way.

Chapter 2 introduces the various stages of cooling and trapping that precede the

formation of a Bose-Einstein condensate. In this chapter, we describe the function

of each stage. In the second pat of Ch.2 we describe the apparatus used for this

sequence.

Chapter 3 describes in detail how we reach the point of having magnetically

trapped thermal atoms. We emphasise how we configured and optimised the se-

quence in the laboratory.

Chapter 4 describes in detail how we evaporatively cool the (magnetically trapped)

atoms to form a condensate. A detailed theoretical treatment of evaporative cool-

ing is given first, followed by a description of how we optimise this cooling stage

experimentally. We then describe features of our trap which become important at

ultra-cold temperatures (T ! 1µK), and finish by describing the emergence of our

condensates in the cloud of thermal atoms.

Chapter 5 begins by introducing the theory of the condensate at zero tempera-

ture. From this we calculate its density, which we compare to those we measure.

We then describe the dynamics expected of our condensate at zero temperature,

showing measurements of two low energy collective oscillations, and describe how

the condensate density distribution evolves after it is released from the magnetic

trap.
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Chapter 6 describes techniques for manipulating the magnetically trapped atoms

with an rf field. We show how these can be used to deform the trap potential,

sensitively release atoms from the trap, and selectively remove atoms according

their energy.

Chapter 7 introduces the theory of Bose-Einstein condensates at finite temper-

ature. We use this theory to develop an accurate analytical model of the thermal

density after the Bose gas is released from the trap. Our model describes the mea-

sured density profiles well, and provides an accurate method for determining the

temperature and condensed fraction of the gas, improving on techniques currently

in use.

Chapter 8 presents the primary results of this thesis; how the temperature of our

quasi-1D Bose gas e!ects the damping rate of longitudinal centre of mass oscillations

of the condensate. We describe our experimental method and the analysis of our

data, for which we use the techniques of Ch.7. This produces a set of measurements

of the damping rate versus temperature. We then introduce the microscopic theory

of Landau damping, and modify the standard treatment to describe our trapped

gas. We show that this modified theory is in good quantitative agreement with our

experimental observations.

Chapter 9 summarises the main results of this thesis and gives an outlook on

future research.

In this thesis we have explored in detail various experimental techniques and

theoretical methods that apply to our experiment. Di!erent readers will wish to

gain di!erent kinds of information from this thesis, and following all our arguments

in detail is not necessary to understand the broader ideas of our results.

In particular, we have derived several detailed theoretical models in order to

explain certain experimental observations. Some of these are on technical issues,

namely the loading of the magnetic trap in sec.3.4 and evaporative cooling in sec.4.1.

Our aim in deriving these models is to give new insights and explanations that will

help guide the experimentalist faced with similar problems in the future. For the

reader wishing to gain a more general overview of our experiment, following these

sections in detail is not necessary to understand the work in later chapters.
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Other theoretical models seek to explain more fundamental observations such as

the density distribution of the thermal cloud in sec.7.2, and Landau damping in

sec.8.4. These models have been derived from basic (although not always simple)

principles, so that the interested reader may follow our arguments closely. Parts of

our derivations that take a highly mathematical form without o!ering much new

physical insight are presented in the appendices as referenced. Furthermore, in

Ch.7 and Ch.8, where finite temperature e!ects of a Bose-Einstein condensate are

discussed, we have also described the second quantised and mean field theories of

the Bose gas in order to lay solid foundations on which our results are built.

It is not necessary to follow the derivations in detail to gain a broad understanding

of our results. However, a basic understanding of the concepts in Ch.7 is useful for

understanding the Landau mechanism which explains the results presented in Ch.8.

The introductory theory in Ch.7 itself is at times quite abstract, but intuition can be

gained by first reading Ch.5 in which the dynamics of the condensate are described

by a semi-classical mean field.



Chapter 2

Experimental Sequence and Ap-

paratus

This chapter introduces the various stages that make up the experimental sequence

in section 2.1. Section 2.2 then details the experimental apparatus used to implement

this sequence.

2.1 The BEC sequence

Figure 2.1 shows the 8 stages of the experimental sequence. The first 6 stages

culminate in a magnetically-trapped BEC. The final stage consists of the experiment

we wish to perform on the BEC. The duration of the stages range between 2ms and

12 s long, and the whole sequence takes about 40 s to run. The sequence is computer

controlled and runs at a repetition rate of once every 50 s.1 At the end of each

sequence, the BEC is released from the trap, and an absorption image taken. This

process is destructive, so further tests cannot be made on the same BEC. To conduct

our experiment on the time-dependent dynamics of a BEC, many sequences are run

in a highly repeatable fashion, with the BEC imaged at di!erent times in each cycle.

1The extra 10 s, allows software to be reconfigured for the next sequence to be run.

22
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Stage 1 - Loading mirror MOT: The LVIS MOT (left) 
produces a cold stream of atoms that passes through 
the hole in the extraction mirror separating the LVIS 
chamber and science chamber. This beam loads the 
mirror MOT above the surface of the atom chip. Shown 
are the horizontal and diagonal MOT beams (cylindrical 
arrows), and the MOT coils that produce the quadrupole 
magnetic field (black lines with arrows).

Stage 2 - Atoms transferred from the MOT to the 
UMOT: The UMOT uses the same MOT beams, but a 
different quadrupole field, created by a U-shaped 
current distribution through the chip wires (shaded 
blue), together with the x bias field (blue line). The trans-
fer is made by overlapping the two fields and smoothly 
changing it into just the UMOT quadrupole field.

Stage 3 - Optical Molasses: The atoms are released 
into an optical molasses by ramping off the UMOT 
quadrupole field. The trap light is detuned, and the 
cloud sub-doppler cooled.

Stage 4 - Optical Pumping: The trap light is switched 
off, and the cloud opticaly pumped into the m

F
=2 

zeeman sub-level. The optical pumping light is pulsed 
on with !

+
 polarisation relative to a 1 G field in the x 

direction. This leaves 60!106 atoms in the m
F
=2, 

between 80 and 120 µK ready for magnetic trapping.

Stage 5 - Loading Magnetic Trap: The trap magnetic 
trap is loaded by gradually switching on the magnetic 
trapping field. The magnetic trap field is produced by 
running 2A through the small Z wires, together with bias 
fields in the x and z directions. The magnetic trap 
contains "25!103 atoms at 120 µK after 600 ms.

Stage 6 - Evaporative Cooling to BEC: The atoms in 
the magentic trap are evaporatively cooled by selective 
removal of the hottest atoms using an RF field. The RF 
field is produced by running a RF current though thick 
copper bar centred 1.5 mm below the chip surface. As 
the atoms are cooled the size of the cloud in the 
harmonic trap potential also decreases.

BEC: A BEC is produced within a fragment at the 
bottom of the magnetic trap. The BEC contains between 
10 and 40!103 atoms, and has radial and axial 
harmonic trap frequencies of 1.2 kHz and 8 Hz in the 
fragment that we perform experiments in. The BEC is in 
the 1-d to 3-d crossover regime.

Stage 7 - Experiments on Collective Excitaitons: 
Centre of mass and dipole (collective) oscillations are 
excited in the condensate by varying the x bias field and 
current in the end wires. The z bias field is also varied to 
alter the radial trap frequency and condensate aspect 
ratio. The dynamics of the condensate are measured 
from sequences of absorption images.

Figure 2.1: The stages of the experimental sequence that produce a BEC that we can then
perform an experiment on. Further explanation of each stage is given in the following sub
sections.
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2.1.1 Loading the Mirror MOT

The first stage is to load the mirror-magneto-optical trap (mMOT) [42], a useful

variant of the magneto-optical trap (MOT) for atoms chips. Magneto optical trap-

ping techniques are nowadays commonplace in ultra-cold physics experiments. This

section describes the setup in our experiment, noting the important technical speci-

fications. Explanations of the theory behind magneto-optical trapping can be found

in [43, 44], and with a setup almost identical to our present one in [45].

The mMOT allows us to cool and trap atoms 0.5mm to 5mm above the surface

of our atom chip. It consists of a pair of counter-propagating horizontal beams,

and two diagonal beams incident at 45" to the reflective gold chip surface. The two

reflected diagonal beams form a pair counter-propagating to the incident diagonal

beams. A set of coils in the anti-Helmholtz configuration produces a quadrupole

field with an axial field gradient of 25G cm!1, centred where the beams intersect.

The MOT beams contain trap light 12MHz red detuned from the 52S1/2 %&

52P3/2, F = 2 %& F# = 3 ‘trapping’ transition. The natural line width is $ =

Diagonal M
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Figure 2.2: Mirror MOT.
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2$ ! 6.07MHz [46, 47, 48, 49]. The recoil of atoms as they scatter trap light from

the MOT beams is responsible for the cooling and trapping of the atoms. The trap

light also o!-resonantly excites atoms into the 52P3/2 F# = 2 state. This transition

is 266.650 (9)MHz red detuned from the trapping transition, so the trap light is

approximately 245MHz detuned from it [50]. From the 52P3/2 F# = 2 state they

have high probability of decaying into the 52S1/2F = 1 ground state. This state

being 6.8GHz detuned from the trapping transition, is e!ectively dark to trap light.

A second frequency - ‘repump’ light - is added to the MOT beams, resonant with

the 52S1/2 %& 52P3/2, F = 1 %& F# = 2 transition. This pumps atoms out of the

F = 1 ground state back into the F = 2 ground state to maintain a high population

cycling on the trapping transition.

The MOT beams are 25mm in diameter. Their polarisation is %! relative to

the direction of the magnetic field along the axis of the mMOT quadrupole as the

incoming beams propagate towards the centre of the MOT (see fig. 2.1 in [45], for

example). This ensures atoms preferentially scatter light from the beam propagating

towards the centre of the MOT, providing confinement for the atoms [51, 43]. The

intensity of trap light at the centre of each beam is above the saturation intensity

for the trap transition, Isat = 3.577mW cm!2 [46]. The total power in each of the

horizontal MOT beams is 12mW and is 20mW in each diagonal beam. Once loaded,

the power in the horizontal MOT beams is reduced, elongating the cloud along the

direction of the horizontal beams. There is 2mW of repump light in each beam.

The mMOT is centred 4mm above the chip surface, and when fully loaded is

5%7mm long and 2 to 3mm wide. The temperature is estimated to be 100µK from

its ballistic expansion after the MOT beams are switched o! (see sec.3.2.2). The

density in a MOT is limited by reabsorption of scattered photons and is typically

between 1010 and 1011 cm!3 [52, 53]. Between 108 and 109 atoms are loaded over

12 s into the mMOT from an intense beam of cold atoms from a low velocity intense

source (LVIS) [54, 55]. The number and density of the mMOT is estimated from

images of its fluorescence (see sec.2.1.8).

The LVIS is a 6 beam free space MOT in an adjoining vacuum chamber. It

has a shadow along one of the retro-reflected beams formed by a 1mm hole in the

extraction mirror. This 6mm thick mirror separates the LVIS chamber from the
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science chamber. A cold, collimated beam of atoms is pushed along the shadow in

this beam, away from the centre of the LVIS-MOT passing through the hole in the

extraction mirror, and into the science chamber. The LVIS is aligned so the atomic

beam is directed at the mMOT.

A rubidium dispenser is situated in the LVIS chamber. It is run continuously

throughout the day, providing a steady source of rubidium vapour2. The LVIS

allows us to load the MOT with a high flux of 87Rb, with little increase in pressure

in the science chamber from the dispensing of rubidium. This allows fast loading of

the mMOT whilst maintaining the low pressure needed to make and hold BECs.

The mMOT loading time can be can be decreased from 12 s to about 5 s by

increasing the rubidium vapour pressure in the LVIS chamber by running a higher

current through the rubidium dispensers. This would increase the repetition rate

of the experimental sequence by about 20%. The cost of running the dispensers

at the required higher current is that they would need replacing every few months.

Replacement of the three dispensers in the LVIS chamber is roughly a two week

process, and runs a small risk of contamination of the UHV conditions in the science

chamber. However, this is not the most cost e!ective way of increasing the repetition

rate. Currently almost 50% of the experimental sequence time is taken by software

processing and dead time which prevents software timing conflicts between multiple

programs used to run the experimental hardware.

2.1.2 UMOT

The mMOT has a poor spatial overlap with the magnetic trap into which atoms are

ultimately loaded. The atoms are therefore first loaded into an elongated narrow

MOT, called the ‘U’-MOT (UMOT), which is centred 500µm from the chip sur-

face. The same beams are used for the mMOT and UMOT, however the magnetic

quadrupole field of the UMOT is produced by the ‘U’ shaped current distribution

shown in figure 2.3 on the chip surface, and an external bias field. This creates a

quadrupole field with high radial confinement (&rB $ 150Gcm!1), stretching out

over almost the entire 7mm central section of the chip wires. The tight radial con-

2Both 85Rb and 87Rb. The LVIS-MOT and LVIS atomic beam contain only 87Rb as 85Rb
requires a di!erent set of frequencies for laser cooling and trapping
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finement allows the UMOT to be brought close to the chip without losing atoms

through collisions with the chip surface.

z

x

y

Figure 2.3: Current distribution (shaded blue and blue arrows) and magnetic bias fields
(parallel blue arrows) used to produce the UMOT quadrupole field (black lines). 1A is run
through each of the small Z wires. 2A are run through the end wire in so that the current
opposes that in the end part of the small Z wires where they run parallel. The field along
these anti parallel currents cancels, and we are left with the field from a ‘U’ shaped current
distribution. The x bias field cancels the field circulating around the central section of the Z
wires to form a quadrupole field in the x%y plane. The field is asymmetric as the quadrupole
centre is rotated outwards from the centre of the U by the field from the end sections of the
U. The field from the ends of the U combine with that from the central section to complete
the quadrupole in the y % z plane (not shown here).

Atoms are transferred from the mMOT to the UMOT by overlapping the UMOT

quadrupole field, then ramping up the UMOT current while ramping down the

mMOT coils. A uniform bias field that controls the distance of the field minimum

from the chip surface is simultaneously increased. This smoothly changes the mag-

netic field, and sweeps the atoms towards the chip surface, over a period of 100ms.

Over the last 30ms, the trap light is detuned by a further 20MHz, reducing the

radiation pressure from scattered photons in centre of the UMOT, increasing the

UMOT density. Previously [56], the transfer from mMOT to UMOT in our exper-

iment was achieved by a sudden switch over from one quadrupole field to another.

This method, new to our experiment, provides a more e#cient and reliable way to

transfer the atoms and is described in detail in section 3.1.

2.1.3 Optical Molasses

Atoms are then released from the UMOT into an optical molasses by switching o!

the UMOT current. The MOT beams are further red detuned by 36MHz at the

end of the UMOT so they are 76MHz red detuned by the beginning of the optical
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molasses stage. This reduces the scattering rate and therefore heating rate from

photon recoil, lowering the temperature the atoms can reach through sub doppler

cooling. The optical molasses also damps motion induced by field gradients as the

quadrupole field is turned o!.

Although still cooled, the atoms are no longer trapped and the cloud slowly

expands. The optical molasses stage is kept short, between 2 and 3ms, to prevent

significant loss in phase space density. The trap light is then switched o!, but the

repump light remains on for optical pumping, described next.

2.1.4 Optical pumping

Once the trap light is o!, almost all atoms decay to the |52,S1/2,F = 2' ground

state. A few decay to |52,S1/2,F = 1', but they are rapidly pumped into the

|52,S1/2,F = 2' ground states while the repump light is left on. These atoms are

distributed over all 2F+1 Zeeman sublevels, denoted by mF. Ultimately, the atoms

are to be trapped magneticaly - as described in sec.2.1.5 below. To do so, they must

be in either the mF = 1 or mF = 2 sublevel. In this stage, we therefore prepare the

atoms in the correct sublevel for magnetic trapping by optically pumping them.

The optical pumping light is circularly polarised to drive %+ transitions which

pump the atoms into the mF = 2 state. In this state the magnetic trap is strongest

and deepest. To set the correct circular polarisation, a 1G uniform magnetic field

is applied along direction the beam propagates, and the beam is left-hand circularly

polarised with respect to this direction. The atoms are pumped on the 52S1/2 %&

52P3/2, F = 2 %& F# = 2 transition with a 500µs pulse which has an intensity of a

few mWcm!2. The |mF = 2' state is dark to this light. After optical pumping, we

measure up to 6! 107 atoms from absorption images, and temperatures of between

80 and 120µK from the ballistic expansion of the gas.

2.1.5 Magnetic Trap

The magnetic trap field is produced by running 1A through each of the two small

Z wires on the atom chip, together with a uniform bias field in the x̂ direction. The
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Figure 2.4: Current distribution (shaded blue and blue arrows) and magnetic bias fields
(parallel blue lines) used to produce the magnetic trap potential. The 2-d quadrupole in the
(black lines) x % y plane is created by the central part of the small Z wires and the x bias
field. The minimum occurs at the height that the x bias ( 35G completely cancels the field
from the Z wires (110 to 200µm). This minimum is raised above zero by the z bias field (1
to 10G). The field from the end sections of the Z wires provides axial confinement.

x bias and the field circulating around the central parts of the Z wires form a 2-d

quadrupole field giving the tight radial confinement of the trap. The two end parts of

the Z wires give axial confinement. As in the UMOT, the axial confinement is weak,

rising strongly only over the last few hundred µm from the ends of the trap. To

prevent spin flip loss [57] as atoms pass through the (2-d) quadrupole minimum [58],

a z bias field is applied, raising the field minimum above zero, and smoothing the

variation of the field direction. It also increases the Zeeman splitting between the

spin states, reducing the probability of spin flip loss from oscillating stray fields.

The magnetic trap field is ramped up smoothly over 3ms to capture atoms from

the thermal cloud. Raising the trap potential increases the energy of atoms in

the cloud. In turn this raises the temperature of the cloud as it thermalises through

interatomic elastic collisions. After 20ms there are typically between 3 and 3.5!107

atoms in the magnetic trap, and the hottest atoms can be seen escaping from the

trap. The magnetic trap is compressed over the next 20ms by increasing the x

bias field to 35G. This moves the trap closer to the chip (110µm from its surface),

increases the radial confinement, and increases the density and collision rate. A

high collision rate is needed to permit fast evaporation in the next stage of cooling,

as discussed in sec.4.1.3. After 600ms the trapped cloud has thermalised, and we

measure between between 2 and 3! 107 atoms at a temperature of 120µK.
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2.1.6 Evaporative cooling to BEC

To cool the magnetically trapped cloud, the most energetic atoms are selectively

removed from the trap. This is achieved using an rf field to flip the spin so that these

atoms are ejected from the trap. The energy of the remaining atoms is redistributed

as they thermalise through elastic collisions, and thus the temperature is lowered.

The trap depth is gradually lowered by reducing the r.f. frequency, continuously

forcing the cloud to cool. The maximum cooling rate is limited by how fast the

energy can be redistributed, and therefore by the elastic collision rate.

Despite the forced loss of atoms, the density and elastic collision rate can increase

because the size of the cloud decreases as the temperature drops. This depends on

the geometry of the trap and how fast and how e#ciency the cloud can be cooled

and is discussed in section 4.1. When the elastic collision rate increases with time,

the cooling becomes faster, leading to further increase in the collision rate. In this

case the evaporation processes is described as ‘runaway’ [59]. Runaway evaporation

ensures the process is sustainable and that the phase space density increases with

time. It is important to be in this regime to cool to BEC.

As the temperature drops below the critical temperature Tc, which depends on

number, a fraction of the cloud condenses into a Bose Einstein condensate. This

usually occurs when the rf field is tuned to eject atoms having energy approximately

50 kHz above the trap bottom. As the rf frequency decreases further, the thermal

cloud reduces, and the condensate fraction increases, until we have an almost pure

Bose Einstein condensate.We produce a condensate after 8 s of evaporative cooling.

When the initial atom number is particularly high, this can be done in under 5 s.

The currents in the Z wires meanders a little from side to side because of defects in

the edges and the bulk of the wires [60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. The small transverse currents

(! 1µA) cause small fluctuations in the axial magnetic field along the length of the

trap close the trap bottom. This gives rise to roughness in the axial trap potential.

At temperatures below 1µK, this causes the cloud to fragment into several clouds

at the various local minima in the rough potential along the axis of the trap. Our

condensate forms in one or more of these minima, where the axial confinement of

the condensate has a characteristic frequency between 5Hz and 15Hz. The radial
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frequency of the trap is typically 2 kHz, and the number of atoms in a condensate

is typically between 104 to 4! 104.

2.1.7 Experiments with the BEC

With a computer interface controlling the laser light, the rf field, and the magnetic

fields, the apparatus can be configured to perform a wide range of experiments.

Controlling the bias fields and currents through the chip wires we can precisely

control the position and confinement of the trap in which the condensate sits. The

x & y bias fields can be used to vary the distance of the trap from the chip wires

and chip surface, at the same time changing the radial trap frequency. The z bias

can be used to vary the radial trap frequency independently. The aspect ratio #r/#z

can be tuned to adjust the dimensionality of the condensate from 3D to quasi-1D.

Finally, we can use the rf field to dress the potential [65, 66, 67]. This allows

us to vary the ratio between #x and #y, and to smooth the roughness of the axial

potential [68]. Such dressed potentials have previously been used in our experiment

to split the condensate for matter wave interferometry [69, 56, 70].

Our current focus is on measuring the dynamics of the condensate. We can excite

and measure centre of mass and dipole oscillations, both longitudinal and transverse.

To excite longitudinal centre of mass oscillations, we use the end wires on our atom

chip to move the centre of the trap without changing its curvature. We modulate

this displacement at the axial trap frequency #z to resonantly drive centre of mass

oscillations of the condensate. We explore the decay of this motion in the presence

of a thermal cloud. By varying the trap depth with the rf field, we can control the

number of atoms in the thermal fraction. We measure the e!ect this has on the

decay rate. Our results are presented in chapter 8.

2.1.8 Imaging

We describe two imaging techniques we shall refer back to throughout this thesis,

fluorescence imaging and absorption imaging, which we use to image cold atomic
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clouds. During optical stages of the sequence given above we use fluorescence imag-

ing, while for dark stages, such as when atoms are magnetically trapped, we use

absorption image. The setup of the imaging apparatus is describe in the sec.2.2.4

further below.

Fluorescence Imaging

For optical stages, the atoms scatter the light of the MOT beams causing them to

fluoresce. We image this fluorescence onto a camera from which we can see the shape,

size and position of our MOT in real time. Additionally, we can obtain an order of

magnitude estimate of how many atoms are in the MOT based on its fluorescence

measured from processed images, as described below.

An accurate estimate of the number of atoms our MOT from its fluorescence is

di#cult to obtain due to its optical thickness, the re-scattering of photons in its

centre, and the spatially dependent polarisation of MOT beams together with the

Zeeman manifold of hyperfine states. However, for an order of magnitude estimate,

we neglect such features by assuming each atom is equally illuminated, and behaves

like a two-level atom. The fluorescence per atom can then be calculated from the

scattering rate,

R =
$

2

I/Isat

1 + I/Isat + 4 ("/$)2
, (2.1)

where I is the total intensity from all (six) MOT beams that illuminate the atoms,

$ = 2$ ! 6.07MHz is the natural line width of the cooling transition 52S1/2 %&

52P3/2, F = 2 %& F# = 3 [46, 47, 48, 49], "/2$ the detuning of the MOT beams

from this transition which is typically 12MHz, and Isat is the saturation intensity.

Since polarisation of the MOT beams varies with position, and the atoms, which are

distributed over allmF states, move rapidly around rapidly, we use the the saturation

intensity for an isotropic polarisation, Isat = 3.58mW cm!2 [46, 47, 48, 49]. The

total intensity is typically about 15mW cm!2 in our experiment.

The total number of emitted photons from a MOT containing N atoms over

time interval "T is approximately NR"T . By measuring the fluorescence from the

MOT we can estimate the number of atoms in the MOT. For MOTs such as ours

which are optically thick, not all atoms are illuminated with the same intensity,
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thus reducing the scattering rate for atoms deep inside the MOT. In addition, some

scattered photons may be re-scattered by other atoms, thus NR is an overestimate

of the total fluorescence.

This fluorescence is spread evenly over 4$ sr. We image only a small fraction of

this, captured by a lens of radius rl = 25mm, onto the CCD (charge coupled device)

of our camera. This lens is located a distance d = 150mm from the atoms, and

hence captures a small fraction

' = $r2l /(4$d
2) (2.2)

of the light scattered by the MOT. Furthermore, each optic reduces the intensity

of this captured light, and the camera’s CCD detects this light with an e#ciency

of approximately 0.18 counts per photon [71]. Taking into account the vacuum

chamber window, two lenses, and the mirror shown in fig.2.15a in the apparatus

section below, our combined detection e#ciency ( is approximately 0.16. We take

an image of the fluorescing cloud with an exposure time "T , typically 2ms. We

select a region around the cloud in this image, over which we sum the pixel counts.

Outside this region there may be scattered light from other objects in the chamber

such as the atom chip assembly or the MOT coils. The number of atoms in the

MOT is estimated from the totalled pixel counts npxl as,

N = npxl/ (R"T(') . (2.3)

For our setup this corresponds to approximately 0.12 atoms per pixel count.

Absorption Imaging

For other stages where there is no light, we image the cloud through a technique

known as absorption imaging. The cloud of atoms is illuminated by a laser beam

close to resonance with an optical transition - we use the cooling transition 52S1/2 %&

52P3/2, F = 2 %& F# = 3. Atoms scatter some of the light from this beam, which

for an intensity small compared to Isat is distributed evenly over 4$ sr. This casts

a shadow of the atoms in the beam, which we image onto a camera. We measure
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the column density of the atomic cloud by comparing this shadow image to an im-

age taken shortly after, where no atoms are present. Unlike fluorescence imaging of

atom in a MOT, this technique is destructive for magnetically trapped atoms, since

scattering can leave atoms in un-trapped states, and the photon recoil heats leading

to considerable trap loss.

Let I0(x, y) be the intensity of a beam propagating in a direction we label ẑ.

Then the intensity of this beam after passing through a cloud with density n(r) is

given by the Beer Lambert law,

I(x, y) = I0(x, y) exp (%%nc(x, y)) . (2.4)

where

nc(x, y) =

!

dz n(r) (2.5)

is the column density of the cloud. The scattering cross section % of atoms in the

beam is

% $
hc

"

$

2

1/Isat

1 + 4 ("/$)2
, (2.6)

assuming that the atomic transition is far from being saturated, i.e. I " Isat. In our

experiment we typically have a peak intensity of 0.2mW cm!2 in our imaging beam.

The frequency is tuned to resonance such where eq.(2.6) becomes % = 3"2/(2$), us-

ing Isat = !#3$/(12$c2) [46]. By measuring the attenuated intensity profile I(x, y),

and the initial intensity I0(x, y), we can invert eq.(2.4) to find the column density

of the cloud,

nc(x, y) =
1

%
log (I0(x, y)/I(x, y)) . (2.7)

We measure I(x, y) by imaging it onto the CCD of our camera. Each pixel on the

CCD gives a number of counts Npxl(xi, yj) which is proportional to the A"tI(xi, yj),

where A = 3.45!3.45µm2 is the pixel area and "t is the exposure time, and (xi, yj)

are the pixel coordinates. In addition to this shadow image we take a second image a

few tens of ms later, but without any atoms present when the light intensity imaged

onto the CCD is I0(x, y). Similarly, in this image, a pixel at (xi, yj) gives the

number of counts Npxl0(xi, yj) ) A"tI0(xi, yj). The ratios Npxl0(xi, yj)/Npxl(xi, yj)

and I0(xi, yj)/I(xi, yj) are equal provided that the intensity varies approximately
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Figure 2.5: Absorption images of a Bose-condensed cloud of atoms. Figure 2.5a is the
shadow image proportional to I(xi, yj). The shading is negative, so darkest regions indicate
higher intensity. Figure 2.5b is the background image, proportional to I0(xi, yj). Figure 2.5c
is the processed image, proportional to nc(xi, yj), where the darker regions indicate higher
density. The scale on all images are the pixel indices i and j, and each pixel is 3.45!3.45µm.

linearly over a pixel, as it is the case for the images discussed in this thesis.3 Thus,

the column density at (xi, yj) is,

nc(xi, yj) =
1

%
log

"
Npxl0(xi, yj)

Npxl(xi, yj)

#

(2.8)

We can find the 1D density profile by summing nc(xi, yj) over the pixels in the

vertical (j) or horizontal (i) directions and multiplying by the pixel width
*
A. The

atom number is found by summing over both i and j, and multiplying by the pixel

area A.

Figure 2.5 shows the absorption images before and after processing. The first

image, fig.2.5a, is the shadow image. The second image, fig.2.5b, is the background

image without any atoms. The shading in these images is negative in the sense that

the darkest points correspond to brightest parts of the imaging beam intensity, where

the pixel count is highest. In both these images there are many fringes visible from

3From a second order taylor expansion of these intensities with respect to x and y, it is straight
forward to show that this condition is A!2I(x, y)|xi,yj/ (24I(xi, yj)) " 1.
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optical aberration in our imaging system, but these disappear once the absorption

image is processed. The only di!erence between the fig.2.5a and fig.2.5b is the

light colour spot in the centre of fig.2.5a which is the shadow of a Bose condensed

cloud of atoms. Figure 2.5c shows the the absorption image found by dividing the

background image by the shadow image and taking the logarithm. The shading

in this image is proportional to the column density of the cloud, with the darkest

region representing the highest density.

2.2 Apparatus

This section describes the main components of the experiment and how they work

together to form our BEC experiment. A flow diagram of the apparatus is shown in

figure 2.6, with experimental components organised into blocks by their function.

The focus of the experiment, the atom chip, is housed within a ultra-high vacuum

chamber. Here, 87Rb is captured from the ‘low velocity intense source’ (LVIS) by

a MOT, before it is magnetically trapped and evaporatively cooled to a BEC at

the surface of the atom chip where experiments are then performed. The vacuum

system described in section 2.2.1, includes a high vacuum chamber and an ultra-

high vacuum chamber, vacuum pumps, the atom chip, and all the magnetic field

generating coils that are mounted around and inside it.

The laser system has four sets of beams that feed into the vacuum chambers,

each requiring the correct polarisation, intensity, precise timing, and frequency con-

trol. The lasers used for laser cooling and trapping of 87Rb, optical pumping, and

detection of the atoms are discussed in section 2.2.3.

The experimental sequence is computer controlled by two separate PCs. PC1

is programmed to give, with sub millisecond accuracy, a timed sequence of digital

and analogue voltages to the experimental control hardware, and instructions to the

USB and firewire devices. The hardware controls the light and magnetic fields for

the experimental sequence. PC2 stabilises the magnetic field around the vacuum

chamber at the request of PC1. Images of the BEC are then taken and sent back to

PC1. Components of the experiment are described in detail in the following sections.
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2.2.1 Vacuum Chamber and Coils

The vacuum system consists of the science chamber (fig.2.7) where we produce the

BEC, and the LVIS chamber (fig.2.9), where we dispense, pre-cool and produce a

cold collimated beam of 87Rb vapour. They are connected through a 1mm diameter
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Figure 2.6: Apparatus flow diagram. Components are grouped into the following categories:
User interface, computers, experimental control hardware, laser system, vacuum system
& coils, and atom chip contained within. From top to bottom these categories are; the
user interface, computers, experiment control hardware, the laser system (left), the vacuum
system (right), and the atom chip contained inside it. The computers interface with the
control hardware, which in turn control laser system and magnetic fields in the experiment.
The type of interface used is indicated by the colour coded lines. Arrows show the direction
of the interface. USB and firewire provide 2-way communication.
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Figure 2.7: The science chamber. Parts labelled VP are view ports. The section labelled
connection to LVIS chamber joins with the connection in the LVIS chamber diagram in
figure 2.9.

hole in the 6mm thick extraction mirror, through which the 87Rb beam passes. The

low conductance through this hole, and the continual pumping on science chamber

supports a high pressure di!erential between the two chambers. In the science

chamber we measure a pressure between 5 ! 10!11 and 10!10 Torr on a Bayard-

Alpert ionisation gauge, and in the LVIS chamber we measure a pressure between

10!8 and 10!7 Torr from the current reading on our ionisation-pump.
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Figure 2.8: A photograph of the inside of the top flange before it was bolted to the top of the
science chamber. The atom chip assembly is attached to this flange. Electrical connections
to the atom chip are made through feed throughs in this flange. Note that the atom chip
will be suspended upside down once the flange is attached. The inset shows more of the
same flange. The vertical posts are a temporary support structure used during construction
and are not part of the final flange assembly.

Science Chamber

As shown in fig.2.7, the science chamber is a 10 port spherical octagon vacuum

chamber, made of 316 grade stainless steel by Kimball Physics inc, with 8## DN160

CF conflat ports on the top and bottom, and eight 23
4
##
DN40 CF conflat ports

around the sides.

Figure 2.8 shows the top flange together with the atom chip assembly (see

sec.2.2.2 below) which is mounted to it. The top flange is a customised 8## DN160

CF flange onto which the atom chip assembly is attached (see 2.2.2). This flange

contains 3 feed-through flanges, that provide electrical connection to the atom chip

assembly, and the MOT coils.

The bottom flange is an 8## DN160 CF view port with 8mm thick glass, through

which some of the MOT beams enter and leave the science chamber. The z-axis

imaging, described in shown in sec.2.2.4, is also through this port. Four view ports

are also mounted on the side ports along the x and z axes of the chamber. These
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provide optical access for the remaining MOT beams, imaging beams, and optical

pumping beams, and for viewing fluorescence (sec.2.1.8).

The four other side flanges connect to the LVIS chamber, a Varian VacIon Plus

20 ionisation pump, a UHV-24p Nude Bayard-Alpert ionisation gauge, and a non

evaporable getter. The getter is mounted directly opposite the incoming beam of

atoms from the LVIS chamber. The ion pump is connected by a 6## long tube,

and is magnetically shielded by a 4mm thick mild steel case to limit its influence

on the magnetic trap. The ion gauge is mounted on a T-piece, the third arm of

which is attached to an angle valve for pumping down and venting the science

chamber. The connection to the LVIS chamber can be closed by a Lesker SS copper

bonnet gate valve. This allows a pressure of 10!11 Torr to be maintained in the

science chamber whilst venting the LVIS chamber to atmosphere when replacing the

rubidium dispensers.

The magnetic field coils, described later in sec.2.2.1, are mounted around the

science chamber and on the view ports. These coils produce the bias fields in the

x̂, ŷ, & ẑ directions, with high uniformity over the trapping region4.

LVIS Chamber

Figure 2.9 shows the LVIS chamber which consists of two six-way crosses, with a

number of adjoining sections. The parts are labeled ① to ⑦. ① The LVIS MOT sits

in the centre of one of these, a modified 23
4
##
conflat six-way cross. The four ports

on the top, bottom and sides of the cross are fitted with 23
4” view ports, giving

optical access for the LVIS MOT beams. Coils for the magnetic quadrupole, and

two orthogonal bias fields are wound round the arms of these ports. A 45" view port

enables fluorescence imaging of the LVIS MOT.

The extraction mirror ② is fitted into a CF DN40 flange connected to the arm of

the six way cross leading to the science chamber. The extraction mirror is a 6mm

thick "/4 waveplate with its back surface gold coated and a 1mm diameter hole

through its centre.

4The trapping region is defined as points within 10mm from the centre of the chip. The MOT,
UMOT, and magnetic trap fall within this region
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Figure 2.9: The LVIS vacuum chamber. The sections are numbered and listed following
the sequence of the main text. ① LVIS MOT six-way cross. ② Extraction mirror flange. ③
Four-way cross (UHV). ④ By-pass T-piece (UHV). ⑤ By-pass tube (UHV) and angle valve.
⑥ Dispenser T-piece. ⑦ Six-way cross. Sections ③ to ⑤ are under UHV. Other sections are
under HV (10!8 % 10!7Torr), maintained by a 25 l s%1 ion pump. Flanges labelled VP are
view ports

A four way cross ③ is connected on the UHV side of the extraction mirror.

This connects the LVIS chamber to the gate valve separating the LVIS and science

chambers. On one side of the four-way cross is a 11
3
##
view port, and the other

the bybass T-piece ④, also fitted with a 11
3
##
view port. These view ports give

optical access for diagnostics on the LVIS beam. The by-pass T-piece connects the

UHV side of the extraction mirror back to the HV side, through the by-pass tube

⑤ and angle valve. Under operating conditions the by-pass angle valve is closed.

Since the extraction hole has low conductance, the by-pass is opened to increase the

pumping speed on the UHV side of the extraction mirror when pumping out the

LVIS chamber. When venting, it is used to equalise the pressure di!erence across

the extraction mirror.

The dispenser T-piece ⑥ is attatched to the opposite side of the LVIS MOT six-

way cross. The adjoining flange to the dispenser T-piece is a 23
4
##
to 11

3
##
adapter,

fitted with a 11
3
##
feed through flange. The four feed throughs provide electrical

connection for three SAES Rb/NF/6.4/17/FT10+10 rubidium dispensers.

The dispenser T-piece connects to a second six-way cross ⑦ (23
4
##
conflat). The
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top port of this six-way cross is fitted with an angle valve for pumping out the

LVIS chamber. On one side of the six-way cross is another ionisation pump (same

as science chamber). This ion pump is also magnetically shielded. The other side

connects to the by-pass angle valve and tube ⑤. The end port has a 23
4
##
view port,

providing optical access for the LVIS MOT beam that is partially retro-reflected

from the extraction mirror, known as the ‘push beam’.

The LVIS collects atoms from the background vapour of Rubidium atoms in the

LVIS chamber. A stream of atoms (with typical velocity between 10 and 30m s!1 [54,

55, 72, 73, 74, 75] ) is then pushed through to the science chamber, where they are

captured by the mMOT, cooled, and passed into the magnetic trap.

Bias Field Coils

Five pairs of magnetic field generating coils are mounted around the science chamber,

and produce the bias fields for the mMOT, UMOT and magnetic trap. Table A.1

of appendix A gives the specifications for each pair. The currents run through these

coils are controlled by the current drivers shown in 2.2.6.

These coils produce uniform bias fields in the directions x̂, ŷ and ẑ as labelled

in figures 2.3 and 2.7. They are used in conjunction with the chip wires to form and

shift the position of UMOT field and magnetic trap, and shift the position of the

mMOT field.

Cancellation Coils

As well as bias field coils, there are three orthogonal pairs of magnetic field cancella-

tion coils. These use measurements from three orthogonal flux gate magnetometers

(Stephan Mayer FLC100) mounted on top of the science chamber, 50mm from the

chip surface, to null the stray lab fields from sources far from the chip 5. The coils

are 25 strand ribbon cables mounted round the science chamber in the Helmholtz

5An excellent test is the cancellation of the stray field from a 3T superconducting magnetic 2
floors above our lab! With the cancellation coils the magnetic field measured at the minimum of
the magnetic trap remains stable as the stray field is ramped up and down over 20min cycles.
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configuration with diameter 300mm and separation 150mm. They produce fields

up to 1G.

A field dependent voltage from the flux gates is sent to PC2, where it is time

averaged, scaled, and fed back into the cancellation coil current drivers. For the

cancellation of stray background fields the cancellation coils should be highly uniform

over the distance between the chip and the field probes. The diameter of these coils

is therefore 300mm, larger than the other coils. We calculate by integrating the

Biot-Savart law that this will provide field uniformity of better than 2% over the

area covered by our atom chip.

The magnetic field cancellation system is limited by the flux gates which can

only measure fields up to 1G. They therefore cannot operate when the experiment

is running. We sample and cancel the stray field between cycles.

2.2.2 Atom Chip Assembly

The atom chip is a 20 ! 20mm square, cut from a p-type silicon wafer with micro-

fabricated wires milled into a 3µm thick reflective gold surface. The micro-wires

carry high current densities - routinely 6700 Amm!2 during the magnetic trapping

stage - and produce tight magnetic micro-potentials with #r up to 2$ ! 3 kHz close

to the surface of the chip. The gold surface reflects the MOT beams for the mirror

MOT.

The silicon wafer has a resistivity of 17 % 33% cm [56]. Electrical insulation

between the gold wires is provided by a 100 nm insulating layer of SiO2 deposited

on the surface by wet oxidation. Since gold has poor adhesion to the SiO2 surface,

a 50 nm layer of chromium is evaporated onto the surface prior to the gold. Gold is

then evaporated onto the surface in five 600 nm layers.

To make the wires, a photo-resist mask is spun onto the gold surface. Areas to

be etched away are removed through photo-lithograpy. The gaps between the wires

are then ion beam milled through the Au, Cr and SiO2 layers and $ 1µm into the

Si layer beneath. Figure 2.10 shows the dimensions of the wires. Further description

of the fabrication process can be found in [56, 76, 77].
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Figure 2.10: Figure (a) shows wire pattern milled into chip surface with relevant dimensions.
Figure (b): Dimensions of Z wires. The inner pair (50µm) we refer to as the small Z wires,
and produce the (DC) magnetic trapping field. The outer pair (100µm) we refer to as
the large Z wires, and are used for RF manipulation of the atoms. Figure (c) is a light
microscope image of a 650!500µm area at the top end of the Z wries. Figure (d) shows the
wire bonds that form the electrical connection between the chip and the copper connections
in the surrounding substructure.

Bulk defects, rough edges, and grain boundaries in the Au wires cause roughness

in the magnetic potential when close to the chip [78, 77, 79]. They cause small

transverse currents that produce fields with components in the ŷ, and ẑ directions.

The field fluctuations along ẑ alter the energy at the trap bottom, and are large

enough to alter the distribution of atoms for clouds about µK or less, at 110µm

from the chip. This causes the cloud to split into fragments close to condensation.

The chip and substructure are designed to conduct heat rapidly away from the

chip. To operate the magnetic trap, 1A is run through each small Z wires for

up to 10 s. Their resistance is measured to increase by 18% running 1A for 10 s,

corresponding to a temperature increase of 50" C. The SiO2 (thermal conductivity

1.3Wm!1K!1) is kept thin to improve conduction [56]. This silicon chip sits directly

on a 5mm thick shapal-M base plate. This aluminium-oxide ceramic compound is

electrically insulating, but has good thermal conductivity of 90Wm!1K!1. Recessed

into this is a copper H, with 2 ! 2mm cross section. The central bar of the H is

2mm long, and runs directly beneath the central part of the chip Z wires. It helps
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dissipate the heat generated by the chip wires into the surrounding shapal. As well

as dissipating heat, the copper H is use to generate the RF field for evaporative

cooling. The shapal block is bolted into an aluminium support and suspended from

the top flange.

The ends of the chip wires fan out, enlarging the area available for electrical

contact. Their shape and direction also reduces the e!ect of the magnetic field

they generate on the trap at the chip centre. The chip wires connect to an array

of copper fingers mounted on top of the chip substructure. Figure 2.10 (d) shows

these connections, made by batches of 50µm thick gold wires, pressure bonded to

the gold surface. Uncoated copper wires are screw clamped to the copper fingers,

and connect them to the vacuum feed-throughs on the top flange.

The mirror MOT quadrupole coils are mounted to the chip sub-structure. The

centre of the coil pair sits 1.8mm below the chip surface, and their axis is at 45" to

the surface in the x-y plane. Their centre-to-centre separation is 45mm and they

produce a quadrupole field with peak gradient 25G cm!1 A!1. They are wound with

polyimide coated wire. Outgasing limits their maximum operation temperature and

the maximum temperature for baking to 120" C. They run a 1.8A continuous current

for a maximum of 5mins.

A gold coated prism is also mounted to the chip substructure, and redirects the z-

axis imaging beam down through 8## view port on the bottom of the science chamber.

This helps maximise the numerical aperture.

2.2.3 Laser System

Our optical system uses three lasers: a Coherent® MBR110 titanium doped sapphire

laser, and two home made diode lasers - the reference and repump lasers. Figure

2.11 shows the frequencies of these lasers and of the beams derived from them.

Light from the MBR110 is used for two purposes: ‘trap light’ for laser cooling and

trapping of 87Rb in the various MOTs, and absorption imaging. The reference laser

is locked to the 87Rb F = 2 & F’ = 3 transition in a vapour cell, and serves as a

frequency reference for the MBR110 which is o!set locked to it. The reference

laser also provides light for optical pumping. The repump laser is locked to the
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Figure 2.11: 87Rb energy levels for the D2 line, and laser frequencies. The first column
shows the energy levels of the 87Rb D2 line, for which the ground state configuration is
52S1/2, and the excited state configuration is 52P3/2. These are split into hyperfine levels
with quantum number F with their detuning shown [46, 47, 48, 49]. The second column
illustrates the laser frequencies relative to the D2 line transition. The Ti:Sapphire laser is
detuned from the reference laser by an frequency )o!set. The third column illustrates the
frequencies of the imaging, trap, optical pumping and repump beams which are derived
from the lasers as indicated by their matching colour coding. The imaging beam is detuned
by *I = 95 % )o!set MHz from resonance with the F = 2 & F’ = 3 transition, and the
trap beam by *I = 88 % )o!set MHz from the same transition. For imaging, we usually set
)o!set = 95MHz, and while loading the MOT, )o!set is typically 100MHz.

87Rb F = 1 & F’ = 2 ‘repump’ transition in another vapour cell. Light from the

repump laser is overlapped with the trap light and optical pumping light. It pumps

atoms that have decayed into the |52S1/2,F = 1' state back into the |52S1/2,F = 2'

state, where they can be excited by trap or optical pumping light.

The trap light can be tuned between 10 and 76MHz to the red of the trapping

transition, |52S1/2, F = 2' & |52P3/2, F = 3'. The maximum detuning is limited by

the input voltage to the voltage controlled oscillator in fig.2.14. The detuning is typ-

ically 12MHz while loading the MOT, which is then increased to 76MHz for the op-

tical molasses stage. The imaging light is tuned to be resonant with this transition.

The optical pumping light is resonant with the |52S1/2, F = 2' & |52P3/2, F = 2'

transition, and the repump light is resonant with the |52S1/2, F = 1' & |52P3/2, F = 2'
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transition.

Figure 2.12 is a schematic of the laser system and the di!erent beams derived

from it. It includes the three lasers, with accompanying spectroscopy and feedback

units. Each beam has a shutter for exposure control. All but the repump light

can also be switched with an acousto-optical modulator for sub 100 ns control. The

beams shown in fig.2.12 derived from the reference, repump and MBR110 lasers are

described in turn below.

Reference and Repump lasers

The reference and repump lasers follow the extended cavity diode laser design of [80].

We use a Sanyo DL7140-201 laser diode, with nominal wavelength 785 nm and a

free-running linewidth # 100MHz. An external cavity is formed by the back facet

of the laser diode, and a di!raction grating mounted at the Littrow angle after

the diode output. The first-order di!racted light fed back into the diode provides

frequency selection. The diode lasers operate at 780 nm with an output power of

20mW. Mode-hop free scans of 2.5 and 1GHz are possible for the repump and

reference lasers respectively. Both lasers are frequency stabilised by fast feedback

to the diode current and slow feedback to the angle of the grating. The diode lasers

are vibrationally damped, and temperature regulated for added frequency stability.

The reference and repump lasers are frequency locked to the |52S1/2, F = 2' &

|52P3/2, F = 2' and |52S1/2, F = 1' & |52P3/2, F = 2' transitions respectively. Ap-

proximately 2% of the output beams from each of these lasers is picked o! by the

glass plates GP1 and GP4, and fed into the respective polarisation spectrometers

(see [81, 82, 83], and for the setup in our experiment [84]). An error signal, approx-

imately proportional to the deviation from the desired frequency, is generated by

the polarisation spectrometer. The error signal is fed back to the piezoelectric stack

and laser current via a proportional, integral and di!erential (PID) gain circuit.

A further 2% of the reference laser output is picked o! by GP4, and used as

a frequency reference for the MBR110 described further below.6 The remaining

6The glass plates which are set a 45% to beams reflect approximately 2% of the light from their
front face, and 2% from their back face, allowing 96% to pass straight through. Where only on
reflected beam is shown in fig.2.12, e.g. at GP1, it is assumed that the other reflected beam is sent
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fraction is red detuned by 267MHz using acousto-optical modulator AOM3 in the

double pass configuration, shown in fig.2.12 and fig.2.13, where it is resonant with

the optical pumping transition. The AOM is operated at 133.5MHz with # 60%

of the light di!racted into the first-order red shifted mode. When the rf power

to the AOM is turned o!, 99.99% of the light passes through in the zeroth order

mode, which is then blocked. This allows the optical pumping light to be switched

o! with an extinction ratio of 1 : 104, in the time that the rf can be controlled,

# 50 ns. This provides the µs timing required of the optical pumping beam. A

shutter (S4) excludes any remaining light 1.5ms after the AOM is switched o!.

After passing through S4 the optical pumping beam is overlapped with one of the

two imaging beams (IMG1) by the glass plate GP5. It then follows the same path

as IMG1 through another shutter, S5, into a polarisation maintaining fibre, through

a telescope which expands the beam, and into the vacuum chamber. The telescope

and vacuum chamber are shown in fig.2.15a.

Acoustic 
Absorber

Transducer

Prism

Appertures
Beam Blocker

-1

-1

0

0

incident beam

double shifted beam

Figure 2.13: An a.o.m. in double pass configuration. With this layout, the AOM can be
used to switch the output beam on or o! at the 50ns operation time of the AOM. Variation
of the operation frequency in the double pass configuration makes only a small lateral shift
to the output beam, but does alter its direction.

The repump laser beam is passed through the mechanical shutter S1, then com-

bined with the trap light with a polarising beam cube, PBS1. The shutter blocks

the repump beam following the optical pumping stage. This shutter takes 1.5ms

to switch between being fully open and fully closed. This switching time, which is

slow compared to the switching speed of an AOM, is su#cient for the repump light

which is far o! resonance with atoms in the |52S1/2,F = 2,mF = 2' state ready to

be magnetically trapped.

The polarising beam cube PBS1 which combines the repump and trap light gives
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two output beams. One of these is used for the two diagonal MOT beams D1 and

D2, the other for the two horizontal MOT beam H1 and H2 together with the LVIS

beam used in the formation of the LVIS MOT. Before the two outputs of PBS1 are

separated, they are expanded to have a 1/e2 radius of approximately 20mm.

MBR110

TheMBR110 shown in fig.2.12 is a titanium:sapphire laser pumped by an 8W 532nm

Verdi V8 Laser. The ti:sapph lasing crystal is mounted in a confocal bow-tie cavity.

The laser frequency is tuneable by varying the cavity length (see [85] for further

details). The laser is internally locked to a reference cavity (finesse 30 % 70 and

FSR 225GHz). We externally lock the laser through feedback to the length of the

reference cavity. The MBR110 has a linearly polarized output in the TEM00 mode

with an output power between 700 and 850mW. The MBR110 requires regular

maintenance to operate consistently. The output beam is fibre coupled so that re-

alignment of the MBR110 does not a!ect the alignment of the beam in the rest of

the experiment.

Two low power beams (! 10mW) are picked o! after the fibre with the glass

plate GP1. One of these goes to a wave-meter which is used for corse frequency

alignment of the MBR110 to within a few GHz of the trapping transition. Corse

adjustments in frequency are made using a birefringent filter inside the MBR110

laser cavity. A small fraction (# 2%) of the second beam is picked o! with GP3,

and used for fine frequency alignment, locking the MBR110 output frequency to the

frequency of the reference laser within a small o!set. This beam is mixed with a

beam from the reference laser on a diode. The beat note of frequency )b is used

to o!set lock the frequency of the MBR110 between 85 and 165MHz below the

trapping transition frequency. Figure 2.14 shows a schematic of the o!set lock. The

beat note at )b is mixed with the output of a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)

operating between 210 and 290MHz. The signal at the di!erence frequency )vco%)b

is attenuated again and fed into an error circuit [86]. This circuit produces a DC

voltage linearly proportional to the di!erence between )vco % )b and 125MHz. The

error signal is fed back to the MBR110 reference cavity via a PID gain circuit. The

proportional, integral and di!erential gain are optimised to give the fastest response
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with minimal ringing when detuning during the UMOT and optical molasses stages.

In this way, the MBR110 is locked to the red of the reference laser with a detuning

of )vco % 125MHz. The beam that continues on to form the trapping beams, is then

blue shifted 88MHz by a single pass through AOM1, whose operation frequency is

held fixed. The result is a beam that can be varied from resonance with the trap

transition to 70MHz red detuned, by varying the voltage to the VCO.

Reference Laser
VCO

ESC

PID

Scope

Laser Cavity

Reference Cavity

AO

!
vco

!
b

!
vco
-!
b

V
out
"125-(!

vco
-!
b
)

To Experiment

To Experiment
& ref. Lock

Figure 2.14: The o!set lock. This provides a tuneable lock point for the MBR110 relative
to the reference laser frequency

AOM1 is also responsible for fast extinction of the trap light. The shutter S2

provides full extinction up to 1.5ms after the AOM is switched o!. The coupling

e#ciency through this AOM better than 60%. Following AOM1 and S2, the beam

is then combined with the repump beam, then expanded and split into components

for the diagonal MOT beams D1 and D2, and the horizontal MOT beams H1 and

H2 and LVIS beams.

The beam taken from the MBR110 output that is picked o! by GP2 and passes

through GP3 is used for the absorption imaging. This beam, initially at the output

frequency of the MBR110, is blue shifted 100MHz by AOM2. This means that

when the trap beams are 12MHz detuned, the imaging beam is on resonance with

the cooling transition. AOM2 and shutter 3 provide exposure control. The imaging

beam is split into two beams by GP5, IMG1 and IMG2 as shown in fig.2.12. Each

beam contains approximately 200µW of imaging light. Shutter 5 selects which

beam is exposed. As described above, the optical pumping beam is overlapped with

IMG1. The beams are spatially filtered by polarisation maintaining fibres, before

being expanded and passed into the science chamber.
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2.2.4 Imaging System

Figures 2.15a & 2.15b show the two imaging axis x & z. The x imaging axis can be

used for absorption and fluorescence imaging (sec.2.1.8), without any adjustments

being made. The z imaging axis is unsuitable for fluorescence imaging, since light

from the horizontal imaging beams saturates the CCD.

Both axis are setup in an 4f configuration, using lenses with focal length f, and

gives 1:1 magnification. This configuration allows the image to be transported while

collimated. Limiting the transport length to 2f maintains the original beam in-

tensity at the CCD for good optical contrast. For the x axis f = 150mm, and

f = 120mm for the z axis. It also has a only small magnification $ 2% error when

the lenses are misplaced by a few mm along the optical axis. All optical components

are D = 50mm in diameter. The resolution is di!raction limited by the smallest

numerical aperture in the system, which is approximately 2f/D. From the Rayleigh

criterion, the minimum distance between two equally bright point sources that can

be resolved is 1.22f"/D which is 2.9µm for our setup. To measure the resolution

in our imaging system, we setup a similar rig using the same apparatus, before in-

stalling it around the science chamber. We imaged a microscope graticule using this

test rig, and found that we could resolve lines separated by 3µm when illuminated

with an incoherent light source, and 6µm when illuminated by a coherent source

which produced interference fringes in the image. The resolution of our imaging

system is similar to the CCD pixel size which is 3.45 ! 3.45µm on the x axis, and

7.4 ! 7.4µm on the z axis. The z axis can be further fitted with a !6 microscope

objective. The cameras are an AVT Pike F303B and F505B for the x and z axis

respectively.

The imaging beam is spatially filtered by a polarisation maintaining optical fibre

before being expanded to a 1/e2 radius of 7.5mm by a Thorlabs F810FC-780 out-

put collimator. On the x axis where the cloud is longer, the beam is expanded

by a further factor of 3/2. The beam is circularly polarised to maximise the

scattering rate with the |F = 2,mF = 2' & |F # = 3,m#
f = 3' transition, for which

Isat = 1.67mW cm!2 [46, 47, 48, 49]. Optical pumping light is also delivered along

the x imaging axis.
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The z axis has the added complication of providing optical access for the horizon-

tal MOT beams. The imaging beam is overlapped with the MOT beam path before

entering the chamber using a polarising beam cube. It therefore has orthogonal

polarisation to the MOT beam. The beams are then separated again by the 50mm

beam cube in the image transport section. A further enhancement was made on this

axis to improve the NA by reflecting the imaging beam down through the bottom

view port. Previously, the direct path through the side view port limited the NA

and therefore the resolution.

In addition to these two axis, we have a camera with a diagonal view of the MOT

through the bottom view port, and camera pointed at the LVIS MOT. These have

real time feeds, and allow us to quickly diagnose problems with MOT loading stage.

2.2.5 Computer Control

The experiment is controlled through two computers, PC1 & PC2. PC1 has primary

control, and the experimental sequence is programmed and executed on this machine.

PC2 updates feedback to the magnetic field cancelation coils while the atoms are

not being cooled or trapped. PC2 can also be used to measure long term drifts, e.g.

of background magnetic fields, beam polarisation and directional drifts.

The experimental sequence is controlled through a bespoke programme called

Tyche [87].7 Tyche interfaces directly with two National Instruments data aquisi-

tion cards (NI-DAQ), a Labview camera control programme, and software for the

versatile rf frequency generator (VFG). Tyche has a Python user interface, from

which pre-defined sets of commands can be executed. Tyche makes the experimen-

tal sequence highly programmable, with relative ease.

The NI-DAQ 6713 card is set up for 8 analogue output channels with range±10V.

The NI-DAQ 6543 card has 32 digital 0 / 5 V (TTL) output channels. Values and

triggers throughout the experimental sequence are set by these cards. The analogue

outputs connect to current drivers for the coils and chip wires. The digital outputs

control level setters and triggers for other pieces of experiment hardware. The

7Developed by R. Nyman and M. Succo
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time resolution is approximately8 10µs, and the analogue channels can be set to an

accuracy of 4mV. A user writes a script of commands in Tyche, which are broken

down to a level of primitive commands. The primitive commands in Tyche instructs

the DAQ card what channel to change and when. More complex commands can

be easily built up from these primitive commands, for example a simple command

for a ramp between two values with specified time steps is built from a loop over

primitive commands.

Before the experimental sequence is run, the user written script for the experi-

mental sequence is converted into a list of primitive commands by Tyche. This list

is sent to the DAQ cards own internal bu!er, ready for execution. 9 An on board

10MHz clock controls the timing of execution. The clocks are synchronised between

the two cards.

The Labview camera control programme configures the camera prior to imaging.

It then reads and saves the images once the cameras have been triggered by a

TTL line. It also processes both fluorescence and absorption images for on the

fly observations. This program is activated through Tyche at the start of each

experimental cycle.

As well as the Labview camera contoller, Tyche also interfaces with the software

that controls the versatile frequency generate (VFG), used to generate the rf fields

for evaporative cooling and dressing the trap potential. The VFG receives a list of

commands stating at what frequency, phase and amplitude to operate and when.

Like the DAQ cards, the VFG stores these in its own bu!er, and executes them

when triggered by a digital output line. This allows an arbitrary rf signal sequence

to be programmed.

2.2.6 Experiment Control Hardware

The pieces of hardware directly controlled by the computer are detailed below. These

control the light and magnetic fields used in the BEC sequence.

8The exact timing depends on how many channels are being executed. The cards operate at
1Msamples per s over all channels

9The length of list of commands is limited by the bu!er size. For seamless execution of a long
list of commands, the queue protocol must correctly set to update the bu!er with the next batch of
commands before the current batch runs out, otherwise the experimental sequence pauses mid run!
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Current Drivers

A number of current drivers are used for the chip wires, bias field coils, and the

87Rb dispenser. These are all powered by power op-amps which servo the current

by comparing a reference voltage with the voltage drop over a sense resistor in series

with the load.

The bias coils carry up to 10A, and require a supply with potential di!erence of

up to 25V to quickly turn on the current through their self-inductance. The OPA

549 op-amp is used due to its high power output and heat dissipation. Some of the

coils require more power than the maximum rating of a single OPA 549 op-amp, so

their current driver circuits have an additional OPA 549 built into a follower stage.

The op-amps are heat sunk and water cooled.

The chip wires are powered by similar circuits to the bias coils, that additionally

have a tuneable stage of integral gain and a trimmer circuit that allows accurate

setting of the current to zero when the input voltage is zero [56]. These circuits

provide fast switching of the chip wires, from 0 to 1A in 100µs, and a current

stability of order 1 part in 104. The chip wires require less power, so OPA 548

power op-amps are used instead of the OPA 549. These are also heat sunk but not

water cooled.

Both software and wire fuses are used to prevent the wires being left on, or

drawing more than their maximum tested current. The software fuse limits the

maximum current a user command in Tyche can set. For the Z wires this limit is

1A, and for the end wires it is 3A. The wire fuses have a rated current of 0.5A,

and we find they blow after running 1A for approximately 12 s. These fuses values

where chosen following tests on the chip wires. The small wires have been tested to

0.8A for 60mins, 1A for 10 s repeated every minute (similar to normal operation of

experiment), and 1.6A for 100ms. The much larger end wires have been tested at

2.4A for 60mins.
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AOMs, Shutters and drivers

The trap, repump, optical pumping, and imaging beams are each independently

controlled by the mechanical shutters S1 to S4. These take 2ms to open or close

fully and have a maximum reliable switching frequency of 20Hz. They are actuated

by a pulsed solenoid and have a latch to hold the state. They require a ±15V pulse

to drive them, triggered by a TTL line. There is also the selection shutter S5, that

alternately blocks the x or z axis imaging beam. This can operate at up to 50Hz.

This shutter is also actuated by a solenoid, and is spring loaded with a magnetic

latch when the spring is compressed.

Precise shutter timing is important during the transfer from the UMOT to the

magnetic trap. The entire process takes less than 5ms, with some elements highly

sensitive to stray light. There is approximately a 5ms lag between the TTL control

pulse and full extinction of the beam. Each shutter is carefully calibrated for the

exact opening and closing time delays, and these delays are accounted for when

Tyche determines the control sequence.

For the trap, imaging and optical pumping beams AOM1-3 are used in addition

to the shutters to give sub µs timing. These extinguish the light to 1 part in 104.

The residual light is enough to e!ect the magnetic trap - see section 4.2.3, so shutter

operation must follow swiftly. The AOMs are driven by an rf voltage source, whose

output is switched on or o! using a TTL controlled attenuator.

USB Contolled Devices

A motorised waveplate and two VFG 150 are each controlled through a USB connec-

tion in addition to a TTL trigger. The motorised waveplate is used in conjunction

with a linear polariser to reduce the intensity of the horizontal MOT beams prior

to transferring atoms to the UMOT.10

The VFG produces rf signals used for evaporative cooling and rf dressing of the

trap potential. The output of the VFG has a frequency range of 100 kHz to 150MHz,

10The additional light is diverted into the LVIS beams. However, the LVIS quadrupole field is
turned o! once the MOT is loaded, and the LVIS is no longer in use during this stage.
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and a tuneable output power from %69 to 0 dBm. The VFG output is amplified by

a mini-circuits ZHL-32A +25 dB rf amplifier before being coupled into the copper

H for evaporative cooling, or large z wires for rf dressing. The VFG output has

extinction below %80 dBm over its entire output spectrum. Therefore, no additional

rf switches are required when just a single stage of amplification is used.



Chapter 3

Trapping 87Rb Atoms with Our

Atom Chip

Figure 3.1: Images of mMOT, UMOT and magnetic trap. The latter two are ‘chip
traps’, close to the surface of our atom chip. Their shape is defined by the magnetic
fields from the current-carrying chip wires.

In this chapter the techniques we use to trap and manipulate 87Rb atoms close to

the surface of our atom chip are discussed in detail. In section 3.1 a new technique

for e#ciently transferring atoms from the mirror MOT into the UMOT is presented.

Section 3.2 explains how the cloud is then prepared for magnetic trapping. The mag-

netic trap is described in section 3.3, where we introduce di!erent approximations to

the trap potential, used to give new insight elsewhere in this thesis. Then in section

3.4 we develop the theory of loading chip-wire magnetic traps such as ours, and use

it to explain our experimental observations.

59
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3.1 Transferring Atoms into the UMOT

The mirror MOT (mMOT), with its large capture volume is well suited for rapid

capture of atoms from the LVIS. However, it is not good for transferring atoms to

the magnetic trap. The MOT cloud is an oblate spheroid, very di!erent from the

elongated cigar shaped magnetic trap, and too large to be brought close to the chip.

Therefore, magneto-optically trapped atoms are first transferred from the MOT into

the UMOT, which is much closer in shape to the magnetic trap and can be brought

to within 500µm of the chip.

The same light beams are used for both mMOT and UMOT; only the quadrupole

fields are di!erent. We devise a simple strategy to deform these quadrupole fields

smoothly in order to transfer the atoms from the MOT to UMOT. In section 3.1.1 &

3.1.2 formulae that describe the mMOT and UMOT quadrupoles are given. Section

3.1.3 uses these to develop a suitable ramp from one quadrupole to another. Section

3.1.4 describes the implementation of the transfer ramp, and presents measurements

of the path the magneto-optically trapped cloud takes.

3.1.1 MOT Quadrupole Field

The MOT quadrupole field is generated by a pair of parallel coils as shown in fig.3.2.

The coils have a centre-to-centre separation 2a of 45mm, and a radius R of 14mm.

The centre point between the two coils is located "y = 1.8mm beneath the upper

surface of the atom chip as shown in fig.3.2. The central point on the upper surface

of the atom chip is indicated by the red cross, and in the plane of the chip surface

is taken to be half way along the central section of the Z wires. Atoms are trapped

above the upper surface as depicted here. In fig.3.2 we also define the coordinate

vectors x, y, z and the cartesian coordinate origin at the centre point on the upper

surface of the chip. These cartesian coordinates are used throughout this thesis. In

addition to these cartesian coordinates, we define the cylindrical coordinates r̃, z̃

which are orientated along the axis of the coils and are used in the description of

the quadrupole field in this section.

In reality, the apparatus shown in fig.3.2 are suspended upside down inside the
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of MOT coils. The unprimed coordinates are those used
throughout this thesis, with origin at the red cross. Primed coordinates are used
when discussing the mMOT quadrupole in relation to these coils. Without any bias
fields, the minimum of this field sits 1.8mm beneath the chip surface.

vacuum chamber, as one would observe standing in the laboratory. This means that

Earth’s gravity pulls atoms in the +y direction. However, our convention throughout

this thesis (and in the previous paragraph) is to refer to the (top) surface of the chip

as being on the side of the chip where we trap atoms. We therefore also speak

of trapping atoms ‘above’ the surface of the chip throughout, and refer to the +y

direction as upwards.

Current is run in opposite directions through these two coils to create a quadrupole

field. The quadrupole field generated by these coils is zero at the centre point,

z̃ = r̃ = 0. Each coil has N = 100 turns of wire carrying current I set to 1.8A for

loading of the MOT, and stepped up to 2A at the beginning of the transfer ramp.

To first order, the magnitude of the field increases linearly with distance from the

field zero at the centre point. An analytic calculation of the field from the coils

shows that higher order terms contribute only 1.8% of the total field at a distance

of 8mm above the centre point (6.2mm above chip surface).

This quadrupole field defines an oblate spheroid or ‘pancake’ shaped MOT, since

the field gradient along the coil axis (z̃) is twice the radial (r̃) field gradient at
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the centre point between the coils. This follows from the cylindrical symmetry,

together with + · B = 0. The z-field at distance z on the axis of a single coil

is 1
2µ0NIR2/(z2 + R2)3/2. For two coils, centred at z = a and z = %a and

carrying opposite currents, the z-field is 0 at z = 0 and the axial field gradient

&Bz/&z = 3µ0NIR2a
$

R2 + a2
%!5/2

. For our coils whose dimensions are given in

fig.3.2, |&z̃B| = 25.4Gcm!1, and |&r̃B| = 12.7Gcm!1, where the directions r̃ & z̃

are illustrated in figure 3.2.

Bias fields in the x, y and z directions, Bx, By and Bz, shift the quadrupole

centre predominantly in the y, x, and %z directions respectively. In the absence of

any bias field, the quadrupole centre sits beneath the chip surface. A uniform bias

field with value %Bmot(r), shifts the quadrupole centre to r. The size of the MOT

is small and the shift in its position is modest compared to the dimensions a and R.

Therefore, the overall shape and field gradient of the shifted quadrupole field varies

only slightly. We define the parameter + as the shift in mMOT height per Gauss of

the applied bias field Bx, per Ampere through the mMOT coils. Applying the bias

field Bx, shifts the quadrupole centre to height ymot above the chip surface as given

by

ymot =
Bx

+Imot
%"y. (3.1)

Since the mMOT height is small, ymot " a,R, the parameter + is approximately the

field gradient of the quadrupole field along the +y direction from the quadrupole

centre,

B#
mot = +Imot. (3.2)

To position the mMOT 4.5mm above the chip centre whilst the mMOT loads, we

use a bias field of Bx = %11G. We also apply a y-bias field of By = 2G to align

the mMOT over the centre of the chip in the x direction. During the transfer ramp,

we smoothly lower the mMOT quadrupole centre towards the chip, simultaneously

reducing Imot to lower the mMOT quadrupole field to zero. We use eq.(3.1) to

calculate how we need to vary Bx to achieve this.

As the mMOT is lowered, a small lateral shift is also expected. Figure 3.3a shows

the mMOT quadrupole field in the z = 0 plane, calculated through integration of

the Biot Savart law for the coils. Since |&z̃B| = 2|&r̃B| at the coil centre, the
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mMOT takes the slightly curved path shown in red, rather than directly along the

y axis. The sideways shift of the mMOT can be corrected with small adjustments

to By where required. The small e!ect this has on our transfer ramp is discussed in

section 3.1.4. With this consideration, the field gradient + is specifically the gradient

&yBmot (!(y)), where !(y) specifies this path parameterised by y.

Figure 3.3b shows the result of experimental calibration of +. To make this

calibration the mMOT was loaded form the LVIS for longer than 12 s until it ceased

to increase in size as observed from its fluorescence, indicating saturation of the

atom number in the mMOT. The height of the mMOT was then varied by changing

the value of Bx to one of six di!erent values between 5 and 12G. The current in

the mMOT coils was kept constant at 2A throughout. At each value a fluorescence

image was taken of the MOT from the side, from which the height was measured.

A typical image of the mMOT is shown in the top image of fig.3.1. The value of

Bx was switched suddenly without observing from the fluorescence any loss in atom

number due to the rapid movement of the quadrupole field. However, for positions

closer to the chip, the mMOT was observed to decay over a few seconds to a smaller

size since the trap volume is reduced by its proximity to the chip surface. The

fluorescence and therefore size of the mMOT was left to reach a steady state after

Bx was changed, prior to taking the fluorescence image from which the height was

measured.

To measure the height, the mMOT centre of mass was found by summing the

product of (normalised) pixel counts and pixel y coordinate in an image. The heights

measured in this way are plotted against the value of the bias field Bx in fig.3.3b.

The data points follow a straight line, with gradient equal to +. The line fitted

in fig.3.3b gives its value, + = 8.25Gcm!1 A!1. It is noted that the shape of the

mMOT varies depending on its position due to the inhomogeneous nature of the

trapping beam profiles. This leads to small di!erences in the measure height than

from the straight line prescribed by eq.(3.1).
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Figure 3.3: (a) MOT quadrupole magnetic field. The red line is the path that the
quadrupole minimum takes when shifted by the x bias field. The path forms where the
quadrupole field points in the ±x̂ direction. The solid line at y = 0 is at the chip surface.
The region between the dashed lines indicates the typical range the mMOT height takes
during the transfer ramp into the UMOT. (b) Magnetic field strength along the red path
in (a) as a function of height y. The field is highly linear (< 1.8% deviation) with height,
with a gradient of 16.5G cm!1 with the MOT coils running 2A. The data points are the
measured height of the MOT centre when the given magnetic field is applied. Each data
point is the height measured from a single fluorescence image of the MOT.

3.1.2 UMOT Quadrupole Field

We next introduce the UMOT quadrupole field in the absence of the mMOT field,

before discussing how we deform one field into the other in the next section, sec.3.1.3.

The UMOT quadrupole field is generated by a U-shaped current distribution (figure

2.3 in section 2.1.2) on the atom chip surface, together with a uniform x bias field.

The central section of the U is formed by the 7mm central sections of the two small

Z wires, each carrying current Iumot/2 = 2A. One end of the Z forms one end of the

U. At the other end, the Z current is cancelled by the end wire carrying 2A in the

opposite direction, which provides the other end of the U. By applying a bias field

Bx, a 2D quadrupole field forms a distance yumot above the central section of the

U. Figure 3.4a shows the UMOT quadrupole field in the z = 0 plane, calculated by

integrating the Biot-Savart law for the U-shaped current distribution on our chip.

This 2D quadrupole, together with the MOT beams, gives rise to the transverse

confinement of the UMOT. The ends of the U support the axial confinement.

Since yumot is small compared to the length of the central section of the U, we

can approximate the transverse (x, y) field as that from a long thin wire carrying

current Iumot along the z axis. In this approximation the x bias field cancels this at
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Figure 3.4: (a) Shows the UMOT quadrupole field centred 1mm above the chip. The red
line shows the path the field minimum takes as the x bias field is varied. (b) Demonstrates
elongated shaped trap that the UMOT field produces. The mesh surface is where the field
corresponds to a $/2 detuning compared to the centre of the UMOT. (c) Gives the required
x bias field to centre the UMOT at a given height. Far from the chip this deviates from the
dotted line predicted by equation 3.3 as the field from the end sections of the U becomes
significant.

height

yumot =
µ0Iumot

2$Bx
(3.3)

forming a 2D quadrupole field centred here. The transverse field gradient of the

UMOT at its centre is

B#
$ =

µ0Iumot

2$y20
. (3.4)

At the end of the transfer ramp, yumot = 500µm, and the UMOT has a transverse

field gradient of 160G cm!1. The axial field is much weaker over much of its length,

and has a field gradient of 3G cm!1 at the centre. Figure 3.4b shows the surface

where |B| = 3G. This gives an indication of its elongated shape, which provides

good overlap with the magnetic trap.

At larger distances from the chip the end and central sections of the U give

comparable contributions to the magnetic field. The net field from the end sections

shifts the quadrupole minimum away from x=0, to where ŷ · Bumot = 0. The
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calculated field in the z=0 plane shown in 3.4a exhibits this shift. The red path in

3.4a is that taken by the quadrupole centre as Bx is varied. Moving up this path,

x̂ ·Bumot becomes increasingly weaker than that predicted by 3.3. Figure 3.4c shows

the UMOT height, y0 calculated from the full U model, as well as from the single

wire model which gives an underestimate of the y0.

As with the mMOT, the x-shift of the UMOT is corrected in our experiment with

a small y bias field. The implications of the shift for the transfer from mMOT to

UMOT are discussed in section 3.1.3.

3.1.3 Transferring Atoms from the MOT to the UMOT

A transfer ramp is designed to overlap the UMOT quadrupole with the mMOT

quadrupole such that their minima are located at the same position, then to move

them towards the chip surface, gradually reducing the mMOT field. For optimal

transfer we suggest the trajectory of the quadrupole centre y(t) should be continu-

ous, and the field gradient of the combined field should be maintained or increased

throughout the ramp. We use equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, & 3.4 for the mMOT and

UMOT height and field gradient to formulate this ramp, which is controlled by

variation of the U and MOT coil currents, Imot & Iumot, and the x bias field Bx.

The two fields have similar orientation, so we assume the field gradient of the

combined field B#, is the sum of the two. Our requirements of the field gradient are

thus

d

dt
B#(t) , 0, t > t0

where B#(t0) = B#
mot(t0) +B#

umot(t0). (3.5)

Since we want B#
umot to be as large as possible, we choose to set Iumot = 2A

throughout the transfer ramp.

The ramp is broken into two stages. Over the first stage we keep B#(t) constant

at its initial value B#(t0). As Bx is increased, y(t) descends towards the chip and
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eq.(3.2), eq.(3.4) and eq.(3.5) define how Imot(t) must be decreased:

Imot(t) = Imot(t0) +
µ0Iumot

2$+

"
1

y2(t0)
%

1

y2(t)

#

. (3.6)

At time t1, the MOT coil current Imot reaches zero, and the height must be y(t) = y1

for the field gradient to be provided by UMOT quadrupole alone:

y1 =

"
2$+Imot(t0)

µ0Iumot
+

1

y2(t0)

#!1/2

(3.7)

Once we decide on the desired y(t), this determines the required bias field Bx(t)

through eq.(3.1) and eq.(3.3), and the required mMOT coil current Imot(t) through

eq.(3.6). Over the second stage, with Imot = 0, we ramp up B#
umot by further

increasing Bx. This also moves the UMOT further towards the chip to position y2,

defined as the final height of the UMOT at the end of the ramp. This also defines

the time t2, at which y(t) = y2.

3.1.4 Implementing the Transfer Ramp

The equations eq.(3.1), eq.(3.3), eq.(3.6) and eq.(3.7), together with a function y(t),

specify how Bx and Imot must be varied to transform the initial combined quadrupole

field at height y(t0) = y0 into the tight UMOT field at position y(t2) = y2. Three

forms for y(t) were tested experimentally: y = y0/(1+vt), y = y0%vt, & y = y0%vt2,

where t0 is set to 0. The first suits the scenario where the UMOT should be brought

to rest slowly at y2. The second maintains equally rapid motion over each stage.

The third accelerates, reducing time spent close to the chip, where atom number

decays faster.

These three ramps were each tested with initial height y0 = 4mm, final height

y2 = 0.5mm, and duration t2 = 50ms. For y = y0 % vt2, the shape of the cloud in

the UMOT at the end of the ramp was observed to be much shorter and wider than

for the other two functions. This shape is poor for loading atoms into the magnetic

trap so this function was rejected. To compare the ramps with y = y0/(1 + vt) and

y = y0%vt we looked at the atom number before and after the transfer. However, the

final shape of the UMOT at y2 was di!erent for the two ramps, making a comparison
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in atom number from the fluorescence di#cult for these clouds which were optically

thick.1 Leaving the atoms to redistribute for a second or so in the final UMOT was

not a good option for their comparison since the atom number in the UMOT decays

significantly over this time scale. We therefore implemented them to complete the

transfer to the UMOT at y2, then reverse it back out to y0. This allowed us to

compare (in real time) the fluorescence before and after the out-and-back ramp in

the initial MOT, where they could be left for a second or so to redistribute. Thus

the fluorescence after each ramp could be compared in the same MOT as it was

initially held, after giving the cloud su#cient time to redistribute. This allowed for

a more reliable comparison of the transfer e#ciency of the two ramps.

Using this method, for both functions we observed approximately 50% of the

initial number of atoms were in the MOT after the out-and-back ramp. The linear

ramp,

y(t) = y0 % vt 0 < t < t2, (3.8)

was subsequently chosen due to its greater simplicity. We then optimised the dura-

tion of the two separate stages of the ramp, stage1 where 0 < t < t1 and stage two

where t1 < t < t2. The optimal durations are those found to maximise the atom

number that is loaded into the magnetic trap. The details of each of the two stages

of this ramp are given next.

The first stage of the transfer takes the cloud from y0 = 4mm to y1 = 1.4mm.

The optimal stage duration, given by t1, was found to be 80ms, and ramp rate

therefore 32.5mms!1. The MOT coil current and x bias field vary during the first

stage as

Imot(t) = Imot(0) +
µ0Iumot

2$+

"
1

y20
%

1

(y0 % vt)2

#

0 < t ( t1 (3.9)

Bx(t) = %+Imot(t) (y0 % vt+"y) +
µ0Iumot

2$(y0 % vt)
0 < t ( t1. (3.10)

1For low density clouds almost all scattered light escapes the cloud without being re-scattered
by another atom, the the fluorescence is a good measure of the atom number. For an optically thick
clouds, some of the light is re-scattered by other atoms before leaving the cloud. Without already
knowing the density and shape of the cloud it is di"cult to know how much light is re-scattered,
and therefore how many atoms there are.
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Figure 3.5: (a) MOT coil current during transfer ramp from MOT to UMOT. (b) Bx during
transfer ramp, measured from current through the x bias coils. The coil and wire currents
were measured on some of our initial tests of this transfer process with v1 = 170mms!1

and v2 = 130mms!1. Velocities were later optimised, but the form of the ramps remains
identical. (c) & (d) Shows the path taken by the magneto-optically trapped cloud’s centre
of mass in the x% y and z % y planes. The horizontal x-shift with height of the quadrupole
minimum is seen in the path in the x % y plane. The wiggles in the z % y are due spatial
variation of the MOT beam intensities.

The second stage takes the cloud from y1 to y2 = 0.5mm over the duration

t2 % t1 = 20ms. The ramp rate was therefore 52mms!1. Over the second stage,

Imot = 0, and

Bx(t) =
µ0Iumot

2$y(t)
t1 < t ( t2 (3.11)

Figures 3.5a & 3.5b show the MOT coil and the current in the x bias coils

measured in our experiment during the transfer ramp. For the best transfer, a

small amount of experimental adjustment is required, correcting for the shift of
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the quadrupole centres in the y direction, as well as imbalances between the MOT

beams. Our method is to position the MOT over the chip centre, then pulse on Iu

for 1 s, reducing Bx to the value required by eq.(3.10) at t=0. Small adjustments

are made to the y bias field By, and the initial MOT height until the UMOT ‘pulse’

gives minimal shift in the position of the trapped cloud. Once transferred to the

UMOT the compensation from By is no longer required. It is therefore reduced over

the course of the transfer ramp.

Figures 3.5c & 3.5d show data from an experiment where the centre of mass

of the trapped cloud was measured as it is lowered during the transfer ramp. In

the experiment, the MOT was initially loaded for 12 s, 4mm above the chip, with

Imot = 1.8A. Then, Imot was stepped up to 2A, the U-current switched on, and

the x-bias set to Bx(0) given by eq.(3.10). The cloud was then transferred into the

UMOT following the linear transfer ramp discussed above. At various times between

0 and t2, a fluorescence image of the cloud was taken from the side, from which the

centre of mass of the cloud was measured. To measure the centre of mass in the

y-z plane, the image was taken along the x direction (imaging axis 1). To measure

the centre of mass in the x-y plane, the cloud cannot be imaged directly along the

z direction since the horizontal MOT beams saturate the camera CCD. Instead a

camera was (temporarily) aimed into the chamber at approximately 15" below the z

direction, therefore avoiding the MOT beam. The x coordinate of the cloud centre

of mass was taken from these positions. The y coordinate was taken from images in

the y % z plane.

Figures 3.5c shows the measured position x and y coordinates of the cloud during

the transfer ramp. The data points therefore sketch out the trajectory of the cloud in

the x-y plane. Slight variation in the y position with height is observed, and due to

the lateral shifts in the MOT and UMOT discussed in the previous sections. In order

to make sure we understand the observed trajectory, we calculated the minimum of

the combined quadrupole from accurate models of the wires and coils, with the same

values of Bx(t), By(t), & Im(t) used in the experiment. The calculated trajectory

in the x% y plane is similar to that in figure 3.5c, with the same characteristic kink

at y = 1.4mm, where the mMOT field goes to zero.

The trajectory in the y-z plane does not su!er from such lateral shifts in the
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quadrupole fields, and the path is predicted to be a straight vertical line. The small

wiggles in measured path in the y% z plane, clearly seen in fig.3.5d, are instead due

to imbalances between the MOT beams. Such wiggles also occur in the trajectory in

the x%y plane, but these are overshadowed by the larger lateral variations discussed

above.

The same field calculations described above to study the clouds trajectory were

also used to investigate how the field and field gradient evolve during the transfer

ramp, taking into account the lateral (x) shifts in the quadrupole minimum as its

height changes. These shifts, neglected in the design of the transfer ramp, reduce the

overall field gradient. Figure 3.6 shows the field and field gradient calculated along

the two axes (eigenvectors) of the quadrupole in the x-y plane, which are orientated

along the directions ê1 & ê2 and have coordinates "1 and "2. These axes are defined

such that to first order expansion in "1 and "2, the direction of the field along either

axis is parallel to that axis.2

Figures 3.6a & 3.6c show the amplitude of the field along ê1 & ê2 at 8 times

during the transfer. Initially (red lines) they are linear, when dominated by the

mMOT quadrupole field. Towards the end (blue lines), they follow the UMOT field.

In fig.3.6a the field gradient, indicated by the slope of these lines, stays constant or

increases for successive times. For later times a turning point also appears in the

region "1 < 0, and leads to a reduction in the width of the trap in the latter part of

the transfer when the quadrupole field is provided by the U-current alone. However,

the field gradient has increased significantly the end of the transfer ramp, leading

to tighter confinement within this reduced width. Similar behaviour is seen for the

field along ê2 in fig.3.6c. The trap width along this direction is also reduced by the

turning point, this time in the region "2 > 0, towards the end of the transfer. Along

this axis however, the field gradient, which starts higher than the initial value along

ê1, at first reduces before increasing again towards the end of the transfer ramp.

Figures 3.6b and 3.6d show explicitly the time dependence of the field gradients

2For the mMOT quadrupole in the absence of the U current as shown in fig.3.3a, ê1 & ê2 would
therefore be the diagonals of r̃ and z̃ used in sec.3.1.1. For the UMOT quadrupole without the
MOT as shown in fig.3.4a, one notices that these are only approximately these diagonals, since the
UMOT quadrupole is rotated slightly and skewed. For the quadrupole during the transfer ramp, ê1

& ê2 are likewise only approximately the diagonals of the x-y plane due to the rotation and skew
from the U-current.
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Figure 3.6: (a) & (c) Show the value of the magnetic quadrupole field along the directions
ê1 and ê1 (as defined in the text) respectively at 8 evenly spaced times over the duration of
the transfer ramp. (b) & (d) Show the field gradient at the the quadrupole minimum along
ê1 & ê2 respectively.

&B/&"1 and &B/&"2 during the transfer ramp, evaluated at "1 = "2 = 0. In

fig.3.6b it is clear that the field gradient remains constant until 6/10th of the way

through the ramp, after which it increases. In fig.3.6d the field gradient &B/&"2

starts almost twice than that along "1, but reduces to a minimum 7/10th of the

way through the ramp, before starting to increase. Although the field gradient dips

below its original value along this axis, it still remains higher than the field gradient

along "1. These detailed simulations do not show any points during the transfer

ramp where significant atom loss may occur due to deformations of the quadrupole

field, despite the lack of consideration of the lateral shift and field asymmetries in

the design of the transfer ramp in sec.3.1.3. Neither do we observe any points of

significant atom loss from the same images taken during the transfer as used to

study the cloud position in fig.3.5d.

Once the MOT has been loaded, the intensity of the horizontal MOT beams

(along z) is reduced. This results in a more elongated UMOT at the end of the

transfer, which provides a better shape to load into the magnetic trap. During
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the second stage of the transfer ramp, the MOT beams are red detuned by a fur-

ther 60MHz, reducing the scattering rate in the UMOT. This reduces the outward

radiation pressure [53, 88], increasing the density, and lowering the temperature.

The number of atoms in the initial mMOT is not easy to measure with our setup

due to partial obstruction of line of sight by our MOT coils. It is also hard to

determine the number of atoms in the UMOT from fluorescence images because of

the high optical density. Instead, the e#ciency of the ramp is tested by executing the

ramp, then reversing it to bring the atoms back into the original MOT, as described

by the out-and-back sequence at the beginning of this section. We compare the

shape of the MOT before and after the double ramp. Starting from a MOT under

normal operating conditions, we estimate that we transfer 2/3 of the original atoms

to the UMOT. For the largest initial MOTs we can produce, the e#ciency is lower,

as the initial MOT volume is much larger than the later stages of the combined

MOT and UMOT. After release from the UMOT, we measure up to 6! 107 atoms

with absorption imaging.

3.2 Preparation for Magnetic Trapping

Once transferred to the UMOT, the cloud is held for 2ms before the quadrupole

is switched o! for an optical molasses stage. The control signals to the bias field

current drivers are switched sharply to zero at this time. The bias fields fall to zero

over 0.5ms, due to the inductance of the coils. The chip wires which have a much

lower inductance respond rapidly. Starting to switch the Z wires and x-bias o! at

the same time would therefore result in the field minimum moving rapidly towards

the chip surface, giving the cloud a sharp kick towards the chip surface. Instead Z

wires are turned o! with a small delay "t to reduce or even reverse the direction of

this kick. We use the o!set "t to fine tune the kick the cloud gets on release from

the trap. This is used to tune the position of the cloud for optimal loading of the

magnetic trap.

Once released, the cloud is cooled in an optical molasses for 3ms. Here, there is

e#cient polarisation gradient cooling over the entire cloud, which reduces the tem-

perature well below the doppler limit. Although the friction is high, the cloud still
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expands and the position drifts during the molasses stage. For optimal loading into

the magnetic trap, there is a balance to be struck between temperature reduction,

and expansion of the cloud. The 3ms molasses duration is the experimentally deter-

mined optimum. At the end of the molasses, the trap light is switched o!, but the

repump light is kept on. The measured temperature of the cloud after this molasses

stage is typically found to be between 40 and 80µK (see sec.3.2.2 below).

3.2.1 Optical Pumping

Next, the atoms are optically pumped into the F = 2, mF = 2 low field seeking

ground state for magnetic trapping. They are pumped with a 500µs to 800µs pulse

of optical pumping light, %+ polarised relative to a 3G x bias field and tuned to the

F = 2 & F# = 2 D2 line. The state F = 2,mF = 2 is dark to this light. The optical

pumping beam has a peak intensity of 1.7mWcm!2.

Correct polarisation is essential for a high population transfer into the magnetic

trap. The optical pumping beam is circularly polarised with a "/4 waveplate (as

shown in fig.2.15a of sec.2.2.4) with orientation measured to be correct within 2",

and a manufacturer quoted (Thorlabs WPQ10M-780) retardation error of "/200.

We then align the bias field to the direction of the optical pumping beam. We do

this by measuring the linear momentum transferred to the atoms after a 1ms pulse.

When correctly aligned, all atoms are rapidly pumped into the dark state where

they no longer gain momentum from the light. For imperfect alignment there is a

non-zero steady state population of other states, and the cloud gains momentum at

a rate N
&

i !k$,ii, where i is summed over the excited state populations N,ii.

The movement "x of the cloud along the direction of the optical pumping beam

is measured. The y & z bias fields are scanned, and the values for which "x is

minimised is found. Figure 3.7 shows the optimisation of the z bias field in this way.

The sensitivity of this method can be increased by increasing the duration of the

optical pumping pulse, and by decreasing the amplitude of the x bias field.

For correctly aligned optical polarisation and magnetic field, giving negligible $

or %! components, almost all atoms are expected to be transferred to the dark state

within approximately 5 scattering events. This approximate result can be seen by
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Figure 3.7: Optimisation of alignment of quantisation field to the optical pumping beam
by measuring the momentum transfer. In this case Bz is optimised. For the minimum "x,
the component of the quantisation field in the x-z plane is aligned with the optical pumping
beam. The inset shows a broader scan over Bz.

inspection of the branching ratios for the decay of atoms from the 52P3/2 F’ = 2

excited state to the F = 2 ground state, assuming negligible decay to the F = 1

ground state.3 In practice, some atoms will decay to the F = 1 ground state, and

for this reason the repump light stays on during the optical pumping stage.

For this small number of scattering events, the momentum transfer should give a

velocity increase of less than 3 cms!1 (one-photon recoil velocity !k/m $ 6mms!1).

For our pulse the additional momentum transferred through 267MHz o! resonant

F = 2 & F# = 3 scattering is between 1/6 and 1/3 of this. The cloud net velocity is

measured to be 3.7 cm s!1 after a 0.5ms pulse. Once captured in the magnetic trap

this energy is shared between 6 degrees of freedom, and the corresponding increase

in temperature is mv2/6kB , is 2µK. This is small compared with the temperature

of the cloud which is typically between 40 to 80µK at this point.

To check the populations of the mF = 0, 1, 2 states after optical pumping in a

thermal cloud we apply a field gradient by pulsing on the two small Z wires for 2ms

3The exact evolution of state populations can be found from numerical solutions to the optical
Bloch equations, as for example is done in [82].
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Figure 3.8: Stern-Gerlach experiment after optical pumping. These are absorption images
taken after optical pumping, followed by a 2ms pulse of the chip wires and further expansion.
ThemF = 0 cloud remains circular as its dipole moment is zero. The mF = 2 cloud is pushed
furthest away from the wires. The left hand image has poor alignment, while the right hand
is near optimal. The images are approximately 4.1mm tall and 4.8mm wide.

at 1A each. This gives a Stern-Gerlach force mFgFµB+|B| that spatially splits the

cloud. Figure 3.8 shows three absorption images of split clouds taken looking along

the z-axis. In the first the optical pumping light was blocked. The second was taken

before we performed the alignment of the magnetic fields described above, and third

after this alignment was completed.

In the first image of fig.3.8, there is a round cloud of atoms in the mF = 0 state,

and two crescent shaped clouds, of which the top one is the mF = 1 cloud and other

is the mF = 2 cloud below it. The crescent shape arises because of the shape of the

magnetic field which decays like 1/r with distance r from the Z wires, together with

the initial phase space distribution of the cloud. The mF = %2 and %1 states are

not visible since they are rapidly accelerated into the surface of the chip wires when

they are pulsed on. In the second image (with optical pumping but before careful

alignment), there is only a small population in the mF = 0 cloud, with the most

atoms found in the mF = 2 cloud. The third image, for which the magnetic field for

the optical pumping was carefully aligned, shows almost all atoms are in the mF = 2

cloud. We sum the pixel counts of the absorption images over the regions of these

clouds to estimate the relative populations of these three mF states. How the clouds

can be resolved from one another is limited by the field gradient, cloud temperature

and time of flight. From the third image in fig.3.8, we estimate more than 9/10 of

atoms are in the mF = 2 state after the careful aligned optical pumping stage.
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3.2.2 Thermal Expansion

After release from optical molasses, the cloud expands ballistically. We measure

a gaussian radial distribution with squared width %r(t)2, which expands linearly

with t2. This is consistent with free thermal expansion of a cloud after release from

a harmonic potential. However, the phase space distribution in a MOT or optical

molasses cannot be derived through Boltzmann statistics. A brief description of why

this distribution can be assumed is given below, following the arguments of [43].

In an optical molasses the force experienced by an atom can be broken into two

parts, a continuous force Fc(p, t), and a stochastic force Fs(p, t). In the doppler

theory of laser cooling, the continuos force is the net force on the atom from each of

the n beams Fci = Rsci!ki.
4 The net force has linear velocity dependence Fc(p, t) =

%+v for v ! $/k. The stochastic force comes from the emission of scattered photons,

which are distributed evenly over 4$ sr. Its mean value is therefore zero, but mean

squared value R2
sc!

2k2/$ (in three dimensions).

In the limit where the correlation time of the stochastic force tends to zero, the

velocity of an atom undergoes a random walk, with each step depending only on

the current momentum, and not previous values. In this case the evolution of the

momentum distribution f(p, t) can be described by a Fokker-Planck equation [43]

&f(p, t)

&t
= %

&

&p
(Fc(p)f(p, t)) +

&2

&p2
(Df(p, t)) . (3.12)

In the steady state &f/&t = 0, integrating the r.h.s. gives the solution

f(p) ) exp%
+p2

2mD
. (3.13)

This has the same form as the Maxwell Boltzmann momentum distribution for a gas

with equilibrium temperature T = D/(kB+). Polarisation gradient cooling reduces

the temperature below doppler theory limit. However, at low velocities the first

order expansion of the continuous force is still proportional to v, and the stochastic

force quantised in steps of 2!ki, so the form of 3.13 is still valid.

Within the low velocity limit, but at high optical densities this theory breaks

4The scattering rate is must be modified to account for the presence of the other beams.
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down. Re-scattered photons give an additional force, and the high optical density

means that the intensity from each beam depends on where the atom is. At the

end of the UMOT stage and during the optical molasses, the trap light detuning is

increase to 72MHz, significantly reducing the optical density and these e!ects.

The spatial distribution of the expanding cloud in the optical molasses originates

from the shape of the UMOT trapping potential. From the Doppler limited theory,

the spatially dependent part of the continuous force in the UMOT is proportional to

the distance from the centre of the MOT r when the magnetic field is linear. This

gives rise to a harmonic potential. Since there is strong coupling between motion

in the x, y and z directions, and random distribution of the phase of motion, the

gaussian momentum distribution leads to a gaussian spatial distribution. The phase

space distribution in the optical molasses is therefore gaussian, which also what we

observe experimentally. In three dimensions, with harmonic confinement from the

UMOT in each direction, this is

f0(r,p) =
N

(2$)3/2%3
p

exp

"

%
p2

2%2
p

# 3
'

i=1

1*
2$%i

exp

"

%
r2i
2%2

i

#

. (3.14)

Normalising f0(r,p) to 1 and calling the result f̃0(r,p), f̃0(r,p) drdp gives the

probability of finding an atom with r & p between r & r + dr, p & p + dp. Once

all light and fields are turned o!, there are no forces acting on the cloud, and it

expands ballistically from its initial distribution at t0 = 0. At a later time t > 0, the

probability of finding an atom at position r is given by the probability of it initially

sitting at r0 with momentum p = m(r%r0)/t. Substituting this in for p in f̃0(r0,p),

then integrating over all initial positions r0 gives

f(r,p, t) = N
3
'

i=1

1*
2$%i(t)

exp

"

%
r2i

2%i(t)2

#

, (3.15)

after performing the gaussian integrals that arise. In eq.(3.15) we have dropped the

subscript 0 from the distribution f , and included t in its argument to indicate that

this is the distribution of the cloud after it has expanded for some time t, starting
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from f0(r,p). The time dependence of the spatial widths %i of f(r,p, t) is given by

%i(t)
2 = %2

i +
kBT

m
t2, (3.16)

where the %i on the r.h.s. are the initial spatial widths in 3.14.

In more a more general shaped trap potential U(r), a cloud in thermal equilib-

rium and well described by Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics has spatial distribution

exp (%U(r)/kBT ). The integral over f̃(r,p), with p = m(r% r0)/"t can instead be

evaluated in k-space using the convolution theorem.

In preparation for what follows we also describe the phase space distribution of

the cloud in the magnetic trap potential U(r). The phase space distribution here

also is given by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution;

f(r,p) =
N

Z
exp

"

%
-(p, r)

kBT

#

, (3.17)

with partition function given by Z =
(

exp(%-(p, r)/kBT )dV integrated over all

phase space, and -(p, r) = p2/(2m)+U(r). The atomic ensemble cannot be thought

as being in equilibrium with an external heat bath as is usually the case in the

application of these statistics. Instead, an equilibrium momentum distribution is

reached through elastic collisions between atoms that redistribute the momentum.

If the atoms are free to explore all regions of the trap in timescale . , then an

equilibrium spatial distribution is also reached after times larger than this. If the

magnetic trap potential is conservative and the collisions are elastic the total energy

E in the trap is conserved. The equilibrium temperature can be found from the

mean particle energy E/N and the density of states ,(-).
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3.3 Magnetic Trap

In this section we briefly introduce the concept of magnetic trapping of neutral atoms

in static fields [58, 40], before exploring the trap potential generated by our atom

chip. Three approximate models for the radial potential of our trap are introduced.

These give descriptions valid up to three di!erent energy scales. These models are

used in sections 3.4 & 4.1 to study loading of the magnetic trap and evaporative

cooling. We look at what assumptions can reasonably be made about the axial trap

potential above a few µK (below which fragmentation occurs, section 4.3). Finally,

predictions from trap models are compared to experimental measurements on the

trap, and shown to be in excellent agreement.

3.3.1 Magnetic Trapping

The energy of atoms in a magnetic field can be described by the Hamiltonian

H =
p2

2m
+ gFµBF ·B(r), (3.18)

with atomic spin operator F = S+J+ I, momentum operator p, and magnetic field

B, which is treated classically for the static trap of this section. The first term is

the kinetic term, and the second, the magnetic dipole interaction. The constants

gF , µB , & m are the Landé g-factor, Bohr magneton, and atomic mass. When the

atomic spin follows the direction of the local magnetic field adiabatically i.e. without

changing spin state, the interaction term leads to the potential,

U(r) = gFµBmF |B(r)|, (3.19)

where mF is the spin projection of F along the local field direction, and labels the

Zeeman sub-level of the atom. Atoms can be stably trapped in a minimum of the

field magnitude B = |B(r)|, in a state where gFmF > 0. For the 87Rb F = 2

ground state, gF = 1/2. States mF = 1, 2 are trapped in the local field minimum,

and mF = %1,%2 repelled away from it.

The condition for spin adiabaticity can be understood from the semi-classical
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picture5, where the atom precesses about the direction of the local field at the Larmor

frequency #l = mF gFµB B/!. For example, let / be the angle of the magnetic field

at the atoms location r(t), relative to the field orientation at the position of the atom

a small time *t previously, r(t% *t). Then, provided that the rotation frequency #B

of the field orientation is slow compared to #l,

#B = 2$
d

dt
/ " #l, (3.20)

the axis of the precessing spin follows the field adiabatically, and Fz is an adiabatic

invariant. In this case the probability of spin flips is negligible [57, 89].

Where the magnetic trapping field is low, #l is small, and #B in eq.(3.20) can

exceed #l where the field orientation changes rapidly, causing trap loss through spin

flips. This makes trapping in a 3D quadrupole unstable at ultra low temperatures,

where atoms pass close to the zero field minimum [91]. An Io!e-Pritchard (IP) trap

avoids this problem, as it is formed by a 2D quadrupole with perpendicular ‘o!set’

field that raises the field minimum above zero. The o!set field B0ẑ smooths the

variation of the field direction, and raises #l su#ciently high compared with any

oscillating stray fields, preventing spin flip loss. This IP potential is given by

U(r) = µ|B#
$(x̂i% yĵ) +B0(z, r)| (3.21)

$ µ
)

B#2
$r

2 +B0(z)2, (3.22)

where µ = mF gFµB . The o!set field B0(z, r) also has a minimum along z that

provides axial confinement. The transverse components of B0(z, r) shift the posi-

tion of the trap minimum in the transverse directions, and the transverse gradient,

curvature, and higher order derivatives will distort the shape of the 2D quadrupole

described by B#
$(x̂i % yĵ). However, for typical IP traps B0(z, r) varies much more

gradually than the 2D quadrupole such that the distortion to its shape is negligible,

and its small magnitude (typically |B0(z, r)| # 1G) means that transverse shifts

in the field minimum are negligible also. In this case the transverse components of

5Quantum mechanically a position dependent rotation is performed with the unitary operator
Urot(r), so B points along the local ẑ! at r. Then the interaction term in 3.18 gives the magnetic
potential energy U(r) = gFµBFz|B(r)|, but the rotated kinetic term U

†p2/(2m)U = p2/(2m)+!T

where !T couples the spin states [89, 90]. If the adiabatic condition 3.20 holds, !T is negligible
and atoms follow the field without flipping spin.
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B0(z, r) can be ignored, and U(r) is given by eq.(3.22). In the second line, eq.(3.22),

the transverse components of B0(z, r) have been neglected. Under such conditions,

IP traps also have an elongated cylindrical shape.

For chip traps such as ours, oscillating stray fields primarily arise from thermally

induced current fluctuations in the gold layer [92, 93, 94].6 At 100µm from the

surface, the thermally induced spin flip rate is negligible for modest o!set fields of

B0(0) # 1
2 G or greater.

3.3.2 Z Wire Trap

An accurate model of the trap potential can be made by integrating the Biot-Savart

law over the current distribution of our chip wires. However, such a model is not

always convenient for calculations such as those in sections 3.4 & 4.1. For this

reason three simplified models are described that cover the potential up to three

energy scales # 10µK, 100µK and 1mK.

Simple Z model and Finite Wire Models

A simple Z wire model consists of an infinitely long thin wire carrying current I along

ẑ for the central part of the z, and two semi-infinite thin wires at ±a = ±3.5mm for

the ends. Since the atoms are trapped near the centre of the central wire7, the semi

infinite wires at each end can be replaced by infinite wires carrying current I/2.

The centre wire together with Bx describe the 2-d quadrupole, similar to that of

the UMOT. The transverse field at position (x, y, z) is

B$ =
µ0I

2$r

*y

r
x̂%

x

r
ŷ
+

%Bxx̂. (3.23)

The axial o!set field B0ẑ is the sum of the bias field Bz and the ẑ component of the

6They also arise from the motion of the atom through the trapping field. However, in our trap
this motion is in the range of a few Hz to a few kHz, which is much less !l which is typically
# MHz.

7More specifically the x-coordinates of trapped atoms satisfy x "
!

y2 + (z ± a)2.
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field originating from the wires at each end.

B0 =
µ0I

4$

"
y

y2 + (z + a)2
+

y

y2 + (z % a)2

#

ẑ+Bz ẑ. (3.24)

This provides axial confinement. The end sections of wire also have ŷ component

which we call B#.

B# =
µ0I

4$

"
z + a

y2 + (z + a)2
+

z + a

y2 + (z + a)2

#

ŷ (3.25)

A field with direction +ŷ shifts the centre of the quadrupole in the +x̂ direction,

and a field in %ŷ in the %x̂ direction. Since the field B# changes sign for z $ 0, it

twists the trap in the x% z plane, as shown in figure 3.10e. The axis of the trap is

rotated by about 2mrad at the centre of the trap. This small rotation is important

to consider when calculating the trap frequencies and the axial potential from the

finite wire model. Experimentally, it also couples the motion of atoms in the x̂ & ŷ

directions. However, for this model it is ignored.

This model o!ers an accurate description of the radial profile right up to the

trap depth when gravity is also included (the e!ect of gravity is discussed in detail

along with the trap depth in sec.3.3.5). The tightness of radial confinement is

overestimated close to the chip ! 100µm since the actual current distribution is

85µm wide. It also overlooks the second minimum that arises from having two Z

wires.

A more accurate description of the trap field is given by integrating the Biot-

Savart law for the current distribution J(x, z) on the surface of the chip. The

geometrical shape of J(x, y) can be broken down into many straight segments of wire

as illustrated in fig.3.9. The central parts of the each Z wire is represented by 10

strands of this wire carrying 1/10th of the current8. With this consideration the trap

forms a few microns closer to the chip and has slightly weaker radial confinement.

The 35µm gap between the central wires means a second minimum is formed

close to the chip, where the field from the two wires cancel each other. The barrier

between this minimum and the main trap minimum is typically larger than 1mK,

8The field can be solved for a finite length wire of finite width, but we find such a solution slow to
compute in subsequent calculations based on the trapping field. The 10 strand wire gives negligible
di!erence at the distances from the chip we are concerned with.
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Figure 3.9: Layout of wires for the finite length wire model. All lengths are specified in
millimetres.

but can be lower for traps closer than 100µK from the chip, and can e!ect the trap

depth. The two minima are found to coalesce 35µm from the chip when Bx = 50G,

when the width of the wires is taken into account.

This model provides an accurate description of the axial potential. The radial

trap eigen-frequencies can be found from it by diagonalising the Hessian matrix

for the potential. The axial profile and radial eigen-frequency are shown to be in

excellent agreement with experimental values in section 3.3.4.

IP and harmonic models

A slightly simpler model than the Z wire model is one we shall refer to as the IP

model. This consists of a 2D quadrupole in the x% y plane, together with the axial

o!set field B0ẑ. The centre of the quadrupole is at (0, y0), where y0 is its distance

from the chip surface set by the value of Bx and the total current I through the two

Z wires,

y0 =
µ0I

2$Bx
. (3.26)

The radial coordinate ,2 = x2 + (y % y0)2 is introduced as the distance from the

quadrupole centre. For , " y0, the magnitude of the quadrupole field is given to
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first order in , by

|B$| = B#
$,, where B#

$ =
µ0I

2$y20
. (3.27)

The axial o!set field B0ẑ has minimal variation over the central 5mm of the trap.

Shortly beyond this, it rises sharply. A harmonic approximation is often used to

describe this, but our finite wire model shows this to be quite a poor approximation

above just a few µK. A more complicated function could be used, but a square well

approximation is quite adequate for our work on loading the trap and evaporative

cooling.9

In a power law potential, U ) cxxpx + cyypy + czzpz , the trap volume, number

density, and energy density of states depend on the reciprocal of the scaling indices

pi. The theory of trap loading and evaporative cooling presented in sections 3.4 &

4.1, depends on integrals over the density and energy distributions. So for traps

where 1/pz " 1/px + 1/py, the dependence of the density and energy integrals on

pz is negligible. The IP model has pr = px = py with value between 1 & 2, and

for T > 10µK the axial potential scales with pz " 10. Hence, we ignore the axial

dependence, making the approximation 1/pz $ 0. Equivalently, when pz & -, the

axial potential becomes perfectly square.

The IP model is

U(,, z) =

,

-
.

-
/

)

µ2B#
$
2,2 + U2

0 % U0, |z| < a

-, |z| > a
(3.28)

where U0 = µB0.

This describes the trap potential as the standard Io!e-Pritchard trap radially, and

a square well axially. In this model the energy is shifted such that the potential

U(,, z) is zero at the centre of the trap, , = z = 0. At energies large compared to

U0, the radial potential scales linearly with r. For energies less than U0, the radial

9Further considerations are made in section 4.1 for evaporative cooling below 10µK where the
length of the trap shortens rapidly with temperature.
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potential becomes harmonic, with angular frequency

#2
! =

µB#
$
2

mB0
=

µ

m

"
2$

µ0I

#2 B4
x

B0
, (3.29)

where eq.(3.26) and eq.(3.27) were used in the second equality. The harmonic ap-

proximation allows us to express the trap as a simple power law potential U(r) =

1
2m#2

!,
2, for temperatures kBT " U0.

3.3.3 Comparison of Trap Models

The finite-wire model is the most realistic and provides a benchmark for examining

the other approximations. Figures 3.10a, 3.10b & 3.10c show potential energies

along the x, y & z directions through the centre of the trap, with energy in units

of µK. The current in each Z-wires is I = 2A, the x-bias is Bx = 31.5G, and

the externally applied z-bias is Bz = 1G. The ends of the Z-wires only contribute

a further 10mG to the z component of the field at the trap minimum, such that

B0 = 1.01G. For points of reference: The temperature of cloud is between 100

& 200µK when we begin forced evaporative cooling; the cloud that we load has a

width on the 100µm scale, and thermalises with temperatures in the range of 100 to

500µK; and at the low energy end, at about 1µK, roughness in the axial potential

becomes an important consideration, and leads to fragmentation of the cloud.

Figures 3.10a & 3.10b show that the harmonic model fits the shape of the radial

potential only up to about 50µK. The IP model provides good agreement beyond

500µK in the x direction, and is correct within 20% up to 500µK in the y direction.

The inset in fig.3.10b shows that beyond this, the simple z model is required to take

into account the 1/r decay of the trapping field.

Figure 3.10c shows the axial potential, which is highly elongated, and rises sharply

within 1/2mm from the ends of the z wire. The z wire model is in good agreement

over the central 6mm, but the harmonic approximation is quite poor. The potential

is plotted with a logarithmic energy scale in figure 3.10d, together with power law

potentials to demonstrate the scaling index. The shape of the ends of the trap scales

approximately with power 2 up to 1µK, power 6 from about 10 to 20µK, power

10 at about 30µK. Above 100µK with power greater than 20. This supports our
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Figure 3.10: All solid lines are results from the finite-wire model. In (a), (b) and (c) the
dashed line is the IP approximation of our trap given by equation 3.28, and the dotted line
the harmonic approximation. (a) The transverse potential in the x̂ direction. The dashed
line is the IP approximation of our trap given by equation 3.28, and the dotted line the
harmonic approximation. (b) As previous, but in the ŷ direction. The inset shows the same
functions over a wider range of y and U . (c) Axial potential taken as the minimum trap
energy at a given z. The dashed line is the potential given by the infinite wire model of
equation 3.24. (d) Part of the same axial potential. The grey lines, tangential to the trap
potential are for potentials ) zpz , with index shown. (e) & (f) are the position of the trap
minimum in the x-z and y-z planes, calculated from the finite wire model. The chip surface
is at y = %110µm. The trap potential is rotated in the x-z plane by the ŷ components of
the magnetic fields from the end sections of wire.

square approximation in section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Absorption image of a 80µK cloud released from the magnetic trap after
2ms. During this time, the cloud expands radially to 35 times its original width, while
axial expansion is only a few percent, which shows the highly elongated nature of our trap.
(b) Trap potential reconstructed from the cloud density profile, shown by the blue data
points. The red line is the predicted profile from the finite-wire model, and shows excellent
agreement to the experimentally measured profile. The grey data points to the left are
excluded, where the chip substructure obstructs the image, giving a false sharp rise in the
potential. The grey data points to the right are excluded where the cloud density signal to
noise ratio is poor.

3.3.4 Measurements on the Trap Potential

Predictions of the trap frequency and axial potential made by the finite-wire model

are compared to experimental measurements, and shown to be in excellent agree-

ment. The axial trap potential is reconstructed from the axial density profile of the

cloud taken from absorption images. The radial frequency is measured by transverse

shaking of the trap and finding the resonance.

The equilibrium density distribution of the trapped cloud is given in equation

3.17 of section 3.2.2, assuming Maxwell Boltzman statistics. A trapped thermal

cloud has this distribution provided its temperature is several times lower than the

trap depth so it is in a quasi-thermal-equilibrium state with negligible evaporation.

We measure the density distribution of an 80µK cloud for a trap with a depth of

> 1500µK. Given the axial density profile and temperature of the cloud, equation

3.17 can be inverted to recover the axial potential.
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The density profile of the cloud is hard to measure while the atoms are trapped

because the optical density is high and the width is small ($ 10µm). We therefore

image the cloud a few ms after release from the magnetic trap. Figure 3.11a shows

an absorption image of an 80µK cloud 2ms after it was released from the trap. In

this time we estimate its transverse Gaussian width to have expanded by a factor of

roughly 35. The expansion in the axial direction is only a few percent of its original

length.

The axial density distribution n(z, t = 2) is found by summing over columns of

pixels in this image. The momentum distribution of the cloud is Gaussian, and

equal at all points. The brief period of thermal expansion blurs the resolution by

root mean squared distance % =
0

kBT/m t, to give density distribution

n(z, t) =

! %

!%
n(z#, 0)

1*
2$%(t)

exp

"

%
(z % z#)2

2%(t)2

#

dz# (3.30)

This limits the resolution to about 200µm for T = 80µK, and slightly broadens the

ends of the cloud10.

Figure 3.11b shows the experimental trap potential reconstructed from the cloud

density 3.11a averaged over 5 absorption images. The grey data points are excluded

where features on the chip substructure obscure the image, leading to inaccurate

measurements. The blue data points are in excellent agreement with potential pre-

dicted by the finite wire model, shown by the red line, which has been rescaled by 1.5

%, consistent with the magnification error in our imaging system. The predicted and

measured potentials are both with external bias fields Bx = 31.5G & Bz = 0.9G,

and have 1A running through each z wire.

The resolution with this method is too low to be used for measuring the tight

radial potential. However, the radial potential is characterised by angular frequency

#r, and is highly harmonic at low temperatures. We excite transverse oscillations in

a # 10µK trapped cloud by shaking it with amplitude X0 $ 1µm in the x̂ direction.

Elastic collisions damp the transverse oscillations, heating the cloud. We measure

the axial rms width of the cloud which grows with the increase in temperature. We

plot this width versus the drive frequency in fig.3.12a, and identify the resonant

10Deconvolution to recover n(z, 0) is very di"cult, as a tiny amount of high frequency noise in

the Fourier transform n̂(k, t) will dominate the signal on division by the Gaussian ˆg(k).
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Figure 3.12: (a) Shows the radial trap resonance, when the trap centre of mass is shaken
sinusoidally xcom = B sin(2$ft), with an amplitude of B $ 1µm. The axial rms width of the
trapped cloud is plotted against the driving frequency. Each data point is the mean value of
between 3 and 5 measurements, and the error bars indicate the maximum deviation of these
measurements from the mean value. The dotted line is a Lorentzian function, fitted to the
points shown as an approximate response function. The solid vertical line is the radial trap
frequency predicted by the finite wire model. The shaded region illustrates the uncertainty
in this predicted value, due to uncertainty in the exact value of the x-bias field applied in
the experiment. The oscillations are damped by elastic collisions, leading to an increased
temperature of the cloud. (b) Shows the temperature increase, estimated from the widths of
the cloud as it expands (data points), which is released from trap 50ms after we stop driving
oscillations. The temperature is taken from the gradient kBT/m of the fitted straight lines.
The errors in the temperatures are given by the standard error in the gradient of the fitted
lines, and assumes equal weighting of the data points.

frequency of the trap where the rms width is largest.

To oscillate the trap, we run an AC current through the large Z wires, with

a $ phase lag between them. This creates a field B sin(#t)ŷ, which shakes the

trap in the x̂ direction. After "t = 100ms we stop oscillating the trap and wait

50ms for the cloud to thermalise (the elastic collision rate is # 100 s!1), before

releasing it from the trap and measuring the cloud’s length. Figure 3.12a shows

the axial rms width of the cloud, measured as a function of frequency. Each data

point is the mean value of between 3 and 5 separate measurements. The error

bars show the maximum deviation in the individual measurements from this mean.

The points show a distinct resonance close to 2.1 kHz. We have fitted a Lorentzian

function, b+ a/(! + (f % f0)2), to these data points, as a rough approximation of

the frequency response of the axial width of the cloud to transverse oscillations. This

is fitted fitted with weight factors proportional to the inverse of the error bars.11

The peak of the fitted Lorentzian is at 2.11 ± 0.01 kHz. The error is determined

from the standard error in the fit parameter f0, however, this does not include the

11We fit this function using the function ”NonlinearModelFit” in Mathematica.
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systematic error due to the assumption that the frequency response of the axial

width is Lorentzian. From the theoretical finite wire model, we calculate that the

trap frequency is 2.09± 0.05 kHz. The uncertainty in this predicted value is limited

by accuracy with which we determine the x-bias field used for the magnetic trap

potential. The experimental measurement of the radial trap frequency is in excellent

agreement with this calculated value.

Figure 3.12b shows the temperature increase from 10.7±0.4µK without shaking,

to 14.3±0.8µK after shaking the cloud at resonance for 100ms. These temperatures

were measured from the rate at which the cloud expands in the transverse direction

after it was released from the trap. The errors quoted are from the gradient in

the fitted line (which is equal to kBT/m), and assume equal weighting of all data

points. The small temperature increase of approximately 4µK highlights the need

to perform this resonance experiment at a su#ciently low temperature to obtain a

good signal to noise ratio in the increase in the axial width of the cloud.

3.3.5 Trap Depth

We now discuss the depth trap, which is an important consideration for the loading

of the magnetic trap, described in the next section. Figure 3.13a shows the trap

potential along the y axis, with two saddle points at y2 & y3 (discussed below), over

which atoms can be lost.

Neglecting gravity, the trap depth is given by the magnetic field at infinity
0

B2
x +B2

z , minus the field at the trap bottom B0. Since the Bx is inversely propor-

tional to distance of the trap from the chip, Bx = µ0I/(2$y0), traps closer to the

chip with maximum current in the Z wires are deepest.

The trap depth is lowered when gravity is included, which creates a saddle point

at y2 along the y-axis where the field magnitude has gradient &y|B| = mg/µB =

15Gcm!1. Gravity also shifts the trap minimum at y1 further from the chip than

y0. This shift is small for our trap when y0 ! 200µm. Since the location of these

gravitational turning points (at y1 and y2) are dependent only on the transverse

potential at z = 0, the simple Z model with gravity included is su#cient. The two
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Figure 3.13: Figure (a) shows the two saddle points in the trap potential in the region
y > 0. This limit the trap depth. The first is due to the field from one Z wire cancelling
the field from the other. The second, farther from the chip, is the turning point due to
gravity. Figure (b) shows the depth of the trap limited by the turning points at y2 and
y3, as a function of y0, the height of the trap minimum above the chip. The solid line is
the energy di!erence between the trap bottom and the saddle at y2. The dashed line is the
energy di!erence between the trap bottom y1 and the saddle at y3. For y0 < 160µm, the
trap depth is limited by the saddle at y3 (dashed line), and for y0 > 160µm it is limited by
the saddle at y2.

turning points y1 and y2 are given by the solutions of

&y

1
"
µ0I

2$

#2"1

y
%

1

y0

#2

+B2
0 =

mg

µB
, (3.31)

and the trap depth Et is

Et = U(0, y2, 0)% U(0, y1, 0). (3.32)

Figure 3.13b shows the trap depth Et plotted against the distance y1 of the trap

minimum from the chip.

The gravitational saddle at y2 is an e!ective loss channel for atoms with energy

- > Et, which leave the trap when they pass through this region. The hole this forms

widens rapidly along y and z with increasing energy. The loss of atoms through this

hole shortly after the magnetic trap is loaded is discussed in the next section.

Let us turn now to the saddle at y3 between the main trap minimum and the

second minimum close the the chip. A finite width wire model is required to de-

termine this with accuracy, as the distances involved are comparable to the width
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of the current distribution.12 The dashed line of figure 3.13b shows the trap depth

limited by this barrier.

This saddle only becomes lower than U(y2) when the trap is formed closer than

140µm from the chip. Atoms can be lost through spin flips if they escape the barrier,

and pass close to the second minimum at y4 with su#cient velocity. We typically

load a trap that is greater than 150µm from the chip, so this loss channel is ignored.

The second minimum at y4 is also of potential interest to us. By trapping atoms in

this minimum, we could bring the atoms much closer to the surface of the chip. Here

we could investigate various atom-surface interactions such as spin flips induced by

eddy-currents in the gold surface [92, ?], and the Casimir-Polder interaction between

the atoms and the surface itself [95, 96]. We have not yet attempted to load atoms

into this minimum, but this could be an objective of future work.

12The barrier is higher and closer to the chip than predicted by a double infinite wire model.
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3.4 Loading the Magnetic Trap

Section 3.4.1 introduces a simple method for calculating the temperature rise when

atoms are loaded from the molasses into a (infinitely) deep magnetic trap. In

sec.3.4.2 we then develop a loading model that takes into account the finite depth

and more complicated shape of our magnetic trap. In section 3.4.3 we describe our

experimental loading procedure and compare results to this theoretical model. In

section 3.4.4 we use the theory to comment on the possible sensitivity of number

and temperature in the magnetic trap to fluctuations in the pre-trapped cloud.

Loading the cold atomic cloud from the optical molasses into the magnetic trap

with su#ciently high number and density is crucial in the production of a BEC

through evaporative cooling. The number of atoms captured, and the temperature

of the loaded cloud depend on the shape, depth and position of the trap potential.

We can interdependently vary the trap radius, position and depth, and the position of

the molasses cloud for the best possible loading conditions. After much optimisation,

we capture more than half the thermal cloud which at the end of the molasses stage

contains approximately 6!107 atoms at 80µK. After 600ms, 25!106 atoms remain

at a temperature of 120µK, once the hottest atoms have escaped.

Optimal loading occurs when phase space density of the trapped cloud is max-

imised. This is most readily achieved when the shape of the cloud is similar in both

UMOT and magnetic trap. The UMOT provides us with a cloud of similar length

to our magnetic trap. However, the radial size of the UMOT corresponds to a radial

trap frequency of only about 100Hz. Such a weak trap produced by our chip would

only be 40µK deep - about half the temperature of the pre-trapped cloud. Because

of atoms loss, we (and others [84]) find that a deeper, and therefore tighter magnetic

trap loads with a higher phase space density.

3.4.1 Loading into an Infinitely Deep Trap

It is useful first to consider loading infinitely deep traps of general shape. In this

case, all the atoms are captured, so we need only define how the trap energy E is

altered by the trap potential, and not the number of atoms N .
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Consider a 3D molasses cloud in free expansion with initial phase space distri-

bution f(r,p, t0), normalised to N . The momentum distribution, assumed to be

Gaussian, is characterised by temperature T0, and remains constant during expan-

sion. The internal energy of this cloud is

E0 =
3

2
NkBT0 =

!

d3p d3x
p2

2m
f(r,p, t). (3.33)

After the trap potential U(r) is rapidly switched on at time t0, the internal energy

E is raised to

E1 =

!

d3p d3x

"
p2

2m
+ U(r)

#

f(r,p, t0). (3.34)

Provided all regions of the trapping potential are well connected (by particle trajecto-

ries) over an experimental timescale, the trapped cloud reaches thermal equilibrium

at T1 through interatomic elastic collisions. The trapped equilibrium temperature

is related to the internal energy through the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution, with

energy density of states ,(-)

E1 =

! %

0
-,(-) exp!"/kBT1 d-. (3.35)

The new equilibrium temperature T1 can be found after equating results of the two

integrals 3.34 & 3.35 for trap potential U(r). Other thermodynamic quantities such

as density and phase space density can subsequently be found from N and T1.

For our experiment, we assume both the initial cloud and the trapped cloud to

be highly elongated and uniform over almost their entire length L. We will take

the initial phase space distribution to be thermal, Gaussian across the cloud, and

uniform along its length:

f(r,p, t0) =

,

-
.

-
/

N#3/2

(2$m)3/22$L%2
!
e!!

2/2%2
!e!#p

2/2m if |z| ( L/2,

0 if |z| > L/2,

(3.36)

where , is the radius in cylindrical coordinates, + = 1/(kBT ), and %! is the radial

width of the density distribution. The distribution eq.(3.36) describes our molasses

cloud.

For the magnetic trap to match this distribution, it must be axially square with
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length L, and radially harmonic with frequency #! (c.f. our harmonic model of

sec.3.3.2 which has this shape). For this trap the energy density of states is ,(-) )

-3/2 (see section 4.1.2). Using the distribution eq.(3.36) in eq.(3.34), and equating

to eq.(3.35) gives the temperature relation

5

2
T1 =

3

2
T0 +

#2
!

#2
0

T0, (3.37)

where #0 =
0

kBT/m%!.

When #! = #0, then T1 = T0, and the phase space distribution of the trapped

cloud is identical to its pre-trapped distribution, hence phase space density is pre-

served. However, for our molasses cloud #0 is approximately 2$ ! 100Hz, and for

our trap #! is (initially) 2$ ! 1.5 kHz. This simple model suggests we would find

an temperature rise by a factor of approximately 90. This is not what we observe

in our experiment, where the temperature is only a few times higher than in the

molasses, and not all of the atoms are captured. To understand this, we build on

this theory to produce a more sophisticated model that takes into account the finite

depth and the actual shape of our trap.

3.4.2 Loading into Realistic Potentials of Finite Depth

In this section we extend the theory of the previous section to consider traps of finite

depth, then present theoretical results for realistic Z wire model of our transverse

trap potential U(x, y).

For traps of finite depth -t, the phase space distribution of the cloud is truncated,

as the hottest atoms escape. For our initially trapped clouds, the radial oscillation

period (< 10ms) is much shorter than the average time between elastic collisions

(# 100ms). Therefore, almost all atoms with - = p2/2m+ U(r) > -t escape, before

distributing their energy through elastic collisions. The number N1 of atoms that

remain is estimated by integrating f(r,p) over the phase space region defined by

- < -t. Likewise, the internal energy E1 of the trapped gas is found by integrating
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-f(r,p) over the same region:

N1 =

!

"<"t

d3p d3rf0 e
! r2

2"2
r e

! p2

2mkBT0 (3.38)

E1 =

!

"<"t

d3p d3rf0

"

U(x, y) +
p2

2m

#

e
! r2

2"2
r e

! p2

2mkBT0 (3.39)

with f0 =
N0

2$%2
rL(2$mkBT0)3/2

,

where r2 = x2 + y2 and %r is the pre-trapped cloud width. Equations 3.38 & 3.39

are written in a suitable form for numerical integration over x & y, by integrating

first over momentum space up to p2/2m = -t%U(x, y), and z over the length of the

trap, L.

N1 =
N0*
$%2

r

!

dxdy& (U(x, y), -t) e
! r2

2"2
r $c

$
3
2 , (-t % U(x, y)) /kBT0

%

(3.40)

E1 =
N0*
$%2

r

!

dxdy& (U(x, y), -t) e
! r2

2"2
r ! (3.41)

2

U(x, y)$c
$
3
2 , (-t % U(x, y)/kBT0)

%

+ kBT0$c
$
5
2 , (-t % U(x, y)) /kBT0

%3

In eq.(3.41), the first term in the square brackets accounts for the contribution from

the potential energy, and the second term from the kinetic energy. The & function

enforces the correct integration limit,

&(x, y) =

,

-
.

-
/

1 for x, y such that U(x, y) < -t

0 otherwise,
(3.42)

and $c(z, () is the complimentary gamma function $(z)%$(z, (). The integrals are

performed numerically, over a rectangular region in space with dimensions of the

maximum trap widths in the x and y directions.

For the integrals 3.40 & 3.41 and the definition 3.42, we must use the more

accurate Z wire model (including gravity) for the transverse potential U(x,y), since

the pre-trapped clouds extends over a large region of the trap, not accurately covered

by the IP model. However, the internal energies predicted for clouds relevant to our

experiment are found to be equivalent to temperatures under 400µK. Hence, the IP

model can be used to derive the density of states (as given in table 4.1 of sec.4.1.6),
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Figure 3.14: The simulations of trapped cloud properties performed for a pre-trapped cloud
with temperature T = 80µK and radial width %r = 250µm. (a) shows how fraction of atoms
captured varies with the position of the magnetic trap minimum y0. This is calculated from
results of section 3.4.2. Several di!erent positions of the pre trapped cloud are shown, varying
between 400 and 800µm from the chip. (b), (c) & (d) show the variation of temperature,
elastic collision rate and phase space density with y0 respectively. The elastic collision rate
and phase space density are normalised to their values in the pre-trapped cloud. The inset
in (d) shows the variation in normalised phase space density predicted by the infinitely deep
harmonic trap model for comparison. In this case yi is set to the same position as y0 where
it is known to be best.

from which the energy-temperature relation can be found by integrating 3.35.13 For

the IP model,

E1 =
7

2

5
7 + kBT1

U0

1 + kBT1
U0

N1kBT1. (3.43)

The temperature T1 is found by equating this to the result E1 of 3.41, and substi-

tuting in the result for N1. The results eq.(3.40), eq.(3.41) and eq.(3.43) described

here we do not find elsewhere in the literature.
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Figure 3.15: These plots aspects of the capture volume of the magnetic trap. Figure (a)
shows the trap potential U(x=0,y) from the Z wire model. As the trap is moved closer to the
chip, the trap becomes deeper with steeper sides. Figure (b) shows the maximum capture
radius in the x-y plane for di!erent y0. Outside the capture radius the potential energy is
greater than that at the gravitational saddle point.

Results of Loading Model

We calculate N1 & T1 as a function of y0, the distance of the magnetic field mini-

mum from the chip. From N1 & T1, we also calculate the phase space density ,psd

and elastic collision rate !el. These are plotted in figure 3.14 for five di!erent mo-

lasses cloud positions yi. The molasses cloud width is 250µm, consistent with our

experiment.

The results show that the tightest traps capture the most atoms for a given

yi, but also have the highest temperatures. The plots of the trap potential 3.15

demonstrate two reasons for this. Firstly, for y0 closer to the chip, the trapping

region is larger in all directions, increasing the capture volume. Secondly, the trap

bottom is deeper, and the potential steeper. An atom at position r, when the trap

is turned on, requires a higher initial kinetic energy p2/2m to escape the trap, when

y0 is smaller. Hence, an atom at the same position has higher probability of being

captured for smaller y0. The corollary of this is that more higher energy atoms

are captured for smaller y0, leading to a higher internal energy and subsequently a

greater temperature. Figure 3.17b shows this e!ect.

However, the trap temperature doesn’t rise as rapidly with decreasing y0 as it

does for the infinitely deep mode matched case. Subsequently the change in ,psd,

13Another version of 3.35 can account for finite depth [97], but leads to only a small correction,
and is not considered here.
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shown in figure 3.14d, isn’t nearly as great. Plots fig.3.14c & fig.3.14d show the

variation of !el and ,psd with y0. Figure 3.14c shows that the tighter traps which

are close to the chip have a higher elastic collision rate. The di!erence in !el over

the range 100 < y0 < 600µm is quite substantial, falling about three orders of

magnitude. As will be discussed in Ch.4, the higher the elastic collision rate the

better for evaporative cooling.

On the other hand, fig.3.14d shows that the highest phase space densities are

achieved for y0 further from the chip. In fact, the optimal y0 for the phase space

density is found at a similar distance predicted by the deep harmonic trap model

of sec.3.4.1, which is shown in the inset in fig.3.14d. However, for the finite depth

IP trap model the range of variation of ,psd is much smaller - when the molasses

is 800µm (bottom blue line) from the chip the range of variation is only about a

factor of 4.

For e!ective evaporative cooling, a balance must be struck between high elastic

collision rate and high phase space density: if the elastic collision rate is too low,

the evaporative cooling is not sustainable, and we run out of atoms before reaching

BEC. The lower the phase space density, the further the cloud must be cooled. The

results of our simulation show the gain in !el is large and the loss in ,psd small

by forming the trap with y0 closer to the chip. Thus, these results show loading

into a tighter, deeper trap, can be favourable. Both the finite depth and the trap

shape are responsible for this. Firstly, the finite depth of the trap allows the highest

energy atoms to escape, reducing the overall temperature. Secondly the potential

doesn’t rise as sharply as predicted by the harmonic model, or even the IP model

(particularly for y > y0). Atoms far from the trap centre do not get as big an energy

increase due to the 1/r roll-o! of the trap potential.

3.4.3 Experimental Loading Procedure

The position of the molasses cloud in the x̂ & ẑ directions is aligned to the magnetic

trap by comparing absorption images taken before and after the trap is turned on.

We then perform scans over y0, yi, and the detuning of the trap light at the end

of the UMOT to find their optimal values from measurements of the number and
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Figure 3.16: Fraction of atoms N1/N0 in the magnetic trap 50ms after it is switched
on, for various trap heights. Two datasets were taken on two di!erent days: the round
data points are one data set for which N0 = 5.5 ! 107 atoms, and the square data points
are another data set, for which N0 = 2.5! 107 atoms. The dashed line shows N1/N0 from
the theory eq.(3.40) for typical experimental parameters, %0 = 250µm, T0 = 80µK and
yi = 500µm.

temperature of the cloud after it has been held for 600ms in the trap. During

this time atoms with energy - > -t escape, at first due to their initial momentum

and position in the trap potential when it is turned on, and later due to evaporation

from the trap as the cloud thermalises. By this time, evaporative loss from the finite

depth trap typically reduces the cloud to a similar temperature of about 120µK for

a wide range of the parameters y0, yi and the trap light detuning. For the maximum

elastic collision rate, we therefore need only find the parameters that maximise the

atom number.

We find more atoms are captured for the largest detuning we can make in the

optical molasses, since this gives gives the molasses the lowest temperature. We

vary yi by changing the time o!set *t (sec.3.2) between the Z wires and x-bias being

switched o!. We only observe a small variation in N over the several hundred µm

range we can vary yi.

The largest and most controllable variation in the atom number is with y0. Figure

3.16 shows the captured fraction of atoms N1/N0 50ms after the trap is switched on
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with a range of di!erent values of y0. The captured fraction increases over this range

as y0 approaches the chip, as expected by our theoretical model plotted in fig.3.17a.

The data points are from two di!erent data sets, and have di!erent N0. For the

round data points N0 was approximately 5.5!107, and for the square data points N0

was approximately 2.5! 107 atoms. The data shows the shape of N1/N0 with y0 is

similar to that expected from the model. The predicted dashed line shows the curve

expected for typical experimental values (yi = 500µm, %r = 250µm, T0 = 8µK).

Based on these results we chose the height y0 = 170µm to load the magnetic trap,

where the captured fraction is close to the highest we measure. We expect that the

marginal gain in atom number for smaller y0 than this is o!set by the reduction

in phase space density. Once the trap is loaded, we ramp y0 down to 110µm,

over 50ms. This increases the characteristic frequency #r to 2.1 kHz, adiabatically

compresses the cloud, and increases the elastic collision rate to a few hundred per

second.

We wait 600ms for the cloud to reach its quasi-equilibrium state over the entire

trap. Any net axial velocity of the pre-trapped cloud manifests itself as slow anhar-

monic axial oscillation [45, 98]. The period depends on the velocity and we have

observed periods in the range of 5Hz to 8Hz. Careful axial alignment of the UMOT

to the magnetic trap all but removes these. However, there are several lumps in the

UMOT/molasses shape due to inhomogeneities in the MOT beams. These smooth

out over the first 600ms.

3.4.4 Sensitivity to Variations in Molasses Cloud

During daily operation of our experiment, we observe fluctuations and drifts in the

number of magnetically trapped atoms, and subsequently in our condensate. For

evaporation to reach BEC, we find there is a threshold in the initial number at about

2.2!107 atoms. This number produces a small condensate of just 5%10!103 atoms.

For an increase in N1 by 15% the number of condensed atoms more than doubles,

and for N1 > 2.7 ! 107 the condensate has over 4 ! 104 atoms. Our loading model

is useful for understanding the sensitivity of the initial trap number to variations in

the molasses cloud.
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Figure 3.17: This figure shows the sensitivity of captured fraction to variations in (a) the
molasses cloud width %r, and (b) the molasses cloud height yi above the chip. These results
are calculated using the model described in section 3.4.2, with y0 = 150µm as it is in our
experiment.

Figure 3.17a shows the calculated variation of the captured fraction with the

molasses cloud width %!. This plot suggests that for %! below 100 % 150µm, the

captured fraction is relatively insensitive to width variations, while in the range

200 % 400µm, it is most sensitive. We load in this sensitive region with %! $

250µm. The cloud width depends on the molasses temperature, and the confinement

and atom number in the UMOT, which in turn depend largely on the alignment,

polarisation and detuning of the trapping beams.

Figure 3.17b shows the predicted variation of the captured fraction with position

yi of the pre-trapped cloud. The sensitivity !N/N
!yi/yi

to yi in our typical range is 2

or 3 times lower than for %r. This is a consequence of the decreasing gradient of

the 1/r shaped potential at distances y > y1, as can be seen in fig.3.15a, where y1

is the location of the trap minimum as defined in sec.3.3.5. As yi approaches (and

becomes less than) y1, the sensitivity increases, as does the potential gradient. For

smaller widths %!, the optimal yi is closer to the trap minimum y1.



Chapter 4

Evaporative Cooling to BEC

4.1 Evaporative Cooling in Elongated Potentials

In this section we develop further the theory of evaporative cooling. In sec.4.1.1, we

start by introducing two di!erential equations for the rate of change of number and

temperature which can be found in the present literature (e.g. [99] and references

therein). Elements of thermodynamics in power law traps relevant to following

sections are then introduced in section 4.1.2. In sections 4.1.3 & 4.1.4 we derive the

critical condition for runaway evaporation, and find the evaporation trajectory that

maximises the elastic collision rate. Section 4.1.5 gives the general solution to the

evaporation rate equations for any power law trap. These are then used to study

the e!ect of the trap geometry on evaporative cooling. They provide the limiting

cases for the numerical solutions given in section 4.1.6 for number and temperature

evolution in our IP trap. Section 4.2.2 compares solutions for our trap against results

from our experiment.

4.1.1 Evaporation rate equations

For a classical gas at thermodynamic equilibrium at temperature T , the fraction

of atoms with energy greater than (kBT is is found from the Maxwell Boltzmann

distribution,
"N

N
=

! %

&kBT
,(-)e!"/kBTd-. (4.1)

104
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The fraction of total internal energy contained in this high energy tail is

"E

E
=

(%
&kBT

-,(-)e!"/kBTd-
(%
0 -,(-)e!"/kBTd-

. (4.2)

The mean energy per atom in the high energy tail, "E/"N is greater than mean

energy per atom E/N over the whole cloud. Removing these atoms results in a

reduction of E/N for the remaining atoms, which leads to cooling.

These atoms can be removed by reducing the trap depth to (kBT . In our case,

this is achieved with an rf field, resonant with the magnetic field at this energy

µ|B(r)| = (kBT . This forms a resonant shell around the trap. Atoms with energy

(kBT or greater are driven into an un-trapped state and ejected from the trap when

they pass through this shell. These atoms are removed from the trap on a time scale

of half the period of their oscillation in the trap, $/#!.

If an atom with -1 > (kBT collides elastically with another atom then both could

recoil with energy lower than (kBT and neither would be removed. The removal is

thus most e#cient when #r is fast compared to the elastic collision rate !el, so the

probability of a collision before removal is small. We assume this is the case in what

follows, unless otherwise stated.

Once the high energy tail of the distribution has been rapidly removed, further

atoms are slowly removed as they repopulate this tail through elastic collisions at

rate !el. This repopulation rate is typically smaller than !el by a factor q =4-6

according to numerical simulations [100, 59], and an argument of thermodynamic

balance [59].

As in [101] we treat evaporation as a quasi-equilibrium process, assigning a tem-

perature T to the cloud and describing it by the Maxwell Boltzmann energy and

phase space distributions f(r,p). Simulations based on numerical solution to the

Boltzmann equation support this approximation [97]. When this is the case, the frac-

tional rate of change of number and energy are just !el/q times eq.(4.1) & eq.(4.2).

The peak elastic collision rate itself evolves with N and T, and is given by

!el(t) = n0vrel%s (4.3)
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where %s is the s-wave scattering cross section, vrel the root mean squared relative

velocity, and n0 the peak density. The root mean squared relative velocity and

the peak density are found from the momentum and position parts of the quasi-

equilibrium phase space distribution,

vrel =
0

6kBT/m (4.4)

n0 = N

4! %

0
d3re!U(r)/(kBT ). (4.5)

The peak density depends on the shape of the potential U(r). The scattering cross-

section %s is given by,

%s =
8$a2

1 +
*

2$a
'dB

+2 , (4.6)

where a = 5.4 nm is the s-wave scattering length [102], and "dB = h/(2$mkBT )1/2

is the thermal deBroglie wavelength. In the limit that kBT " !2/(2$a2m) (t "

30µK), the denominator in %s is approximately 1, and %s $ 8$a2. For the elastic

collision rate (eq.(4.3)), we will ignore the temperature dependence due the denom-

inator in eq.(4.6) which defines %s, since this dependence is much weaker than that

through n0 and vrel, and tends towards a constant value at low temperatures. In-

stead, we will take the value %s(T = T0), where T0 is the initial temperature of the

cloud, which will give a slightly conservative estimate for !el in our models.

In addition to forced evaporative loss, atoms are also lost through other unwanted

mechanisms. In our experiment, the dominant loss process is from collisions with

background gas particles. This loss is indiscriminate of energy, and the fractional

loss rates for number and energy are both %!bkg.

To summarise,

1

N

dN

dt
= %

!el
q

! %

&kBT
,(-)e!"/kBTd-% !bkg (4.7)

1

E

dE

dt
= %

!el
q

(%
&kBT

-,(-)e!"/kBTd-
(%
0 -,(-)e!"/kBTd-

% !bkg (4.8)

Since !el explicitly depends on N & T , it is easier to solve rate equations for N &

T rather than E. The explicit dependence of E(N,T ) is then found from integrating
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N-,(-)e!"/kBTd-. Di!erentiating this with the chain rule gives

dE(N,T )

dt
=

&E

&N

dN

dt
+

&E

&T

dT

dt
. (4.9)

The evaporation rate equations that will be studied over the following sections are

thus,

1

N

dN

dt
= %

!el
q

! %

&kBT
,(-)e!"/kBTd-% !bkg (4.10)

1

E

&E

&T

dT

dt
= %

!el
q

5
! %

&kBT
,(-)e!"/kBTd-%

N

E

&E

&N

(%
&kBT

-,(-)e!"/kBTd-
(%
0 -,(-)e!"/kBTd-

6

(4.11)

We will show below that in many cases, the energy takes on the simple form

E ) NkBT , and the terms 1
E
(E
(T and 1

E
(E
(N simplify greatly to 1/T and 1/N .

4.1.2 Thermodynamics of Power Law Traps

It is useful to study the behaviour of evaporation in power law traps, as they give

the limiting behaviour of a wide range of other traps. Our IP model is harmonic

for kBT " µB0 and linear in the opposite regime. Also often considered are the

3D harmonic and linear cases. Importantly, analytic solutions (section 4.1.5) to the

rate equations 4.10 & 4.11 as well as other useful conditions (sections 4.1.3 & 4.1.4)

can be found for these simple traps.

In the general potential U(r), the energy distribution for a trapped cloud in

equilibrium at temperature T is given by

P (-)d- =
1

Z"
,(-)e!"/(kBT )d-, (4.12)

where ,(-) is the density of states for the trap, and Z" =
(%
0 ,(-) exp%-/(kBT )d- is

the partition function. The density of states depends on U(r) and is found from [97]

,(-) = (2$!)!3
!

d3rd3p*
$

-% U(r)% p2/2m
%

. (4.13)
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After integrating over all momentum space,

,(-) =
2$(2m)3/2

(2$!)3

! U(r)="

0
d3r
0

-% U(r). (4.14)

We now consider 3D power law potentials, defined by

U(r) = a1x
p1
1 + a2x

p2
2 + a3x

p3
3 , (4.15)

for positive integers pi. x1, x2 and x3 are the three cartesian coordinates with origin

at the minimum of the potential. For these potentials, the integral in eq.(4.14) gives

, ) -n where

n =
1

p1
+

1

p2
+

1

p3
+

1

2
, (4.16)

We note that eq.(4.15) and eq.(4.16) can also describe 2D power law traps by setting

p3 & -, and 1D trap setting p2, p3 & -. Given the dependence on - the quantity

,(-)/Z" can be easily found without first solving eq.(4.14) by ensuring
(%
0 P (-)d- =

1.

When , has this simple -n dependence, the internal energy is

E =
$(n+ 2)

$(n+ 1)
NkBT (4.17)

and the relation eq.(??) connecting rates of change of E, N , & T becomes simply

1

E

dE

dt
=

1

N

dN

dt
+

1

T

dT

dt
. (4.18)

The temperature dependence of !el is found from 4.3, 4.4 & 4.5. Making the

substitution ui = (ai/kBT )
1/pi xi in the integral 4.5 gives

N

n0
= 8

5

'

i

"
kBT

ai

#1/pi
6

'

i

! %

0
duie

!u
pi
i . (4.19)

where the definite integrals are independent of any parameter and contribute only

an overall factor. Hence the density scales as

n0 )
N

T n! 1
2

(4.20)
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The mean relative velocity contributes a factor of
*
T to !el, so the elastic collision

rate scales as

!el(N,T ) = C
N

T n!1
(4.21)

where C is a constant.

On collecting together these results for power law traps, the rate equations for

E, N & T become

1

E

dE

dt
= %

!el
q

$(n+ 2, ()

$(n+ 2)
% !bkg, (4.22)

1

N

dN

dt
= %

!el
q

$(n+ 1, ()

$(n+ 1)
% !bkg, (4.23)

1

T

dT

dt
= %

!el
q

"
$(n+ 2, ()

$(n+ 2)
%

$(n+ 1, ()

$(n+ 1)

#

, (4.24)

where $(z) and $(z, () are the complete and incomplete gamma functions.

We briefly consider the validity of the axial square well approximation made in

our magnetic trap models of section 3.3.2 in light of these relations. The power

dependence of the potential enters the rate equations through n in the $ functions.

The Taylor expansion of $(z + 0, () is

$(n+ 0, () = $(n, () + 0(n % 1)$(n, () +O02

$
"

1 +
(n % 1)$(n % 1, ()

$(n)
0

#

$(n, (). (4.25)

The coe#cient of 0 is 1 for ( = 0, and approximately 1/4 for typical values of n, (

in our experiment. The correction to terms $(z, ()/$(z, () is of order 1% 3
40, where

0 = 1/pz .

We also see in section 4.2.2 below, that the correction to the scaling of !el through

n0 is counteracted by the slow thermalisation along the length. This is because the

criterion for e#cient removal Tosc " 1/!el breaks down along the length of the trap.

This is irrelevant for a perfectly square axially potential where the evaporation is
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two-dimensional, and the axial distribution remains uniform over the length of the

trap. But for weak axial variation for |z| < L/2, this results in length reduction when

kBT < U(z/2 % *) % U0, as the cloud thermalises to lower temperatures. However,

the RF knife also shortens the trap as it approaches the trap bottom. If it does

so faster than they thermalise, the length is reduced without density increase from

axial redistribution.

4.1.3 Runaway Evaporation

When evaporation causes the elastic collision rate to increase, the cooling rate ac-

celerates. In turn the elastic collision rate increases faster, and the evaporation is a

‘runaway’ process. Conversely, if !el decreases, evaporation slows, and more atoms

are wasted through background loss, leading to further decrease in !el. Eventually

the phase space density will cease to increase, making condensation unachievable.

Whether or not evaporation is in the runaway regime depends on the elastic collision

rate, trap geometry, and background loss rate. Next, we derive a general condition

for runaway evaporation that embodies these three elements for all power law traps.

The requirement for runaway evaporation is that !el increases with time, d!el/dt >

0. Di!erentiating eq.(4.21), and dividing by CN/T n!1, this condition leads to the

inequality
1

N

dN

dt
% (n% 1)

1

T

dT

dt
> 0. (4.26)

Substituting in 4.23 and 4.24, then rearranging gives the critical condition for run-

away evaporation in terms of the ratio of ‘good to bad’ collisions ' = !el/!bkg:

' , 'c =
q

(n% 1) $(n+ 2, ()/$(n + 2)% n $(n+ 1, ()/$(n + 1)
, (4.27)

where 'c is the ratio !el/!bkg when d!el/dt = 0.

Figure 4.1a shows 'c for three di!erent trap geometries: (i) linear radially and

axially square for which n = 5/2, (ii) harmonic, n = 2, and (iii) axially square

and radially harmonic, n = 3/2. The evaporation is a runaway process within the

shaded regions. With all three curves, there is a minimum value for the truncation

parameter (min where 'c becomes infinitely large. Below this, runaway evaporation
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Figure 4.1: The critical condition for runaway evaporation in terms of the ratio 'c =
!el/!loss - the ratio of ‘good to bad’ collisions. Figure (a) shows 'c versus the truncation
parameter ( for three di!erent values of n, 5

2
(solid line), 2 (dashed line), and 3

2
(dot-dashed

line). Figure (b) shows the minimum value ('c)min as a function of n. From this plot is it
seen that runaway evaporation cannot be achieved below n = 1.

is impossible no matter how high !el is.

The critical curve 'c, for a given trap geometry, has a minimum at

(0 =
n

n% 1

$(n+ 2)

$(n+ 1)
(4.28)

found by di!erentiating 4.27. Figure 4.1b shows the corresponding value, ('c)min,

plotted as a function of n. Runaway evaporation becomes impossible for traps with

n = 1.1 In this case, ('c)min occurs only for (0 & - as can be seen from the factor

n% 1 on the denominator of eq.(4.28). Conversely, for a finite truncation parameter

kc becomes singular, so an infinite elastic collision rate is required. In reality, where

one has a discrete statistical distribution of a finite number of particles, this requires

all the energy of the gas to be carried away by one particle. To reach such an extreme

micro-state of the system in finite time essentially requires an infinitely high elastic

collision rate.

4.1.4 Optimal Truncation Parameter

We now prove that &!el/&t is maximised (in a power law trap) when ( = (0. This

result (which to our knowledge is not found elsewhere in the literature) answers the

much asked question in the laboratory; what truncation parameter is best?

1Equation 4.16 shows that this singularity occurs in a spherically symmetric trap that scales as
r6, or for a trap that is linear in one dimension and square in the other two, amongst many other
examples.
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We first prove the statement that, given any initial values N(t) = N0, T (t) = T0

at time t = t0,

!̇el(t)

7
7
7
7
t0

is maximal for ( = (0. (4.29)

Proof. Di!erentiating !el in equation 4.21 gives2

&!el
&t

= !el

"
1

N

dN

dt
% (n % 1)

1

T

dT

dt

#

. (4.30)

The rate equations 4.23 & 4.24 are used to write &!el/&t as a function of (, then

di!erentiated once and twice w.r.t. ( using the using the Leibniz integral rule:

&!el
&t

= !el

""

(n% 1)
!el
q

$(n+ 2, ()

$(n+ 2)
+ !bkg

#

% n

"
!el
q

$(n+ 1, ()

$(n+ 1)
+ !bkg

##

(4.31)

&

&(

&!el
&t

= %
!2el
q

"
n% 1

$(n+ 2)
(n+1 %

n

$(n+ 1)
(n
#

e!&

(4.32)

&2

&(2
&!el
&t

=
!2el
q

"
n% 1

$(n+ 2)

$

(n+1
0 % (n+ 1)(n0

%

+
n

$(n+ 1)

$

n(n!1
0 % (n0

%
#

e!&

(4.33)

Setting equation 4.32 to zero, and solving for ( gives

(0 =
n

n% 1

$(n+ 2)

$(n+ 1)
(4.34)

which is the same as expression 4.28. Evaluating the second di!erential at ( = (0

gives
&2

&(2
&!el
&t

8
8
8
&=&0

= %
!

q

n% 1

$(n+ 2)
< 0 for n > 1 (4.35)

Since the statement 4.29 depends on t0 only through N(t0) & T (t0), and is true

for any N0 & T0, it is equivalent to the statement:

Given any N0, T0,
&!el
&t

7
7
7
7
N0, T0

is maximal for ( = (0. (4.36)

2Note that this makes no assumption that " is constant in time
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Now suppose the number and temperature evolve along the trajectories N(t) & T (t)

to new values N1& T1 at an arbitrary time later, t1. Since 4.36 is true given any

N0 & T0, we can relabel N1 & N0 and T1 & T0. Hence &!el/&t is maximised

throughout the evaporation ramp by keeping ( = (0.

4.1.5 General Solution to Evaporative Cooling Rate Equations in

Power Law Traps

Let us make the substitution u = (N/N0)(T/T0)1!n, such that the ellastic collision

rate can be written as !el = !el0u (c.f. eq.(4.21)), where !el0 is its initial value.

Taking the time derivative of u gives its rate equation,

1

u

du

dt
=

1

N

dN

dt
% (n % 1)

1

T

dT

dt
. (4.37)

Substituting in the rate eq.(4.23) and eq.(4.24) for E & N , and working in the

dimensionless time coordinate . = !bkgt normalised to the trap lifetime !bkg, this

equation becomes

du(.)

d.
= Au2 % u where A =

'0
q

"

(n % 1)
$(n+ 2, ()

$(n+ 2)
% n

$(n+ 1, ()

$(n+ 1)

#

,

(4.38)

where '0 = !el0/!bkg This is solved by direct integration, then substituted into the

temperature rate equation to give

d

d.

T

T0
= %Bu where B =

'0
q

"
$(n+ 2, ()

$(n+ 2)
%

$(n+ 1, ()

$(n+ 1)

#

, (4.39)

This also is solved by direct integration. The solutions to 4.38 & 4.39, which give

the time evolution of the normalised collision rate and temperature respectively, are

u(.) =
1

(1%A)e) +A
for A ( 1 (4.40)

T

T0
= (1%A (1% e) ))B/A , (4.41)
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and the time evolution of atom number is,

N

N0
= u(.)

"
T

T0

#n!1

. (4.42)

From these, the density and phase space density are easily calculated. These solu-

tions provide simple analytic equations for evaporative cooling in power law traps.

As such they give the limiting behaviour of other traps. They are compared with

theoretical evaporation in a model IP trap in the next section.

4.1.6 Evaporative Cooling in our Io!e Pritchard Trap

We now consider evaporative cooling in the IP potential introduced in sec.3.3.2,

U(r, z) =
)

µ2B#
$
2r2 + U2

0 % U0, |z| < L/2 (4.43)

which approximates our trap up to 500µK. Here, U0 = µB0, which is the magnetic

potential of an atom at the trap bottom and is constant during evaporation. Since

we talk about energies relative to this point during evaporation, the potential in

eq.(4.43) has been shifted by U0 so that its minimum is at zero.

This IP potential is not a power law potential, but is approximated by power law

traps in two temperature regimes for which U0 is the threshold. At low temperatures,

kBT/U0 " 1, the radial potential is harmonic. At high temperatures, kBT . U0, the

potential becomes linear. The axial potential remains square for all temperatures.

Evaporation in these two limiting cases of the IP potential are hence the power

law solutions for n = 3/2 (harmonic), and n = 5/2 (linear). These two power law

solutions will be compared to the solutions for evaporative cooling which we derive

below for the IP potential eq.(4.43).3

The relevant quantities for the rate equations 4.10 & 4.11, applied to the IP

trap eq.(4.43), are given in table 4.1. Using these, the rate equations are for the

3Previous models to describe evaporation in traps like ours have assumed a 3-d harmonic poten-
tial, n = 2. These predicted faster and more e"cient cooling than we find experimentally.
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normalised parameters v(.) = N(.)/N0 and s(.) = kT/U0 are

1

v

dv

d.
= %

!el0
q!loss

1 + s0
1 + s

v
0

s/s0

5
2$(5/2, () + s$(7/2, ()

5
2$(5/2) + s$(7/2)

% 1, (4.44)

7s2 + 14s+ 5

7s2 + 12s+ 5

ds

d.
= %

!el0
q!loss

1 + s0
1 + s

v
0

s/s0
! (4.45)

5
5
2$(7/2, () + s$(9/2, ()

5
2$(7/2) + s$(9/2)

%
5
2$(5/2, () + s$(7/2, ()

5
2$(5/2) + s$(7/2)

6

,

where . = !bkgt as before.

These coupled di!erential equations are solved numerically with the initial con-

ditions v(0) = 1, s(0) = kT0/U0. The truncation parameter ( can either be

kept constant, or defined by the frequency frf (.) of the rf field and temperature

T = s(.)U0/kB,

((.) kBT = hmF (frf(.)% f0) , (4.46)

and solved simultaneously with 4.44 & 4.45. In eq.(4.46), f0 = U0/(2h) is the

frequency of the rf field when resonant with the magnetic energy at the trap bot-

tom. The power law trap rate equations, eq.(4.23) & eq.(4.24), can also be solved

(numerically) with the variable truncation parameter defined by eq.(4.46).

However, in this section we investigate the isolated e!ect of the trap geometry

by solving for constant ( and comparing the IP numerical solutions for N and T

to the power law (analytical) solutions eq.(4.41) and eq.(4.42).4 Figures 4.2a &

4.2b show the numerical solutions for s and N/N0 in the IP trap, with initial values

s = 10, v = 1, ' = 500, and ( = 8. The analytical power law trap solutions, n = 3/2

the dashed line, and n = 5/2 the dot-dashed line, are also plotted for comparison,

starting at s = 10, 1, 0.1 & 0.01.

For s . 1, the number and temperature in the IP model follow the n = 5/2

power law trap case, as seen for . ! 0.1 in fig.4.2a and fig.4.2b. For the n = 5/2

power law trap, the lowest permitted ' for runaway evaporation is ('c)min > 28,

so evaporation is well within the runaway regime with the initial value ' = 500.

However, for n = 3/2, ('c)min = 1630, and this power law solution doesn’t runaway

4Variable "(# ) solutions are given in the sec.4.2.2, where we compare them to measurements
from our experiment.
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Density of States ,(-)/Z" =
5
2-

3/2 + 1
U0

-5/2

(kBT )5/2
*

1 + kBT
U0

+

$(7/2)

Total Energy E =
7

2

5
7 + kBT

U0

1 + kBT
U0

NkBT

Peak Number Density n0 =
µ2
BB

#
$
2

kBT

N

2$LU0

1

1 + kBT
U0

Elastic Collision Rate !el = n0

9

6kBT

m
%s

1
E
(E
(T

kB
U0s

7s2 + 14s + 5

7s2 + 12s + 5
, s =

kBT

U0

Table 4.1: Thermodynamic properties for the IP model potential 3.28.

for ' = 500. In the IP trap evaporation is boosted for large s since it is highly linear

at such temperatures, thus behaving like the n = 5/2 power law trap.5

At low temperatures where s " 1, evaporation in the IP trap follows the n = 3/2

solution. This can be seen for . " 0.4 in in fig.4.2a and fig.4.2b. By this point,

evaporation is also runaway for n = 3/2. For s # 1, the behaviour smoothly varies

between the two cases, as can be seen for the intermediate times 0.1 < . < 0.4.

In our experiment, we start with s between 2 & 3. We have found that our

evaporation is only sustainable to BEC for ' much greater than the often quoted

value of 150 [55, 84, 99], which is for the n = 2 case. The more generalised theory

presented here demonstrates we need ' > 'c(3/2) = 1630 by the time we reach the

harmonic regime of our trap, if evaporation is to run away. Our theory also suggests

that a lower value of U0 = µB increases the e#ciency of evaporative cooling, by

keeping the linear shape of the trap to lower temperatures.

5The 1/r of the Z wire model at even higher temperatures may even boost it further. The critical
value $c decreases for larger n. For n > 3.5, the power scaling of the trap must be fractional in at
least one dimension. Such traps have a negative curvature, as does 1/r.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of solutions to the evaporative cooling rate equations for the
normalised temperature s(.) = kBT/U0 and normalised number N/N0 for the IP potential
and two power law traps, n = 3/2 and n = 5/2. The solutions are shown as a function
of the dimensionless time . = !bkgt. The initial collision ratio at . = 0 is ' = 500. The
truncation parameter is constant throughout at ( = 8. (a) Solutions for s(.), with initial
value 10, show how the (normalised) temperature evolves during evaporative cooling. The
solid line shows the numerical solution to the rate equation eq.(4.45) for the IP trap for with
U0/kB = 160µK. The dotted lines show the analytic power law solutions from eq.(4.41)
with n = 3/2, and radial trap frequency #! = 2$ ! 2 kHz as found in the low temperature
approximation for the IP potential. The dot-dashed line shows the analytic power solution
for the linear case (n = 5/2) which approximates the IP potential in the high temperature
limit. These analytic solutions are shown with di!erent initial values s = 10, 1, 0.1 and
0.01. The value for ' for each starting point is that of the IP solution at that point. Thus
the trajectory of the IP solution for s(.) can be compared to the power law cases n = 3/2
and n = 5/2 at similar collision ratio '. (b) Solutions for evolution of N/N0. Similarly, the
solid line is the IP solution, the dotted line the analytic power law solution with n = 3/2,
and the dot-dashed line the analytic power solution with n = 5/2. The analytic solutions are
shown for the same four initial conditions as in (a). Comparisons of the di!erent solutions
are discussed in main text.
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We compare our theory for evaporation to experimental data in sec.4.2.2. Before

doing this, we give a description of how we experimentally optimise the evaporation

ramp in the next section.

4.2 Experimental Optimisation

4.2.1 Constructing the Best rf Sweep

We estimate how we should ramp down the frequency frf of the rf field, and use

this as the starting point for how we ramp it down in our experiment. We use

the evaporation theory of the previous section to calculate how the temperature

should evolve for a constant truncation parameter ( $ 8 in our trap based on the

initial atom number N0 $ 2 ! 107, temperature T0 $ 150µK measured from our

experiment. We initially estimate the trap bottom U0/h $ 1MHz, based on the

applied bias field Bz $ 1G. We use the analytic power law models (which are both

insightful and quick to execute) with the appropriate value n = 3/2 or n = 5/2

based on kBT/U0 to calculate T(t), with !bkg also measured in our experiment (as

will be explained in sec.4.2.3). Then, inverting eq.(4.46) with constant truncation

parameter and our estimate of T (t), we predict how we should ramp down frf for

runaway evaporation. We typically use a constant truncation parameter ( between

8 and 12, as it is important that it is larger than the minimum value ( for which

runaway evaporation can occur - (()min = 4.2 when n = 5/2, and (()min = 6.3 when

n = 3/2.

Such predictions typically suggest that frf should be ramped down at first like

an exponentially decaying function, with time constant on the order of one second.

Towards the end of the ramp, when the runaway evaporation accelerates, frf should

be ramped down faster than exponentially. To implement this in the laboratory,

we break the frequency ramp down into 5 segments. For the first two segments, we

follow an exponential decaying function. These take the cloud temperature from

150µK down to just a few µK. The remaining segments we ramp frf down linearly

towards the frequency at trap bottom f0 = U0/h, with each segment taking around

1 s. We optimise the decay rate or duration of each segment in turn. For the first
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Figure 4.3: Optimisation of evaporation ramp rate. This example is for the first stage,
sweeping exponetialy f(t) = f1e!t/"ramp from f1 = 18MHz to f2 = 8MHz above the trap
bottom ($ 1MHz), for di!erent exponential decay times .ramp.

few segments we optimise for the maximum elastic collision rate !el, which takes us

deeper into the runaway regime. For the final segments we optimise for the phase

space density ,psd, which we ultimately must raise above 1 to form a Bose-Einstein

condensate.

Based on the initial temperature T0 and a truncation parameter of ( = 10, we

start our evaporation ramp 17MHz above the trap bottom f0. For the first segment

we ramp down frf exponentially to 7MHz above f0. Figure 4.3 shows the normalised

values of N , T and !el for di!erent exponential decay times .ramp. We obtained these

values from absorption images of the cloud taken at the end of the the ramp segment,

after releasing the cloud from the trap. To measure the relative atom number we

sum the pixel counts in the images. To measure the temperature, we drop the cloud

and measure its thermal expansion to find T as described in sec.3.2.2. For this first

ramp segment we optimise .ramp for the maximum !el which we calculate from N

and T . From fig.4.3 we find that .ramp is best between 3.5 and 4 s. This process was

repeated for each consecutive ramp segment, but for the last 3 (linear) segments we

optimise the segment duration for the maximum phase space density which we also

estimate from measurements of N and T .

Near the end of the rf sweep, it is essential to know what rf frequency f0 ejects

atoms from the very centre of the trap where hf0 is the energy at the trap bottom,

µBB0. We measure f0 accurately using RF spectroscopy [103, 104]. Following

evaporation, we pulse the rf on at frequency fspec for 50ms, slightly above f0. This

removes a fraction of the cloud. We repeat this for di!erent values of fspec, measuring
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Figure 4.4: Loss spectrum for a 50ms RF pulse close to the trap bottom. From this the
trap bottom is located at 1160±10 kHz. This value is determined by the frequency at which
the the fraction of atoms in the spectrum starts to drop below 1. There is an experimental
uncertainty at with which this point can be identified in the spectrum above where single
measurements were made at each frequency. We estimate that this point can be determined
to within 10 kHz. The thermal cloud used for this measurement was between 600 & 1000 nK.
For a condensate which sits lies within approximately 2 kHz of the trap bottom, f0 can be
determined even more accurately.

the number of atoms remaining each time from absorption images. These images

are taken at the end of the pulse, 2ms after the cloud has been released from the

trap. The highest loss is when h(fspec % f0) corresponds to about 4kBT , and for

fspec < f0 there is no loss. Figure 4.4 shows a typical loss spectrum for a cloud at

1µK. The frequency f0 can be determined here with uncertainty of 10 kHz, which

is about kBT/(2h) for this 1µK cloud. This accuracy is su#cient for optimising

the final stages of the evaporation ramp. For the final segement of the evaporation

ramp, varying the final rf frequency for a segment of fixed duration was found to be

better than varying the ramp time. The optimisation of frf was otherwise carried

out much the same way.

This optimisation process is time consuming. A reliable measurement of absolute

temperature takes 4 to 5 experimental cycles (more at temperatures lower than

1µK), imaging the cloud after release from trap along the z axis. Atom number is

more accurately measured using the imaging axis along x instead, where the optical

density is lower, and our signal to noise ratio is better. Number measurements

are averaged over several runs also. This means optimisation of a frequency ramp

segment can easily take an hour. Over this time we often found that drifts in the

experiment, for example in initial atom number, caused problems. It was often

di#cult to know how such drifts would a!ect the quality of the ramp. In addition
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we encountered several technical defects that give rise to heating or loss in the trap.

These are discussed in more detail in sec.4.2.3.

Subsequently, working swiftly on the optimisation of the evaporation ramp was

key, so that drifts would not be important over the timescale of the measurements.

A number of shorthand ways of making relative measurements of temperature and

density were invaluable in overcoming this. For example, measuring the curvature

of the axial potential allowed us to gauge the temperature from the length of the

cloud when at low temperatures, provided su#cient time (# 102 ms) was given

for it to thermalise. Peak optical density of the cloud as measured by absorption

images, % = %max
(

dxn(x, y, z), can be used together with number to estimate !el

in a single absorption image (along x). n(x, y, z) is the number density, and % the

scattering cross section for the imaging optical transition. For a radially harmonic,

axially square potential !el )
*
N%. For a 3-d harmonic potential as may occur at

low temperature, especially in the presence of fragments, !el ) N1/3%2/3.

A prime example of the need for slick operation of the experiment was experienced

on the day after we first achieved BEC. The evaporation was made up of five ramps

segments. We took 3 to 5 number and cloud width measurements at the end of each

stage for future reference, and carried out a small amount of optimisation on the

end frequency of the final ramp. This process was started at 12:13, a BEC emerged

at 13:40, and the condensate fraction was in decline by 14:00.

Of course, not everything could or should be approached with such haste. Once

reliable measurements are taken to locate the source of a problem, more time could

be taken to fix it. We have since fixed several technical issues with current drivers

and lasers, optimised the evaporation to give the most robust route to BEC, and now

understand more of the early signs of problems. For example, we used to required

more than 1.8! 107 atoms to work on the evaporation ramp to BEC. We now know

we need a minimum of about 2.2 ! 107 atoms6 for the evaporation ramp to yield

a small condensate of 104 atoms. We have since made adjustments to the LVIS,

UMOT and loading of the magnetic trap so we routinely have between 2.2 & 2.7

!107 atoms at the start of the evaporation ramp.

6This is by no means a universal condition! It depends on many things such as temperature,
lifetime, trap parameters and geometry etc, but is a useful gauge in our experiment.
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4.2.2 Comparison of Evaporation Models to our Experiment

We evaluate the IP evaporation rate equations eq.(4.44) & eq.(4.45) for variable

truncation parameter 4.46 based on the same RF frequency ramp used in our exper-

iment. Figure 4.5 shows plots of the atom number, cloud temperature, peak density

and phase space density alongside values measured from our experiment. For com-

parison, we also plot the numerical solutions to the power law trap rate equations

4.23 & 4.24 with variable ((.) given by 4.46, for the square harmonic n = 3
2 , square

linear n = 5
2 , and 3D harmonic n = 2 cases. The initial values of N0 = 107 and

T0 = 77µK are taken from the experiment.7 The trap lifetime is 1/!bkg = 12 s.

All experimental measurements are made from absorption images taken after re-

lease from the trap. The temperature is measured from time of flight expansion in

the transverse directions. The number is the average from five absorption images in

the y-z plane, where the optical density is lower. The density is calculated from the

peak axial density averaged over five images, together with measurements of tem-

perature and radial trap frequency for the radial density distribution. This makes

the density measurements independent of pre-conceptions about the axial distribu-

tion and length. The radial distribution is well understood. The peak phase space

density ,psd = n0"3
dB is calculated from the density and temperature measurements.

The trajectory of the RF frequency relative to the trap bottom is shown in 4.5a

normalised to 1. The initial frequency is 9MHz.

Figure 4.5a shows the measured temperature closely follows the predicted tra-

jectory from the IP model. The square linear and 3-d harmonic models for which

evaporation is more e#cient, predict lower temperatures. While the evaporation re-

mains runaway as it is here, the trajectory of T (.) follows frf(.). The final two data

points, where T < 2µK, show a slightly increased cooling rate. At these energies

the roughness in the axial potential modifies the axial confinement over distances

! 10!2 µm (see section 4.3 for roughness in the potential). For this data the evapo-

ration ramp shown in 4.5a has been well optimised at these temperatures for BEC

production. At the end of the ramp the roughness was used to boost the axial

7This is 1.7 s after the start of the 8 s evaporation ramp. Earlier images of hotter clouds expand
more rapidly, and are partially obstructed by sub-chip features. Number measurements from these
are unreliable.
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Figure 4.5: Evaporation trajectories for (a) temperature, (b) atom number, (c) peak
number density, and (d) peak phase space density. Predictions from the evaporation models
in the IP potential (solid lines), radially harmonic (dotted lines), radially linear (dot dashed
lines), and 3-d harmonic potentials (dashed lines) are shown against experimental data
points. The red line in (a) shows the value of the RF knife relative to the initial cloud
temperature T0 = 77µK. At t = 0 there are 107 atoms. In figure (b), the measured atom
number is shown by the black data points. The blue circles show the atom number rescaled
by factor "L/L to take into account the length reduction in the trap, as explained in the
text.

confinement at the cloud centre, increasing the evaporation e#ciency.

Figure 4.5b shows the evolution of atom number. The measured number reduces

faster than than the IP trajectory predicts, even more so at lower temperatures.

An explanation can be made for this e!ect based on the shallow gradient at the

bottom of the axial potential in our experiment, which is not considered in the

square axial IP model. This shallow gradient means that the length of trap will

be rapidly reduced at low temperatures as the depth of the trap is reduced by the

RF knife (for the square axial model, atoms can explore the entire length of the

trap until the RF knife reaches the bottom of the trap). If the length reduction is

slow compared to the axial oscillation period, then atoms are redistributed along

the length of the trap as the temperature reduces. The subsequent reduction in

number is small, as only the high energy tail is removed. However, in our trap
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the rate of change of trap length can be faster than the mean atomic velocity vz,

particularly at low temperatures T ! 10µK. The axial distribution is initially highly

uniform over the length of the cloud, so rapid reduction in the length of the trap

by a factor "L/L will results in number reduction by approximately N"L/L. To

support this argument, the circular data points show the measured number rescaled

by factor L/"L. The length L is taken as the FWHM length of the cloud for the

first datapoint in fig.4.5b. The change in length "L is taken as the di!erence in

the FWHM length of the cloud for the subsequent data points. The rescaled data

points are in much closer agreement to the IP predictions.

Figure 4.5c shows the evolution of the peak density. The measured values are

close in value to IP model. For the case of fast length reduction compared to the

axial redistribution of atoms in the cloud, one would expect the density to evolve

as given by the square axial IP model. This further supports the explanation given

above for the faster than expected decay in atom number.

In figure 4.5d, the evolution of peak phase space density is shown. Measurements

are exclusively dependent on n0 and T , so also match the IP model very well.

Nonetheless, the absolute values of ,psd provide further confidence in our evaporation

model in the square IP potential. The initial peak phase space density is 105.8

The IP model predicts an increase by 105 after . = 0.53, while the square linear

and 3-d harmonic models predict this increase at . = 0.32 & 0.42 respectively.

Experimentally, we have an appreciable condensate fraction at . = 0.55.

4.2.3 Heating & Loss

Provided the initial magnetic trap has favourable number, collision rate, and phase

space density, almost all obstacles for evaporative cooling fall into one of two cat-

egories; heating of the trap, or loss of atoms from it. In diagnosing problems with

the evaporative cooling, the first step is to measure which of these it is.

8We specify the phase space density as the dimensionless quantity of the number of atoms in a
box of dimensions %3

dB, as used in [52] for example.
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Heating

Heating slows evaporation, making it less e#cient. Close to condensation when the

cooling rate can be as low as a few hundred nK s!1 a comparable heating rate will

prevent further cooling altogether. Once condensed, heating reduces the number

of condensed atoms, limiting its lifetime. Main sources of heating in the magnetic

trap are vibrations - parametric or centre of mass - and light close to an optical

resonance.

Resonant scattering from a unidirectional beam gives average increase in energy of

!2k2/(2m) per scattered photon per atom, with photon wave vector k = 2$/". This

leads to a heating rate of dT/dt = R(!k)2/(3kB2m), where R is the scattering rate.

The factor of 3 in the denominator corresponds to a harmonically trapped cloud,

where this energy is shared between six degrees of freedom (three potential and three

kinetic). This heating rate is largest for resonant light on the |F = 2,mF = 2' %&

|F # = 3,m#
F = 3' cycling transition. Scattering of $ or %! polarised light additionally

gives trap loss, and is mentioned below.

Vibrational heating can be mechanical, or from a magnetic field. Energy is trans-

ferred to the atoms when this is resonant with a radial trap frequency #r or a har-

monic of it. This type of heating is therefore sensitive to noise on the order of a few

kHz. Since the 8mm thick walls of the vacuum chamber have a skin depth of 1mm

at 1 kHz, magnetic noise is likely to come from inside the chamber. Noise on the

chip Z wire current Iz is the most likely source. A frequency component at 2fr gives

rise to parametric heating through modulation of the trap frequency fr ) 1/
*
I.

There is a much smaller sensitivity on the end wire currents through modulation of

o!set field B0. Parametric heating transfers more energy than centre of mass motion

since it also increases the mean relative velocity between trapped atoms. We aim

for a current stability of 1 part in 104 to prevent significant heating from current

fluctuations in our chip wires. We measure a heating rate from the temperature

increase in a cold thermal cloud of less than 300 nK s!1.
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Trap Loss

The dominant trap loss mechanism is from collisions with the background gas. The

loss rate is %!bkgN , giving exponential decay. We measure a 1/e lifetime of 1/!bkg =

12 s. The chamber pressure is limited by outgassing from surfaces on its interior.

Stray light close to an optical 9 resonance can also give a reduction in lifetime if

it drives atoms into un-trapped states. We increased our trap lifetime by almost

a factor of 2, by isolating much of the optics from the science chamber. Both of

these loss mechanisms give an overall reduction of the trap lifetime, independent of

temperature.

Another loss channel is through stray RF, which drives spin flips mF & ±m#
F .

This is energy selective, exactly as the RF knife is. It is usually a sharp spike or

series of spikes in the spectrum with much lower background noise level, originating

from electrical equipment close or connected to our chamber. If the noise is a few

MHz above the trap bottom f0, then the cloud is quite rapidly evaporated to a

temperature greater than ( below it, where it no longer causes a problem. RF noise

resonance below kBT for colder clouds is more of a problem, as more atoms spend

more time in the resonant region of the field. The characteristic sign of such RF

noise is an increased loss rate around a particular temperature.

Another loss mechanism often considered is 3-body recombination loss. In 3-

body collisions, two atoms can form a bound state, while the third carries away the

remaining energy. All 3 atoms are usually lost. The bound atoms are no longer

trapped, and the free atom gains enough energy to escape from the trap. The

loss rate is proportional to n2
0, and for 87Rb becomes significant for densities above

1014 cm!3 [105]. We only approach this density around the point where condensa-

tion occurs. Three-body loss can be included in evaporative cooling models [106],

and decelerates the cooling rate. Including a 3-body loss term in our numerical

evaporation model for our ramp shows little di!erence in the evolution of N & T .

Furthermore, we performed ramps where the radial trap frequencies were reduced

in the later stages, but gave no boost to the atom number.

9Microwave transitions to un-trapped states would give trap loss, but as we do not operate
anything in this frequency range it is not considered.
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4.3 Fragmentation

Fluctuations *Bz(z) of the axial field give rise to roughness in the axial potential

U(z) = U0(z) + *U(z). These cause significant axial density fluctuations in the

trapped gas when kBT % "U(z).

At a distance of 110µm, our atoms experience such field fluctuations on the order

of a few mG or less due to inhomogeneity of the current density in the Z wires.

Transverse field fluctuations cause a transverse position shift in the trap minimum.

We estimate that these shifts are less than a few 100 nm and can be ignored.

Figure 4.6a shows the average of five repeated absorption images of a thermal

cloud at 1µK, and demonstrates the strong density fluctuations along z. As the

temperature is reduced further, the cloud separates completely into several clouds.

Condensates can form in these fragments. The axial density of a cloud in thermo-

dynamic equilibrium can be inverted to reveal the fluctuating potential *U(z) which

fragments the cloud:

*U(z) = %kBT log(n1(z))% U(z), (4.47)

where n1(z) is axial density rescaled to have peak value 1, and U(z) is the axial

potential expected from the Z wires trap without the inhomogeneities in the current

density.

Figure 4.6b shows the field fluctuations *Bz(z) = *U(z)/µ found from the cloud

in figure 4.6a. The blue line is a filtered version of the grey data points to remove the

e!ect of higher frequency interference fringes in the absorption images. The spatial

resolution of *U(z) is limited to 40µm by the 2ms expansion period before imaging,

after the trap is turned o!. A more accurate determination of the depth and shape

of the individual fragments would require either images in the trap or measurements

using a condensate [79].

The density profile of another thermal cloud, 800µm further to the left of the

cloud in fig.4.6a, was also inverted. The field fluctuations *Bz(z) found from density

profile of this cloud are shown by the blue line (on the left hand side) in fig.4.6c.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Absorption image of a cold thermal cloud in rough potential. (b) Anomalous
Bz component of the magenetic trapping field that produces roughness in the potential. (c)
Anomalous Bz field over a larger spatial region, measured from clouds at two di!erent axial
positions. The numbered blue bars label the dimples that we are able to condense into.

The value of *Bz(z) found from the cloud in fig.4.6a are shown by the purple line

in fig.4.6c. Where the two measurements of *Bz(z) overlap (between z = 1mm and

2mm), they agree within the limit of the spatial resolution of this method. Figure

4.6c is a useful map of the fragments that we have condensed into, numbered 1 to

6. These fragments shall be referred to by these numbers hereon.

The magnetic field variations *Bz(z) arise from transverse current components

in the central leg of the z wires, due to three main defects: (1) Grain boundaries

in the gold wires: The grain size is < 100 nm [56] for our chip, similar to that
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in [107, 79]. (2) Bulk defects in the gold layer. The chip shown in [56] was produced

in the same batch as our current chip. Their scanning electron microscope images

show structures as large as several hundred nm. Surface defects are also visible

on the wires of [56], with size up to # 1µm. (3) Roughness in the edges of the

wires [108, 78]. Fluctuations in the x-position of the wire edge can span a wide

range in length scales along z. The smallest is defined by the grain boundaries.

The largest arises from instabilities during the fabrication process, that give small

x-deviations # 10 % 100 nm over large distances along the wire # 10 % 100µm.

Most probably it is the large scale-length fluctuations of (3) that cause the field

fluctuations shown in figure 4.6c. These fluctuation of the potential play a useful

role, by providing dimples in which the Bose-Einstein condensate forms more readily

than it would in a smooth potential [109].

4.4 Emergence of a Bose Einstein Condensate

The critical temperature in our experiment usually lies between 300 and 600 nK

depending on the atom number. The rf frequency at which this occurs depends on

the truncation parameter (, but it is typically 30 to 60 kHz above the trap bottom.

Figure fig.4.7a shows the emergence of a condensed fraction in the axial density

profile of a thermal cloud as the rf frequency is lowered towards the trap bottom

at 1.48MHz. At frf = 1.51MHz, the sharp peak shows the first signs of a BEC

emerging. However, tight fragments in the potential can also create sharp features.

As the rf frequency is reduced further, we look for the characteristic bimodal distri-

bution: a narrow condensate with Thomas Fermi density profile at the centre of a

wider Gaussian thermal distribution. We also measure the temperature and phase

space density close to condensation to confirm they are close to the critical values.

As we reduce the rf frequency further, the fraction of condensed atoms in the central

peak increases. For the final image in 4.7a, the rf frequency was held at its final

value for 100ms, and we estimate that the condensed fraction of atoms is 8
10 . This

fraction was estimated by fitting a simple bimodal distribution to the cloud given

by eq.(7.20) in sec.7.2.1, following a method similar to [110].

Figure 4.7b shows our first ever observation of a Bose-Einstein condensate (on
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this atom chip). At this point we had not optimised the final stage of the evaporation

ramp to produce the high condensed fraction as in fig.4.7a. At 1.42MHz a sharp

spike appears on the left hand side of the cloud. This series of images demonstrates

that the early signs of a BEC are not always as dramatic as the images popularly

presented! To increase the condensed fraction we shifted the centre of the thermal

cloud to sit over the fragment where the condensate forms (fragment 1 in fig.4.6c).

For the original evaporation ramp we also relaxed the radial trap frequencies by

decreasing Bx in case three body loss was limiting progress. Consequently the trap

was further from the chip and the fragment potential weaker. We found this not to

be necessary, and maintaining the axial confinement resulted in a higher condensed

fraction.
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Figure 4.7: Axial density profile of trapped gas as the rf frequency is scanned through
the BEC transition. Figure (a) shows the emergence of the BEC after the final stage of the
evaporation ramp was optimised. The value of the rf frequency fro the bottom two plots
are the same, but the rf knife was held on for a further 100ms at the end of the ramp to
increase the condensed fraction in the final image. Figure (b) shows our first observations
of BEC on this chip prior to optimisation. The vertical scale in each image is the number
of counts per column of pixels found from the absorption images.



Chapter 5

Characteristics and Manipulation

of the BEC

This chapter describes aspects of a trapped Bose Einstein condensate and its dy-

namics. We begin with a description of a static condensate as the ground state of a

system of N interacting trapped bosons. We discuss the analytic approximations of

the ground state density distribution, and show numerical solutions of the density

distribution evaluated with the parameters of our condensate. Section 5.2 then intro-

duces the time dependent theory, and some dynamics that arise from it. Oscillations

of the condensate’s centre of mass and length are described, along with measure-

ments of these modes in our experiment. Finally, a description of the expansion of

the condensate once the trap potential is turned o! is given in sec.5.3.

5.1 Form of the Ground State

In this section the concept of the order parameter 1(r) is introduced for the conden-

sate, together with the Gross Pitaevskii equation for which it is the solution [111,

112, 113]. In doing so a flavour for the complexity of the many-body problem is

given, together with the simplifications that are needed to describe the conden-

sate in terms of this single function of a single coordinate vector. A more detailed

derivation can be found in appendix B.

132
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The multi-particle state of N bosons can be written as the sum of product states

of the N single particle states |1i', symmetric under the interchange of particles. In

the position representation, the wave function for this state consists of products of

the N single particle functions, each parameterised by its own coordinate vector ri,

and summed over distinct particle orderings. For a BEC this state can be simplified

by making the Hartree approximation in which all particles are considered to be

in the same single particle state, |1'. The wave function of this state is now the

single product of N identical functions, each parameterised by one of the N position

vectors {ri}.

The exact form of the condensed state depends on the trap potential V (r) and the

interaction between particles. For ultra-cold Rubidium atoms in the F = 2 internal

ground state, the inter-particle interactions are almost exclusively due to s-wave

scattering between pairs of particles. For low densities - as found in experiments

with magnetically trapped 87Rb atomic vapour - the scattering potential can be

approximated with an e!ective ‘contact’ potential g*(ri % rj), where g = 4$!2a/m

and a is the s-wave scattering length [11]. The condensate forms in the ground state

of the many body Hamiltonian

H =
:

i

p2
i

2m
+ V (ri) +

:

i<j

g*(ri % rj). (5.1)

The ground state is that which minimises the expectation value of the energy

E[1({ri})] = /1({ri})|H |1({ri})'. In calculating E[1({ri})], the respective sums

in the Hamiltonian can be replaced by the factors N and N(N % 1)/2 $ N2/2

for N . 1, and the subscripts of r dropped. Subsequently, the expectation value

depends on a function of a single coordinate vector, 10(r) =
*
N1(r), where 1 is

the single particle mean-field wavefunction. This is often referred to as the ‘wave

function’ or order parameter of the condensate. It has normalisation N , and the

mean condensate density can be conveniently expressed as n(r) = |10(r)|2.

For the multi-particle ground state |1({ri})' to minimise the energy E[1({ri})],

the order parameter 10(r) must equivalently obey the time-independent Gross Pitaevskii

equation
"

%
!2

2m
+2 + V (r) + g|10(r)|2

#

10(r) = µ10(r). (5.2)
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This equation takes the form of a non-linear Shrödinger equation for the order

parameter 10(r) in external potential V (r), and mean field potential g|10(r)|2 due

to the interaction between atoms. The ground state energy is the chemical potential

µ of the condensate.

5.1.1 Approximate Solutions of the Gross Pitaevskii Equation

We now look at two approximations for the Gross Pitaevskii ground state solution

10(r). The three terms on the left hand side of eq.(5.2) can be identified with the

kinetic, potential and interaction energy of the condensate. The external potential

term provides confinement of the condensate. The kinetic term and the interaction

term (for a > 0) both oppose the compression by the external trapping potential.

The two approximations to be discussed are the regimes where the kinetic energy

dominates over the interaction energy, and where the interaction energy dominates

over the kinetic energy.

We first look at the magnitude of the three di!erent energies to understand when

the various contributions can be ignored. The individual contributions of kinetic,

potential and interaction energy to the chemical potential are found by taking the

inner product of the Gross Pitaevskii equation 5.2. Following the discussion in [11,

114], these energies are estimated for a condensate in an isotropic harmonic potential.

Taking the condensate radius where its density goes to zero to be on the order of R0,

then it has kinetic energy per particle # !2/(2mR2
0), potential energy per particle

# m#2R2
0/2 and interaction energy per particle # gN/R3

0. In the ground state, the

sum of these terms must be minimised with respect to R0:

&

&R̃0

5

8$Na

aho

1

R̃3
0

+
1

R̃2
0

+ R̃2
0

6

= 0. (5.3)

The radius R̃0 has been written in units of the harmonic oscillator length aho =
0

!/(m#). As asserted above, the potential energy favours a small radius, while the

kinetic and interaction energies favour larger R0. Two regimes for the approximate

solutions can be identified by 8$Na/aho " 1 where the interaction term can be

neglected and 8$Na/aho . 1 where the kinetic term is neglected. For a given trap

potential and scattering length, these regimes are synonymous with small and large
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atom number N respectively. For small N, eq.(5.3) estimates the condensate radius

R0 # aho. For large N, the condensate radius is R0 # aho (Na/aho)
1/5.

A more detailed calculation is made in [11] for radially symmetric anisotropic

traps characterised by their radial frequency #$ and axial frequency #z. The aspect

ratio of the trap is given as " = #z/#$. From their result the two regimes are

instead given by Na/a$ "
*
" and Na/a$ >

*
", where a$ =

0

!/(m#$).

In the regime of weak interaction energy the Gross Pitaevskii equation is well

approximated by the usual Shrödinger equation of a particle in potential V (r). For

a harmonic potential the ground state wave function has the familiar form,

1(r) =

*
N

$

$a2ho
%3/4

exp

"

%
r2

2a2ho

#

. (5.4)

This becomes the exact solution for the case of a non-interacting BEC.

The opposite regime, refered to as the Thomas Fermi limit, is much more common

in most realisations of a BEC in an atomic vapour. In the Thomas Fermi limit, the

kinetic term is dropped from the Gross Pitaevskii equation, which becomes

$

V (r) + g|1(r)|2
%

1(r) = µ1(r) (5.5)

Since the condensate density is by definition

n(r) = |1(r)|2, (5.6)

the density profile in the Thomas-Fermi limit is

n(r) =

,

-
.

-
/

(µ % V (r))/g for n > 0

0 otherwise.
(5.7)

The axial density profile to which we commonly fit our experimental data is found

by integrating over the radial dimensions. Integrating over x and y in an axially
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symmetric harmonic trap gives the axial density profile

n(z) =

,

-
.

-
/

$
m*2

rg

$

µ% 1
2m#2

zz
2
%2

for |z| <
)

2µ
m*2

z

0 otherwise.
(5.8)

The 1d density profiles in the x and y directions are obtained similarly, interchanging

x or y for z in eq.(5.8).

Figure 5.1 shows the mean of four absorption images of condensates, together with

the 1D profiles n(y) and n(z). To produce these almost pure condensate shown here,

we evaporate down to approximately 10 kHz above the trap bottom, where we hold

the rf knife for a further 100ms. Images were taken after the condensate has been

released from the trap and allowed to expand for 2ms. This process was repeated

10 times, to produce 10 di!erent images. Due to fluctuations in our evaporation

e#ciency, the atom number in the condensate varies from shot to shot. We then

selected the four images that had an atom number in the range 2.40 ± 0.05 ! 104.

The mean of these four images in shown in fig.5.1a.

From these four images, we also find the mean 1D density profiles, by summing

over the pixels in the vertical or horizontal directions. For a condensate well de-

scribed in the Thomas Fermi limit, and with #z " #x, #y, the axial density nz(z)

changes by a negligible amount over the 2ms that the cloud is allowed to expand for.

In the transverse direction the expansion is significant. However, this expansion only

scales the transverse profile n(y), with its functional form remaining the same. This

is discussed in sec.5.3, after we introduce the dynamics of the condensate. Therefore,

if the condensate is well described by a Thomas Fermi density distribution in the

trap, it will also be well described by a Thomas Fermi after it has been released,

di!ering only by a scale factor in the transverse directions.

The data points in fig.5.1b and fig.5.1c show the mean density profiles found from

these four images. The error bars show the standard error in the mean density from

these images. The red lines show the Thomas Fermi approximation n(y) and n(z)

fitted to the mean profiles. We generally find that the Thomas Fermi profile in the

axial direction, n(z), provide a good fit the data, passing within the 1% standard

error of most of the data points. Only in the tails do we see much deviation from
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Figure 5.1: Images and 1D density profiles of an almost pure condensate. Figure 5.1a
shows the mean of four absorption images of condensates 2ms after it has been released
from the magnetic trap. These four clouds images were selected from a larger set of 10
images, for the close agreement in atom number. The atom number in each image, found
by summing over the pixel counts, was 2.40± 0.05! 104. Figure 5.1b and fig.5.1c show the
1D density profiles measured by summing over either rows or columns of pixels in the mean
image in fig.5.1a. The error bars show the standard error in the 1D density. The density
profile eq.(5.8), given by the Thomas Fermi approximation of the Gross Pitaevskii equation,
is fitted to the measured profiles (red lines).

this. In the y direction, the features of the measured profile in our absorption images

are di!raction limited to a resolution of approximately 6µm. The density of the

condensate in the y direction varies significantly over a lengths scale on this order,

and the measured image is a blurred version of the actual condensate density in the y-
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direction. Subsequently, from fig.5.1b one cannot judge how well the Thomas-Fermi

profile approximates the actual condensate density n(y), due to this systematic error.

We therefore discuss the accuracy of the Thomas Fermi approximations further in

the next section, by comparing it to exact numerical solutions to the Gross Pitaevskii

equation with parameters similar to those in our experiment.

We next find an expression for the chemical potential µ of the condensate. In-

tegrating the condensate density eq.(5.7) over all three directions and setting the

result to the total atom number N , the chemical potential in the TF approximation

is given by

µ =
!#ho

2

"
15Na

aho

#2/5

, (5.9)

for geometric mean frequency #ho = (#x#y#z)1/3, and the corresponding geometric

mean harmonic oscillator length ah0. This result is equally valid for symmetric and

asymmetric traps. For our atom number N # 104 and frequency #ho $ 2$!300Hz,

the chemical potential is of the order µ # 2 kHz.

The Thomas Fermi approximation is often used in BEC experiments as it o!ers

an analytic model which is accurate over the bulk of the condensate for a su#ciently

large value of Na/(a$
*
"). In our experiment Na/(a$

*
") is of order 10. However,

for highly elongated condensates such as ours, the kinetic energy !2

2m&21/&r2 is not

necessarily negligible compared to the interaction energy due to the tight radial

confinement of the trap. The Thomas Fermi limit breaks down near the surface of

the condensate where the density becomes small and the gradient of 1 is larger.

For highly elongated condensates, this surface region can be much larger than for

a condensate in a nearly isotropic potential. In particular this is likely to e!ect

the density distribution in the transverse directions such as n(y) in fig.5.1b. As

explained above, the resolution limits how accurately we can determine n(y) from

our absorption images. To check the accuracy of the Thomas Fermi approximation

the solution 5.7, we compare it to the exact solution of the full GPE obtained

numerically in the next section [115, 116, 117].
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Figure 5.2: Condensate line density profiles along the lines z = 0 and r = 0, as found from
numerical solutions of the GPE and from the Thomas-Fermi approximation. Figure 5.2a
shows the normalised line density |1(r, 0)|2/N in the radial direction in units of the radial
harmonic oscillator length a" = 2.88! 10!7m. The solid lines show the numerical solutions
for N = 5 ! 103, 104, 2 ! 104 and 4 ! 104 atoms, with the colours as labelled in fig.5.2b.
The dashed lines show the Thomas-Fermi profiles for the same atom numbers. Figure 5.2b
shows axial line density |1(0, z)|2/N , for the indicated atom numbers. Solid lines show the
numerical solution and dashed line the Thomas-Fermi profiles.

5.1.2 Numerical Solutions of the GPE

To find a numerical solution of the GPE, we follow the approach of [117]. In this

method, the energy functional E[1] is minimised by making gradual variations to
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an initial test function 10. This is chosen to be either the Thomas Fermi solution

eq.(5.7) or the non-interacting solution eq.(5.4). The value of the wave function is

then varied at a point r by an amount proportional to the functional derivative

*E[1(r)]

*1(r)
= H1(r), (5.10)

where the Hamiltonian H is that in the Gross Pitaevskii equation eq.(5.2). This

ensures variation by an amount proportional to the slope E[1] at r with which E[1]

approaches its minimum. Thus, as E[1] approaches a minimum, it is varied by an

amount proportional to the gradient *E[1(r)]/*1(r) with which it approaches this

minimum. The variation of 1 must be constrained to ensure the correct normalisa-

tion
(

d3r|1|2 = N .

To do this numerical minimisation we start with a test function 10(r, z), which

is either taken as the Thomas-Fermi wave function or a Gaussian wave function.

Values of 10(r, z) are first calculated over a 2D grid ri and zj . At each point (i, j)

of the grid, H10(ri, zj) is then calculated and used to generate a new solution

1k+1(ri, zj) = 1k(ri, zj) +"tH1k(ri, zj) where 0 ( k < M. (5.11)

This equation is in fact a finite di!erence version of a time-dependant non-linear

schrödinger equation, but with imaginary rather than real time. This imaginary

time propagation means that the excited states decay (rather than oscillate) at a

rate proportional to their energy, leaving only the ground state after it has been

iterated for a su#ciently long time.

The numerical derivatives of H1 in eq.(5.11) are performed using finite di!erence

formulae. Once 1k+1(ri, zj) has been generated over the whole grid, |1k+1|2 is re-

normalised to N. This process is iterated. Provided the energy functional E[1] varies

smoothly, and "t is su#ciently small, the sequence {1k} converges to value that

minimises the energy E[1] and therefore to the solution of the Gross Pitaevskii

equation, 5.2.

For our highly elongated trap we use a 400 ! 100 grid for the radial and axial

coordinates r and z. The grid spacings are "r = a$/5, and "z = a$/(5
*
") where

a$ =
0

!/(m#r) is the harmonic oscillator length of the radial ground state, and
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" = #z/#r. The two step procedure of variation followed by normalisation is iterated

between 1000 and 5000 times.

We have found that our numerical solutions for 1 agree with the TF approxi-

mation for large N, and with the non-interacting Gaussian ground state for small

N, which help verify that our numerical solutions are correct. In the intermediate

range as well as for highly anisotropic traps such as ours, results can be validated

using the virial theorem. For a harmonic trap this gives the relation

2Ek = 2Epot % 3Eint (5.12)

between the kinetic energyEk, potential energyEpot, and interaction energy Eint [117,

118]. For our numerical results the values of 5.12 agree to within 0.1% for between

1000 and 5000 iterations.

Numerical results are shown in fig.5.2 for a range of atom numbers, with trap

parameters close to those found in our experiment. The radial trap frequency used

was #r = 2$ ! 1.4 kHz, and " = 1/140. The radial harmonic oscillator length was

a$ = 0.3µm. The results are shown against the TF solutions 5.7. Figure 5.2a shows

the normalised line density |1(r, 0)|2/N in the radial direction in units of the radial

harmonic oscillator length a$ = 2.88 ! 10!7 m. The solid lines are the numerical

solutions, and the dashed lines are found from the Thomas-Fermi approximation.

Figure 5.2b shows the line density in the axial direction, |1(0, z)|2/N , and fig.5.2a

shows the line density in the transverse direction.

For an isotropic trap, or one with modest " # 1/10, the TF approximation

provides reliable estimates for both µ and the density distribution. For elongated

condensates such as ours, the density distribution in the axial direction is expected

to have a similar overall shape to that given in the Thomas Fermi approximation, but

the exact value of the chemical potential is modified. In the transverse direction,

where the kinetic energy contribution is largest, the overall shape of the density

profile is expected to di!er from that expected in the Thomas Fermi limit. The plots

in fig.5.2a show that the actual wave function has tails in the radial direction which

extend appreciably beyond the Thomas-Fermi radius. This is due to the kinetic

energy in the surface region of the condensate being relatively high compared to the
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interaction energy, due to the tightness of the trap. Subsequently, the peak density

is slightly lower and the chemical potential lowered. In the axial direction, fig.5.2b

shows that the density profile takes a similar functional form of n(z) given in the

Thomas Fermi limit, but with a slightly lower axial width than predicted in this

limit.

It is possible that the tails visible in the measured density profile n(y) in fig.5.1b

are due to this e!ect. However, the edges of the condensate are blurred in a Gaussian

fashion due to the limited resolution of our absorption images. So even though our

numerical solutions show such tails are expected for our condensate, the tails we see

in fig.5.1b could equally be an artefact of the absorption images.

5.2 Dynamics of the Condensate

A time-dependent Gross Pitaevskii equation [111, 112, 113], can be derived by min-

imising the action (see [11] for example),

S =

! t

t0

dt#L(1(t), 1̇(t), t). (5.13)

By noticing that a condensate wave function within the Hartree approximation must

evolve unitarily with U(t) = exp
$

%iµ
!
t
%

, one can derive the Lagrangian

L =

!

dr

;
i!

2

"

1&(r, t)
&1(r, t)

&t
% 1(r, t)

&1&(r, t)

&t

#<

% E[1(r, t)]. (5.14)

The time-dependent version of eq.(5.2) is thus

i!
&1(r, t)

&t
=

"

%
!2

2m
+2 + V (r) + g|1(r)|2

#

1(r). (5.15)

This equation describes the dynamical evolution of the condensate at zero temper-

ature.

There are two approaches used to study the dynamics of 1 as given by the time

dependent Gross Pitaevskii equations 5.15 in the linearised limit. In this limit, one

expands either the wave function or the density in terms of its ground state form plus

a small perturbation. On substituting this expansion into the equation of motion,
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which for 1 is eq.(5.15), and n(r) are a set of hydrodynamic equations, one only

retains the terms up to first order in the small perturbation. The di#culty in solving

5.15 comes from the non-linear term. In the linearised limit one generally considers

fluctuations *1 about the stationary ground state, how these are e!ected by the

ground state Hartree mean field g|1|2, but not how they e!ect themselves i.e. terms

like |*1|2.

5.2.1 Small Amplitude Excitations

In the first approach, due to Bogoliubov [119], the wavefunction of the gas is ex-

panded perturbatively,

1(r, t) = 10(r, t) + *1(r, t), (5.16)

where 10(r, t) is the ground state solution from the time-independent Gross Pitaevskii

equation, with a time dependent overall phase, *1(r, t) is a small fluctuation about

this. The ground state evolves unitarily with the chemical potential, and the fluc-

tuating term is written in terms of the Bogoliubov modes uj(r) and vj(r) of energy

!#j;

*1(r, t) =
$

u(r)e!i*t + v&(r)ei*t
%

e!iµt/! (5.17)

Substituting this into the time dependent Gross Pitaevskii equation and retaining

only terms linear in the small amplitudes uj and vj gives the set of coupled equations

!#juj(r) =

"

%
!2

2m
+2 + V (r)% µ+ 2gn(r)

#

uj(r) + gn(r)uj(r) (5.18)

%!#vj(r) =

"

%
!2

2m
+2 + V (r)% µ+ 2gn(r)

#

vj(r) + gn(r)uj(r) (5.19)

Solutions of these coupled equations give a spectrum of elementary excitations of the

condensate as a set of eigenvalues and eigenmodes. The Bogoliubov approximation

gives a valuable way to picture the excitations of the condensate, which we return

to in the finite temperature description of a bose gas in the second quantised limit

in Ch.7. However, for low energy excitations of a condensate at zero temperature,

it is perhaps easier to work with the condensate density n0(r, t) and small density

fluctuations about it *n(r, t), rather than with 1(r, t) directly. This approach is

given by the hydrodynamic theory of the condensate which we describe next.
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5.2.2 Hydrodynamic Equations

In the Hartree approximation the condensate is treated as a classical mean-field 1,

ignoring quantum fluctuations which are typically small and short range (see, for

example [11]). An intuitive picture of the dynamics arises by considering the density

and velocity fields of the condensate, much like for a classical fluid. This approach

leads to a pair of coupled hydrodynamic equations, which can be simplified first by

taking them in the Thomas Fermi limit, and further still by looking for linearised

solutions. These equations can be solved analytically in particular cases. Here

we highlight solutions that describe length and centre of mass oscillations of the

condensate in a harmonic potential, as well as how the condensate expands after it

is released from the trap. As point for comparison it is noted that the linearised

hydrodynamic and Bogoliubov approaches are exactly equivalent in the case of a

uniform bose gas, and yield the same energy spectrum of excited modes.

To derive the hydrodynamic equations the condensate wave function is first writ-

ten with explicit dependence on the mean density n(r, t),

1(r, t) =
0

n(r, t)ei+(r,t). (5.20)

Using this the time derivative of the density can be written in terms of 1(r, t) as

(n(r,t)
(t = 1& (,

(t +1 (,"

(t . The time derivatives can be expanded by substitution of the

time dependent Gross Pitaevskii equation, whereby all but the terms containing the

operator +2 cancel. Thus

&n(r, t)

&t
= i

!

2m

$

1&+21 % 1+21&%

= %
!

m
n(r, t)+2(r, t). (5.21)

where the explicit from of 1(r, t) =
0

n(r, t)ei+(r,t) is used in the second line. Since

the particle number is conserved, the term on the right hand side must be the diver-

gence of the current density + ·J(r, t).1 This gives the first of the two hydrodynamic

1Conservation of N is explicit in the Hartree approximation. The Hartree Fock approximation
must instead be used when the condensate fraction is not conserved. For example where there is
exchange or loss of condensed atoms through interactions with the thermal cloud. In this case the
hydrodynamic equations do not hold, and the Bologluibov approach should be used instead
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equations, the continuity equation

&n(r, t)

&t
++ · J(r, t) = 0 (5.22)

The current density can be written in terms of the velocity field v(r, t), as J(r, t) =

n(r, t)v(r, t). Comparison of the continuity equation with its explicit form eq.(5.21)

shows that the velocity field is proportional to the gradient of the phase

v(r, t) =
!

m
+2(r, t). (5.23)

An equation for 2(r, t) is found by direct substitution of eq.(5.20) into the time

dependent Gross Pitaevskii equation eq.(5.15). Using the continuity equation to

eliminate terms and factorizing out 1, the equation of motion for 2(r, t) is

%!
&2(r, t)

&t
=

1

2
mv2(r, t) + V ((r, t)) + gn(r, t)%

!2

2m
0

n(r, t)
+2n(r, t) (5.24)

The left hand side is clearly the local energy of the condensate in the vicinity of r

since 1 evolves unitarily as exp
$

%iH
!
t
%

. The energy terms on the right hand side

can be identified in order as the kinetic energy associated with the local motion of

the condensate, the external potential energy, the mean field interaction energy, and

the so called ‘quantum pressure’ term which is the dynamical equivalent to the zero

point kinetic energy term in the time independent Gross Pitaevski equation 5.2.

As with the time independent theory, the Thomas Fermi limit can be taken,

neglecting the final term in eq.(5.24). Since the velocity field is proportional to

the gradient of the phase, taking the gradient of eq.(5.24) gives an equation for the

evolution of v(r, t). The two coupled hydrodynamic equations are

m
&v

&t
++

"
1

2
mv2 + V + gn

#

= 0 (5.25)

&n

&t
++ · J = 0 (5.26)

Together these equations describe the dynamics of the condensate in the Thomas

Fermi limit. For v = 0, eq.(5.25) reduces to the stationary density profile in this

limit given by eq.(5.7).
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Apart from the trivial v = 0 case, these non-linear coupled equations are di#cult

to solve numerically. For small variations they can be solved in the linearised limit,

where the density is taken as n(r, t) = n0(r) + *n(r, t), and n0(r) is the stationary

ground state density in the Thomas Fermi limit eq.(5.7). Substituting into the

hydrodynamic equations and keeping terms at most linear in *n(r, t) leads to the

equation

&2

&t2
*n(r, t) = + · c(r)2+*n(r, t) where c(r)2 = gn0(r)/m. (5.27)

This equation is separable in time and space, and since it is second order in the time

derivative gives solutions oscillating in time. For a condensate of uniform density,

c(r) is constant, and eq.(5.27) describes density waves, or phonons that propagate

with phase velocity (sound velocity) c. For non-uniform density, the sound velocity

varies across the condensate. The eigenvalues of the spatial equation define the

spectrum of the oscillator frequencies.

5.2.3 Axial Monopole and Dipole Modes

The spatial solutions of eq.(5.27) can be separated into a radial part expressed by

polynomial Pn(r), and an angular part expanded in spherical harmonics Y m
l (/,2).

In our experiment we are able to excite the l = 2, m = 0 ‘breathing’ mode through

modulation of the axial trap frequency #z. The eigenfrequency #b of the breathing

mode can be found from the linearised equation, eq.(5.27). In the limit #z " #r,

which is amply satisfied for our trap, it is given by

#2
b =

5

2
#2
z (5.28)

The dipole modes which correspond to centre of mass oscillations can also be

found from eq.(5.27) or alternatively by Kohn’s theorem in harmonic traps. These

have oscillation frequency #i in the ith direction. This can be easily understood

from the fact that in a harmonic trap the gradient of the restoring force is the

spring constant of the trap m#2
i . Therefore the forces on the condensate in its

centre of mass frame are the same as those when it is at rest. Subsequently the
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Figure 5.3: Collective oscillations of our condensate in the axial direction. Figure 5.3a
shows measurements the condensate centre of mass (data points) as a function of time
after centre of mass oscillations were excited. To these we fit an exponentially damped
sinusoidal function. The frequency of this fitted function gives us an oscillation frequency of
#z = 2$(10.3± 0.1)Hz Figure 5.3b shows measurements of the breathing mode oscillations
(datapoints). As for the centre of mass oscillations, we fit a damped sinusoid to the data
and found a frequency of #b = 2$(16.5± 0.1)Hz. Since the frequency of the breathing mode
is e!ected by the atom number, we post selected data points that we fit the sinusoid to
based on the measured atom number. We only included data points in the fit for which the
atom number is between 8.2! 103 and 1.18! 104, which corresponds to a range of standard
deviation from the mean value of 104 atoms. These data points are shown in blue in fig.5.3b,
while the data points where the atom number lies outside this range are shown in grey.

shape of the condensate is not distorted in any way as its centre of mass oscillates.

Conversely the forces from the mean field and quantum pressure at position r# in

the centre of mass frame are constant. Condensed atoms experience no variation

in force other than that of the external potential as they oscillate. They therefore

oscillate at the frequencies of the trap.

Figure 5.3 shows experimental measurements of these two axial modes for our

condensates. The axial dipole oscillations are excited by sinusoidal variation of the

trap centre in the axial direction close to the axial frequency. The axial breathing

mode is excited by sinusoidal compression of the axial potential with frequency close

to its resonance
0

5/2#z. In both cases we drive the oscillations for two periods,

returning to their initial unperturbed value where they remain thereafter. The

centre of mass or length are measured at later time t. This is repeated to build

up a set of data in which we observe these oscillations. From these we measure
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the frequencies of these centre of mass and breathing modes to be 10.3 ± 0.1Hz

and 16.7 ± 0.1Hz respectively. These errors are based on the standard error in the

frequency in the model Ae!-t sin(2$ft+2)+B, which was fitted to the data.2 The

ratio #b/#z = 1.6 ± 2, which is in close agreement to the prediction of 1.58 from

eq.(5.28) for these modes in the 3D Thomas Fermi regime.

As the trap potential is further elongated, the Thomas Fermi approximation

becomes poor, and the linearised hydrodynamic equation eq.(5.27) is no longer valid.

By contrast, the full hydrodynamic equations do not neglect the kinetic terms of

the Gross Pitaevskii equation, so these are able to predict the behaviour of the

ratio #b/#z in this regime in [120]. They predict that #b/#z & 2 in the long thin

limit. Measurements have been made through the crossover regime in [35, 36] and

show good agreement with the theoretical predictions. Our result shows that our

condensate is close to that predicted in the 3-D Thomas Fermi limit as far as the

oscillation frequencies are concerned.

5.3 Expansion of the Condensate after Release from

Trap

To understand the expansion of the condensate when it is released from the trap, we

consider solutions of the hydrodynamic equations when the trap potential is scaled

in time by the three trap frequencies #x(t), #y(t) and #z(t),

U(r, t) =
1

2

3
:

i=1

#2
i (t)x

2
i . (5.29)

It is shown by [121] that for time dependent potentials of this form a general solution

for the Thomas Fermi density n(r, t) exists that is also scaled in time. This scaled

solution is characterised by the scaled condensate radii, Ri(t) = ai(t)Ri(t0), where

2To fit this, we used the ‘NonlinearModelFit’ function in Mathematica, and assumed that all
data points in the oscillation datasets had equal weights.
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Ri(t0) =
0

2µ/m#i(t0)2. These solutions have the form

n(r, t) = n0(t)

5

1%
3
:

i=1

x2i
R2

i ai(t)
2

6

(5.30)

v(r, t) =
3
:

i=1

!i(t)xi (5.31)

where !i are a set of three scale factors for the cartesian coordinates that are related

to the ai in a way that is to be established. A system of coupled di!erential equations

for the scaling parameters ai(t) and !i(t) are found by substituting eq.(5.30) and

eq.(5.31) into the hydrodynamic equations, eq.(5.25) and eq.(5.26).

First, the normalisation of n(r, t) to N gives the relation for n0(t)

n0(t) =
n0(t0)

ax(t)ay(t)az(t)
with n0(t0) =

8$N

15RxRyRz
. (5.32)

Next substituting 5.30 and 5.31 into the continuity equation 5.26, dividing by n0

and setting the xi = 0 gives the relationships

!i =
ȧi
ai
. (5.33)

The scaling solutions are now in terms of the single set of parameters {ai}. Substi-

tuting this pair into 5.25 gives the coupled di!erential equations

äi + #2
i (t)ai %

#2
i (t0)

aiaxayaz
= 0 (5.34)

These equations relate the components of the force on a volume element from which

the ä term arises, to the trap potential and density gradient from which the second

and third terms arise.

In the sub-section below measure the the expansion of a condensate after it

released from our trap. We use the scaling solutions given here to describe the

evolution of the condensate density as it expands.
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Figure 5.4: Absorption images of the condensate from 1ms to 17ms time of flight after
release from the magnetic trap. This shows the distinct characteristic of a BEC, where the
initial aspect ratio is inverted as the condensate expands. The height of each panel is 2mm.

5.3.1 Expansion of our condensate

After a condensate is released from an anisotropic trap, the scaling theory can be

used to show that the initial aspect ratio " = Ri/Rj of the trapped condensate (radii

Ri) is inverted as it expands. This is in stark contrast to the ballistic expansion of

a thermal cloud. A thermal cloud in equilibrium has the asymptotic behaviour

limt'% " & 1 since the momentum distribution is isotropic. A change in aspect

ratio is therefore a key signature of a BEC. In fig.5.4 which we discuss below, we

show the change in aspect ratio observed in our experiment after the condensate is

released from the trap.

For low atom number, the ground state energy is primarily the potential energy

and the kinetic energy /p2i '/2m, where /p2i ' is the expectation value of momentum

in the direction xi. Once the trap is turned o!, the potential energy is zero and

the cloud expands. In an anisotropic trap the values
)

/p2i ' in each direction are

inversely proportional to the cloud widths as a direct consequence of Heisenberg’s

uncertainty principle
)

/p2i ' # !//xi'. Once released the cloud expands faster in the

direction where the initial width is narrowest, hence inverts the aspect ratio. For

large atom number, the aspect ratio is also reversed. For a short time after release

the density is still high and the interaction energy is important. The gradient in

the condensate density produces a gradient in the interaction energy, resulting in

a force that accelerates the expansion of the cloud. In an anisotropic trap, the

acceleration is greatest in the direction with the tightest initial confinement, and
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therefore highest density gradient.

In the TF limit the expansion of the condensate after the trap is turned o! is

described by the scaling solutions 5.34 to the hydrodynamic equation. Prior to

releasing the condensate, t < t0, the trap frequencies are constant, and set to the

values found in our experiment, #3 = #z and #1 = #2 = #r. We also assume that

the condensate is stationary before release, such that ai(t < t0) = 1. At the time

of release t0, #i are suddenly set to zero (we set t0 = 0 without loss of generality).

Written in terms of . = #rt and " = #z/#r, the equations eq.(5.34) for az(.) and

ar(.) become,

d2

d.2
az(.) =

"2

az(.)2ar(.)2
, (5.35)

d2

d.2
ar(.) =

1

az(.)ar(.)3
, (5.36)

for . > 0. These have been solved analytically when " " 1 in [121]. In this case,

one first takes az(.) to zeroth order in " in 5.36 where az(.) = 1. Equation 5.36 is

then decoupled and simplified, and has solution

ar(.) =
0

1 + .2. (5.37)

After release, the condensate aspect ratio is given by the scaled Thomas Fermi radii,

"(.) = Rz(.)/Rr(.) (5.38)

=
"(0)*
1 + .2

, (5.39)

where in the second line, eq.(5.37) has been used. For initial values " " 1 as found in

our trap, expanding eq.(5.39) with respect to 1/. shows that the condensate aspect

ratio reaches 1 at time t = 1/#z after release from trap.

The solution eq.(5.37) for ar(.) can also be used to find a more accurate solution

to 5.35,

az(.) = 1 + "2
*

. arctan . % ln
0

1 + .2
+

. (5.40)

For our trap parameters, this solution shows that the expansion of our condensates

in the axial direction is negligible over the times scale . ! 1 for which we observe
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Figure 5.5: Aspect ratio of BEC radii " = Rr/Rz , after release from trap, for
the same data shown in figure 5.4. The data points show the aspect ratio of the
condensate measured from the absorption images. The radii were measured by
fitting a Thomas Fermi density profile 5.7 to the cloud. The errors are dominated
by the shot to shot variations in the cloud widths due to atom number fluctuations,
and noise in the measured density profiles that a!ect the accuracy of the TF fits.
The blue line is a straight line fitted to these data points.

the condensate expanding.

The scaling solutions eq.(5.37) and eq.(5.35) assume that the condensate is well

described in the Thomas Fermi limit. Our condensates are highly elongated and this

is not strictly true. However, even though the radial wave function of a highly elon-

gated condensate has a significant tail (up to surface depth *) not described in this

limit, the bulk of the condensate has a density distribution still well approximated

in the Thomas Fermi limit. The hydrodynamic theory therefore still describes this

part of the condensate well.

Figure 5.4 shows absorption images of condensates after they have been released

from the trap and allowed to expand for a time between 2 and 18ms. In the first

image on the left, the condensate is narrow in the vertical direction and long in the

horizontal direction due to the elongated shape of our trap potential. In the final

image on the right of fig.5.4, the aspect ratio of the condensate has reversed, with

its width in the vertical direction greater than its horizontal length.

We are also able to measure this expansion quantitatively by measuring the

Thomas-Fermi radii Rr(t) and Rz(t) from theses images. First we extracted the
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density profiles n(y) =
(

dxdz n(r) and n(z) =
(

dydz n(r) by summing over

the pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively. We then fit the

Thomas-Fermi profile eq.(5.8) to the profiles we measure, using the Thomas-Fermi

radii Rr(t) and Rz(t) as fit parameters. Figure 5.5 shows the measured values of

" = Rr(t)/Rz(t), which are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. For

the typical axial trap frequencies of our traps which range from 8 to 18Hz, axial

density of the condensate has expands by approximately 1% after 33.5ms down to

6.8ms respectively. Thus for our traps the axial expansion can be ignored. After

the first ms, it is also predicted that the transverse expansion of the condensate

density is highly linear. Thus the aspect ratio of the condensate in our experiment

is expected to increase linearly for t " 1ms, just as we find in fig.5.5. In this figure

we have therefore fit a straight line through the data points. This gradient of the

line suggests that the axial frequency of our trap is close to 18.9 ± 0.5Hz. In this

fragment we measured an axial centre of mass oscillation frequency of 17 ± 0.1Hz.

This disagreement between these results is likely to be due to the anharmonicity in

this fragment.



Chapter 6

Trapped Atoms in RF Fields

In addition to the static magnetic potential, we use rf fields to manipulate atoms

whilst in the magnetic trap. The rf field interacts magnetically with the atoms,

coupling the Zeeman sub levels |mF' of the (5S1/2, F = 2) ground state. As with

the static field, this interaction is well described in the dipole approximation V =

gfµBF ·Brf(r, t). For rf fields however, it is useful to consider the state of the atom

and field together,

|n,mF' = |n' 0 |mf' (6.1)

where |n' are rf photon Fock states, and 0 designates the tensor product. The

Hamiltonian must therefore include the energy contributions from both the atom

and field, and the coupling between them. The eigenstates of this Hamiltonian are

referred to as the states of the atom dressed by the field, or ‘dressed states’.

In the absence of an interaction, the Hamiltonian is just the field energy and the

atom’s energy:

H0 = !#(a†a+
1

2
) + !#0Fz , (6.2)

where # is the frequency of the rf field, and !#0 = gFµBB0(r) the Zeeman splitting

due to the static magnetic field with B0(r) = |B0(r)|. The operators ak and a
†
k

annihilate and create photons in mode k respectively. The rf field is assumed to be

single mode here, so the subscript k is dropped. The eigenstates of H0 are just the

|n,mf' of eq.(6.1). Figure 6.1 depicts the infinite ladder of states these form. It is

composed of manifolds E (N), each containing the five states for which mF+n = N .
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Figure 6.1: Dressed states of the atom and rf field in the absence of any interaction.

In the dressed basis these states are labelled |N, m̃F'. Without coupling, the levels

within each manifold are separated by energy di!erences of "E = !", where

" = # % #0, (6.3)

is the detuning of the rf frequency from the bare resonance frequency. The e!ect of

the coupling V is to increase the splitting "E.

By introducing an interaction which couples the dressed states |Nm̃F', their en-

ergy can be shifted. For atoms in an rf field, the interaction is the dipole interaction

V = gFµBF ·Brf, (6.4)

where F is the vector operator of atoms angular momentum, and Brf the vector of

the magnetic component of the rf field. The energy shift of the dressed states is a

function of the detuning ", and magnitude of the rf field. In our experiment, both

" and the rf field strength can be setup to vary spatially in the region where the

atoms sit, thus altering the shape of the potential in which they are trapped.

To calculate the interaction eq.(6.4), we first write the rf field Brf in terms of

its component Bz along the direction ẑ, and its components in the x % y plane in
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terms of an anti-clockwise rotating part Ba, and a clockwise rotating part Bc. In

the cartesian basis (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) these components are

Bz = |+z| cos(#t+ 2z)ẑ

Ba = |+a| [cos(#t% 2a)x̂% sin(#t% 2a)ŷ]

Bc = |+c| [cos(#t+ 2c)x̂+ sin(#t+ 2c)ŷ] , (6.5)

where +z , +a and +c are the amplitudes of these components, 2z = Im(+z),2a =

Im(+a) and 2c = Im(+c) their phase, and # the rf frequency. We also write the

angular momentum operator F = Fxx̂+Fyŷ+Fz ẑ, in terms of the three components

F± = Fx ± iFy , and Fz. (6.6)

At this point it makes sense to choose the unit vector z in eq.(6.5) and eq.(6.6)

such that it points along the same direction as the local static magnetic field ẑ =

B0(r)/|B0(r)| at r. This ensures the operator Fz measures the same projection of

the angular momentum used in the uncoupled basis eq.(6.1).1 Next, the interac-

tion (eq.(6.10)) is expanded by decomposing the F and Brf in the spherical basis

{ê+1, ê!1, ê0} (see, for example [122]),

ê±1 =
11*
2
(x̂± iŷ) , ê0 = ẑ. (6.7)

The scalar product of two vectors in this basis is A ·B = %a+1b!1 % a!1b+1 + a0b0.

In the spherical basis,

F =

=
%1*
2
F+,

1*
2
F!, Fz

>

(6.8)

and the rf field in second quantised form is

Brf =

=
%1*
2n

*

+aa
† + +ca

+

,
1*
2n

*

+&
aa+ +&

ca
†
+

,
1

2n

*

+za
† + +&

za
+
>

(6.9)

where n is the number in the rf field. Finally, the interaction can be rewritten in a

1A consequence of this choice for ẑ means that for a uniform rf field in the lab frame will have
spatially dependent components in this local basis. This e!ect is exploited to change the shape of
the rf dressed trap potential the atom experiences, as discussed in sec.6.1 below.
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relatively simple expanded form,

V =
gFµB

2
*
n

?

+&
aF+a+ +&

cF!a+ +&
zFza+ +aF!a

† + +cF+a
† + +zFza

†
@

(6.10)

The first and fourth terms are the near resonant coupling terms. They contain the

operator products aF+ and a†F! which couple states only within each manifold

E (N). Terms containing aFz and a†Fz couple manifolds with "N = ±1, while

those containing aF! and a†F+ couple manifolds with "N = ±2.

The Hamiltonian H = H0 + V as defined by eq.(6.1) and eq.(6.10), can be

simplified further by making the rotating wave approximation (RWA), where we

keep only the near resonant terms and work with the Hamiltonian

Hrwa = gFµB

;

B0Fz +
1

2
*
n

*

+&
aF+a+ +aF!a

†
+
<

, (6.11)

where B0 is the magnitude of the static magnetic field. We have also ignored the rf

field energy (a†a + 1
2)!#, which is essentially the same for all dressed atoms since

the photon number fluctuations are small
0

/n2' " /n'.

By making the rotating wave approximation, the system of many manifolds E (N)

in fig.6.1 has been simplified to a single sub-system of just 2F + 1 states. The

Hamiltonian eq.(6.11) can be written in terms of a small number of matrix elements.

In the eigenbasis of H0, the diagonal matrix elements of Hrwa are mF!" (eq.(6.3)),

and the o!-diagonal terms due to the interaction are

/n% 1,mF + 1|Hrwa |n,mF' =
gFµB

2
*
n
+&
a

*
n
0

(F %mF )(F +mF + 1),

/n+ 1,mF % 1|Hrwa |n,mF' =
gFµB

2
*
n
+a

*
n+ 1

0

(F +mF )(F %mF + 1),

where the factors
0

(n±mF )/n have been set to 1 since n . F . Defining the Rabi

frequency as

% =
gFµB

!
+a (6.12)
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Figure 6.2: E!ect of detuning " = # % #0 on the energy of rf dressed atoms. The solid
line shows the energy of the dressed states with m̃F as numbered. The dashed line shows the
energy of the bare atomic states with mF also as numbered on the right. The rf frequency
is constant, but #0 is scanned over the range # ± 3%. The detuning ", and energy E, are
shown in dimensionless units of "/% and E/!% respectively. At " = 0, where the bare
states cross, the dressed states are separated by energy !%.

the matrix for Hrwa can be written in this basis as

Hrwa = !

A

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
C

2" % 0 0 0

%& "
)

3
2% 0 0

0
)

3
2%

& 0
)

3
2% 0

0 0
)

3
2%

& %" %

0 0 0 %& %2"

D

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
F

(6.13)

The matrix is straightforward to diagonalise to find the eigenstates and energies of

Hrwa. The new eigenstates {|m̃F' are labelled by quantum number m̃F, and have

energies,

Em̃F = m̃F!

0

"2 + %2. (6.14)

In our experiment, where the rf frequency # is constant but #0 = gFµBB0(r)

varies with r, the detuning " also varies. Figure 6.2 shows the energy of the bare

states |mF', and the energy of the dressed states |m̃F' as a function of " as #0 is

varied between # % 3% and # + 3%. The bare state energies (dashed lines) cross

where " = 0, but the energy of the dressed states (solid lines) are forced apart by

the coupling, separated from each other by energy !%. In the limit where |"| is large
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compared to %, the energies of the dressed states approach those of the undressed

states. Since the bare states cross at " = 0 but the dressed states do not, for " < 0,

the state |m̃F' approaches the state |%mF', and for " < 0, |m̃F' approaches |mF'.

In addition to the detuning varying in our trap, the Rabi frequency % also varies

even though the rf field we apply is constant in magnitude and polarisation over the

region where the atoms are trapped. The magnitude of the Rabi frequency depends

on the magnitude +a, which was defined in eq.(6.5) as the anticlockwise component

of the rf field in the x % y plane. However the x % y plane is defined such that

x̂! ŷ = B0(r)/B0(r), so it rotates along with the direction of the local static field.

This causes a variation in +a. In our trap, +a and therefore % tend to be largest in

the centre of the trap where Brf oscillates in the x % y plane, and weaker further

out where there is a large projection of ẑ · Brf . This e!ect is described detail in

the next section, in which we discuss how the rf field e!ects the shape of our trap

potential.

6.1 RF Dressed Trap Potential

Atoms dressed by the rf field sit in the potential

U(r) = m̃F!
0

"(r)2 + |%(r)|2. (6.15)

Control of " and % allow us to manipulate the shape of the trap: We can control

the ratio of the transverse trap frequencies #x/#y; smooth out the axial potential

by reducing its dependence on the variation of the axial static field; and split the

condensate into two parts.

In our experiment we trap atoms in this way using the static fields described in

sec.3.3, and an rf field that is uniform in the laboratory reference frame:

Brf(r, t) = Brf cos(#rft+ 20)ŷ. (6.16)

To calculate the dressed potential (eq.(6.15)) we must find how " and % vary with

r. We begin by considering "(r). Since the rf frequency is constant, the spatial
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Figure 6.3: Change in the shape of the potential at various di!erent rf frequencies close to
#0(0), which is the minimum Zeeman splitting between the bare atomic states. Figure 6.3a
shows the dressed potential over a wide range of #rf ( #0(0), illustrating minimal shape
distortion to Us(x) when #rf is small. Figure 6.3b shows the dressed potential when #rf

is close to #0(0), where its shape is significantly altered. These potentials were calculated
from eq.(6.15) and eq.(6.17), with a constant Rabi frequency %/2$ = 100 kHz, and a radial
trap frequency of 1.4 kHz. Figure 6.3c shows the dressed states of HRWA (solid lines) and
the bare states of H0 (dashed lines) for #rf = 1.2#0(0), where the dressed potential (U(x))
is a double well. Number on the right indicate m̃F for the dressed states and mF for the
bare states.
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dependence of " comes from #0. For our static field harmonic trap potential Us(r) =

1
2m(#2

r (x
2+ y2)+#2

zz
2)+U0, which we have characterised for atoms trapped in the

state mF = 2, we find that 2!#0(r) = Us(r). Thus

#0(r) =
m

4!
(#2

r(x
2 + y2) + #2

zz
2) +

U0

2!
(6.17)

where U0/2 = gFµBB0 = !#0(0) is the (Zeeman) energy splitting between the mF

states at the trap bottom.

It is insightful to look first at the shape of the rf dressed potential caused by this

spatial dependence of "(r) = #rf % #0, before going on to look at the %(r). Figure

6.3 shows the rf dressed potentials given by this spatial dependence of "(x), while

the Rabi frequency is kept constant across the trap at %/2$ = 100 kHz. Figure

6.3a shows the dressed potential with #rf = #0(0), 0.8#0(0), 0.5#0(0), as well as

#rf = 0#0(0) in which case the potential is just the static trap potential. From these,

it is clear that when #rf is much less than #0(0) (e.g. 0.5#0(0)), the shape of the

dressed potential is almost the same as the static potential, and the rf just lowers the

energy of the trap minimum. When #rf is close to #0(0), the shape of the dressed

potential changes significantly. Figure 6.3b shows the potential for several values

of #rf , close to #0(0). As #rf approaches #0(0) from below, it widens the bottom

of the potential. For #rf = #0(0) the bottom of the potential is almost completely

flat over several µm. For #rf > #0(0), the potential is split into a double well.

Figure 6.3c shows that the reason this double well occurs is because the crossings of

the uncoupled states of H0 (eq.(6.2)), located either side of x = 0, are turned into

anti-crossings by the interaction V . In the central region, the highest energy dressed

state, m̃F = 2 is similar to the uncoupled state mF = %2, with which its overlap is

large. In the outer region, |m̃F = 2' is similar to |mF = 2' instead.

We now consider the e!ect of the spatial variation of %(r) as well as "(r) on

our trap potential. Equation 6.12 shows that % is proportional to the anticlockwise

component of the rf field in the plane normal to ẑ = B0(r)/B0(r):

+a =
i*
2

|Brf !B0(r)|
|B0(r)|

. (6.18)

Our static magnetic trap can be well approximated by a 2d quadrupole field in
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Figure 6.4: Transverse trap frequencies calculated for our rf dressed trap. Figure 6.4a
shows the trap frequencies fx and fy in the rf dressed trap, as a function of the frequency
of the rf field. The Rabi frequency at x = y = 0 was 105 kHz, and #0/2$ = 1.6MHz at
the same point. The trap frequencies of the static magnetic trap were fx = fy = 2.9 kHz.
Figure 6.4b shows the ratio of these two frequencies in the rf dressed trap.

the x-y plane in the laboratory frame, together with a field along ẑ (see sec.3.3.2).

Moving away from the static field minimum in the ±ŷ or ±ẑ directions, the static

field just rotates in the x % z plane in the laboratory frame. Thus, the rf field in

eq.(6.16) remains at a right angle to B0(0, y, z) in the x = 0 plane. In this plane,

the Rabi frequency % therefore remains constant, with +a = Brf/2, and the dressed

potential U(0, y, z) has the constant % characteristic shown in fig.6.3.

In the y = 0 plane, the static field has a component in the direction ŷ. This

component varies linearly with y, and is zero at y = 0. Thus, the projection of

Brf into the plane with normal B0(r)/B0(r), decreases as one moves away from

y = 0. Thus the anticlockwise component of the rf field +a, and the Rabi frequency

%(x, z, 0) decrease as one moves away from y = 0. This means the energy shift

of the dressed states due to %, "E = !
*
"2 + %2, is largest at y = 0. As #rf

approaches #0(0) from below, this boost to % close to y = 0 flattens out the bottom

of the potential further still compared to the potentials in fig.6.3. It also causes the

potential to form a double well before reaching the frequency resonance, #rf = #0(0).

The rf field allows us to smoothly change the shape of the trap potential by

varying its magnitude Brf, and frequency #rf. One use of this to coherently split

a trapped condensate in two, by smoothly deforming a single well into a double

well. Split in this way, condensates have been used for interferometry in our experi-

ment [76, 69] and by others [123]. Another use of these dressed potentials is to vary

the confinement of the trap [68]. Since the value of %(x, y, z) behaves di!erently
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in the x = 0 and y = 0 planes, the trap frequencies fx and fy can be made quite

di!erent to one another. This asymmetry is not possible in our static trap due to

the restrictions of Maxwell’s equations.

Figure 6.4a shows the transverse trap frequencies calculated for our dressed trap

potential as a function of #rf. We calculate the rf potential given by eq.(6.15),

static field given by the IP model of sec.3.3, the rf field eq.(6.16) which is what we

apply in the laboratory, its detuning from eq.(6.17) and its anticlockwise component

eq.(6.18). We then find the minimum of this potential, which is where our cold

atoms or condensates sit, and expand the potential as a power series of x and y

about this point. We find the trap frequencies from the coe#cients of the quadratic

terms of x and y. These frequencies characterise the trap potential over the small

region of a few µm that the cold atoms explore, with the exception of when #rf is

within a few kHz from splitting point; here fx & 0 and higher order terms in this

series become important. The study of this narrow anharmonic region is not our

focus here, but is important in the study of how the condensate can be split into two

parts for matter-wave interferometry experiments. In fig.6.4a, the splitting point is

shown by the sharp change in behaviour of fx and fy. For rf frequencies up to the

splitting frequency (1.547 MHz here), both frequencies decrease as the bottom of

the single well potential is flattened out by the rf field. Above the splitting point,

the two trap minima about which fx and fy are measured, move apart in the ±x̂

direction. This increases the curvature in the x̂ direction at the trap minimum, as

one can envisage fig.6.3c if #rf is increased. The curvature in the ŷ direction stays

roughly constant. Figure 6.4b shows how the rf frequency e!ects the ratio fx/fy.

Since we can vary fx and fy together by changing the axial field of the static trap,

and we can vary the ratio fx/fy with the rf field, we have independent control over

the values of fx and fy in our trap.

We next discuss how the rf field e!ects the trap potential in the axial direction.

Figure 6.5 shows #z versus #rf. Just as for the radial potential, two regimes of this

plot can be identified: (i) for #rf up to the frequency at which the potential is split

in two, and (ii) where it becomes a double well, and the location of the trap minima

move outward in the ±x̂ directions. We have performed centre of mass oscillation

experiments on condensates in rf dressed potentials in the regime (i), from which we
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can determine the axial trap frequency.

In this regime, the trap minimum remains in the same position in the x % y

plane at x = y = 0 for all values of z that the atoms explore. Here the static field

is orientated along the ẑ direction of the laboratory frame, and +a = Brf/2 and

the Rabi frequency is constant %(0, 0, z) = %0 for all z. The shape of the dressed

potential eq.(6.15) is therefore determined by the value of the static field through

!#0(0, 0, z) = gFµBB0(0, 0, z). We decompose the static field along the axis of the

trap into two parts, a constant part Bz = B0(0), which we define as the value of

B0(r) at the trap minimum r = 0, and z dependent part we call *Bz(z).2 Over the

region where the condensate is trapped in our experiment, *Bz(z) varies by up to

10mG, corresponding to an energy up to 20 kHz, which is five times smaller than

the our typical %0 $ 100 kHz. We expand the dressed potential to first order in the

small field *Bz(z) about Bz,

*U(z) = m̃F gFµB
|"0|

0

"2
0 + %2

0

*Bz(z) where "0 = #rf % gFµBBz/!. (6.19)

In the absence of an rf field we have *U(z) = m̃F gFµB*Bz(z). Equation 6.19

shows that the influence of *Bz(z) on the trap potential is reduced by a factor

"0/
0

"2
0 + %2

0 for the dressed potential.

The ‘roughness’ of the axial trap potential (see sec.4.3) due to transverse cur-

rents in the chip wires is included in *Bz(z), and is therefore suppressed in the rf

potential. This smoothing out of the axial potential has bee investigated in [68], and

is a useful technique in atom chip experiments such as ours where such roughness

is an inherent feature of the chip wire trap. In our experiment, we do not want

to completely suppress the e!ect of *Bz(z) since the slowly varying part (over a

few hundred µm) of *Bz(z) provides the axial confinement of our condensate. We

typically trap our condensate in axial dimples of our trap with a potential that is

approximately harmonic, characterised by a trap frequency #z. Making the substi-

2This di!ers slightly from our treatment in sec.4.3 where we defined &Bz(z) as the contribution
to this axial magnetic field from the transverse current fluctuations in the central leg of the chip
wires.
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Figure 6.5: Axial trap frequencie of the rf dressed trap. The parameters for this trap are
the same as for fig.6.4.

tution 2gFµB*Bz(z) =
1
2m#2

zz
2 in eq.(6.19), we find that in the rf potential

#2
z & ## 2

z =
|"0|

0

"2
0 + %2

0

#z. (6.20)

Figure 6.5 shows the axial frequency of the rf dressed trap as a function of the

rf frequency with %0 = 105 kHz. As in fig.6.4, the frequency at which the potential

becomes a double well is 1.547MHz. Below this point the axial trap frequency

is given by eq.(6.20), and above this point it was calculated from a second order

expansion of the axial potential about one of the shifted trap minima of the double

well.

In [68], they measure the variation of #z in the rf dressed trap by measuring

the frequency of axial centre of mass oscillations of a condensate. We have made a

similar measurement of #rf from axial centre of mass oscillations in our trap. Figure

6.6a shows the axial oscillations of our condensate when there is no rf field. These

oscillations are found to have a frequency of 16Hz, with the condensate trapped in

the tightly confined local minimum labelled by 4 in fig.4.6c of sec.4.3. Oscillations

were driven in the condensate using the same method as in sec.5.2.3. We then

repeat the experiments, but after the atoms are dressed by an rf field of 1G at a

frequency of 1.53MHz, which is just below the splitting point. This field is produced

by running an rf current through the two large Z-wires (see sec.2.2.2), which are

located either side of the small Z-wires, and are approximately 180µm away from

the atoms. This rf field is turned on by slowly increasing the rf frequency from

0, thus adiabatically transferring atoms from the mF = 2 state to the m̃F = 2
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Figure 6.6: Axial centre of mass oscillations of a trapped condensate. Figure 6.6a shows
the oscillations in the static magnetic trap. Data points show the condensate centre of mass,
measured from absorption images. The line is a damped sinusoidal function, from which we
extract the oscillation frequency 16.4±0.7Hz, where the error is given by the standard error
in the frequency in the fitted model. Figure 6.6a shows the oscillations in the same trap but
with an rf field applied at #rf/2$ = 1.53MHz and %0 = 105 kHz. The data points show the
centre of mass measurements. The solid line is a damped sinusoid, but with a frequency
that varied linearly with time. The dashed line is a damped sinusoid the same amplitude
and damping rate of the solid line, but with a constant frequency of matching the data at
the end of the oscillations shown.

dressed state. The oscillations in the rf dressed trap are shown in fig.6.6b, and have

a frequency of approximately 9Hz. This reduction in frequency is similar to that

estimated theoretically and plotted in fig.6.5.

In the experiment described in [68], their (harmonic) axial potential is generated

by an extra chip wire that runs perpendicular to the central part of their z wire.

This produces a deep axial harmonic potential which is independent of the trap

roughness. This allows them to investigate the suppression of roughness of their trap,

while maintaining adequate confinement of their condensate. They additionally use

this setup to investigate the e!ect of reduced roughness on the damping rate of the

condensate centre of mass oscillations. This leads to an interesting result where

they see the damping rate significantly reduced at a particular frequency of their rf

dressing field. It is pointed out that at this frequency the transverse aspect ratio

of the trap #x/#y is approximately 1. They note this to be an interesting feature

that should be investigated further. This is an area we have begun to investigate

in our experiment. However, in our experiment the axial potential in which we

trap and oscillate the condensate is shallow since it results directly from the edge
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roughness of the z wires that are 100µm away, rather than the larger scale layout of

the chip wires. We currently find that increasing the frequency of the dressing field

further towards this frequency of interest, the depth of the local minimum where the

condensate sits is reduced below the chemical potential, allowing the condensate to

spill out, exploring the wider trap potential.

Even when the rf frequency is a few tens of kHz below the splitting frequency,

we see the oscillating condensate can explore a much wider region where the axial

potential is no longer harmonic. This can be seen from the data in fig.6.6b and

the function fitted to it. Firstly, the amplitude response in the dressed trap is

between three and four times larger than that in the static trap. In both cases,

oscillations were driven by applying a sinusoidally modulating field gradient with

the same amplitude, with a frequency close to resonance, and over two cycles. We

might expect a similar amount of energy to be absorbed by the cloud per cycle, and

consequently an amplitude about twice as large for the rf dressed trap which has

a frequency about half that of the static trap. The increased amplitude response

we measure seems to be disproportionally large, and may be the result of the rf

potential having a smaller curvature further out from its centre. More conclusively

however, we found that a simple damped sine wave does not fit the measured centre

of mass oscillation in fig.6.6b, slipping 2$/3 out of phase with our data over three

oscillations periods. For a trap that has smaller curvature at larger distances from its

centre, the oscillation frequency would be smaller for larger amplitude oscillations.

To model damped oscillations in such a trap we fit a damped sinusoidal function,

but with a frequency that increased with time,

"z(t) = Ae!t/) sin [(#0 +mt)t+ 2] . (6.21)

Here we have used a frequency that increases linearly with time, #(t) = #0 + mt,

as a first order approximation of #(t), which is a reasonable approximation since we

observed oscillations over a time approximately equal to their 1/e decay time. We

found this model remained in phase over the entire data set in fig.6.6b, to which it

was fit.

In conclusion, we see that the addition of the rf field provides great fexibility to

adjust the frequencies of the trap, to control its roughness, and even to split it in
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Figure 6.7: Simulation of Rabi oscillations calculated from eq.(6.24) with a detuning of
120 kHz and a Rabi frequency of 115 kHz. With these values, the period of a complete Rabi
oscillation is 6µs.

two, as we do for interferometry.

6.2 Coherent Evolution

We use the coherent evolution of the atoms in the rf field to calibrate the ampli-

tude of the rf field, and to enable accurately controlled release of atoms from the

trap. Calibration of %0 is important for the precise application of the dressing field,

particularly near the splitting point of the transverse potential. It is not reliable to

calculate this from the rf current that enters the vacuum chamber heading to the

chip wires, because the inductive and capacitive coupling to other conductors (and

semi-conductors) is not well known. Instead, we calibrate %0 directly by measur-

ing the Rabi oscillations of the state populations |/mF |1(t)'|2, following a square rf

pulse of duration "T . Let

|1(t0)' =
:

mF

cmF (t0) |mF ' , (6.22)

be the state of each trapped atom at the time the pulse is switched on, t0. While

the rf is on, the state of the atom |1̃(t)' evolves in the Shrödinger picture as

|1̃(t)' =
:

m̃F

/m̃F |1(t0)' e!im̃F "̃(t!t0) |m̃F ' , (6.23)
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Figure 6.8: Sequence of absorption images of a condensate after Rabi pulses of di!erent
durations. Each image shows three clouds split from each other vertically. The Zeeman
sub-level of these clouds is indicated on the left hand side. The figure consists of 24 images
taken after Rabi pulses of di!erent times. The di!erence in pulse length between consecutive
images is 0.6µs. The grainy horizontal line two thirds up each image is an artefact of our
imaging system.

where %̃2 = "2
0 + %2

0, |m̃F ' are the dressed eigenstates, and "0 and %0 are the

detuning and Rabi frequency at the trap bottom, where the atoms are located.

Transforming back to the uncoupled basis, we have

/m#
F |1(t)' =

:

m̃F ,mF

/m#
F |m̃F ' /m̃F |mF ' cmF (t0)e

!im̃F "̃(t!t0). (6.24)

where /mF |m̃F ' = /m̃F |mF '& are the components of the dressed eigenstates in

the uncoupled basis, which can be found from eq.(6.13). The square modulus of

eq.(6.24) gives the probability of finding an atom in the state |m#
F ' at time t after

the rf was turned on. So, for example we expect an atom initially in the state

|mF = 2' to evolve into a superposition of the other four mF states, returning to

the state |mF = 2' after one period, 2$/%̃. An example of just such Rabi oscillations

are shown in fig.6.7 over two periods (4$/%̃), with "0 = 2$ ! 120 kHz and %0 =

2$ ! 115 kHz.

We observe Rabi oscillations like these in our experiment by applying an rf field

for a time "T . We can find %̃ by measuring the time taken for all atoms to return

to the initial state mF = 2. From this we can calculate %0, where "0 is known from

rf spectroscopy of the trap bottom (see sec.4.2.1). We measure the state populations

following a short Rabi pulse with "T of a few times the period 2$
"̃
. This is done

by turning the magnetic trap o! and applying a magnetic field gradient to spatially
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Figure 6.9: Figure 6.9 shows state populations oscillating in an rf field as a function of
time "T . The data points show the measured populations derived from fig.6.8, and lines are
the theory derived from eq.(6.24). Figure 6.9a shows the populations for mF = 2, fig.6.9b
for mF = 1, and fig.6.9c for mF = 0. All populations are shown normalised to their peak
value - the relative populations are not known accurately because of noise in the absorption
images for some of the clouds. The oscillation period 2$/%̃ = 6.2µs, the detuning was
measured to be 120 kHz, and the corresponding %0 = 2$ ! 105 kHz.

split the atomic cloud by their spin state. The high field seeking states are rapidly

lost before the trap is turned o!. The remaining atoms, in the mF = 0, 1 and

2 states, are spatially separated using the Stern-Gerlach e!ect. A magnetic field

gradient, lasting for 2ms, is applied by a current pulse in the Z wires 2ms after

the trap is turned o!. The populations of these three states are then found from an

absorption image as can be seen from fig.6.8. Here the three magnetic states appear,

one above the other. A set of absorption images is shown for consecutive rf pulse

durations "T with intervals of 0.6µs. A small region of interest is selected around

each of the separate clouds in each image. The total pixel counts in each region of

interest gives a measure of the relative population of the relevant state at a given

time. A sequence of images such as in fig.6.8 together describe the evolution of the

state populations of the mF = 0, 1 and 2 states.

Figure 6.9 shows the evolution of the relative populations of these states over

60ms. The state evolution predicted by eq.(6.24) is also shown against the experi-
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mental data. From this data the e!ective Rabi frequency %̃ is measured. Together

with the value of #rf and rf spectroscopic measurement of #0, the Rabi frequency

% =
0

%̃2 %"2 is obtained. Operating our rf signal generator (the versatile fre-

quency generator described in sec.2.2) at its maximum output power of 0 dBm, the

Rabi frequency determined by this measurement is 105 kHz. This corresponds to an

rf field amplitude of Brf = 0.3G, and an anticlockwise component of half this value.

6.2.1 Release of atoms using an rf pulse

We also use an rf pulse to release a fraction of the cloud from the magnetic trap

in a well controlled manner [124, 125]. Before the pulse all atoms are in the state

|mF = 2'. After the pulse, the atoms are in a coherent superposition of states |mF '.

The state |mF = 0' has no interaction with static magnetic fields, so this component

is released from the trap by the pulse, and falls away under gravity. Components

in the positive mF states remain trapped, and components with negative mF are

rapidly accelerated out of the trap.

The released mF = 0 cloud is then measured using absorption imaging. The

fraction of atoms found in this state depends on ", %, and the pulse duration "T .

This fraction is maximised for " = 0 and "T = $/%, for which the fraction is 1/
*
2.

The time scale over which an mF = 0 cloud is released is on the order of 1/%.

Since % . #r the motion of atoms in the trap potential during the Rabi pulse is

negligible. Once in the state |mF = 0', the motion is una!ected by static or slowly

varying (" 1MHz) magnetic fields. This release process is highly repeatable since

the length of the Rabi pulse can be precisely timed (! 1ns), and is insensitive

to magnetic field fluctuations which occur during our normal method of release,

whereby the chip wire currents and other field coils are turned o!.

We have used this technique to measure the transverse oscillations of our trapped

condensate, which are at frequencies on the order of 1 kHz. These are excited by

making a sharp 1% drop in the Z wire current giving a sudden height change in

the trap, which defines the time t = 0. A fraction of the cloud is then released at

later time t by a Rabi pulse of duration "T = 3
2
$
" ("T " t). The height of the

|mF = 0' cloud is then measured from an absorption image taken several ms after
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Figure 6.10: Measurement of transverse oscillations of the trapped condensate. The data
points show the vertical centre of mass of the condensate after it was released from the
trap. The black line shows a sine wave fitted to this data, from which we find a transverse
oscillation frequency of 868.4± 0.8Hz. The error is the standard error in the frequency of
the sine wave we fit, assuming all data points have equal weighting.

the Rabi pulse. These images give the density profile in the y-z plane. Summing the

pixel counts over the z direction gives the 1d density profile of the cloud n(y), to

which we can fit the Thomas Fermi profile of eq.(5.8). The fit picks out the centre

of the cloud which we take as its height. This is repeated but for a range of times

t. We see the height oscillates at frequency f , which corresponds to the transverse

trap frequency #y/2$. Figure 6.10 is an example of measurements of the transverse

oscillations of the condensate. In this example we measured transverse oscillations

with a frequency of 868.4 ± 0.8Hz. Such measurements are di#cult to make if the

trap is turned o! by turning o! the trapping field rather than using a Rabi pulse

to release atoms. This is because the trap field does not turn o! fast enough, or

with the required repeatability to resolve oscillations at this high frequency, due

to the self-inductance in of the wires and coils which cause eddy currents when

the current is varied rapidly. This technique allows us to make quick and accurate

measurements of the transverse frequencies using the condensate. Furthermore, this

technique could be used to measure the variation of the trap frequency as the trap

is deformed by some other potential gradient, such as that from the Casimir-Polder

interaction [96].

6.3 The RF Knife

An rf field is used to selectively remove the most energetic thermal atoms in our

magnetic trap, cooling the remaining atoms to produce a Bose-Einstein condensate

(see Ch.4 for details on evaporative cooling). Once a condensate is formed, this rf

field is usually left on, limiting the depth of the trap so that any energetic thermal
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Figure 6.11: This figure shows the energies of the dressed (solid lines) and uncoupled
states (dashed lines) of magnetically trapped atoms in the presence of an rf field. The
black lines show the potential energy we trap atoms in with and without the rf field. The
figure shows that the rf field turns over the trap potential at approximately 10µK above
the trap bottom, limiting the depth of the trap. The inset shows a zoomed in version of
this anti-crossing. In calculating these lines we have used a harmonic trap with frequency
fx = 1.4 kHz, a Rabi frequency of 20 kHz, and #rf = #0(0) + (kBT/2! where T = 1µK and
( = 10.

atoms that arise due to heating in the trap (see sec.4.2.3), are rapidly removed, with

minimal disturbance to the condensate. This selective removal of energetic atoms

can be viewed in a simple way, using the theory described in this chapter.

Once loaded, the magnetic trap contains a cloud of atoms at approximately

100µK. For evaporation, we turn on the rf field at a frequency #rf = #0(0) +

(kBT/2!, which is resonant only for atoms in a part of the potential that has energy

close to (kBT above the trap bottom, !#0(0). We typically set ( = 10, so most

atoms are far from resonance. This rf field dresses the static field potential in the

same way as described in sec.6.1. Figure 6.11 shows an example of the energies

of the dressed states and the uncoupled states. For clarity, we have shown a trap

with rf field resonance at an energy correspodning to 10µK. The magnitude of the

rf field is such that % = 2$ ! 20 kHz, which is typical of our experiment. Since

most atoms explore a region of the potential where they remain far from resonance,

" = #rf%#0(0) . %, the overlap /%m̃F |mF ' $ 1. Hence when the rf field is turned

on, almost all atoms are projected into the state |m̃F = %2'. From fig.6.11, we see

that the atoms are now trapped in harmonic potential that turns over at an energy
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(kBT above the trap bottom. Thus the rf field, often referred to as an ‘rf knife’,

sharply cuts the depth of the trap for mF = 2 atoms to (kBT . Atoms that recoil

from elastic collision with energy greater than (kBT escape from the trap. For evap-

orative cooling, the depth of the trap is reduced by ramping down the rf frequency.

For low temperatures of a few µK or less, we reduce the rf power such that % is

small compared to the trap depth so the shape of the trap where most atoms are

found is una!ected.

We briefly consider the e#ciency with which energetic atoms are lost from this

trap as they pass through the resonant shell where #0(r) = #rf. As discussed in

Ch.4, energetic atoms reach this resonant shell on a time scale of half an oscillation

period of their motion in the trap. 3 However, if these atoms are moving su#ciently

fast they do not follow the dressed states adiabatically. In the extreme, they remain

in the mF = 2 state, where they continue to oscillate in a harmonic manner, later

passing back through the resonant shell. The probability of them remaining in the

|mF = 2' depends on % and the rate at which their energy varies. For a narrow

resonance, this rate is proportional to the velocity the atom passes through the

resonance with.

For quantitative insight into this, we consider a simpler version of our trap, in

which F = 1
2 rather than 2. We consider the atom to be in an uncoupled state, |2',

where it is trapped in the potential energy E(. If it remains in this state after passing

through the resonance, then it remains trapped. However, if the rf field flips the spin

as it passes through it is accelerated out of the trap, and escapes forever. For an rf

field with Rabi frequency %, and an atom moving through the resonance such that it

experiences an uncoupled energy that varies with time at rate
dE#

dt , the probability

that it remains in |2' is given by the well known Landau-Zener formula [124, 126],

P|()'|() = e!2$# where $ =

"
!%

2

#24"

!
d

dt
|E( % E*|

#

. (6.25)

3Except for the few atoms in an elliptical orbit of the trap which can remain at lower energies.
Even for these, either the anharmonicity in our trap or elastic collisions prevent atoms remaining
in such orbits for more than a few periods.
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For this spin-half system model, we estimate that

$ $
!%2

2
*
2(#rkBT

. (6.26)

In this estimate, the trap is truncated at (kBT , and the energy levels are expanded

linearly as a function of r about the point r0 where (kBT = 1
2m#2

rr
2
0. We then use

the mean thermal velocity
0

kBT/m#2
r to calculate d

dt |E( %E*|. The Landau-Zener

formula 6.25 estimates that atoms are highly likely to be ejected from the trap on

their first pass through the resonance shell for temperatures of a few µK or lower,

while for higher temperatures several passes may be required.

This result gives an indication of what is expected in a spin F . In fact, since an

integer spin F system, HF , can be written as the symmetric terms in the tensor

product space of 2F spin half systems, H
+F
1/2 , we can write the state |F = 2,mF = 2'

as |2222'. The other states of the F = 2 system can be written in a similar way.

The probability for an atom initially in the state |2222' to remain in this state

after passing through the resonance is approximately given by the fourth power of

probability predicted by 6.25.



Chapter 7

Bose Einstein Condensates at Fi-

nite Temperature

In chapter 8 we will present and discuss data on the damping of centre of mass

oscillations of our condensate due to the presence of a thermal cloud. In order to

discuss the damping mechanism of the condensate by the thermal cloud we first

introduce the analytical tools to describe such a system. This section extends the

theory of a condensate at zero temperature given in Ch.5. The extended theory

considers both the condensate, the thermal cloud, and the interactions between

them in the second quantised limit.

7.1 Second Quantised Theory for a Bose Gas

At zero temperature each particle in the condensate is in the same single particle

state - the ground state. The zero temperature N particle state is therefore the

product of N identical single particle states and is symmetric under exchange of

particles. At finite temperature however, higher energy states are also occupied,

and the single product state of all the occupied single particle states is not correctly

symmetrised. The symmetric many body state which describes the Bose gas is

instead the superposition of product states with all possible permutations of particle

orderings. For example the state for two particles, one in state |21', the other in

|22' is given by (|21' |22'+ |22' |21') /
*
2. With more than just a few particles, the

176
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many body states become complicated objects to describe using the notation of first

quantisation. However, the second quantised approach to quantum theory o!ers a

much simpler framework.1

7.1.1 Second Quantisation for Non-Relativistic Particles

In the second quantised theory one considers operators acting on states in Fock

space, is the space of symmetric many particle states, constructed from the set of

single particle states {|)i'}. In Fock space a multi-particle state |1' which has N.0

particles in the single particle state |)0', N.1 in the state |)1' . . . etc., is represented

by

|1' = |N.0 , N.1 , . . . . . . , N.i , . . . ' . (7.1)

The vacuum state |0' indicates the state where no single particle state is occupied.

The second quantised operators a
†
.i and a.i , create and annihilate a particle in

the single particle state |)i', thus increasing or decreasing N.i by 1:

a†.i |N.i' =
0

N.i + 1 |N.i + 1' , a.i |N.i' =
0

N.i |N.i % 1' . (7.2)

The state |N.i' is therefore

|. . . , N.i , . . .' =
'

i

(a†.i)
N#i

0

N.i !
|0' . (7.3)

To maintain the particle exchange symmetry of these states the creation and anni-

hilation operators must obey the Bosonic commutator relations:

[a†.i ,a
†
.j ] = [a.i ,a.j ] = 0, [a.ia

†
.j ] = *ij . (7.4)

The final relation ensures the correct symmetry for Bosons.2 The number operator

a
†
.ia.i is defined such that

a†.ia.i |n.i' = n.i |n.i' . (7.5)

1We review the second quantised approach to many-body quantummechanics in the next section.
A more extensive introduction can be found in many textbooks, for example [127]

2From it, one can show that the occupation number N#i of any single particle state |'i$ may be
arbitrarily large (for Bosons), and that a#i |0$ = 0.
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Equations (7.2) and eq.(7.3) can be derived from the commutator relations eq.(7.4)

together with the definition eq.(7.5).

The creation operator transforms like the single particle state |)i' under a change

of single particle basis from {|)i'} to {|µj'}, while the annihilation operator trans-

forms like /)i|;

a†µj
=
:

i

/)i|µj'a†.i and aµj =
:

i

/µj |)i' a.i . (7.6)

Transforming to the position representation, the creation and annihilation operators

become the field operators !(r) and !†(r), where the label µi becomes the contin-

uous variable r which labels the position states |r'. The operator !†(r) creates a

particle at position r in state |r', and !(r) destroys it. The useful transformations

between {|)i'} and {|r'} are given by,

!(r) =
:

i

1.i(r)a.i and a.i =

!

dr1&
.i(r)!(r) (7.7)

where 1.i(r) = /r|)i' is the wavefunction of the state |)i'. The field operators obey

the commutator relations

[1†(r),1†(r#)] = [1(r),1(r#)] = 0, [1(r),1†(r#)] = *(r% r#), (7.8)

where *(r%r#) is the Dirac-delta function. In the position representation, the number

operator becomes the density operator !†(r)!(r).

7.1.2 Hamiltonian of the Interacting Bose Gas

The Hamiltonian for a non-interacting Bose gas in the second quantised limit is

given by

H0 =

!

dr!†(r)

"

%
!2+2

2m
+ V (r)

#

!(r) (7.9)

where the first term measures the kinetic energy of the Bose gas, and the second

term its energy due to the external potential V (r). In addition to this we consider

s-wave scattering interaction between pairs of atoms, which dominates over other

interactions at low temperatures. For 87Rb atoms trapped in the F = 2 ground
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state by weak magnetic fields, this interaction is repulsive and at the temperatures

associated with condensation is well described by the ‘hard sphere’ or ‘contact’

interaction considered in sec.??. In terms of the field operators this interaction

is given by g
2

(

dr!†(r)!†(r)!(r)!(r), hence describes an interaction where two

colliding particles are annihilated at r, followed by the creation of two scattered

particles originating from the same point. The interaction strength is given by

g = 4$!2a/m and a is the s-wave scattering length. Thus the Hamiltonian for an

interacting Bose gas at low temperatures is

H =

!

dr

"

!†(r)

"

%
!2+2

2m
+ V (r)

#

!(r) +
g

2
!†(r)!†(r)!(r)!(r)

#

. (7.10)

We wish to determine the form of the ground state, and the excitations of a Bose

gas, from this Hamiltonian. At finite temperatures, the excited states are populated.

The presence of the ground state strongly e!ects the form of the excited states. In

addition, the e!ect of thermal excitations on the ground state can sometimes be

significant.

We clarify the connection between the excitations we seek here, and those of the

hydrodynamic and Bogoliubov theories at zero temperature as presented in Ch.5.

The excitation of the Hamiltonian above, eq.(7.10), have a di!erent nature depend-

ing on their energy. At low energies they are phonons - the quasiparticles associated

with the propagation of sound. These are the same as the small amplitude wave-

like excitations predicted by the hydrodynamic equations in the linearised limit,

eq.(5.27). At high energies where the hydrodynamic theory breaks down, the exci-

tations of eq.(7.10) are single particle like. They are similar but not identical to the

single particle excitations of the harmonic potential.

In fact, the complete spectrum of eq.(7.10) at low temperatures (kBT " µ) is very

similar to the spectrum predicted by the zero temperature Bogoliubov theory. The

main di!erence is the quantum fluctuations taken into account by the field operators

here. Even at zero temperature these quantum fluctuations cause a small depletion

(< 1%) in the number of particles found in the condensate of a few percent [128, 11,

129]. For higher temperatures, eq.(7.10) also allows one to include the e!ect that

large number of thermal excitations have on the ground state and excitations.
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The second quantised Hamiltonian eq.(7.10) gives a more general description of

the Bose gas than the theories in Ch.5. However, it is extremely di#cult to work with

directly due to the non-linear mixing of states in the interaction term. We therefore

introduce two well known approximations which pertain to di!erent aspects of the

finite temperature Bose gas. The first, discussed in sec.7.2, is the Hartree Fock

approximation from which a macroscopic description of the thermal and condensed

fractions of the Bose gas can subsequently be made. We then use this to describe

the density of the gas, which has a characteristic bimodal distribution that we fit

our experimental data to. The second approximation, discussed in sec.7.4, is the

Bogoliubov approximation in which the microscopic behaviour can be studied. The

Bogoliubov approximation is then used in Ch.8 as the starting point to investigate

the nature of damping of motion of our condensate that we measure experimentally.

For both approximations the starting point is the expansion of the Hamiltonian

eq.(7.10) in terms of its action on the condensate and its action on excitations, which

we demonstrate here. Using eq.(7.7), the field operators can be expanded in a single

particle basis {|1i'}, where |10' corresponds to the single particle ground state of

the gas,

!0(r) + *!(r) = 10(r)a,0 +
:

i>0

1i(r)a,i , (7.11a)

!†
0(r) + *!†(r) = 1&

0(r)a
†
,0

+
:

i>0

1&
i (r)a

†
,i
. (7.11b)

The operators !0 and !†
0 act on the condensate, annihilating and creating ground

state particles at position r respectively. The ‘fluctuation’ operators *! and *!†,

annihilate and create excitations of the gas at r. Since n(r) = /!†!(r)' is the mean

density of the Bose gas and n0(r) = /!†
0(r)!0(r)' the mean density of condensed

atoms, then /*!†(r)*!(r)' = n(r)%n0(r) must be the density of the non-condensed

part of the gas.

Since we are working with operators, rather than the mean classical fields in

Ch.5, one aspect that these fluctuations operators represent are quantum fluctua-

tions of the ground state density about its mean value /!†
0(r)!0(r)'. In addition to

quantum fluctuations, *! and *!† represent other fluctuations, for example those

associated with the condensate dynamics when the trap potential is varied, or the
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departure from the ground state due to thermal population of excited states at finite

temperature. For the operator expansion in eq.(7.11) to be useful in simplifying the

Hamiltonian eq.(7.10), the fluctuations associated with *! and *!† are assumed to

be small. Thus the lowest order terms in these fluctuation operators are the most

important. Higher order terms in *! and *!† can then be introduced as a small

perturbation.

The Hamiltonian eq.(7.10) is expanded using eq.(7.11), and contains terms from

zeroth to fourth order in the non-condensed operators *! and *!†. In this ex-

pansion one finds Hermitian terms such as !†
0!0*!

†*! (put in normal order), and

non-hermitian terms such as !0!0*!
†*!†. The hermitian terms have non-zero ex-

pectation value for a gas described by a Fock state, and correspond to real excita-

tions of definite particle number.3 The non-Hermitian terms have zero expectation

value for Fock states, but non-zero mean squared value. These couple the energy

states one finds in the Hermitian system, and can represent interactions with both

real particles and virtual particles which correspond to quantum fluctuations in the

gas.4

Retaining a selection of Hermitian and non-Hermitian terms, one finds the Bose

gas is not described by a single Fock state but a superposition of di!erent Fock

states. This di!erence is more significant for low energy excitations, for which vir-

tual excitations are longer lived and have larger e!ect. Far below the transition

temperature to Bose Einstein condensation the Bose gas is no longer well described

by a single Fock state.

7.2 Hartree Fock Approximation and Semi-Classical De-

scription of the Thermal Cloud

The Hartree Fock approximation assumes that the Bose gas is well described by

a Fock state. This approximation is good when kBT is larger than the chemical

potential µ, when the majority of thermally excited particles behave like free parti-

3They are energy conserving terms for which the particle propagators are ‘on mass shell’ (see [130]
for example), maximising the probability amplitude of such events.

4The energy non-conserving terms give rise to virtual excitations. There are also energy con-
serving coupling terms which create and destroy real excitations.
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cles rather than phonons in the condensed gas. Under this assumption the energy

expectation value /H' has only contributions from the hermitian terms of the Hamil-

tonian:

HHF =

!

dr

;

%!†
0

!2+2

2m
!0 % *!†!

2+2

2m
*!+ V (r)!†

0!0 + V (r)*!†*!

+
g

2
!†

0!
†
0!0!0 + 2g!†

0!0*!
†*! +

g

2
*!†*!†*!*!.

@

(7.12)

The expectation value can be evaluated term by term using the expansion of the

field operators given in eq.(7.11). The ground state terms contain /a†,0
a,0' = N0,

and /a†,0
a
†
,0
a,0a,0' = N0(N0 % 1) which is approximated by N2

0 since N0 . 1. For

the excited states,

/*!†*!' =
:

i,j>0

1&
i 1j /a†iaj'

=
:

i>0

1&
i 1iNi, (7.13)

/*!†*!†*!*!' =
:

ijkl>0

1&
i 1

&
j1k1l /a†ia

†
jakal'

=
:

ij>0

|1i|2|1j |2 (2NiNj(1% *ij) + *ijNi(Ni % 1)) (7.14)

Hence the energy expectation value is a functional of the mean fields
*
Ni1i(r),

E[{
0

Ni1i}] =
!

dr

G

!2

2m

5

N0+1&
0+10 +

:

i>0

Ni+1&
i+1i

6

+ V (r) (n0(r) + nth(r))

+
g

2
n0(r)

2 + 2gn0(r)nth(r) + gnth(r)
2
@

(7.15)

where the substitutions for the density of ground state particles and the density of

excited particles,

nth(r) =
:

i

|1i|2Ni and n0(r) = |10|2N0 (7.16)

have been made, and the term /*!†*!†*!*!' approximated by gn2
th. Comparing

to the Gross Pitaevski energy functional eq.(B.9), this energy functional eq.(7.15)

includes the kinetic, potential, and interaction energies of the excited particles in

the Bose gas as well as the energy of the condensate. In addition to the mean
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.1: Feynman diagrams of the scattering interactions of eq.(7.12). Straight lines
represent excited particles (or their propagators) and wavy lines ground state particles. The
dashed line represents the mediation of the s-wave scattering interaction, which is presented
in the text as a contact interaction so in fact has zero length. Figure 7.1a shows the inter-
action of the Hartree term g

2
!†

0*!
†!0*! where a condensed and excited particle propagate

in the presence of each other. Figure 7.1b shows the interaction of the Fock exchange
term g

2!
†
0*!

†*!!0 where the condensed and excited particles are exchanged following the
interaction.

field interaction term for excitations gn2
th, there are two further contributions to

the interaction energy included through the 2gn0nth term. One of these is Hartree

mean field energy of an excitation propagating in the presence of condensed particles

or vice versa. This is represented diagrammatically in fig.7.1a, and arises from

g
2!

†
0*!

†
!0*! and its Hermitian conjugate in the Hartree Fock Hamiltonian eq.(7.12)

(where it has been put into normal order). The other contribution, represented in

fig.7.1b is the Fock exchange energy, is due to the necessary symmetry of the state

of the gas after an interaction. This arises from g
2!

†
0*!

†*!!0 and its Hermitian

conjugate in the Hartree Fock Hamiltonian eq.(7.12).

For a Bose gas in thermal equilibrium at temperature T, the single particle wave

functions 1i and occupation numbers Ni are found by minimising the energy func-

tional eq.(7.15) at constant entropy and constant number (see, for example [11]). It

follows that the occupation numbers are given by the Bose Einstein distribution

Ni =
1

e("i!µ)/kBT % 1
(7.17)

with single particle state energies -i and chemical potential µ. The condensate wave

function 1 is given by

"

%
!2+2

2m
+ V (r) + g (n0(r) + 2nth(r))

#

1(r) = µ1(r), (7.18)
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and the single particle wave functions of the excited states (i > 0) by

"

%
!2+2

2m
+ V (r) + 2g (n0(r) + nth(r))

#

1i(r) = -i1i(r). (7.19)

These three simultaneous equations (eq.(7.17), eq.(7.18) and eq.(7.19)) describe the

finite temperature Bose gas under the Hartree Fock mean field approximation. Equa-

tion (7.18) and eq.(7.19) are a set of schrödinger equations that describe particles

with kinetic energy %!2+21i/2m, trapped in non-linear e!ective potentials. Com-

pared with the Gross Pitaevskii equation, the e!ective potential experienced by the

ground state in equation eq.(7.18) has an additional non-linear term that represents

the interactions between the ground state and thermal component of the Bose gas.

Like the Gross Pitaevskii equation, eq.(7.18) and eq.(7.19) are non-linear due

to the density terms. In the T = 0 limit where nth becomes zero, one recovers

the Gross Pitaevskii equation exactly. At finite temperature, the presence of the

thermal density nth(r) in eq.(7.18), and the condensate density n0(r) in eq.(7.19),

couple the ground state and excited state solutions. This coupling makes these

equations di#cult to work with analytically. However, in the next section, we use

the semi-ideal approximation where one considers only the mean field repulsion

of the condensate on the thermal cloud, ignoring the thermal mean fields e!ect

on the condensate. Since the thermal density is typically an order of magnitude

lower than that of the condensate, the condensate and thermal densities can be still

accurately estimated. Furthermore, the significant simplification that the semi-ideal

approximation provides allows us to find analytic expression for both n0 and nth.

This will be useful in analysing the density profiles that we measure experimentally

in Ch.8.

7.2.1 Semi-Ideal Approximation

Figure 7.2 shows a false colour absorption image of a cloud after it has been released

from the trap and allowed to expand for 2ms. The brightest colours show the

areas where the density is highest. The image shows a distinct central peak in the

density where the condensate is located, and broader tails to the left and right from

the non-condensed atoms. The axial density profile of the gas is shown below the
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Figure 7.2: False colour absorption image of a partially condensed cloud. The brightest
colors correspond to the highest density. The condensate is the yellow region, while the
purple tails to the left and right are thermal atoms. Directly below the image is the density
profile after integrating the image over the vertical direction. The horizontal axis is labelled
by pixels. Each pixel is 3.45µm and the magnification is 1:1.

image in fig.7.2 after summing over the pixels in the vertical (ŷ) direction. We

use the common technique of fitting a bimodal distribution to the axial density,

with a component for the condensate density and another for the density of thermal

atoms (or ‘thermal cloud’5). This technique allows us to find useful parameters

for the cloud including the condensed and thermal fractions, the condensate width,

and estimates of the chemical potential and temperature of the gas. The bimodal

distribution consists of the Thomas Fermi density for the condensate - proportional

to %V (r), and a gaussian distribution for the thermal cloud. This distribution was

used in some of the first experiments in which a condensate was observed [5, 6].

In these experiments the condensate was allowed to expand for a time long enough

such that the thermal density is a reflection of the gaussian momentum distribution,

irrespective of the original distribution in the trap.

For experiments such as ours where the trap potential is harmonic, this bimodal

distribution is

n0(z) = a

5

1%
"
z % z0
Z0

#2
62

+ b exp

"

%
(z % z1)2

2%2

#

(7.20)

5In the Hartree Fock approximation it is a valid distinction to make between condensed and
non-condensed atoms by referring to a condensate and a thermal cloud since the gas is assumed to
be in a Fock state with a distinct ground state. However, as we will discuss later, this is no longer
a good approximation to make at temperatures below µ/kB .
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where a, b, z0, z1, Z0 and % are fit parameters. However, we measure the cloud’s

density after a relatively short expansion time #zt " 1. Although our trap potential

is harmonic, it is not immediately clear how close the thermal density is to being

gaussian, particularly in the central region where the condensate is present. We use

a simple model based on the Hartree Fock approximation (eq.(7.17), eq.(7.18) and

eq.(7.19)) to find a first order correction to the gaussian thermal density profile of

an ideal gas due to its interaction with the condensate [131].

The particles in the thermal cloud experience an e!ective potential from eq.(7.19),

Ve$ = V (r) + 2g(n0(r) + nth(r)). For an ideal gas this reduces to Ve$ = V (r). For

a ‘semi ideal’ gas in which thermal particles interact with the condensate but not

other thermal particles, a first correction to the ideal gas is made by retaining the

condensate density term as well. This term is typically much stronger than the mean

field interaction of the thermal cloud with itself, which we neglect. The condensate

density is taken to be the Thomas Fermi density

n0(r) = (µ% V (r))/g for V (r) < µ. (7.21)

In our anisotropic trap potential

V (r) =
1

2
m#2

r(,
2 + (z/")2) where " =

#r

#z
, (7.22)

given here in cylindrical coordinates (,,2, z), and with trap frequencies #r and #z.

The chemical potential is

µ =
1

2
m#2

r

"
Z0

"

#2

(7.23)

in terms of the trap frequencies and condensate length 2Z0 which is taken here as

a fit parameter. Thus, the e!ective potential shown in fig.7.3 experienced by the

thermal cloud is given by

Ve$(,, z)% µ =

,

-
-
-
-
-
.

-
-
-
-
-
/

%a(,2 % P 2
0 (z)) 0 < , < P0(z), z < Z0

a(,2 % P 2
0 (z)) , > P0(z), z < Z0

a(,2 % P 2
0 (z)) z > Z0

(7.24)

where P0(z) =
1

"

)

Z2
0 % z2 and a =

1

2
m#2. (7.25)
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Figure 7.3: The e!ective potential experienced by the thermal cloud in the semi ideal gas
approximation eq.(7.24). Figure 7.3a shows the radial potential at z = 0, up to 1µm. The
e!ective potential is rescaled in units of the chemical potential µ. Figure 7.3b shows the
axial potential. The two vertical lines indicate ±Z0, which we have set here at ±100µm.

A semi classical approximation of the thermal cloud can now be made in the

energy of a thermal particle is taken to be - = p2/2m + Ve$(r), where p is the

particle momentum [131, 132, 129]. Using the Bose Einstein distribution the phase

space density of the thermal cloud is,

f(r,p) =

;

exp

"
q2 + p2z
2mkBT

+
Ve$(,, z) % µ

kBT

#

% 1

<!1

, (7.26)

where q2 = p2x + p2y. Equation (7.26) and eq.(7.21) together give a self consistent

solution to the semi classical approximations of the Hartree Fock equations with the

interaction strength between thermal particles set to zero.

In [131], the density distribution is found by first integrating over momentum

space. Our work here di!ers from this since we wish to use this model to describe

the axial density distribution after the cloud has been released from the trap. To

do so we need to find the axial phase space distribution f(pz, z) by integrating over

px, py, , and 2. Our method of integration is given in appendix C, and yields the

result

f(z, pz)

2$%2
r (h/"dB)2

=

,

-
-
.

-
-
/

2Li2

"

e
! p2z

2mkBT

#

% Li2

"

e
! p2z

2mkBT e
1

2"2
z
(z2!Z2

0 )
#

|z| < Z0

Li2

"

e
! p2z

2mkBT e
! 1

2"2
z
(z2!Z2

0 )
#

|z| > Z0.

(7.27)

The polylogarithmic functions are defined as Lin(x) =
&%

k=1 x
k/kn, the thermal

deBroglie wavelength is "dB = h/
*
2$mkBT , and the widths are %2

r = kBT/m#2
r
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Figure 7.4: The axial phase space distribution of thermal cloud in the trap with the
semi ideal gas approximation eq.(7.27). The axial position is shown in µm, and the axial
momentum shown in dimensionless units of pz"dB/!. The axial phase space density is
shown normalised to its peak value which occurs at f(0, 0). For the profile f(z, p) shown, a
temperature of 100 nK was used, and the length Z0 of the condensate set to 100µm. The
sum in the poly-logarithms in eq.(7.27) where evaluated up to k = 10.

and %2
z = kBT/m#2

z . The first order expansion (k=1) of the polylogarithms is

equivalent to replacing the Bose Einstein distribution by the Maxwell Boltzmann

distribution. In this case momentum and spatial parts of eq.(7.27) are separable. It

is then clear that outside the condensate, z > Z0, the thermal cloud has gaussian

tails. Inside the condensed region, z < Z0 the axial density is depleted from its value

at z = Z0 due to the presence of the condensate.

Figure 7.4 shows the axial phase space distribution f(pz, z) calculated from

eq.(7.27) with T = 100nK, Z0 = 100µm and #z = 2$ ! 10Hz. It can be seen

in this plot that at constant z, the function f(pz, z) is close to Gaussian in form.

At constant pz however, the shape of f(pz, z) is not gaussian. This is because of

the anharmonic shape of the e!ective potential Ve$(r), which takes into account the

spatially dependent mean field repulsion of the condensate. However, for z > Z0 it

takes a gaussian form since here the e!ective potential is the same as the harmonic

trap potential. The general shape of the distribution is in fact quite similar to that

of a classical gas in the potential Ve$, as can be found by taking only the k = 1 term

in the expansion of the poly-logarithms in eq.(7.27). The exact form of f(z, pz)

is altered slightly by the higher order terms. However, the series expansion of the

poly-logarithms in eq.(7.27) converge rapidly with respect to k. The function shown
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in fig.7.4 was calculated up to the k = 10 term only. With k = 15 the di!erence in

the function was found to be negligible, and for k = 5 only a small variation was

observed of ! 1%.

Integrating eq.(7.27) over pz gives

nth(z) = 2$%2
r

"
h

"dB

#3

,

-
-
.

-
-
/

2Li5/2 (1)% Li5/2

"

e
1

2"2
z
(z2!Z2

0 )
#

|z| < Z0

Li5/2

"

e
! 1

2"2
z
(z2!Z2

0 )
#

|z| , Z0

(7.28)

which is the the same axial density distribution described in [131, 132]. For the

thermal and condensate densities to consistently satisfy the Hartree Fock equations

in the semi ideal limit, the number of thermal and condensed atoms must satisfy

N0 +Nth = N, (7.29)

for total atom number N. Integrating nth(z) gives Nth, while the number of con-

densed atoms is found by integrating the Thomas Fermi density eq.(7.21):

Nth = (2$)3/2%2
r%z

"
h

"dB

#3 %
:

k=1

1

k3

G

4Z0

*
k*

2$%z

+e
k

Z2
0

2"2
z

5

1% erf

5 *
k*

2$%z
Z0

66

+ e
!k

Z2
0

2"2
z erfi

5 *
k*

2$%z
Z0

6H

(7.30a)

N0 =
aho
15a

* m#r

!"5/3

+5/2
Z5
0 (7.30b)

Here erf(z) = 1,
$

( z
!z dt e

!t2 is the error function, erfi(z) = 1,
$

( z
!z dt e

t2 , aho =
0

!/m#ho is the geometric mean harmonic oscillator length and a the s-wave scat-

tering length. The series for Nth converges rapidly and can be truncated after the

first few terms to give an expression that is quick to calculate.

For a semi-ideal Bose gas in thermal equilibrium, eq.(7.29), eq.(7.30a) and eq.(7.30b)

completely fix the relationship between N0, Nth, µ (or equivalently Z0) and T for a

given trap harmonic potential (#r and "). Any two parameters can be chosen for a

consistent solution of the total density, with all other parameters found through these

equations. This may require the inversion of eq.(7.30a) depending which parame-

ters are initially chosen, which can be done numerically (e.g. through an iterative

process) in a short amount of time < 1 s. Alternatively, an approximate relation for
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N0/N as function of T given in [131] can be used.

7.2.2 Expansion of Thermal Cloud after Release

While the in trap density distribution in a trap [131], and the expansion of a purely

thermal cloud above Tc [133] have been discussed in the literature, we do not find

an analytic description of the expansion of a partially condensed cloud for short

times #zt " 1 after release at t = 0.6 An analytical expression for this expansion

is derived here from the axial phase space distribution eq.(7.27) of the semi-ideal

thermal component. In the semi-ideal case the condensate expands as described

in [121] and sec.5.3.1. From this we assume that the condensate density decreases

rapidly after release, and the mean field potential is su#ciently weak that it no

longer influences the axial distribution of thermal atoms.7 Hence we assume the

atoms move along trajectories defined by the axial phase space distribution f(p, z)

in the trap at the instant of release, given by eq.(7.27). The relation eq.(7.29) and

the equations (7.30a) and (7.30b) still hold after release, fixing the relation between

nth and n0 as before.

To calculate how the axial density distribution evolves with time, we use the

same method as given for the ballistic expansion of a classical gas in sec. 3.2.2, but

start instead from the axial phase distribution 7.27. After expansion time t, an atom

found at position z# which was initially at z, must have momentum p = m(z#% z)/t.

To find the axial density of the expanding thermal cloud nth(z#, t), we make this

substitution for p in the initial phase space distribution f(p, z), then integrate over

all possible initial positions, z. Thus,

n(z#, t) = %
m

t

! !%

%
dzf(z,m

z# % z

t
) (7.31)

The integrand, f(z,m(z# % z)/t), takes on di!erent forms in the regions |z| > Z0

6As noted above, for longer expansion times !zt % 1, the density distribution of the expanded
cloud takes the same form as the initial momentum distribution, and the bimodal function eq.(7.20)
provides a good description of the total density.

7The condensate itself follows a ballistic expansion once the mean field interaction energy is
converted to kinetic energy. For our condensate the expansion is ballistic after at most a few
hundred µs (see sec.5.3.1). Only during the initial few hundred µs does the mean field have
significant e!ect, and for highly elongated traps this is almost exclusively in the radial direction
where there is a high gradient in the condensate density.
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Parameter fig.7.5a fig.7.5b fig.7.5c

atom number 104 104 104

temperature ( nK) 52.2 13.6 208.9

T/Tc 0.2 0.5 0.8

N0 9724 7483 2687

Z0 (µm) 73.0 69.3 56.5

kmax 10 10 10

time of flight (ms) 2, 16, 32 2, 16, 32 2, 16, 32

peak density (µm$1) 126.7, 126.6, 126.2 116.9, 114.3, 110.1 86.9, 76.9, 65.4

Table 7.1: Table of parameters of the expanding semi-ideal Bose gases shown in fig.7.5.

and |z| < Z0. Equation (7.31) is evaluated separately over these regions. Let

f (z#, p(z, t)) = 2$%2
r (h/"dB)2(f+(z#, z, t) + f!(z#, z, t)) where
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where . = #zt. Then the thermal density after release is given by

nth(z#, t)
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The three integrals evaluate to
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where 3 = 1 + .2, + = 1% .2.

Figure 7.5 shows the theoretical prediction of the axial density n(z, .) for 104

atoms after the trap potential is turned o!. Figures 7.5a, 7.5b and 7.5c show the
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Figure 7.5: Total axial density n(z), and thermal axial density nth(z), after release from
the magnetic trap as predicted by eq.(7.34). Figure 7.5a shows the densities for a cloud
at temperature T = 0.2Tc. The solid lines show the thermal (thick line) and total density
(thin lines) in trap. The dashed line shows the thermal density after 2ms (. = 1/8) of
expansion, the dotted line after 16ms (. = 1), and the dot-dashed line after 32ms (. = 2).
Figure 7.5b shows the total and thermal densities for a cloud at 0.5Tc, with solid, dashed,
dotted and dot-dashed lines as before. In this image the variation in the total density in the
condensed region (z < Z0) can be resolved. The solid grey lines show the total density in
this region for each time, and the solid black line shows the thermal density in trap. Figure
7.5c shows the total and thermal densities for a cloud at 0.8Tc. Line styles are the same as
fig.7.5b. All plots are for a gas of 104 atoms in the same trap with #z = 2$ ! 10Hz, and
#! = 2$ ! 1.4 kHz. The parameters for each figure are summarised in table 7.1.
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density for clouds at three di!erent temperatures T/Tc = 0.2 , 0.5 and 0.8. A detailed

set of parameters for the profiles shown in fig.7.5 are given in table 7.1. For each

temperature, the density is shown at four di!erent times: at the instant of release

(solid lines), at . = 1
8 (dashed lines), . = 1 (dotted lines) and at . = 2 (dot-dashed

lines). In our experiment we typically take an image of the cloud 2ms after it is

released, which for our trap frequency, #z = 2$ ! 10Hz, corresponds to . = 1
8 .

Using the examples in fig.7.5, we will now discuss the behaviour of the density of

the expanding cloud for . " 1 and for . . 1.

When . is small compared to 1, the first integral I1 almost completely describes

the density for |z| > Z0. Here the e!ective potential of the cloud when trapped

is just the harmonic trap potential. At these short expansion times, few atoms

from the central region reach this outer region, and hence the influences of I2 and

I3 are small. To first order in k the density for z > Z0 is gaussian, with width

%z
*
1 + .2 which is the same width as for an ideal thermal gas (see 3.2.2 for example).

The amplitude of the gaussian to which these tails belong is increased by factor

exp
*

Z0
2%2

z

+

= exp
*

µ
kBT

+

due to the repulsive e!ective potential in the central region

|z| < Z0. The density in the central region from I1 alone would be incorrect, as

it does not take into account the shape of the mean field potential. Therefore,

the second integral I2 is used to cancel the contribution to the density from I1

that results from particles it assumed were in the central |z| < Z0 at . = 0. The

third integral I3 then describes correctly the density of the expanding cloud due to

particles initially in the central region, taking into account the mean field influence

of the condensate. For temperatures close to Tc where the condensate is small as in

fig.7.5c, the result of I3 is close to the central region of the gaussian predicted by I1.

For low temperatures as in fig.7.5a, I3 gives a flatter density profile over the central

region close to the value n(z = z0).

For longer expansion times . > 1, the density distribution becomes less dependent

on the initial density distribution, as can be seen from the dot-dashed lines in fig.7.5

for all the temperatures shown. As . & -, the density distribution of the expanding

cloud tends to the shape of its momentum distribution, which is a Bose enhanced

gaussian with width %p =
*
mkBT . The width of this density distribution tends to

%p
)

m*z
=
)

kBT
m t.
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In the next section, we compare the results of the semi-ideal Bose gas model

to axial density profiles measured from our experiment. By fitting this model to

the measured profiles we can accurately predict various parameters of the Bose gas

such as its temperature or condensed fraction N0/N . This technique is useful in the

analysis of the data in Ch.8.

7.3 Measurement of Equilibrium Density Distribution

We now describe an experiment in which a partially condensed Bose gas is produced

then held in the trap for a su#cient length of time to reach its thermal equilibrium.

The Bose gas is then released and an image taken from which the axial density

profile is found. This experiment is repeated at di!erent temperatures, so density

profiles with di!erent thermal fractions are measured. Such density profiles are

shown in fig.7.7. We then discuss the methods of fitting to the measured profiles the

theoretical density profiles of the ideal model given by eq.(7.20), and of the semi-

ideal model given by eq.(7.34) and eq.(7.35). The objective of this experiment is to

test how well the semi-ideal gas model fits the measured density profiles of clouds

at various temperatures compared to the ideal gas model.

7.3.1 Measurement of Equilibrium Axial Density Profile

In the experiment a Bose Einstein condensate emerges during the final stage of an

8.5 s evaporation ramp. In this stage the frequency of the rf knife is reduced from

1.67MHz to 1.585MHz over 1 s, where it is then held for 100ms to increase the

condensed fraction further. The frequency is then increased over the next 10ms by

10 kHz, and held for a further 34ms before switching the rf o!.8 The gas is then

left in the trap to thermalise for at least 500ms to reach its equilibrium density

distribution.

After a few collisions and a few axial trap oscillations periods we expect the Bose

gas to essentially be in thermal equilibrium. The calculated peak density in the

8In some experiments we perform, the rf knife is left on while the Bose gas remains trapped.
This maintains a high condensate fraction despite the slow heating of the gas due to technical noise
in the experiment (e.g. from noise in the chip wire currents).
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Figure 7.6: The temperature of the partially condensed Bose gas in the magnetic trap
as a function of time. The temperature was estimated from the fraction of condensed
atoms N0/N using the semi-ideal gas model. From this data we estimate a heating rate of
approximately 50 nK s!1.

thermal fraction, n0 = 4(32)"
!3
dB, suggests a collision rate of about 100Hz for the

cloud which has an equilibrium temperature of between 100 and 150 nK. The axial

trap frequency is 10Hz. We therefore expect that 500ms is enough for thermal

equilibrium to be approached.

Meanwhile the gas heats up slowly due to technical noise in the experiment. We

view this slow heating as a quasi-static processes. The longer the gas is held in the

trap, the hotter it becomes, and the higher the thermal fraction. By measuring the

fraction of condensed atoms at time t we can estimate the temperature of the cloud

as a function of time 9. Figure 7.6 shows the temperature of clouds against the time

they were held in the trap. The graph suggests a heating rate of approximately

50 nK s!1.

After the thermalisation period the trap is rapidly switched o! by reducing the

chip wire currents to zero which takes less than 100µs. Once o! only the uniform bias

fields remain so the atoms are no longer trapped. The x-bias field is reduced from

35G to 3G over 1ms, where it sets the quantisation axis for absorption imaging.

After 2ms of free fall and expansion, an absorption image of the gas is taken with a

100µs pulse of the imaging beam. A background image is taken 200ms later when

the cloud is no longer present. The absorption image is processed to give a 2D array

of the cloud’s density distribution in terms of atoms detected per pixel. We find

9We explain how we measure this in the sections that follow
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the axial density profile of the clouds from these images by summing over the pixels

in the vertical direction (ŷ). Three examples of these measured profiles for clouds

at three di!erent temperatures are shown by the data points in fig.7.7. However,

before summing to find n(z) we process the images further to reduce some of the

noise in the images not related to the density of the clouds.

Small di!erences in the image beam intensity between the absorption and back-

ground images lead to a mean background o!set in the counts per pixel of the

processed image. This mean o!set is measured over a region where no atoms are

present, then subtracted from all pixels in the image. The remaining counts are

summed over the region where the cloud is present to give an estimate of the atom

number. In addition to a background o!set, fringes appear in the processed image

due to optical aberrations together with small di!erences in the imaging beam path

between the two images. These are filtered using a notch filter on the Fourier trans-

form of the processed image in which a distinct feature due to these fringes is visible.

Finally a short but wide region is selected around the cloud image, and summed over

the (short) ŷ direction to give the axial density profile, n(z) =
(

dxdy n(x, y, z). The

region is kept short to minimise the distortion of the density profile due to artefacts

elsewhere in the image, yet tall enough (a few times the clouds r.m.s. width) to

e!ectively include all atoms. The density profile is in fact a discrete version n(z),

specifically n(zi)"z, where zi is the axial coordinate of the ith column of pixels, and

"z = 3.45µm is the pixel width.

Figures 7.7a, 7.7b and 7.7c show axial density profiles measured in this way for

three di!erent clouds with condensed fractions of 0.6, 0.6 and 0.3 respectively. The

blue data points show the measured density profiles n(zi), shown normalised to a

peak density of 1. We have fitted both the ideal gas model of eq.(7.20), and the

semi-ideal gas model of eq.(7.34) and eq.(7.35) to these data points. The solid black

lines show the fitted total denisty n(z) from the semi-ideal model, and the dotted

line its thermal part nth(z). The dot-dashed line shows the fitted Gaussian profile of

the thermal density nth(z) in the ideal gas model. Testing how well the semi-ideal

model fits the data, and comparing it to the commonly used ideal gas model is the

focus of this experiment, which we discuss in sec.7.3.3 below. Before our discussion,

we explain in next section, sec.7.3.2, how we fit these two di!erent models to the
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measured density profiles.

7.3.2 Fitting to the Axial Density Profile

The lines plotted against the data in fig.7.7 show a Thomas Fermi density profile

for the condensate combined with that of either an ideal or semi ideal thermal

cloud fitted to the measured axial density. The ideal gas model given in (7.20)

for the expanding thermal cloud is often used in experiments with Bose Einstein

condensates where a thermal cloud is visible. However, this model fails to take into

account the influence the condensate has on the thermal density. Its accuracy in

describing the thermal cloud in the vicinity of the condensate is not clear, especially

for short expansion times . " 1. The semi ideal model of the expanding thermal

cloud is that developed in here in sec.7.2.2, and is based on the in trap model of [131].

The density profiles are found from equations (7.29), (7.34) and (7.35). This model

considers the first order e!ect of the condensate on the thermal cloud and should

therefore provide a more accurate fit to the experimental data than the ideal model.

We will compare the fits of the two models in sec.7.3.3. In this section we explain

the methods of fitting the ideal and semi-ideal models to the data.

The dot-dashed lines in fig.7.7 show the ideal thermal gas model fitted to our data.

To fit this model we first select data of the tails of the thermal cloud only, excluding

the central region where condensed atoms are present. A Gaussian function is fitted

by method of least squares to the thermal tails. 10 The fitted Gaussian is then used

to represent the thermal component of the combined bimodal distribution. The

full bimodal distribution of this Gaussian plus the Thomas Fermi density for the

condensate are then fitted over the full range of the density profile. For the fit to

converge reliably we find a good initial estimate of the condensate fit parameters

is necessary. These initial estimates are found by fitting a pure Thomas Fermi

profile to selected data in the centre of the profile where the condensate is present.

This process is similar to that discussed in [110]. We find the fitted function can be

sensitive to the size of the central region excluded when we initially fit to the thermal

tails. In fig.7.7 the total bimodal density functions n(z) from the ideal model are

10The fit is found in mathematica, which finds the parameter set that minimises the squared
distance of data points to the fitted function. The method of numerical minimisation in parameter
space is automatically chosen by mathematica.
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Figure 7.7: Measured and theoretical density profiles of three di!erent partially condensed
clouds. Figure 7.7a shows the density profile for a cloud with a condensed fraction of 0.6
and total atom number of 9.6 ! 103. The density is shown normalised to a peak density
of 1. The data points show the density found from absorption images of the cloud in our
experiment. The solid black line shows the density of the semi-ideal model eq.(7.34) fitted
to the data points. The dotted line shows the density of thermal atoms, nth(z), predicted
by this model. The dot-dashed line shows the Gaussian thermal density profile estimated
from the ideal gas model fitted to the data points. Figure 7.7b shows the axial density of a
cloud also with N0/N = 0.6, but a higher atom number of 1.07! 104, and therefore slightly
higher absolute temperature. The solid, dotted and dot-dashed lines are the fitted profiles
of the semi-ideal and ideal models as in fig.7.7a Figure 7.7c shows the axial density of a
cloud with a lower condensed fraction of 0.3, and atom number of 8.5 ! 103. The lines are
indicated for fig.7.7a and fig.7.7b.
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shown by the dashed line, and the ideal thermal component nth(z) shown by the

dot-dashed line.

The solid lines in fig.7.7 show the axial density n(z) from the semi-ideal model

fitted to the experimental data, and the dotted line the thermal part of this den-

sity nth(z). To fit the semi ideal model to experimental profiles is actually more

straight forward than for the ideal model because the entire function can be fit at

once, and depends on just three fit parameters where thermal equilibrium is as-

sumed. Two of these control the widths of the condensed and thermal components,

and the third defines the centre of the distribution. From the model given by equa-

tions (7.29), (7.34) and (7.35), we generate a 3D interpolation function for the axial

density n(z, T/Tc, Z0), as a function of z, the fractional temperature T/Tc and the

condensate width Z0. The translated function n(z % zc, T/Tc, Z0), centred at zc, is

then fitted to the experimental data using the method of least squares. The three

fit parameters are zc, T/Tc and Z0. In the density profiles of fig.7.7 the total density

n(z) for the semi ideal model is shown by the solid line, and the semi-ideal thermal

component nth(z) shown by the dotted line.

7.3.3 Discussion of Measured and Fitted Density Profiles

The main reason for fitting a model to the density distribution is to determine what

component of the total density is due to the condensate and what component is due

to the thermal cloud. Through determination of this, the thermal fraction Nth/N of

the total atom number can be calculated. From this other parameters such as the

fraction temperature T/Tc, the number of atoms in the condensate, and subsequently

its chemical potential can all be determined. Therefore the accuracy with which a

model of the density of a Bose gas fits to the profiles that are measured is important,

and motivates our discussion in this section.

We fit the two theoretical models of the density profile to the density profiles we

measure as explained in previous sections. The first is the ideal model, consisting

of a Gaussian that describes the thermal component of the Bose gas, and a Thomas

Fermi density profile that describes the condensed component. In this model the

thermal cloud is considered independently of the condensate. The second model is
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the semi-ideal model, which considers the influence of the condensate on the thermal

cloud. The thermal component of the semi ideal model, eq.(7.34), is made up of three

subcomponents given by I1, I2 and I3 of (7.35). The semi-ideal model is a more

accurate model of the Bose gas since it considers to first order the correction to the

thermal density due to the presence of the condensate.

From a theoretical point of view, one would expect the Gaussian of the ideal

model to closely match the Gaussian tail given by I1 of the semi-ideal model.11

Subsequently the ideal model would be expected to overestimate the thermal density

in the central region - where the actual thermal density is depleted - and therefore

overestimate the thermal fraction. However, experimentally we do not find this to

be the case.

The measured density profiles in fig.7.7a and fig.7.7b are very similar. From the

fitted semi-ideal model we find an almost identical condensed fractions of 0.37 and

0.39 respectively, and temperature of the cloud in fig.7.7b is only slightly higher than

for the cloud in fig.7.7a. However, compared to the semi-ideal fit, the Gaussian of

the ideal thermal cloud model fits the two profiles di!erently. In fig.7.7a it closely

follows the semi-ideal density profile outside the condensed region, and overestimates

its density in the central region. In fig.7.7b the ideal model estimates a higher density

in the outer region with a wider Gaussian profile than in fig.7.7a, but consequently

underestimates the thermal density in the central region. The wider Gaussian in

fig.7.7b is due to a marginally higher proportion of atoms in the thermal tails of

the distribution. We chose the profiles in fig.7.7a and fig.7.7a to illustrate how

sensitive the bimodal model is to slight variations in the cloud temperature. In

fig.7.7c, where the condensed fraction N0/N = 0.3 and temperature higher than the

clouds in fig.7.7a and fig.7.7a, the Gaussian is even wider when compared with the

semi-ideal model, and it greatly underestimates the thermal density in the central

region.

If our trap was a perfectly harmonic potential, one would expect the Gaussian

of the ideal model to be very similar to the thermal tails of the semi-ideal model,

regardless of the temperature. We would therefore not expect such variation of

11In the experiment discussed in this section the cloud is allowed to expand for only a short time
# " 1 after it is released from the trap, hence the expanding tails deviate little from the I1.
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the fitted models as the temperature increases. However our trap is not a perfect

harmonic trap, as the shape depends on the small transverse currents in the central

wires of our atom chip as explained in sec.4.3. The gradual widening of the fitted

Gaussian away from that predicted by the semi-ideal model as the temperature rises

is due to the e!ects of anharmonicity and roughness in the trap potential.

Firstly, anharmonicity of the local minimum where the gas is trapped, means

the potential widens slightly more than expected for a harmonic potential, thereby

widening the tails of the density distribution. Secondly, roughness in the trap poten-

tial leads to small peaks in the density away from the centre of the cloud. Neither

model explicitly considers these two e!ects which tend to widen the tails of the

thermal cloud. However, the Gaussian of the ideal model is fitted only to the tails of

the measured density, and is not constrained in any way by the density profile in the

central region, around the condensate. This model is therefore strongly influenced

by anharmonicity and roughness in the trap. In contrast, the semi-ideal model fits

directly to the entire profile, and gives a better description of the measured density

over the 200µm wide central region, where almost all of the atoms are found. The

three plots shown in 7.7 are specific cases, but the overall e!ect can be observed

over many more profiles.

Two quantify our assertion that the ideal model fits better to the tails of the

measured distributions, and the semi-ideal model fits better to the central region,

we look at the fit residuals for the two models, and ratio of their 52 values over the

central and outer region of the measured profiles. We first fit the two models to

34 individual density profiles measured in the same method given in sec.7.3.1. The

condensate fraction and temperature were varied between di!erent measurements by

holding the gas in the trap for longer, allowing it to heat up at a rate of 50 nK s!1. In

addition, small variations of about 10 kHz in the energy of the trap bottom altered

the final trap depth set by the rf knife.

The first plot in fig.7.8a shows an example of one of these profiles, together with

the ideal and semi-ideal model fits. The error bars on the data points are calculated

from the shot noise in the CCD counts. A pixel in the absorption (background)

image with A (B) counts has uncertainty
*
A (

*
B). This leads to an uncertainty

of
0

1/A+ 1/B in the processed pixel of the absorption. To find the axial density
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profiles from the processed absorption images, we sum over the pixels in the vertical

direction, and therefore add these pixel uncertainties in quadrature to give the error

bars as shown in fig.7.8a.

We then calculate the normalised residuals Ri = [n(zi) % nfit(zi)]/%i, for these

profiles for the ideal and semi-ideal fitted models, where n(zi) is the measured value

of the density, nfit(zi) its value from the fit, %i the uncertainty, and i the pixel index

which runs over the number of pixels in the axial direciton (see, for example [134]).

The lower middle and bottom plots in fig.7.8a show these residuals for the fitted

ideal model and fitted semi-ideal model respectively.

To verify our assertion above, we compare the values of 52 =
&

j R
2
j for the

two models, calculated over two regions. The first region is the inner region 300 <

z < 480µm, where we expect the thermal density to be strongly e!ected by the

mean field repulsion of the condensate. The second region is the outer region where

z < 300µm or z > 480µm. In this region, the axial potential di!ers from the 10Hz

harmonic potential we expect at the centre of the trap. The data points in fig.7.8

shows the ratios 52
SI/5

2
I , calculated over the inner region (blue round data points),

and the outer region (purple square data points). 52
SI is the chi-squared value for the

semi-ideal fitted model over the indicated region, and 52
I the value for the ideal fitted

model. For the inner region, the (blue) data points all lie in the region 52
SI/5

2
I < 1,

where the semi-ideal model provides a better fit to the measured density profiles. For

the outer region, the (purple square) data points lie in the region 52
SI/5

2
I > 1, where

the ideal model provides a better fit. This is because the gaussian part of the ideal

model is not constrained by what is expected for the density in the central region,

and is therefore able to reach a closer agreement with the thermal density in this

outer region where the axial potential is weaker than the 10Hz harmonic potential

found at the centre of the trap. We see in fig.7.8 that the ratio 52
SI/5

2
I in the outer

region decreases as the condensed fraction N0/N increases. This is explained by the

reduced population in the thermal tails as N0/N increases, or equivalently as the

temperature of the Bose gas decreases. Thus the axial width of the thermal tails

is reduced, and a higher fraction of thermal atoms are found closer to the centre of

the trap where it is closer the 10Hz harmonic axial potential used in the semi-ideal

model.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of fit residuals of the semi-ideal and ideal fitted models. Figure
7.8a shows an example of a measured axial density profiles, together with the ideal and
semi-ideal fitted model and their fit residuals. The the upper plot, the data points are found
from summing over columns of pixels in a processed absorption image, and the error bars
are derived from the uncertainty due to shot noise in the raw absorption and background
images. The blue line shows the ideal model fitted to the data, and the purple line the
semi-ideal model. The middle plot shows the fit residual for the ideal model, and lower
plot shows the fit residuals from the semi-ideal model. The region in between the vertical
gridlines is defined as the ‘inner’ region, and outside these lines the ‘outer’ region is defined.
Figure 7.8b shows the ratios of the chi-squared value found for each model in the inner and
outer regions. These ratios were found for 34 di!erent absorption images, from which the
density profiles such as that shown in fig.7.8a were determined. Each image was of a cloud
with a slightly di!erent condensed fraction, as indicated by the horizontal scale. The blue
round data points show the ratio 52

SI/5
2
I in the central region for each cloud, and the purple

square data points show the ratio 52
SI/5

2
I in the outer region for each cloud. For the profile

in fig.7.8a, N0/N = 0.41, and 52
SI/5

2
I is 0.6 in the central region, and 1.8 in the outer region.

For estimating the thermal fraction, an accurate estimate of the thermal density

in the central region, is much more important than that of the tails for two reasons.

Firstly, it is only in this central region that the thermal density cannot be measured

directly from absorption images, since in this region it must be separated from

the condensate density. Secondly, this is where the thermal density is highest, so

incorrect estimation in this region will can lead to a larger error in the number of

thermal atoms. The semi-ideal model provides not only a more accurate theoretical

description of the thermal density in this region, but also provides a better fit to the

experimental data, as shown by our analysis above. We are therefore confident that

the number of thermal atoms estimated by the semi-ideal model fit in this region is
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Figure 7.9: Thermal fraction estimated from the semi-ideal model versus the estimate
from the ideal model. Data point show the estimates for the two models for each of the 34
measured density profiles we fit to. The blue line is a linear fit to the data points. Its gradient
indicates that the ideal-model underestimates the thermal fraction quite consistently by 30%.
The purple line shows where data points with a 1:1 relation of the thermal fraction from the
two models would lie.

a more accurate estimate than given by the ideal model. In the remainder of this

thesis we use the semi-ideal model as the correct model for estimating the thermal

density in this central region.

Finally, we show in fig.7.9 the thermal fraction estimated from the ideal model

plotted against the thermal fraction estimated from the semi-ideal model. There is

a strong correlation between the two estimates, and a straight line is fit to this data.

The slope of the line is less than 1, and indicates that the ideal model systematically

underestimates the thermal fraction by approximately 30%. The line also passes

through the origin where the thermal fraction is zero and the two models become

identical Thomas Fermi density profiles.

7.4 Low temperature excitations of the gas

We now return to the full Hamiltonian eq.(7.10) for the interacting Bose gas, and

introduce the Bogoliubov approximation in the second quantised limit. This approx-
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imation is central to the microscopic theory of the Bose gas, which will be used in the

following chapter in the discussion of damping of the motion of the condensate. In

contrast to the Hatree-Fock approximation, the second order non-Hermitian terms

of *! and *!† are retained in the Bogoliubov approximation. As discussed in sec.7.2,

these terms couple the single particle states expected from a Hermitian theory of

the gas (such as Hartree Fock theory). As a result, the excitations of the gas are

no longer single Fock states, but superposition states more like the coherent states

found in quantum electrodynamics. The Bogoliubov theory serves as the starting

point for investigating processes third order in *! or *!†, which are used to explain

the damping of collective oscillations of the condensate in Ch.8.

7.4.1 Bogoliubov Approximation

The Hamiltonian HB consisting of all terms up to second order in *! or *!† is given

by,

HB =

!

dr

;

%!†
0

!2+2

2m
!0 % *!†!

2+2

2m
*! + V (r)!†

0!0 + V (r)*!†*!+
g

2
!†

0!
†
0!0!0

+2g!†
0!0*!

†*!+
g

2

*

!†
0!

†
0*!*!+ *!†*!†!0!0

+@

.(7.36)

In the Bogoliubov theory, the operators *! and *!† are thought of as producing

small fluctuations in the gas about the ground state. In this context they are com-

monly referred to as the fluctuation operators. The final two terms of HB are the

non-hermitian terms, and the third to last term is the Hartree Fock exchange term.

The fourth order term g
2*!

†*!†*!*!, which accounts for collisions between excited

particles, is not included in the initial development of this theory. The Hamilto-

nian HB can be diagonalised through a method of transformation named after Bo-

goliubov. The Bogoliubov method transforms the system into one of independent

bosonic quasiparticles, in the presence of the ground state mean field and external

potential.

The Bogoliubov transformation is a canonical transformation of the creation and

annihilation operators a†i and ai to a new pair of operators

3i = uiai + va†i , 3†
i = uia

†
i + viai. (7.37)
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where u and v are a pair of complex valued coe#cients. The single particle basis of

the creation and annihilation operators in eq.(7.37) is completely arbitrary. Using

eq.(7.11) to work in the position basis instead, the operators 3i and 3†
i can be written

in terms of the field operators *!(r) and *!†(r). For i > 0,

3i =

!

dr
*

ui(r)
&*!(r) + vi(r)*!

†(r)
+

, 3†
i =

!

dr
*

ui(r)*!
†(r) + v&i (r)*!(r)

+

,

(7.38)

where the coe#cients u and v have become functions of r. One requires that these

transformation be canonical, preserving the bosonic commutator relations such that

[3†
i ,3

†
j ] = [3i,3j ] = 0, [3i,3

†
j ] = *ij . (7.39)

These commutator relations subsequently lead to the following orthogonality relation

between ui(r) and vj(r), found on substitution of eq.(7.38),

!

dr
$

u&i (r)uj(r)% vi(r)v
&
j (r)

%

= *ij . (7.40)

This fixes the relation between the sets of functions {ui(r)} and {vi(r)}.

The transformations are easily inverted to give

*! =
:

i

ui(r)3i % v&i (r)3
†
i , *!† =

:

i

u&i (r)3
†
i % vi(r)3i. (7.41)

The inverse transformations are used to re-write the Hamiltonian in terms of the

operators 3i and 3†
i . The resulting expression for the hamiltonian consists of ‘di-

agonal’ terms like 3†
i3i and ‘o! diagonal’ terms like 3†

i3
†
i . The coe#cients ui(r)

and vj(r), which so far only have the one constraint eq.(7.40), can be chosen such

that the o! diagonal terms of the Hamiltonian are equal to zero. In its diagonal

form the Hamiltonian describes a system of Bosons with no interaction between

them. Thus by making the Bogoliubov transformation we have found the eigenbasis

of Hamiltonian HB of eq.(7.36). Unlike the original basis, it is not complicated by

coupling between modes. In the next section we give an example of the Bogoliubov

transformation for a uniform Bose gas which clearly demonstrates the point we have

made here.
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To take into account changes in particle number one usually works with the grand

canonical Hamiltonian K = HB % µN instead of HB.[11] For the chosen functions

ui(r) and vi(r) to diagonalise K, they must satisfy the Bogoliubov equations,

"

%
!2+2

2m
+ V (r) + 2gn0(r)% µ

#

ui(r)% g12vi(r) = -iui(r), (7.42a)
"

%
!2+2

2m
+ V (r) + 2gn0(r)% µ

#

vi(r)% g1&2ui(r) = %-ivi(r). (7.42b)

These coupled equations define the set of normal modes of the hamiltonian K in

terms of the eigenfunctions ui(r) and vi(r), with energy eigenvalue -i. The operators

that create and destroy excitations in these normal modes are 3†
i and 3i; a single

excitation in the ith mode written as 3†
i |0' and has energy -i.

7.4.2 Bogoliubov Excitations in a Box

It is not a trivial task to find the Bogoliubov modes of a trapped Bose gas from

eq.(7.42). These simultaneous equations can be solved numerically at zero temper-

ature as outlined in [15], and the related equations at finite temperatures outlined

in [128], where the modes are populated according the Bose-Einstein distribution.

Once solutions are found, working with them is not necessarily straight forward due

to their complicated form. An alternative is to approximate the trap potential by

a box of dimensions Lx, Ly and Lz and volume V. Inside the box the Bose gas

is homogenous, and the Bogoliubov modes can be found in terms of plane waves

eik·r/
*
V . Working in this simplified system, it is easier to form an intuitive ex-

planation of various processes, for which some analytic results can be found. We

summarise the key components of the homogenous theory here, so that they can be

used in the next chapter in the discussion of Landau damping.

In the momentum representation the single particle eigenfunctions in the box

are plane waves eik·r/
*
V , with wavevector k = (n$Lx

, n$Ly
, n$Lz

), where the integers

ni run from %- to -. Using eq.(7.7) the field operators can be expanded in the

momentum representation as

!(r) =
:

k

eik·r*
V

ak, !†(r) =
:

k

e!ik·r
*
V

a
†
k. (7.43)
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which are used to expand the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian eq.(7.36). In addition to this

the ground state operators are replaced by their expectation value
*
n0 =

0

N0/V ,

where n0 is the ground state density. The integral in eq.(7.36) with respect to r over

the plane waves lead to Kronecker delta symbols, e.g.

*ij =
1

V

!

dr ei(ki!kj)·r (7.44)

which ensure conservation of momentum. Subtracting µN from the result, one finds

after some simple algebra

HB%µN = %
g

2
V n2

0+
:

i>0

;"
!2k2

2m
+ gn0

#
*

a
†
kak + a

†
!ka!k

+

+ gn0

*

a
†
ka

†
!k + aka!k

+
<

.

(7.45)

The first term under the summation is the hermitian diagonal term, but the second

term is non-hermitian, creating or annihilating pairs of momentum states |±k'.

To find the diagonal form, the creation and annihilation operators a
†
k and ak are

transformed under the Bogoliubov transformation

!k = ukak + vka
†
!k !

†
k = uka

†
k + vka!k (7.46)

where the amplitudes uk and vk are real and positive and depend on the magnitude

of k. As described in sec.7.4.1 for the general approach, the new operators ! and

!
† must satisfy the bosonic commutator relations eq.(7.39). For the operators to

satisfy
2

!,!†3 = 1, the coe#cients must satisfy the orthogonality relation

u2k % v2k = 1. (7.47)

This relation is used to find the inverse transformations,

ak = uk!k % vk!
†
!k, a

†
k = uk!

†
k % vk!!k. (7.48)
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Using these to expand eq.(7.45), gives

HB % µN = %
g

2
V n2

0 + 2ckv
2
k % 2µukvk

+
:

k>0

?
$

ck(u
2
k + v2k)% 2µukvk

%

(!†
k!k +!

†
!k!!k)

+
$

µ(u2k + v2k)% 2ckukvk
%

(!†
k!

†
!k +!k!!k)

@

(7.49)

where ck = !2k2

2m + µ, and the chemical potential µ = gn0. This equation takes

diagonal form if

µ(u2k + v2k)% 2ckukvk = 0, (7.50)

which is the Bogoliubov equation for the homogeneous system, equivalent to the

set of simultaneous equations eq.(7.42), in the trapped system. Equation (7.50) is

solved together with the orthogonality relation eq.(7.47) to give the amplitudes of

the Bogoliubov modes,

u2k =
1

2

"
ck
-k

+ 1

#

, v2k =
1

2

"
ck
-k

% 1

#

(7.51)

together with the energy eigenvalues

-k =

G
"
!2k2

2m
+ gn0

#2

% (gn0)
2

H1/2

. (7.52)

This equation is the well known Bogoliubov dispersion relation for excitations in a

homogeneous gas. In the low momentum limit these are phonons propagating with

sound velocity c = d-k/d(!k) =
0

gn0/m.

Now in diagonal form, eq.(7.45) is given by

HB % µN = %
g

2
V n2

0 +
:

k>0

;

-k %
"
!2k2

2m
+ gn0

#

+ -k
*

!
†
k!k +!

†
!k!!k

+
<

. (7.53)

This describes the excitations of the gas as a system of non-interacting bosons,

created and annihilated by !
†
k and !k, in the presence of the ground state which

has wavefunction
*
n0. The field operators *! and *!†, defined in eq.(7.11), can be
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rewritten in terms of these modes using eq.(7.43) and eq.(7.48), which gives

*!(r) =
:

k -=0

*

uk(r)!k % v&k(r)!
†
!k

+

, *!†(r) =
:

k -=0

*

u&k(r)!
†
k % vk(r)!!k

+

(7.54)

where

uk(r) = uk
eik·r*
V

and v&k(r) = vk
eik·r*
V

. (7.55)

Thus the field operator *!† acting on the ground state |N0' creates a particle-like

excitation with amplitude uk and momentum k, together with a hole-like excitation

with amplitude vk and opposite momentum %k. In thermal equilibrium these modes

are thermally excited; the average occupation number of the mode with momentum

k is given by the Bose Einstein distribution f(-k) = (e("k!µ)/kBT % 1)!1, where -k is

given by the dispersion relation eq.(7.52).

Equation (7.53) provides the starting point for investigating higher order interac-

tions in the gas. Using the expansion eq.(7.54) for the operators *! and *!†, which

in the Bogoliubov theory represent small fluctuations from the ground state, one can

include the terms of third order in *! or *!† as a small perturbation to eq.(7.53).

Such terms represent processes where two excitations collide to form a ground state

particle and a di!erent excitation, or vice versa. This method is used in Ch.8 to

study the the damping of a collective excitation caused by collisions with thermal

excitations.

The mean field e!ect of the fourth order terms g
2*!

†*!†*!*! can also be in-

cluded under Popov approximation [135, 136]. In this approximation it is assumed

that the field operators in this term can be replaced by their mean field values in the

original (un-transformed) Fock basis. In thermodynamic equilibrium the mean field

values are given by the occupation numbers found from the Bose Einstein distribu-

tion. The other terms are treated as above in the Bogoliubov approximation.12 For

the homogenous gas, making the Popov approximation does not change the form

of the Bogoliubov modes uk(r) and vk(r), only adding a constant energy term of

%2gn0Nth % gN2
th/V to the Hamiltonian (see for example chap. 8 in [11]).

12Formally, one starts with in the Hartree Fock approximation and assumes the quantum fluc-
tuations due to the non-hermitian second order terms are small, hence the state of the gas is
approximately a Fock state. The non-hermitian second order terms are then added to the Hartree
Fock Hamiltonian and the Bogoliubov transformation is made.



Chapter 8

Damping of Centre of Mass Os-

cillation

In this chapter we present and discuss measurements we have made on the damp-

ing of centre of mass oscillations of the condensate, trapped in the presence of a

stationary thermal cloud. The Bose gas sits in a local minimum of the rough axial

potential, which is several hundred nano-Kelvin deep. At the lowest energies, where

the condensate sits, this potential is approximately harmonic with a frequency of

10Hz. We drive simple harmonic motion in the condensate centre of mass. This

motion is damped as the condensate moves through the stationary thermal cloud

that surrounds it. We measure how the amplitude of the oscillations decay, and how

this changes for thermal clouds at di!erent temperatures.

The damping is due to collisions between condensed particles and particles in the

thermal cloud. It is therefore expected that changing the population of the thermally

excited states will change the damping rate of condensate oscillations. We use the

depth of the local minimum of the trap to control the fraction and energy of atoms

that are in the thermal cloud. This depth is set by the frequency di!erence "f

between the rf knife and the bottom of the local minimum, and is held at a constant

value while the condensate oscillates.

We repeat the experiment but with "f held at a di!erent constant value, and

therefore with a di!erent thermal fraction. We measure the damping rate for clouds

211
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with di!erent thermal fractions and observe the damping rate to be reduced for

smaller thermal fractions.

In sec.8.1 we describe how the oscillations of the condensate are produced. Sec-

tion 8.2 explains how we extract information about the oscillations and the thermal

fraction of the gas. We present our damping measurements versus the thermal frac-

tion and temperature in sec.8.3, and discuss our observations. Using the analytical

tools developed in ch.7, we then give a detailed description of Landau damping

in sec.8.4, which we believe to be the mechanism for the temperature-dependent

damping rate we observe. We derive the well known model of Landau damping for

a uniform Bose gas in sec.8.4.1, but show in sec.8.4.2 that this gives a significantly

higher damping rate than we observe. In sec.8.4.3 we make a modification to this

model to take into account the discrete spectrum of our trap, then show in sec.8.4.4

that it describes well the damping behaviour that we observe.

8.1 Experimental Method

A condensate is produced at the end of the rf evaporation ramp as described in

sec.7.3.1. The final frequency of the rf evaporation ramp is approximately 10 kHz

above the trap bottom. The rf knife remains here for 100ms before being raised

over 350ms to sit at "f above the trap bottom.

The position of the trap centre is then varied in the axial direction to drive axial

centre of mass oscillations. To shift the trap centre, a small magnetic field gradient

of less than 100mGcm!1 is applied to the magnetic trap. This field is produced

by making a small change to the current running through one of the end wires of

the atom chip. Since the length of the region where the trapped cloud sits is small

compared to its distance from the end wire, the field gradient experienced by the

cloud is constant to a good approximation. This shifts the position of the local

minimum of the trap potential in the axial direction by up to 10µm. The shift

in the transverse position is negligible (less then 1 nm), due to the tight transverse

confinement of the trap.

The end-wire current is varied sinusoidally for two complete cycles, with an am-
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Figure 8.1: Damped oscillation of condensate centre of mass. Figure 8.1a shows a movie
of the centre of mass oscillations of the condensate, comprising of 32 absorption images of
di!erent condensates, taken over a series of evenly spaced times from 10 to 400ms. The
images in fig.8.1a are orientated such that the long (z) axis of the trap is vertical on this page.
The height of the box corresponds to 30µm. Figure 8.1b shows the centre of mass of the
condensate after we start it oscillating. Data points show measurements of the condensate
centre of mass. The fitted line is the function eq.(8.1), from which we determine the damping
rate ! (see sec.8.2 for details).

plitude of 50mA a frequency # to match the axial trap frequency of #z = 2$!10Hz

at the bottom of the local minimum, thus driving axial oscillation in the condensate

centre of mass. During this time the energy of the trap bottom also oscillates, so

the rf field is temporarily turned o! to prevent any unwanted trap loss. Once the

driving sequence is finished the rf field is turned back on at the same frequency,

"f above the trap bottom. The axial potential experienced by the thermal cloud

is anharmonic and has weaker confinement than a 10Hz harmonic potential. The

thermal cloud therefore oscillates at a di!erent frequency to the condensate, and has

negligible responce to this 10Hz driving force.

The condensate is left to oscillate in the trap for a time t between 10ms and

400ms. After this time the magnetic trap is turned o! and the cloud is allowed

to expand freely for 2ms before an absorption image is taken. The condensate

centre of mass and the fraction of thermal atoms in the cloud are measured from
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the absorption image. We build up a movie of the centre of mass oscillations for

a given value of "f by running this sequence 32 times, allowing the condensate to

oscillate for a di!erent length of time 10 < t < 400ms in each run. An example

given in fig.8.1. Figure 8.1a shows a series of 32 of these images which make a

movie of the motion of the condensate over 400ms. The condensate centre of mass

is plotted in fig.8.1b as a function of time, showing the damped oscillations. In

general, the measured oscillations have an initial amplitude of typically 10 to 15µm,

and a period of about 10.5Hz. The amplitude decays exponentially with a typical

1/e time between 125ms and 630ms.

A single set of data takes approximately 30mins to acquire. We take several data

sets at each of six di!erent values of "f ; 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 and 300 kHz. Changing

"f changes the temperature of the thermal cloud by adjusting the depth of the trap.

This in turn alters the thermal fraction, because the condensate is roughly in thermal

equilibrium with it. Since collisions between the condensate and thermal atoms are

a cause of damping, we expect the damping rate to change depending on the size of

the thermal fraction. By changing "f in this way, we are able to measure how the

damping rate of the centre of mass oscillations varies with the thermal fraction.

8.2 Measuring the Condensate Centre of Mass and the

Thermal Fraction

The information about the condensate centre of mass, atom number, thermal frac-

tion and subsequently temperature of the gas, is all found from the absorption

images. Once processed, the absorption images (see sec.2.1.8) are a direct measure-

ment of the column density at each pixel. We image the cloud with the imaging

beam directed along the x-axis, so each pixel gives a count of the optical density

integrated over the pixel ares, % n(yi, zj)A, where yi, zj are the pixel coordinates,

A = 3.452 µm2 is the pixel area, and % is the scattering cross section for the optical

transition |F = 2' & |F # = 3' (see sec.2.1.8). An example of a processed absorption

image of a cloud is shown in fig.8.2a.

In all our images we observe diagonal fringes such as those visible in fig.8.2a.
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Figure 8.2: Processed absorption images of a cloud in free expansion after release from
trap in which it was oscillating. The box indicates the region of interest selected. Figure
8.2a shows the unfiltered image, in which diagonal fringes can be seen which are due to
interference fringes in the background and raw absorption images. Figure 8.2b shows the
same image after applying a notch filter to its Fourier transform as explained in the text.

These are caused by interference fringes in the intensity profile of the imaging beam,

and are not due to density fluctuations of the cloud. In the raw images of the

shadow of the cloud and the background image these diagonal fringes are highly

visible. In principle the fringe should be removed by subtracting images with and

without atoms. However, small movements of the interference pattern between the

two images being taken, prevent these fringes from being completely cancelled when

the images are processed. We therefore filter out these fringes after subtraction. To

do this we Fourier transform the subtracted absorption image and remove the points

of transformed image at the frequency of the fringes using a narrow notch filter. The

inverse Fourier transform is then applied to recover the absorption image. Figure

8.2b shows the absorption image of fig.8.2a after filtering.

Following this, a small region is selected around the cloud of 30!400 pixels. The

pixel counts are summed over this region in the vertical direction, to obtain the axial

density profile. To find the centre of mass of the condensate we fit to the density

profile the bimodal model of eq.(7.20), which has a thermal component treated as a

non-interacting (ideal) gas. Importantly, this model allows the centre of mass of the

condensate to be determined independently from that of the thermal cloud centre
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of mass. We take the fit parameter z0 as the centre of mass of the condensate.

An example of the centre of mass measurements taken over an entire oscillation

data set is shown in fig.8.1b. In each dataset we measure approximately four oscil-

lations, to which we fit the function for weakly damped simple harmonic motion,

z0(t) = Ae!-t sin(#t+ 2) +B, (8.1)

where A, B, !, # and 2 are used as fit parameters. We remove any outlying data

points where either the atom number or thermal fraction lies outside two standard

deviations from the mean values for the dataset, since significant fluctuations in

either are likely to significantly change the damping rate for the individual data

point [21, 22]. Such data points represent oscillating clouds that are likely to be

damped at an appreciably di!erent rate, which would potentially skew the dataset.

Typically 95% of all data points are retained, as expected for a normal distribution.

In each data set we also looked at the thermal cloud centre of mass, also found

through the fitted ideal model. We do not see any sign that the thermal cloud

oscillates with the condensate. Thus we observe a condensate oscillating in the

presence of a stationary thermal cloud. The fraction of atoms in the thermal cloud

Nth/N , is varied for di!erent datasets.

To estimate the thermal fraction Nth/N from the measured density profile we

compare the integral of the total density profile to that of the thermal density. The

integral of the total density is found directly by summing over all pixel counts and

gives the total atom number N . To extract the thermal density profile we use a

combination of direct summation in the thermal tails, and an estimate using a fitted

model in the vicinity of the condensate. As discussed in sec.7.3, the ideal thermal gas

model does not give an accurate prediction of the density of the thermal component

in the vicinity of the condensate. We therefore estimate the thermal component

in this region from a fit of the semi-ideal model of sec.7.2.1 to the total density

profile (see sec.7.3.2 for how we fit this model). From the fitted semi-ideal model we

determine the density of the thermal component as explained in sec.7.2.1.

In contrast to the experiment in sec.7.3, the gas is not necessarily in thermal

equilibrium once it starts to oscillate. Despite this, the semi-ideal model still provides
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Figure 8.3: Measured axial density profiles for two di!erent temperature clouds, with ideal
and semi-ideal models fitted to them. Figure 8.3a shows the density profile for a cloud with
small thermal fraction (0.22), for which the rf knife was held at frequency"f = 10 kHz above
the trap bottom. The data points are the density from absorption images after summation
over the transverse direction. The solid lines show the fitted functions for total axial density
n(z) and thermal axial density nth(z) from the semi-ideal model. The dotted lines show n(z)
and nth(z) from the bimodal model. Figure 8.3b shows the density profile of a cloud with
larger thermal fraction (0.75), for which "f = 300 kHz. Solid lines show fitted functions for
n(z) and nth(z) from the semi-ideal gas model, and the dashed lines show n(z) and nth(z)
from the bimodal model. While the semi-ideal model provides a good fit over the condensed
region in both figures, it underestimates the tails of the thermal cloud density at higher
temperatures . This is due to due to the anharmonicity of the trap which is not included in
the trap potential in the semi-ideal gas model.
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Figure 8.4: Estimated thermal fraction against "f - the frequency di!erence between the
rf knife and the trap bottom.

a good fit close to the condensate. We explain why the cloud remains close to

thermal equilibrium in sec.8.4.1 below. Farther from the condensate the semi-ideal

gas model gives a poorer fit, particularly at higher temperatures, due the e!ect of

trap anharmonicity as was discussed in sec.7.3.3. This same e!ect is illustrated

for this experiment in fig.8.3 which shows two examples of measured axial density

profiles with the semi-ideal models fitted to each. The profile in fig.8.3a shows a

low temperature cloud which gives the 235ms data point in fig.8.1b. The profile in

fig.8.3b is for a hotter cloud with a high thermal fraction. In both cases the semi-ideal

model is a close fit to the measured density profile in the vicinity of the condensate.

For the colder cloud (fig.8.3a) the fitted semi-ideal model closely follows the measured

density profile over the whole region. For the hotter cloud (fig.8.3b) the measured

density is higher than that of the fitted semi-ideal gas model for for z < 580µm

and z > 800µm. In our analysis of this experiment this e!ect is accounted for by

measuring the thermal density directly in the outer region |z % z0| < Z0, where we

know there is no condensate.

Figure 8.4 shows the mean value of the thermal fraction measured over each

data set, and plotted against the value of "f used. In our experiment we find that

the e#ciency of our evaporation slowly drifts over several hours. This also a!ects

the temperature of the cloud. Over a single dataset the variation of the thermal

fraction is small, with a typical standard deviation of 0.06. However, repeating the
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Figure 8.5: Condensate fraction versus temperature for N = 2 ! 104 atoms. The solid
line shows the condensed fraction calculated for the semi-ideal model using eq.(7.30a) and
eq.(7.30b). The dashed line is given by the ideal gas equation eq.(8.2) with 3 = 3. The
dot-dashed line is the approximate analytic result eq.(8.3) for the semi-ideal gas.

experiment several hours or days later gives a slightly di!erent thermal fraction for

the same value of "f . This is illustrated in fig.8.4 by the spread in thermal fraction

for a given "f . We take advantage of this to measure the damping of centre of mass

oscillations for a large set of values of the thermal fraction.

We also use the semi-ideal model to estimate the fractional temperature T/Tc

of the measured cloud, which is a fit parameter of this model. However this value

does not take into account the slightly higher number of atoms in the tails of the

thermal clouds at higher temperature. A better estimate of T/Tc can be made from

the measurement of N0/N = 1%Nth/N we described above.

In the absence of any interactions, the fractional temperature can be found from

N0/N by inverting the well known equation for the ideal Bose gas,

N0

N
= 1%

"
T

Tc

#/

(8.2)

where for a harmonic trap 3 = 3. The behaviour in eq.(8.2) has been compared with

the behaviour of the semi-ideal gas in [131]. In fig.8.5 we make the same comparison

for our typical parameters (N = 2! 104, fr = 1.4 kHz and fz = 10Hz). The dashed

line shows eq.(8.2), while the solid line shows the condensed fraction calculated from

eq.(7.30a) and eq.(7.30b) as a function of T/Tc with the total number N0+Nth kept
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fixed.1 The analytic approximation for the semi-ideal gas model from [131],
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(8.3)

is also shown in fig.8.5 by the dot-dashed line. The critical temperature Tc is the

same for both ideal and semi-ideal models because it is defined as the temperature

at which N0 & 0 as µ & -0. Since N0 vanishes at this point so does the condensate

mean field, and the two models are identical. Figure 8.5 shows that the ideal gas

expression eq.(8.2) gives an appreciable overestimate of N0/N . The approximation

eq.(8.3) is also insu#cient when the condensed fraction is low. We therefore calculate

T/Tc using the full expressions eq.(7.30a) and eq.(7.30b) of the semi-ideal model,

together with the values of Nth/N and N - and subsequently N0 and Nth- that we

measure. From N0 we find the condensate size Z0 using eq.(7.30b) with fr = 1.4 kHz

and fz = 10Hz. We can then solve eq.(7.30a) numerically for our measured value

of Nth to find T .

8.3 E!ect of thermal fraction on the decay rate of centre

of mass oscillations

Figure 8.6 shows the damping rate of oscillations measured in each dataset, plotted

against the mean thermal fraction of the clouds in the dataset. The damping rate

is given by the fit parameter ! of eq.(8.1) when fitted to an oscillation dataset by

method of least squares, with equal weightings for each datapoint.2 All datasets

span a time interval of 400ms, have a similar oscillation period close to 10Hz, and

are therefore over a similar number of cycles. The vertical error bars show the

standard error in the fit parameter ! calculated to a 1% confidence level.3 This error

is larger for higher damping rates where the oscillations decay to an amplitudes

lower than the 1 % 2µm of noise in the measured condensate centre. The value of

1If Z0 in eq.(7.30a) is not known from the outset, then eq.(7.30a) is an implicit function for N0.
In producing the line in fig.8.5, T and N are known, but Z0(N0) is not. We therefore use a simple
trial and error algorithm to search for the correct value of N0 that yields the specified N . N is
found from the sum of N0 and Nth from eq.(7.30a) and eq.(7.30b) at a given temperature T . From
this we get the value of N0/N at temperature T .

2We use the function ‘NonlineaModelFit’ in Mathematic, which automatically chooses an algo-
rithm to search for the set of parameters that minimise the (2 of the fit.

3We use the same Mathematica function to find these errors.
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Figure 8.6: Damping rate of oscillations plotted against the thermal fraction. Each data
point represents the damping rate obtained by fitting eq.(8.1) to a single data set. The
thermal fraction is the mean value taken over all points in the dataset. The error bars
indicate the standard error in the fit parameter !, and the standard error of /Nth/N'.

Nth/N for each data point in fig.8.6 is the mean value of over all the images in the

dataset. For each individual image Nth/N was measured using a combination of

direct summation and the fitted semi-ideal model as described in the section sec.8.2.

Small variations in the evaporation e#ciency cause a small spread in the individual

values of Nth/N in a dataset. To indicate this, the standard error in the mean value

Nth/N for each dataset is given by the horizontal error bars of the data points in

fig.8.6.

We next discuss our observations of how the damping rate ! varies withNth/N (or

equivalently T ) in fig.8.6. Starting at low values of Nth/N we observe the damping

rate has an almost constant value of about 2 s!1 up to about Nth/N = 0.5. Once

Nth/N reaches 0.5 this behaviour then changes relatively quickly. For Nth/N > 0.5

we see a clear temperature dependence of ! which rises steadily as the thermal

fraction increases. One would expect this temperature dependent behaviour when

the damping of the condensate motion is caused by collisions between the condensate

and atoms of the thermal cloud. As the thermal cloud becomes more populated

at higher temperatures, the rate of such collisions increases and the condensate

motion is damped faster. This temperature dependent behaviour is typical of Landau

damping [21, 22, 26].
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Landau damping, however, does not explain the constant damping rate we ob-

serve for Nth/N < 0.5. It is well understood that the damping rate from the Landau

mechanism should disappear as the temperature approaches zero, since at zero tem-

perature there are no longer any thermally excited atoms for the condensate to

collide with. It is therefore reasonable to suggest that the damping rate we have

measured comprises two components: A temperature dependent rate !(T ) due to

the Landau mechanism, and a constant background rate !0 due to some other mech-

anism(s). We take the value !0 = 2.2 s!1 which is the mean damping rate of data

points below Nth/N = 0.5 in fig.8.6. These have standard deviation of 0.35 s!1.

We define the temperature dependent rate !(T ) = !tot % !0 where !tot is the total

damping rate as plotted in fig.8.6.

Our data is suited well to the study of the temperature dependent rate !(T ) since

we see a clear variation of the damping rate with T (or Nth/N). In the remaining

sections of this chapter we look at the Landau mechanism and the corresponding

damping rate in more detail. We will show in sec.8.4.4 that a simple theoretical

model of our gas predicts damping rates which are in good agreement with the

temperature dependent rate !(T ) that we observe.

We have not understood the origin of the constant rate !0, however it is worth

speculating here about the two most likely causes of the background rate. These are

Beliaev damping [137, 19], and damping of the condensate motion due to roughness

in the axial trap potential [68]. Beliaev damping is caused by quanta of collective

excitation of the condensate decaying to two excitations of lower energy.4 In a

homogenous Bose gas, Beliaev predicted the decay rate for low energy excitations is

$B =
3 q5

640$!3mn0
(8.4)

where the wavenumber q = -q/(!c), with sound velocity c =
0

gn0/m [137]. With

density n # 1020 m!3 and energy -q # m#2
zZ

2
0 of our experiment the Beliaev decay

rate is on the negligible order of 10!2 s!1 or lower, and only becomes of order 1 for

condensate densities one or two orders of magnitude lower. However, eq.(8.4) is for

a homogenous gas where the density is uniform. In our case the condensate density

4A similar but higher order (and smaller amplitude) process is the Beliaev decay to three exci-
tations of lower energy.
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tends to zero near its surface. It is plausible that Beliaev decay could occur at an

appreciable rate at the surface of the condensate and could account for the damping

rate !0.

The second possible mechanism for !0 is excitations caused by the motion of

the condensate over bumps in the axial potential created by anomalous transverse

currents in the chip wires (see sec.4.3). Landau described an equivalent process in

a homogenous gas, moving past an obstacle at velocity v. Landau found that for

particles to be excited out of the condensate into a mode with energy - and momen-

tum p, the velocity must be higher than a critical value [3]. This critical value is

the phase velocity of the excitation -/p. The lowest energy excitations are phonons

whose phase velocity is the sound velocity c =
0

gn0/m. Thus the neccesary condi-

tion for exciting a particle out the condensate is for its velocity to be greater than c.

This process is excluded over the bulk of the condensate where the sound velocity

is close to 3mms!1 for our condensate, which is an order of magnitude higher than

the velocities typical of our condensate. Even for the maximum amplitude oscil-

lations we observe (15 µm), the peak velocity of the centre of mass oscillations is

less than 1mms!1. However, like Beliaev decay, as the density tends to zero at the

condensate surface so does the sound velocity, and this process may occur. Surface

excitations created as the condensate runs over the rough potential may therefore

also account for !0.

Finally, it is useful to show our data for the damping rate versus T rather Nth/N

where its temperature dependence can be studied explicitly. The temperature of

each oscillation dataset is taken as the mean value over the dataset. For each image

in the dataset the temperature is calculated from the thermal fraction Nth/N and the

total atom number using eq.(7.30a) and eq.(7.30b) as described in sec.8.2. Figure 8.7

shows the temperature dependence of the damping rate, !(T ), after the background

damping rate !0 has been subtracted. The horizontal error bars show the standard

error of the mean temperature, which has a small spread due to the fluctuations in

evaporation e#ciency.

The behaviour of ! with T is similar to that of ! with Nth/N since the two

parameters are so closely related. In fig.8.7 we observe the same sharp change in

the behaviour, where ! begins to rise when the temperature exceeds 200 nK as
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Figure 8.7: Damping rate of oscillations plotted against temperature. Each data point
represents the damping rate obtained by fitting eq.(8.1) to a single data set. The temper-
ature is calculated from the measured thermal fraction and atom number using eq.(7.30a)
and eq.(7.30b). Compared to fig.8.6, sum of the data points appear more closely bunched
together in their temperatures. This can be attributed to a lower atom number for the
three data points highlighted in green, and the two in purple. The lower atom number than
for other surrounding data points with which these had a similar thermal fraction means
that the value of the critical and absolute temperatures are reduced. This is illustrated in
the inset, which shows the mean atom number for each dataset plotted against the thermal
fraction. The same five data points have been highlighted, and have a visibly lower atom
number compared to the trend set by the surrounding data points.

was found for Nth/N > 0.5 in fig.8.6. In fig.8.7 however, the data points in the

range 250 % 300 nK appear bunched together, where in fig.8.6 these datapoints are

spread out much more evenly. This is a manifestation of the di!erent mean atom

numbers for each dataset. By inverting the approximate relation eq.(8.2) to give T =

(Nth/N)1/3Tc, and using the critical temperature Tc = (!/kB)(#2
r#z/4(3))1/3N1/3,

it can be seen that for a given thermal fraction Nth/N , the absolute temperature

depends approximately on the cube root of N . The mean atom number N is shown

against Nth/N in the inset in fig.8.7. The lower atom number of the two groups

of highlighted data points corresponds to lower values of the absolute temperature.

This can be seen in the main plot where the corresponding data points are coloured

accordingly. The reduced temperature of these two groups of data points is why

the data points from 250 % 300 nK appear bunched together. In the next section

we give a more detailed introduction to the Landau damping mechanism and derive

the corresponding damping rate. We then compare the damping data presented in
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fig.8.7 with the theoretical predictions.

8.4 Landau Damping

Landau damping is caused by collisions between thermal excitations and particles

in the moving condensate [138, 26]. These collisions can be divided into two types;

those that result in a thermal excitation of higher energy than the initial thermal

excitation, thus removing energy from the moving condensate, and those that result

in an excitation of lower energy, increasing the energy of the moving condensate.

Normally there are more of the first type of collisions, so there is a net loss in energy

associated with the motion of the condensate, and the motion is damped.

This damping mechanism was first proposed by Landau to explain the damping

of electromagnetic waves in a plasma [138]. More recently, it was proposed by

Liu and Schieve [139] that this mechanism could explain the temperature dependent

damping of shape oscillations in a dilute atomic vapour found experimentally [21, 22].

A general method for calculating the Landau damping rate in a dilute atomic vapour

was first presented by Pitaevskii and Stringari [26]. They additionally give a special

case of their method applied to a homogeneous Bose gas, where the equations are

simplified greatly, and analytical results can be derived. We compare those results

with the damping rate in our experiment, and find that they give a significant

overestimate. However, when we adapt the theory to suit our specific case, we

obtain a model that fits our observations well.

Pitaevskii and Stringari [26] consider a condensate undergoing a classical oscil-

lation with single particle energy -q and momentum q. The oscillation is classical

in the sense that many particles participate, as in the oscillation experiment (see

sec.5.2.3). The condensate is assumed to be moving independently of the thermal

cloud, which is also the case in our experiment. Finally, the thermal cloud is pop-

ulated according to the equilibrium distribution. In this regard, the experimental

situation requires further thought.

In thermal equilibrium, the thermal fraction is a function of the temperature, and

for an ideal gas Nth/N = (T/Tc)
3. We observe only a small spread in the measured
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thermal fraction over the 400ms interval of an oscillation dataset, as indicated by

the horizontal error bars in fig.6.10. In the discussion of density profiles in sec.7.3,

we argued that a time interval of this duration is completely adequate for the gas to

reach its equilibrium distribution, based on the peak thermal density 4(3/2)/"3
dB,

and the tightness of e!ective potential eq.(7.24). In those experiments, we saw no

significant variation in thermal fraction (as measured from the density distribution),

indicating that the cloud was indeed close to equilibrium the entire time interval.

In this experiment however, we must also consider (i) the energy absorbed by the

thermal cloud as a result of Landau damping, and (ii) the e!ect of the rf knife.

In the case of (i), Landau damping converts the kinetic energy of the oscillating

condensate into an increase of the thermal energy of the thermal cloud. An upper

limit for this is found by assuming that the amplitude of the condensate oscillations

decays from an initial amplitude of Z0, to zero. Since the amplitude of oscillations

is small (Z0 $ 10µm), this corresponds to negligible temperature increase of 10 nK

or less.

In the case of (ii), the rf knife limits the trap depth, causing the hottest atoms

to evaporate from the trap. This leads to a redistribution of the remaining energy

in the thermal cloud through elastic collisions, lowering its temperature. Once the

cloud is cooled by this process su#ciently, it is found to be in a quasi-equilibrium

state where further evaporation becomes negligible. In our discussion of evaporative

cooling (see Ch.4), we found the time taken to reach the quasi-equilibrium state

is on the order of 2$/#z , which is 100ms in our trap. Furthermore, this time is

reduced for when a condensate is present since the curvature of the axial potential

is increased. We therefore expect the 400ms over which oscillations are observed

to be a su#ciently long length of time that the cloud remains roughly in thermal

equilibrium. Regarding both (i) and (ii), the constancy of the thermal fraction that

we measure seems to confirm that the gas is indeed close to equilibrium over the

entire time we observe oscillations.

Following this justification, let us recall the method of Landau damping by

Pitaevskii and Stringari, which gives the damping rate due to the lowest order cou-

pling between excitations [26]. They treat the condensate and its collective motion

as a coherent superposition of N0 particles in the ground state |0', and Nq particles
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in the excited state |q' which has energy -q = !#q. The total energy associated

with the motion of the condensate is therefore Eq = Nq!#q. Transitions between |0'

and |q' change the populations N0 and Nq, and subsequently the energy Eq. These

transitions are caused by collisions between condensed particles and particles in the

thermal cloud. The rate of change of Eq is given by

dEq

dt
= %!#

*

W (a) %W (e)
+

. (8.5)

Here, W (a) is the rate of the transitions |q' & |0', whereby one quantum of energy

!#q is lost by the condensate and gained by the thermal cloud. W (e) is the reverse

process |0' & |q', whereby the condensate gains a quantum of energy !#q from the

thermal cloud. These transition rates are found by considering the collisions in the

Bose gas at a microscopic level. These collisions can be studied by adding a small

perturbation to the Hamiltonian in the Popov approximation which we discuss next.

The Popov approximation (introduced in sec.7.4.2 for a homogeneous gas) gives

a microscopic description of the Bose gas together with its spectrum of thermally

populated elementary excitations, which are given by a set of non-interacting quasi-

particles [135, 140, 11]. In the Popov approximation these quasiparticle states are

thermally populated in accordance with the Bose-Einstein distribution, and we refer

to them as ‘thermal excitations’ here. The second quantised field operators ! and

!† are separated into operators !0 and !†
0, which annihilate and create condensed

particles, and the fluctuation operators *! and *!†, which create and annihilate

thermal excitations.

In general for a Bose gas with a pairwise contact interaction between particles

the Hamiltonian in second quantised form is

H = H0 +
g

2

!

dr!†!†!! (8.6)

where H0 is given by eq.(7.9) and the second term on the right represents the pair-

wise interaction. The coupling strength is taken as g = 4$!2a/m and a = 5.4 nm is

the s-wave scattering length for 87Rb. In the Popov approximation, only the terms

of the pairwise interaction that are zeroth (!†
0!

†
0!0!0), second (e.g. !†

0*!
†*!!0)

and fourth (*!†*!†*!*!) order in the fluctuation operators are included. The fourth
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order terms are replaced by their expectation (mean field) values which are found

from the Bose Einstein distribution at temperature T . On making this replacement,

the di!erence between the Popov Hamiltonian and that of the Bogoliubov theory

eq.(7.36), is just a shift in the mean field energy. The Popov Hamitonian can thus

be diagonalised by making the Bogoliubov transformation to give a spectrum of

non-interacting quasiparticles. These quasi-particle modes take the same form as

the Bogoliubov modes (sec.7.4), and are populated according to the Bose Einstein

distribution. The Popov approximation thus gives a description of the condensate

and thermal excitations of the Bose gas at finite temperature. However, the col-

lisions between condensed particles and thermal excitations that we require for an

explanation of damping are not yet included.

To calculate the absorption rate and emission ratesW (a) andW (e), the interaction

terms third order in the fluctuation field operators

V =
g

2

!

dr
*

!†
0*!

†*!*!+ *!†!†
0*!*!+ *!†*!†!0*!+ *!†*!†*!!0

+

, (8.7)

are included as a small perturbation to the Popov theory. The rates are calculated,

as we will show below, from the first order perturbation. The fluctuation operators

can be expanded in terms of the Bogoliubov modes uj(r) and vj(r) using eq.(7.41)

which we repeat here,

*! =
:

j

uj(r)3j % v&j (r)3
†
j , *!† =

:

j

u&j(r)3
†
j % vj(r)3j . (8.8)

We can then describe the state of the Bose gas in terms of the populations of the

single (quasi) particle states |j' = 3†
j |0'. These modes have energy -j relative to

the ground state energy -0 which is taken to be zero.

Following the method of Pitaevskii and Stringari, we assume that the collective

excitation of the condensate is described by Nq quanta in the single-particle state

|q', which has energy !#q. In the case of Landau damping, a quantum of energy !#q

is transferred from the collective excitation to the thermal cloud through a collision

between a particle in state |q' and a thermal excitation in state |i' with energy -i.

This results in a new thermal excitation in state |k' with energy -k = -i+!#q, and a
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Figure 8.8: Feynman diagrams of third order interactions. These involve a single ground
state particle shown by the wave arrows, and three excitations. Figure 8.8a shows the process
of absorption of energy by the thermal cloud in Landau damping. In this process a thermal
excitation (pi) and a particle of the collective mode (q) collide and result in a di!erent
thermal excitation (pk) and a particle in the condensate ground state. Figure 8.8b shows
the reverse process where the collective mode gains energy from the thermal cloud. Figure
8.8c shows a collision that results in Beliaev decay through two particles in the collective
mode colliding to give a di!erent excitation and a ground state particle.

particle in the ground state (condensate) |0'.5 A collision of this type is represented

diagrammatically in fig.8.8a. The rate W (a) is the rate at which all the possible

transitions |q, i' & |0, k' occur. The possible transitions are those where matrix

elements of the perturbation V are non-zero, and (to first order in this perturbation)

are resonant with energy !#q.

From first order time-dependent perturbation theory the absorption rate is

W (a) =
:

ik

2$

!
|Vik|2NqNi*(-k % -i % !#q), (8.9)

where Vik = /q, i|V |0, k' (8.10)

is the transition matrix element of the perturbation V given by eq.(8.7). Using

eq.(8.8) to expand V , it is straightforward to show that the matrix element eq.(8.10)

is

Vik = 2g

!

dr10 [(u
&
kvi + v&kvi + u&kui) uq + (v&kui + v&kvi + u&kui) vq] , (8.11)

where the Bogoliubov amplitudes uj and vj are all functions of r. The Dirac-

delta function *(-k % -i % !#q) in eq.(8.9) indicates that according to first order

perturbation theory the absorption of energy by the thermal cloud is a resonant

5In keeping with the notation of Pitaevskii and Stringari in [26], we call the thermally excited
modes i and k. Particles in the collective excitation of the condensate are in mode q. Where
necessary we use the letter j to denote a general Bogoliubov mode not constricted to be any
particular one of the modes i, k or q.
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process; the energy-conserving collisions that contribute to W (a) are centred around

those where the incoming and outgoing modes |i' and |j' are separated by energy

!#q. Contributions from other modes are negligible.

The population Ni in eq.(8.9) of the thermally populated mode i is found from

the Bose Einstein distribution,

f(-j) = Nj

= 1/(e#("j!µ) % 1). (8.12)

Degenerate energy levels are treated here by including all degenerate modes in the

sum over i, k (instead of a degeneracy factor in the Bose-Einstein distribution).

The rate W (e) involves the reverse process |k, 0' & |i, q', as shown diagrammat-

ically in fig.8.8b. W (b) is given by

W (e) =
:

ik

2$

!
|Vik|2(Nq % 1)Nk*(-k % -i % !#q), (8.13)

where Nk = f(-k) is the population of the thermally excited state |k'. We also

assume Nq . 1, as is the case for our experiment, and approximate Nq % 1 $ Nq.

The rate of energy loss, eq.(8.5), can now be written with the explicit expressions

eq.(8.9) and eq.(8.13) for W (a) and W (e),

dEq

dt
= %2$#q

:

ik

|Vik|2*(-k % -i % !#q)Nq (f(-i)% f(-k)) . (8.14)

The damping rate is defined as

dEq

dt
= %2Eq! = %2N!#q!, (8.15)

and from eq.(8.14) is given by

! = $#q

:

ik

|Vik|2*(-k % -i % !#q)
f(-i)% f(-k)

!#q
. (8.16)

This equation is the starting point for calculating the damping rate over a discrete

spectrum of the excited states of the gas. This equation remains completely gen-
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Figure 8.9: Temperature dependence of contribution to the damping rate from modes with
energy -i. This originates from the di!erential of the Bose-Einstein distribution &f/&-i )
x!1 sinh!2(x!1/2) with x = kBT/-i.

eral for a Bose gas, with no assumptions made about the trap geometry and the

corresponding excitation spectrum of Bogoliubov modes.

In eq.(8.16), the temperature dependence of the damping rate enters through the

thermal populations fi and fk. Furthermore, in [26] they assume that !#q/kBT " 1,

which is also true for our experiment where !#q/kBT # 10!2. This allows them to

approximate the di!erence (fk % fi)/!#q by the di!erential (f(")
("

8
8
8
"i
:

! = $#q

:

ik

|Vik|2*(-k % -i % !#q)
&f(-)

&-

8
8
8
8
"i

. (8.17)

Figure 8.9 shows the function for the Bose-Einstein distribution (eq.(8.12)),

&f(-)

&-

8
8
8
8
"i

)
1

x
sinh!2

"
1

2x

#

, where x = kBT/-i. (8.18)

As illustrated in fig.8.9, this function increases with temperature, and therefore so

does the Landau damping rate for the transition |q, i' & |0, k'. Figure 8.9 shows

that (f
(" |"i is small for small x, then increases almost linearly when x > 1/4, i.e.

when -i < 4kBT .

The exact functional form of !(T ) depends on what modes in the sum over i

and k are permitted, and on the amplitude of Vik. These mode are restricted by

two conditions. Firstly, the they must satisfy energy conservation during collisions,

as stipulated by the resonance condition *(-k % -i % !#q) in eq.(8.16) and eq.(8.17).
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Secondly, not all modes |i' and |k' are coupled by V (eq.(8.7)).Often a condition may

be found for which the matrix elements Vik 3= 0. For example, in a homogeneous

gas the Bogoliubov modes are plane waves, and the condition that Vik 3= 0 is the

condition that momentum be conserved, i.e. kk = ki + kq. This arises naturally

from the orthogonality of plane waves.

The simple form of the modes, and the straightforward condition of momentum

conservation make the homogenous gas an appealing system for an initial study of

Landau damping. Two variations of homogeneous gas models form the basis of the

following sections, and when compared with our experimental observations, o!er

considerable insight into the damping that occurs in our experiment.

Having introduced the microscopic mechanism of Landau damping, it is a con-

venient place to note that Landau damping is not the only damping mechanism

caused by the annihilation of quanta of the collective motion of the condensate.

Beliaev decay, illustrated in fig.8.8c, is another such process [137, 26, 27].A Beliaev

decay of a quasiparticle in state |q' results in three particles in lower energy states.

For the third order interaction term eq.(8.7), one of the resultant particles is in the

ground state, while the other two are in excited states of |i' and |k' with energy such

that -i + -k = !#q. This process is shown in fig.8.8c. For particles in a collective

mode |q' which has a low single particle energy in a discrete spectrum, very few

final states are accessible. The Beliaev damping which results is therefore naturally

small compared to Landau damping for which many more resonant transitions can

be found. For Beliaev decay of a quanta |q' into three lower energy excitations the

damping rate is likely to be smaller still. Furthermore, Beliaev damping depends

on the population of the collective excitation Nq, but not that of thermally excited

modes, and is therefore not explicitly temperature dependent. We observe a strong

temperature dependence in the damping rates that we have measured, and therefore

do not consider Beliaev damping in an explanation of the temperature dependent

damping. However, it may explain the constant background damping rate.
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8.4.1 Landau damping for a homogeneous gas in free space

We now describe the specific case of Landau damping in a 3D homogeneous Bose gas,

which is a good starting point for discussing the Landau damping in our experiment.

Analytic expressions (eq.(8.30) and eq.(8.29) below) for the Landau damping rate of

a homogeneous gas in free space were first derived in [141] and [142]. Of particular

interest is the temperature dependence of ! that these results predict. More recently

the same results were derived in the work [26] by Pitaevskii and Stringari as an

example of a specific case of their general formulation. We follow their derivation of

these results in the first part of this section, and then we compare the analytic results

to the data from our experiment. Although both theory and experiment show an

increase in ! with T, we find that the calculated damping rate is significantly larger

than the rate we measure. However, a simple adaptation of the theory, described

below in sec.8.4.3, provides a much better description of our trapped gas and gives

values for !(T ) in close agreement with our measurements.

For a homogeneous gas with periodic boundary conditions defined by the lengths

Lx, Ly and Lz, |1(x, y, z)' = |1(x+ nxLx, y + nyLy, z + nzLz)' (nx, ny, nz being

integers), and the Bogoliubov modes take on the particularly simple form of plane

waves with momentum

k =

"
2$nx

Lx
,
2$ny

Ly
,
2$nz

Lz

#

. (8.19)

In the example presented by Pitaevskii and Stringari [26], they begin by working

with the discrete set of modes by keeping Lx, Ly and Lz finite, then later take the

continuum limit at constant density, and thus describe a 3D homogeneous Bose gas

in the thermodynamic limit. The discrete modes were introduced in eq.(7.51) and

eq.(7.55) of sec.7.4.2, and follow the dispersion relation eq.(7.52). For the collective

mode |q' which has low energy compared to µ, we use the phonon approximation

-(kq) = c!kq where c =
0

gn0/m, (8.20)

is the velocity of sound. For the thermal excitations we use the single particle energy

-(k) =
!2k2

2m
. (8.21)
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These are good approximations for the energies in our experiment.

The matrix element Vik is found using eq.(7.51) and eq.(7.55) in eq.(8.11),

Vik =
2g

*
n0

V 3/2

!

V
drCkiq e

i(ki+kq!kk)·r, (8.22)

where Ckiq = (ukvi + ukui + vkvi)uq + (vkui + ukui + vkvi)vq. (8.23)

The tensor components Ckiq are constant, and for finite volume where the wave-

vector takes the discrete values of eq.(8.19), the integral evaluates to the Kronecker

delta product

1

V

!

V
dr ei(ki+kq!kk)·r = *nxinxk

*nyinyk
*(nzi+nq)nzk

(8.24)

where nxi is the integer of the x-component of the wave-vector k. The right hand

side of eq.(8.24) is equal to one only when momentum is conserved. Consequently,

given ki and kq, kk is fixed and the sum in eq.(8.16) over all modes k for a given

mode i can be dropped:

! = $#q
4g2n0

V

:

i

C2
kiq*(-k % -i % !#q)

&f(-)

&-

8
8
8
8
"i

(8.25)

The continuum limit can be taken at this point, replacing
&

i &
V

(2$)3
(

dki,

! = 4$#qg
2n0

!
dki

(2$)3
C2(-i, -k, -q)*(-k % -i % !#q)

&f(-)

&-

8
8
8
8
"i

(8.26)

where following [26] we work from the variant eq.(8.17) of eq.(8.16) with [f(-k) %

f(-i)]/!#q $ (f
(" .

The next step is to turn the condition of energy conservation into a region in

k-space to integrate over. First consider the condition kk = ki + kq, shown dia-

grammatically in fig.8.10a. The unit vector ẑ is oriented along the direction of the

collective motion of the condensate such that kq = kqẑ. Switching to spherical polar

coordinates, the angle / of the vector ki is the angle between kq and ki. Momen-

tum conservation requires k$i = k$k
with their azimuthal angles 2 equal, and the

distance between the heads of the vectors ki and kk is kq. As / is varied the vector

kk sketches out the curve labelled kk(/) in fig.8.10a, while ki sketches out a circular
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Figure 8.10: Conditions for energy and momentum conservation for Landau damping.
The vectors ki, kk and kq are represented by the arrows as labelled, and the direction ẑ is
taken such that kq = kq ẑ. / is the angle between kq and ki. Figure 8.10a shows graphical
solution of / that conserves both energy and momentum. From momentum conservation
kk must fall along the dotted curve kk(/). Energy conservation requires kk to fall on the
circular arc of radius ki + "k. The solution of / is where the curve and arc cross. Figure
8.10b illustrates the approximation of "k used to define / in eq.(8.27). The separation of
the arcs is the true value of arc "k.

arc of radius ki. However, energy conservation requires that kk takes value k#k such

that -(k#k) = -(ki) + !#q. Where the curve kk(/) and the arc of radius k#k intersect,

energy and momentum are both conserved.

In [26] this condition for / is found from the approximate relation -k % -i $
("
(k"k. "k = |kk % ki| and is itself approximated by kq cos / as shown in fig.8.10b.

Furthermore, the momentum kq is found from the energy !#q, using the low energy

dispersion relation eq.(8.20). Thus the integral over / in eq.(8.26) only has non-zero

contribution for / such that

-k % -i =
!#q

c
vg(-i) cos /. (8.27)

where vg = &-/&!k|"i is the group velocity of mode i, and c is the phonon velocity
0

gn0/m. After integrating eq.(8.26) over / we find

! =
c

4$!
4g2n0

! %

0

k2i dki
vg(-i)

C2(-i, -q)
&f(-)

&-

8
8
8
8
"i

(8.28)

where C(-i, -q) is given by eq.(8.23) with uk and vk evaluated at energy -i + !#q.

This is the main result for the Landau damping rate in a free space homogeneous
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gas, and is equivalent to equation (14) in [26]6.

8.4.2 Discussion of behaviour of !(T ) in the homogenous free space

theory

We can find the damping rate !(T ) from eq.(8.28) by evaluating the integral nu-

merically. We take the upper integration limit of k to be 108 m!1, by which point

the integrand is essentially zero due to the term (f
(" at the relevant temperatures.

To evaluate eq.(8.28) we must also choose an appropriate energy -q of the collec-

tive mode in our simple model. The harmonically trapped oscillating condensate in

our experiment is described by a coherent superposition of the low energy (axial)

Bogoliubov modes, similar to the coherent state that describes centre of mass os-

cillations for an ideal Bose gas. A thorough comparison between the superposition

that describes the collective oscillation in a harmonic trap, and the equivalent collec-

tive excitation for a uniform gas is a subject for future work, but a straightforward

estimate of the size of -q is made here. For the harmonically trapped gas, we know

the average energy per particle in this superposition must be 1
2m#2

zZ
2
0 , where #z

is the axial trap frequency and Z0 the amplitude of the centre of mass oscillations.

By analogy of the coherent state for an ideal gas in a harmonic trap, on average,

particles are to be found in the excited state with this mean energy.7 Thus, in our

uniform gas model, we take the mode with energy -q = 1
2m#2

zZ
2
0 to represent the

collective oscillation.

Figure 8.11a shows the Landau damping rate ! calculated from eq.(8.28) as a

function of T up to 5 ! 10!7 K. The condensate density was taken to be n0 = 3 !

1020 m!3, which is typical of our experiment, and -q =
1
2m#2

zZ
2
0 with #z = 2$!10Hz

and Z0 = 10!5 m. At T = 0 where there are no thermal excitations the damping rate

is zero. There is barely any increase in the damping rate up to T = 10!8 K as can

6It is not clear how they arrived at their approximation in their equation (15) for the term C())
in their equation (14), but the factor

&
2g appears to be incorrectly stated. However, our result

eq.(8.28) agrees with the low and high temperature approximations when evaluated (see fig.8.11),
and agrees with their dimensionless version of their equation (14) - for comparison see the theoretical
lines on our fig.8.11a and their figure (1). For these reasons we are confident that our eq.(8.28) is
correct.

7The energy spectrum, n!!0, for a harmonic trap of frequency !0 is actually remarkably simi-
lar to the spectrum of low energy Bogoliubov modes, !!z

!

n(n+ 3)/4, which quickly approaches
!!zn/2 [143].
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Figure 8.11: Landau damping rate calculated from eq.(8.28) with -q = m#2
zz

2/2 and
n0 = 3 ! 1020m!3. Figure 8.11a shows the variation of ! with T calculated by numerical
integration of eq.(8.28) and plotted on a linear scale (solid line). At higher temperatures the
temperature dependence of ! is almost linear. The dotted line shows the high temperature
approximation eq.(8.29) for !(T ), which has a similar gradient to the solid line for T "
2.5 ! 10!7K but overestimates !. The dashed line has the same gradient as the high
temperature approximation but is shifted down to match the solid line. Figure 8.11b shows
the same exact function of ! (solid line) on a logarithmic scale, where the change in its
dependence on T can be seen clearly. At low temperature it scales approximately as T 4,
similar to the low temperature approximation eq.(8.30) (dashed line). The high temperature
linear approximation is shown by the dotted line.

be seen from the inset in fig.8.11a. Between 10!8 K and approximately 2 ! 10!7 K

the damping rate increases more and more rapidly as the gradient &!/&T increases.

As the temperature increases further, the damping rate reaches a linear regime.

The linear approximation, shown by the dashed straight line in fig.8.11a, is barely

di!erent from the exact result above 3! 10!7 K.

In fact, the Landau damping rate can be approximated in high and low tem-

perature regimes by eq.(8.29) and eq.(8.30) given below. In the high temperature

regime, kBT . gn0, the damping rate scales linearly with temperature,

! =
3$

8

kBTaq

!2
, (8.29)

where a = 5.4 nm is the s-wave scattering length [102], and q is the quasi-particle

wavenumber. This can be be derived from eq.(8.28) by approximating f(-i) in the

Rayleigh-Jeans limit [26], but was originally studied by a di!erent method in [141].

This high temperature approximation is shown by the dotted line in fig.8.11a which

matches the gradient of the dashed line but has an o!set leading to an over estimate

of the damping rate. In the low temperature regime kBT " gn0 the damping rate
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Figure 8.12: Comparison of measured damping rate to homogenous gas model eq.(8.28).
Data points show the experimental measurements just as shown in fig.8.7. The solid line
is the damping rate calculated from eq.(8.28) with the lower estimated of the collective
mode single particle energy -q = m#2

zZ
2
0/2, and the dashed line is with the higher estimate

-q = 5m#2
zZ

2
0 .

scales like T 4,

! =
27$

16

#,n
,

$
27$

16

#

mn0

2$2(kBT )4

45!3c5
, (8.30)

where ,n = 2$2(kBT )4/(45!3c5) is the normal part density of the phonon gas ([144]

section 22). This result was first found by Hohenberg and Martin [142], but can also

be found from eq.(??).

In fig.8.11a the low and high temperature regimes are in the regions where T <

10!8 K and T > 3 ! 10!7 K respectively. However, this is best seen in the log plot

fig.8.11b, where the solid line shows the exact result from eq.(8.28). The dashed line

shows the low temperature approximation eq.(8.30), and the dotted line the high

temperature approximation eq.(8.29). For T < 10!8 K the predicted damping rate is

very small (! < 10!2 s!1) and closely follows the dashed line of the low temperature

approximation. The behaviour of the damping rate then smoothly varies until it

follows the dotted line above a few 10!7 K, where it varies linearly with T .

We now compare this Landau damping rate for the homogeneous gas, given by

eq.(8.28), with the measurements made in our experiment discussed in sec.8.3 above.

Figure 8.12 shows the temperature dependent part of the measured damping rate
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(!%!0) plotted alongside the theoretical value of !(T ) from eq.(8.28). The solid line

shows the theoretical value with n0 = 3!1020 m!3 and energy of the collective mode

given by -q = m#2
zZ

2
0/2. Most obviously, the theory significantly overestimates the

damping rate that we measure, even for the lower estimate of -q. However, the overall

form of the temperature dependence does resemble that of our measurements, even

though the scale is incorrect. In particular, both show a negligible increase in ! at

lower temperatures, then around 2.6!10!7 K in our experiment and around 10!8 K

in the theory, the damping rate starts to increase. The theory then becomes linear

at higher temperatures, and above 3! 10!7 K the measured damping rate appears

to rise quite steadily with a similar gradient.

It is insightful for the comparison between the data and theory to ask why this

change in behaviour from a low temperature regime to a high temperature regime

occurs. As suggested above in the discussion of eq.(8.17), eq.(8.18) and fig.8.9,

the temperature dependence originates from the population di!erence f(-i)% f(-k)

between the incident and scattered thermal excitations ki and kk. For damping

of a collective mode with low energy -q " kBT , this di!erence is &"f(-i) -q $

(1/4kBT ) sinh
!2(-i/2kBT ). We can therefore write the general expression eq.(8.17)

for the Landau damping rate as the weighted sum of temperature dependent func-

tions gi(T ) over all modes ki indexed by i,

!(T ) =
:

i

Wigi(T ). (8.31)

The temperature dependent functions are given by

gi(T ) =
-i

kBT
sinh!2

"
-i

2kBT

#

, (8.32)

which are shown in fig.8.13a for three di!erent values of ki. For smaller values of

ki the functions gi(T ) start to rise above zero to reach the linear regime at lower

temperatures. For example for ki = 5 ! 106 m!1 the function gi(T ) starts to turn

up at a temperature of about 10!8 K, while for ki = 2 ! 107 m!1 it does not start

to turn up until about 2! 10!7 K.

In the homogenous gas theory given in this section the spectrum of states ki is

a continuum. The corresponding weight factor is proportional to k2iC
2
kiq/(-ivg(-i)),
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Figure 8.13: The temperature dependence of Landau damping comes from the weighted
sum eq.(8.31), over the temperature dependent functions such as those in fig.8.13a, with a
weight factor such as that shown in fig.8.13b. Figure 8.13a shows the temperature depen-
dence of the function eq.(8.32) for three values of the wavenumber, k = 2 ! 107, 107, 5 !
106m!1. Figure 8.13b shows the weight factor as a function of k, found from the temperature
independent part of the integrand in eq.(8.28) and normalised to 1.

and is shown normalised to 1 in fig.8.13b against the value of ki. In this continuum

theory the weighted sum becomes an integral over all ki > 0. The weight factor

shows that there is an appreciable contribution to ! from functions over a large

range of ki which extends down to ki close to zero. It is the low energy contributions

which cause the damping rate to start to turn up above zero at the relatively low

temperature of about 10!8 K in the continuum theory.

However, in our experiment the trapped gas has a discrete spectrum. The tight

transverse confinement of our trap means that the energy spacing of transverse

modes is particularly large - on the order of kBT . Incorporating a similar discrete

spectrum into the simpler model of a homogeneous gas will change the damping rate

significantly, since the weighted sum will be over fewer, and higher energy modes.

Subsequently, we hypothesise that such a discrete spectrum will have two main

e!ects on the Landau damping rate: (i) at a given temperature the damping rate will

be reduced, and (ii) the point at which the damping rate starts to rise will be raised

to higher temperatures. If our hypotheses are correct, the damping rate predicted

by a homogenous gas model with a discrete spectrum will be in closer agreement to

the damping rates we observe in our experiment. To test our hypotheses, we derive

a version of Landau damping with a discrete spectrum in the next section.
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8.4.3 Landau damping in a highly elongated trap

We will show that by taking into account the discrete spectrum of our trap, we

are able to obtain a much closer description of the damping rate we observe in our

experiment. In deriving the Landau damping rate for the free space homogenous gas,

which had a continuous spectrum, we initially started with a discrete spectrum of

states with mode volume V. We then took the continuum limit in deriving eq.(8.26)

from eq.(8.25), by taking V & -. Here, we continue from the homogenous gas

damping rate eq.(8.25) (repeated below), without taking the continuum limit.

! = $#q
4g2n0

V

:

i

C2
kiq*(-k % -i % !#q)

&f(-)

&-

8
8
8
8
"i

(8.33)

The discrete spectrum of modes is defined by the periodic boundary conditions

1(x, y, z) = 1(x + mxW,y + myW, z + mzL), and hence the wave vector of each

mode is given by

kj =

"
2$njx

W
,
2$njy

W
,
2$njz

L

#

. (8.34)

In this theory, W and L are now the characteristic (transverse) width and (axial)

length of the trapped Bose gas in our experiment.

We now re-examine the constraints on energy and momentum when the spectrum

is discrete. As previously shown, momentum conservation is required for a non-

zero matrix element of a Landau damping collision. We recall that these collision

are between a thermal excitation of momentum ki and a particle of the collective

excitation with momentum kq, resulting in a new thermal excitation with momentum

kk and a ground state particle with zero momentum.

Energy conservation is enforced by the narrow function *(-k % -i % !#q). With a

continuous spectrum, we took this function to be the Dirac-delta. Since the spectrum

was continuous we could always find modes that satisfied the stringent condition that

-k must be exactly equal to -i+ !#q. In the discrete spectrum theory this is not the

case. This can be seen by examining fig.8.14, which is an illustration of the conditions

of energy and momentum conservation for the discrete spectrum. The arrows show

a set of wave vectors ki, kk and kq, which obey momentum conservation. For an

incident thermal excitation of momentum ki lying on the arc of radius k(-i), energy
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Figure 8.14: Conditions for energy and momentum conservation when the spectrum is
discrete. The arrows show the momenta of the incident thermal excitation |i', the collective
mode |q', and the scattered thermal excitation |k'. The blue dots are the Bogoliubov modes
permitted by a set of periodic boundary condition, which form a discrete spectrum. For the
clarity of this illustration we have not used the exact values of momenta and the boundary
conditions that correspond to our experiment. In this illustration these are shown for the
lowest non-zero radial component. The circular arcs show the condition for energy to be
conserved: For ki falling on the inner arc, kk must fall on the outer arc for which its energy
is -(kk) = -i + -q. The inset shows how this criterion is not generally satisfied when the
spectrum is discrete.

conservation requires the head of kk to lie on the arc of radius k(-i + !#q). In

a discrete spectrum, we additionally required that the value of momentum is one

of these given by eq.(8.34). The allowed values of momentum are represented by

dots in fig.8.15, and the arrows shown are the valid momenta that obey momentum

conservation. Evidently, it is not usually possible to find modes that satisfy the

conditions of energy and momentum conservation simultaneously.8

However, in a more realistic model of our trapped gas, *(-k % -i % !#q) actually

has finite width, due to the limited coherence time of the interaction. From first

order time-dependent perturbation theory, the probability of a transition from state

i to state k in time interval . is given by

Pik(.) = (2$)2|Vik|2*("-)2 where *("-) =
.

2$!
sinc

* .

2!
"-
+

. (8.35)

8In fact, a resonance can only occur for specific combinations of )i and )q and the length param-
eter L.
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Figure 8.15: Energy resonance for Landau collisions as given by eq.(8.36). There is only
one scale, set by the interaction time . (# 1/!el), which determines the height and width of
this function. We take the width 4$!/. to be the energy di!erence between the principal
roots of this function, as illustrated.

This means that the function *(-k % -i % -q), first introduced in the absorption and

emission rates in eq.(8.9) and eq.(8.13), should be replaced by

*(-k % -i % !#q) =
.

2$!
sinc2

* .

2!
(-k % -i % !#q)

+

. (8.36)

The function eq.(8.36) is shown in fig.8.15 and has width on the order of 4$!/. .

Consider a thermal excitation in state |ki' which has finite probability of being

transformed into state |kk' through the Landau interaction Vik. The excitation |ki',

created at time t0 by some interaction of third or fourth order in the fluctuation

operators *! and *!†, can decay at time t0 + . into a di!erent excitation through

a third or fourth order interaction other than the Landau interaction. The time

interval . , during which a Landau interaction can take place, is therefore limited by

the lifetime of the thermal excitation |ki' due to other interactions.

In the free space homogeneous theory considered in the previous section we ig-

nored any other third or fourth order interactions. Consequently, we took the life-

time to be infinite and the function *(-k % -i % !#q) to be the Dirac-delta. In our

experiment however, we know that the lifetime is at the very least limited by elastic

collisions between thermal excitations, which are the fourth order interaction in the

fluctuation operators, and are necessary for us to perform evaporative cooling. From
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the semi-ideal gas model of the partially condensed Bose gas, elastic collisions occur

at a peak rate of

!el =
4(3/2)

"3
dB

/vrel'% where % = 8$a2
G

1 +

"
2$a

"dB

#2
H!1

. (8.37)

and we take the interaction time . to be on the order of 1/!el.

Taking into consideration the finite width of the delta function eq.(8.36), the

Landau damping rate eq.(8.33) in the homogeneous discrete spectrum theory is now

given by

!(T ) = $#q
g2n0

W 2L

:

i

C2
kiq

.

2$!
sinc2

* .

2!
(-k % -i % !#q)

+ &f(-)

&-

8
8
8
8
"i

(8.38)

This is the general result for the Landau damping rate of a homogenous gas with

a discrete spectrum given by the periodic boundary conditions. In deriving this we

have taken the two transverse widths to be equal, Lx = Ly = W , but an equivalent

expression with di!erent widths is also valid. We next look at how we evaluate this

expression for the parameters W and L of orders of magnitude that suit our trap.

For our typical parameters W and L, the sum is over a large number of modes and

therefore time consuming to evaluate for one specific temperature T alone. However,

we show below the problem can be simplified to significantly reduce the number of

terms in the sum.

The sum in eq.(8.38) is over all excited modes eq.(8.34), as permitted by the

boundary conditions specified by W and L. The sum over i can thus be split into

consecutive sums over nx, ny and nz.

:

i

&
%
:

nx=!%

%
:

ny=!%

%
:

nz=!%
(8.39)

To use eq.(8.38) to estimate the damping rate in our trapped Bose gas we choose the

width W and length L to match our condensate. The width of our highly elongated

condensate is on the order of the radial harmonic oscillator length
0

!/m#! $

3!10!7 m and its length approximately 200µm. To calculate the damping rate !(T )

up to a few hundred nano-Kelvin the sum over transverse modes can be truncated

once nx, ny " 10, above which - . kBT . The sum over axial modes can be truncated
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so that it covers an energy range of a few times the width 4$!/. of the function

*(-i%-k%!#q) of eq.(8.36) which describes the energy resonance between the incident

and scattered modes. Beyond this range the function *(-k % -i % !#q) is close to

zero. To define this range we must find the k-space value kz0 , and the interval "kz,

which corresponds to the centre and width of this resonance.

Given a transverse mode ki% , this region is centred about the value of kiz , which

satisfies

-(ki) + !#q = -(kk) with k2i = k2i% + k2iz , k2k = k2i% + (kiz + kq)
2 (8.40)

where k2k follows from momentum conservation. This can be solved for kiz ana-

lytically using the Bogoliubov dispersion relation eq.(7.52), but yields a lengthy

expression which is di#cult to work with. Instead, using the high temperature ap-

proximation eq.(8.21) of the dispersion relation for the thermal excitations and the

low energy approximation for the collective mode, we find the energy di!erence from

resonance is given by9

"- = -(kk)% -(ki)% !#q (8.41)

$
!2k2q
2m

% c!kq +
!2

m
kqkz for g2n2

0 "
"
!2k2i
2m

#2

.

In deriving this we have used the momentum conservation relations for the compo-

nents of ki and kk. Setting this equal to zero we find the value of kiz at resonance

which we define as

kz0 =
mc

!
%

1

2
kq. (8.42)

To find the width "kz we substitute the expression eq.(8.41) for "- into the argu-

ment of the sinc function in eq.(8.36). From this we have an explicit relation between

kiz and the value of *(-k % -i % -q) which takes the form of the function sinc2x. It

reaches its first zero values when kiz is a distance (2$/.)(mc/-q) either side of the

resonance at kz0 . Its width with respect to kiz is thus

"kz =
4$

.

mc

-q
. (8.43)

9The approximation shown in fig.8.10b could also be used, and is not dependent on the condition
g2n2

0/(!
2k2

i /2m)2 " 1. We have instead chosen to use the simpler expression here.
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For L $ 10!4 m the k-width of the resonance "kz is about 103 times larger

than the spacing 2$/L between axial modes. Since *(-k % -i % -q) is the function in

eq.(8.38) which varies most rapidly with respect to kiz , the sum over axial modes

can thus be approximated by the integral L
2$

(

dkz.

!(T ) =
1

2
#q

g2n0

W 2

:

nx

:

ny

!

dkizC
2
kiq

.

2$!
sinc2

* .

2!
"-(kiz)

+ &f(-)

&-

8
8
8
8
"i

(8.44)

In doing this, the factor L from the axial mode density cancels with the factor 1/L

which arises from the matrix elements. Hence, the dependence of Landau damping

on L is eliminated provided the mode spacing 2$/L is su#ciently small for this

approximation to be made.10

In our experiment the energy spacing between axial modes is on the order of !#z

with an axial frequency of 10Hz, and the radial mode spacing is on the order of

!#r with a radial frequency of 1.4 kHz. The width delta function, 4$!/. , can be

estimated from eq.(8.37). For T $ 10!7 K the collision rate is approximately 100Hz.

This means the width of delta function eq.(8.36) is approximately 10 times greater

than the energy spacing between axial modes in our trap, but 10 time smaller than

the spacing between transverse modes.11 Hence our replacement of the sum over kz

by an integral is justified, while the transverse modes must still be summed over.

To calculate the damping rate from eq.(8.44) we evaluate the integral over kiz

numerically over a finite range several times the width of the resonance "k. This

can be evaluated much more rapidly than the sum it approximates, which is over

a large number of modes. This integral is evaluated for each term in the double

sum over the transverse modes. We also use the symmetry of the transverse modes

to replace the double sum
&

nx

&

ny
by a single sum

&

! gn! which includes an

additional degeneracy factor. We typically evaluate these sum up to nx or ny = 100,

by which point the value of ! has converged.12

We summarise the resultant expression for calculating the Landau damping rate

10This approximation becomes exact in the continuum limit of axial modes.
11In fact, for # on this order, its exact value is not of great importance provided that Ckiq

and *f/*) vary slowly compared compared to 4+!/# . This can be seen from the integral
"&

0
d)f())(#/2+!)sinc2(()')0)#/2!), which for slowly varying f()) is approximately equal to f()0).

12These performance enhancements have allowed us to reduce the triple sum in eq.(8.38) over
about 105 modes to a single sum over just a few tens of terms, each involving a single integral which
is evaluated numerically.
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in a highly elongated trap such as ours, which has a discrete spectrum. The Landau

damping rate !(T ) is given by

!(T ) = $#q
g2n0

W 2

:

n!.S
gn!Fn!(T ) (8.45)

where S is the non-degenerate set of sums of pairs of squares , S = {1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9 . . . }

and gn! their corresponding degeneracy, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2 . . . respectively. The function

Fn!(T ) is given by

Fn!(T ) =

! kz0+!k

kz0!!k

dkz
2$

C2
kiq

.

2$!
sinc2

"
.

2!

!2kq
m

(kz % kz0)

#
1

kBT
sinh!2

"
-i

2kBT

#

(8.46)

where the integration limits are set by the resonant axial wavenumber kz0 defined

in eq.(8.42), and resonance width "kz defined in eq.(8.43). Equation (8.46) is valid

provided the integrand varies slowly with respect to kiz on the scale 2$/L - otherwise

the integral must be replaced by its corresponding sum.13 In eq.(8.46) the energy -i

is given by

-i =
!2

2m

5
"
2$

W

#2

n! + k2iz

6

, (8.47)

and the coe#cients Ckiq (eq.(8.23)) of the matrix element /k|Vint |i' depend on this

energy through the Bogoliubov amplitudes uj and vj given in eq.(7.55).

8.4.4 E!ect of Discrete Spectrum on Landau Damping Rate

Figure 8.16 shows the damping rate predicted by eq.(8.45), plotted for three di!erent

values of W , 3 ! 10!7, 5 ! 10!7 and 10!6 m. The lowest value corresponds to the

radial harmonic oscillator length of our trap, a$ =
0

!/m#r, with a radial frequency

of 1.4 kHz. In addition, the dashed line shows the damping rate in the continuum

limit calculated from eq.(8.28). All the lines shown in fig.8.16 have similar functional

form as a result of the functions (1/kBT ) sinh
!2(-i/2kBT ) which are found in both

13Writing , in this way with Fn!(T ) also shows that a further approximation can be made. If C2
kiq

and *f/*) vary slowly over width #kz then the function (#/2+!)sinc2(##())/2!) can be replaced
by the Dirac-delta function, for which the integral can be evaluated analytically. It should then be
possible to use high and low temperature approximations of the Bose-Einstein distribution, and the
approximation of C2

kiq used in [26] to make high and low temperature approximations for ,(T ) in
the discrete spectrum theory. In the present work we are most interested in the behaviour of ,(T )
in the intermediate temperature range, so we shall leave the derivation of such approximations and
their limits of validity for future work.
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Figure 8.16: E!ect of trap width W on the Landau damping rate for a homogenous
gas with discrete spectrum. The solid lines show the temperature dependent damping rate
calculed from the discrete spectrum result eq.(8.45), for three di!erent widths, W = 3 !
10!7, 5 ! 10!7, 10!6m. The dotted line shows the case W & - given by eq.(8.28). All
lines were calculated using the estimate -q = m#2

zZ
2
0/2 with Z0 = 10!5m. For the discrete

spectrum theory, the maximum value of the index n! of the sum in eq.(8.45) was 102. For
larger widths, calculation over a larger number of radial modes is required.

eq.(8.28) and eq.(8.45) and carry the temperature dependence. However, the exact

behaviour of !(T ) clearly depends on W . Figure 8.16 shows that decreasing the

value of W has two e!ects on the damping rate: (i) the damping rate decreases as

W decreases at fixed temperature, and (ii) the ‘turning point’ where !(T ) starts to

rise is shifted to higher temperatures as W decreases. The two e!ects of the discrete

spectrum width W are exactly the two e!ects we desired to show by introducing the

discrete spectrum theory.

The discrete spectrum theory is also a more realistic model for damping of the

trapped Bose gas in our experiment, which also has a discrete spectrum. We compare

the Landau damping rate from the discrete spectrum theory to the measurements

from our experiment in fig.8.17 (for details on these measurements see sec.8.2).

The solid lines in fig.8.17 show the damping rate given by our discrete spectrum

theory using eq.(8.45) with three di!erent widths, W = a$, 2a$ and 4a$, where

a$ = 2.9 ! 10!7 m. Since W defines the energy spacing of the excitations in the

presence of the condensate, an appropriate value is somewhere between the full width

half maximum of the condensate (radial) density and the Thomas Fermi (radial)

width of the condensate. From the numerical solutions of the Gross Pitaevskii
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Figure 8.17: Measured damping rate and theoretical Landau damping rates from discrete
spectrum and continuum spectrum homogenous gas theories. The data points show our
measurements of !(T ) exactly as shown in fig.8.7. The solid lines show the Landau damping
rate from the discrete spectrum result eq.(8.45), with width equal to the harmonic oscillator
width of our trap W = 3!10!7m. For comparison, the dashed line shows the damping rate
in the continuum limit calculated by numerical integration of eq.(8.28). The energy -q =
1
2m#2

zZ
2
0 was used in the theoretical damping rates, where Z0 = 10!5m, #z = 2$ ! 10Hz,

and m is the mass of a 87Rb atom.

equation presented in fig.5.2a, this gives a range for W between about 2a$ and 4a$,

where the harmonic oscillator length a$ = 2.9! 10!7 m. The energy -q =
1
2m#2

zZ
2
0

which is approximately 4!#z. The data points in fig.8.17 show the measurements

from our experiment. We have also plotted the predictions of the continuum theory

from eq.(8.28) using the same two values of -q.

Figure 8.17 show that the discrete spectrum theory gives values of the Landau

damping rate that are in much better agreement with our experimental observations

than those of the continuum theory. At and above 3!10!7 K, the range of ! given by

the discrete spectrum theory with a sensible choice of W (between 2a$ and 4a$),

is well within the range of ! that we observe experimentally. The characteristic

temperature at which ! starts to rise is also higher for the discrete spectrum theory

than for the continuum limit. Compared to our data in which ! starts to rise at

about 2.5! 10!7 K, the characteristic temperature for W = a$ line is closest, while

the W = 4a$ starts to rise at about half this temperature.
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Although our simple analytic model of a homogeneous gas does not take into ac-

count the full characteristics of our harmonically trapped Bose gas, it clearly shows

that the discrete spectrum of our trap plays an important role in the microscopic

dynamics of the gas which cause Landau damping. The essence of our argument

can be understood from a simple example of Newton’s cradle. Consider a cradle of

five balls, four of which are in motion at any time. The cradle restricts the motion

of all balls to a single dimension which we label z. As a result, the motion is passed

coherently between the first four balls and the last four balls, each collision transfer-

ring exactly one unit of momentum along z to the stationary ball. Now suppose the

four balls are once again set into motion, but the fifth (initially stationary) ball is

suspended from a single string so it may move in two dimensions. On impact with

the fifth ball, the slightest imperfection in the transverse alignment will cause this

ball to recoil at an angle to z, but with less than one unit of momentum along z.

After a few cycles, the coherent motion between the 5 balls is completely destroyed.

In a Bose gas the four balls in motion represent the collective oscillation, and the

fifth, imperfectly aligned ball, a thermal excitation. The imperfect alignment of the

‘fifth ball’ is caused by transverse thermal motion of this thermal excitation. For

a continuum spectrum the thermal excitation can have a transverse component of

motion at low energy, so damping occurs even at low temperatures when thermal

excitations typically have low energy according to the Bose-Einstein distribution.

For a highly elongated Bose gas with tight transverse confinement such as ours,

at low temperatures this transverse thermal motion is frozen out for all but a few

thermal excitations with the highest energies. Consequently the momentum transfer

between quanta of the collective motion and the majority of thermal excitation is

coherent, just as for the standard version of Newton’s cradle.14

In further support of this explanation of our experimental observations we com-

ment of the results of experiments at JILA [21] and MIT [22]. Both experiments

measure the temperature dependence of the damping rate of the low energy m = 0

14This coherent collision is actually given by the Fock exchange interaction which is second order
in the fluctuation operators. Third order interactions of this type are not permitted. As with the
standard Newton’s cradle, one quantum of the collective motion and one quantum of the motionless
(perfectly aligned) ground state are destroyed (balls 1 and 5), then a new quantum of the collective
motion and a new quantum of the groundstate are created (balls 5 and 1). This is included in both
the Hartree-Fock approximation and the Bogoliubov approximation without the need for including
third or higher order processes.
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and m = 2 collective modes of the condensate in harmonic traps [12, 13]. However,

the condensates they produce are 3D in character with relatively low trap frequen-

cies compared to the high radial frequency of our trap. This makes the continuum

spectrum homogenous gas model a more adequate model for estimating the Lan-

dau damping rate in their experiments than it is for ours. For the temperatures

and trap frequencies of their experiments, excitations in the radial and transverse

directions are both easily accessible, giving the motion of particles in the thermal

cloud a 3D character. For example, in [21] they have radial and axial trap frequen-

cies of fr = 129Hz and fz = 365Hz and at the lowest temperatures they measure

(T $ 125 nK), they have kBT/(2$!fz) $ 10. In [22], fr = 17Hz and fz = 230Hz,

and for their lowest accurately measured temperatures (T $ 500 nK), they have

kBT/(2$!fr) $ 50. For comparison, in our trap we have kBT/(2$!fr) # 1, while

axially we have kBT/(2$!fz) # 100. Even though their trapped gases will have

a discrete spectrum, the 3D character of the motion of thermal particles in their

traps is more accurately modelled by the continuum homogenous gas theory than

by the discrete spectrum model for highly elongated traps in which the transverse

motion is frozen out. Additionally, their lower trap frequencies mean the mode

spacing in their experiments is much closer to the width of the energy resonance

*(-k % -i % -q) than it is in ours. Comparing their results to our own, we note that

the damping rates they measure are higher than ours, and we see that the damping

rate clearly rises with temperature over the entire range of measured temperatures.

In our experiment we found little temperature dependence of the damping rate at

temperatures comparable to their lower temperature measurements. Furthermore,

we have found the damping rate estimated by eq.(8.28) of the continuous spectrum

theory give functions !(T ) that agree well in both functional form and magnitude

to damping rate measurements in these two experiments.

Further support of the argument presented here could be made with our appa-

ratus by measuring the damping rate as a function of the transverse trap frequency

at a given temperature. By varying the magnitude of the magnetic field B0 along

the axis of the trap we are able to vary the radial trap frequency (fr ) B!1/2
0 ) as

given by eq.(3.29) in sec.3.3.2. With our current apparatus, we are able to vary fr

from about 500Hz to about 4 kHz. The data shown here was taken in the middle of

this range at fr = 1.4 kHz. The transverse width of the condensate varies as f!1/2
r
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in the 1D regime and f!3/5
r in the 3D Thomas-Fermi regime. As shown by fig.8.16,

reducing the condensate width by a factor of two should give an appreciable change

in the damping rate of 1 or 2 s!1 for a cloud at about 300 nK.

We briefly comment on the extension of the discrete spectrum homogenous gas

theory to that for a harmonically trapped gas. The reduced damping rate in the

homogenous theory is a result of the reduced number of modes over a given energy

range that are permitted for Landau damping collisions. The permissible modes of

the discrete spectrum are those that obey energy conservation and have non-zero

interaction matrix element, and for a homogenous gas, the later condition can be

interpreted as momentum conservation during collisions. In the discrete spectrum

theory a consequence of these conditions is that Landau collisions are prohibited at

low energies where a radial component cannot be excited. Thus, at temperatures

where kBT is small compared to the lowest radial excited state, very few Landau

collisions will occur, resulting in a much lower damping rate than what would be

expected for a continuum spectrum.

After some initial investigation of the low energy modes of Bose gas trapped in

a highly elongated harmonic trap, it seems that the same e!ect occurs, and the

damping rate should be reduced in a similar way.15 Only at higher energies where

thermal excitations may have a radial component can modes be found that cause

Landau damping; the radial component introduces an extra degree of freedom into

the energy of the thermal modes, which allows modes to be found which are much

closer to resonant. Furthermore, for collisions involving modes at higher energies,

15From the theory in [14] as applied in [145], the low energy modes are axial modes la-
belled by quantum number j.These have energy

!

j(j + 3)/4 and wave function proportional to&
1' z2P (1,1)

j (z), where P (1,1)
j (z) are Jacobi polynomials. For these low energy modes the coher-

ence time # is likely to be long, being limited by Beliaev lifetime (" 102 s). Thus Landau collisions
must be very close to resonance indeed. Exact energy conservation is given by the diophantine
equation

!

i(i+ 3)/4 +
!

q(q + 3)/4 =
!

k(k + 3)/4 (8.48)

where i, q and k correspond to the modes of the incident thermal excitation, collective oscillation,
and scattered thermal excitation respectively. This equation appears to have just one solution,
i = q = 2, k = 5. Collisions between these modes are prohibited by the interaction matrix element,
which for a set of low lying modes is proportional to

# 1

$1

dz(1' z2)2P (1,1)
i (z)P (1,1)

q (z)P (1,1)
k (z). (8.49)

Little leniency in the condition eq.(8.48) is gained for axial modes of higher energy than this, even
though the width of the resonance is larger. This is because the minimum di!erence between the
lhs and rhs of eq.(8.48) tends to 1/2 for higher energy axial modes.
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the width of the delta function that defines the resonance is likely to be larger,

allowing a wider range of collisions to occur.

We finally return to the subject of the background damping rate !0 = 2.2 s!1

that we identified in sec.8.3. We hypothesised in sec.8.3 that this rate was not due

to Landau damping, and the observed damping rate could be separated into two

parts, a constant temperature independent part !0, and a temperature dependent

part. The ability of our theoretical model to predict a similar function !(T ) to the

temperature dependent part of the observed damping rate supports this hypothesis.

An interesting comparison between our experiment and the damping experiment

presented in [68] sheds some light on the background rate !0. They measure the

damping of centre of mass oscillations in highly elongated trap similar to ours (fr =

880Hz, fz = 48.5Hz). Their trap is also created by a z-wire on an atom chip, and

similar to ours, their trap exhibits roughness in the axial magnetic potential (see

sec.4.3 for details of roughness in our trap). They do not give the exact temperature

of their gas, but the depth of their trap (1 µK), and their observation that the

condensate is “almost pure”, together with the atom number (3 ! 104) suggest a

temperature of about 10!7 K. In this trap they observe a damping rate of 2 s!1

(obtained from their figure 5a) which is almost the same as ours. They show that

this rate can be reduced by smoothing out the roughness of the axial potential of

their trap. They do this by using an rf field to reduce the coupling strength between

the magnetic potential of an atom and the axial magnetic field (see sec.6.1 for such

a scheme in our trap). As the rf frequency is increased the coupling strength is

reduced and hence the trap smoothed out further. This supports the idea that the

background rate !0 in our trap can be associated with the roughness of the axial

potential.

A secondary e!ect of the rf field is that it breaks the cylindrical symmetry of the

trap such that the transverse trap frequencies #x and #y are di!erent. In figure 5c

of [68], they show an unexplained resonance where the damping rate is reduced by

an order of magnitude. This happens to occur where #x and #y are almost equal.

This e!ect may be due to the di!erent modes that are permitted by the energy

spectrum and the interaction matrix elements of either Landau or Beliaev decay

for an asymmetric gas. With further development, the discrete spectrum theory
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presented here may be able to shed some light on this phenomenon.

8.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we have presented data from our experiment that demonstrates the

temperature dependence of the damping rate of centre of mass oscillations of a con-

densate, as it moves through the thermal cloud. We have explained the microscopic

mechanism which causes this temperature dependent damping, known as Landau

damping. We then compared our results to a simple theoretical model of Landau

damping in a homogenous gas, but found that this overestimated the damping rate

and its temperature dependence. We suggested that by incorporating the discrete

nature of excitations in our trapped Bose gas into this simple model, it would give a

damping rate in much better agreement with our measurements. We subsequently

derived such a model and showed that this was the case. This opens up the interest-

ing prospect that by changing the confinement of a quasi-1D Bose gas such as ours,

one can alter the dynamics of the gas significantly.



Chapter 9

Conclusion

Producing a Bose Einstein condensate is a particularly challenging endeavour. Chap-

ters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis describe this process, and o!er various insights into

the stages we found crucial in attaining a Bose Einstein condensate: the e#cient

loading of the UMOT (sec.3.1), e#cient transfer from the UMOT to the magnetic

trap (sec.3.4), and evaporative cooling in our highly elongated trap (Ch.4). As I

found the work of [56] and [99] gave particularly useful guidance along this path, I

hope these chapters will o!er some assistance to students in the future.

With an instrument that can routinely create a Bose Einstein condensate this is

an exciting time in our laboratory, where a wide range of experiments can now be

performed. Some of these we have not even touched on in this thesis - in particular,

its use as a matter wave interferometer, [76, 56, 123]. In this respect, our instrument

has already proved to be an incredibly sensitive energy gradiometer [69], and has

the potential to make sensitive measurements a few microns from a surface with

which the atoms interact. This is currently the focus of the current PhD student

Iain Barr, to whom I wish much success.

In chapters 5, 6 and 7 we present and discuss several techniques for manipulat-

ing the condensate, as well as analytical tools for understanding its character and

behaviour. We draw attention to the semi-ideal gas model [131], which we have

extended in sec.7.2. This model gives an accurate analytic description of the density

and phase space density distributions of the Bose gas at finite temperature T < Tc.
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In its use, this model provides a better description of the gas than the crude bimodal

model eq.(7.20), which is commonly used to fit measured density profiles. The semi-

ideal gas model in sec.7.2 is easier to fit to measured profiles. This fit yields more

accurate values for the parameters that characterise the gas, such as its condensed

fraction.

The final focus of this thesis is on the dynamics of our condensate at finite tem-

perature, for which our findings were presented in ch.8. A trapped Bose gas at finite

temperature has many similarities to the electromagnetic field in a cavity, where

the role of the vacuum is played by the condensate in the Bogoliubov approxima-

tion sec.7.4.1. Furthermore, by varying the confinement of the gas, one can change

its dynamics dramatically. Like other quantum systems in reduced dimensions, the

quasi-1D regime of a Bose gas is interesting to study. We have demonstrated that the

Landau damping rate of centre of mass oscillations of our condensate by the thermal

part of the Bose gas is significantly reduced in the quasi-1D regime, compared to

that expected in the 3D limit. Our theoretical model of this also suggests that the

damping rate is particularly sensitive to the width of the trap in this regime.

Our investigations of ch.8 highlight the potential for further study in this area.

The principles of the theoretical model of a homogenous Bose gas with discrete

spectrum which provided a simple description of our experiment, are also applica-

ble to a harmonic model. Development of such a model would enable us to make

more accurate predictions of the Landau damping of a condensate like ours. We

have also begun to collaborate with the group of Professor Mark Fromhold1, who

are modelling our experiment numerically. Finally, we suggest an extension of our

damping experiment, in which the damping rate of centre of mass oscillations is mea-

sured in traps of di!erent widths at a fixed temperature. Our current theoretical

understanding of this suggests for example, that at a temperature of approximately

200 nK, increasing our current transverse trap frequency of 1.4 kHz by a factor of

three would increase the Landau damping rate from (essentially) zero to several Hz.

Together with the data presented in sec.8.3, such an experiment would demonstrate

how the dynamics of a superfluid can be significantly varied just by changing the

shape of the container in which it is confined.

1University of Nottingham.



Appendix A

Bias Field Coils

Table A.1 gives the specifications for the five pairs of coils that generate uniform

bias fields in the x̂, ŷ and ẑ. Figure ?? shows the labelled coils. Coils X1, Y1, & Z1,

are used in conjunction with the chip wires to form and shift the position of UMOT

field and magnetic trap, and shift the position of the mMOT field. Coils Y2 & Z2

are used to rotate the magnetic trap towards the chip, and to boost the magnetic

trap z bias field, reducing the radial trap frequencies respectively.

Coils C-C sep.* (mm) Diameter (mm) Strength (GA!1) Uniformity (%)
X 146 300 ! 230 3.5 0.090
Y1 100 230 5.4 0.20
Y2 100 220 12.6 0.15
Z1 270 90 1.0 2.6
Z2 340 180 0.8 1.2

Table A.1: Table shows specifications of bias coils. *Coil centre to centre separation. The
X bias coils are rectangular. Uniformity calculated as maximum variation of field 10mm
from chip centre.
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Appendix B

Derivation of the Gross Pitaevskii

Equation

The Gross Pitaevskii equation is derived in this appendix. In section B.1 we begin

with a description of the many particle state, then introduce the Hamiltonian of

trapped interacting bosons in this state, before deriving the time independent Gross

Pitaevskii equation for the condensate wave function. The time dependant version

is then derived in section ??, which is put into the form of a pair of hydrodynamic

equations.

B.1 Time Independant Gross Pitaevskii Equation

The time independent Gross Pitaevskii equation describes the ground state of N

trapped bosons. It is assumed that the number of particles is much greater than

one, and all particles are in the same single particle particle state |10'. In general

the state of N bosons is a tensor product state of N single particle states, symmetric

under interchange of particles. To incorporate this symmetry the product state is

summed over all possible orderings. In the Hartree approximation one neglects the

symmetrising sum. However, when all particles are assumed to be in the same

quantum state all orderings are identical. Symmetry under particle interchange

is satisfied automatically, and the Hartree approximation a valid one. The many
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particle state can be written in terms of the single particle states,

|1N ' = |1'1 |1'2 . . . . . . |1'N . (B.1)

The subscripts on the right hand side label the single particle state spaces, and not

the single particle states. The subscript on the left indicates the state is the N

particle state.

The position representation of |1N ' is obtained by acting on each single particle

space with the the identity operator
(

dri |ri' /ri|, where {|ri'} is the position basis

and ri the spatial coordinate of the ith subspace. The complex coe#cients in these

bases give the many body wavefunction

1N (r1, r2 . . . . . . rN ) = 1(r1)1(r2) . . . . . .1(rN ). (B.2)

Remarkably, the nature of the ground state of a trapped atomic vapour of bosons is

often well characterised by only the diagonal terms of B.2, 1(ri = r). This follows

from the short range nature of the atom-atom interactions when compared to the

mean inter-particle spacing at low density n1/3 " a, with s wave scattering length

a. Thus the many-body wave function can be reduced to a single ‘classical’ field

of just a single coordinate 10(r) ) 1N (ri = r), and is commonly referred to as the

‘wave function’ of the condensate. A convenient normalisation is chosen,

N =

!

dr|10(r)|, (B.3)

such that the square amplitude of 10(r) gives the density of the the condensate

n(r) = |10(r)|. (B.4)

The field 10(r) emerges naturally from the many body wave function 1N ({ri}) for

the hamiltonian considered below.

The energy of the multi particle state is lowest when all particles are in the ground

state 1(r)/N
1/2N . To find the form of 10(r), the energy is written as a functional of

10(r) and minimised. This results in time independent Gross Pitaevskii equation,

which is the necessary condition for 10 to minimise the energy.
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In the absence of interactions, the energy of ith particle of the many particle state

B.1 in the position representation is found from the Hamiltonian

H0(ri) =
p2
i

2m
+ V (ri). (B.5)

The interaction potential between particles also contributes to the energy of the

system. For atoms at low temperature and density the interaction is considered as

s-wave scattering between pairs of particles. The scattering potential is replaced by

a contact interaction between pairs of particles

Vint(ri % rj) = g*(ri % rj) where g =
4$!2

m
. (B.6)

This leads to the many body Hamiltonian

H =
:

i

p2
i

2m
+ V (ri) +

:

i<j

g*(ri % rj) (B.7)

where the second sum is over distinct particle pairs. Taking the expectation value

/1{ri}|H |1{ri}' gives the energy functional E[10(r)] which is to be minimised.

E[10(r)] =
:

i

A

C

'

j -=i

!

drj |1(rj)|2
!

dri
!2

2m
+1&(ri)+1(ri) + V (ri)|1(ri)|2

D

F (B.8)

+
:

i<j

A

C
'

k -=i,j

!

drk|1(rk)|2
!

drirjg1
&(ri)1

&(rj)*(ri % rj)1(ri)1(rj)

D

F

=

!

dr

"
!2

2m
+1&

0(r)+10(r) + V (r)|10(r)|2 +
g

2
|10(r)|4

#

(B.9)

In the first line 1 and 1& are put on equal footing by integrating 1&+21 by parts

with the assumption that 1 and 1& vanish in the limit r & -. 1 In the second

equality the index i can be dropped after integrating over the coordinates rj and

rk. The first sum then gives a factor N and the second sum N(N % 1)/2, which is

usually approximated by N $ N%1 for N . 1. The result follows from substitution

of 10 =
*
N1. The contributions are the kinetic energy, external potential energy,

and the pairwise interaction energy of a particle in the mean field of N % 1 other

1This assumption is valid for any bound state. On the contrary, spatial derivatives of the ground
state vanish for the uniform Bose gas for which the potential V = 0.
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particles.

The energy functional E[1,14] must be minimised whilst maintaining the nor-

malisation condition B.3. This can be done by the Lagrange multiplier method. By

defining

L[1,14, µ] = E[1,14] % µ

"!

r|10|2 %N

#

, (B.10)

with lagrange multiplier µ. Setting the partial derivative &L/&µ requires the correct

normalisation of 10. Setting to zero the functional derivatives *L/*1, *L/*1& gives

the following equation and it’s complex conjugate,

!

dr

"

%
!2

2m
+1+2+ 1V 2+ g|1|212% µ12

#

= 0 (B.11)

where 2(r) is an arbitrary function by which 10(r) varies in between the end points

r & ±- where 2 & 0. The integrand is factorized by 2 after integrating +1+2 by

parts. Since 2(r) is arbitrary the necessary condition for the integral to vanish, and

therefore the energy functional B.9 to be minimised, is

%
!2

2m
+210(r) + V (r)1(r) + g|1(r)|210(r) = µ1(r) (B.12)

together with the normalisation condition B.3. This is the Gross Pitaevskii equation

which has the condensate wave function as its solution. It takes the form of a

schrödinger equation for 10 with a nonlinear term given by the mean field atom-

atom interaction. Its action on the mean field 10 is equivalent to the action of the

many body Hamiltonian B.7 on the multi-particle state |1{ri}'. The ground state

energy of the mean field is given by the chemical potential µ.



Appendix C

Axial Phase Space Distribution

in Semi-Ideal Model

We find the axial phase space distribution by first integrating eq.(7.26) over the radial

momentum coordinate q, then integrate over the radial spatial coordinate ,. For

the transverse momentum integral, the exponential of momenta q, exp(q2/2mkBT ),

is separated from the other exponents, written in short as exp(A(,, z, pz)). The

momentum integral gives,

f(r, pz) = 2$

! %

0
dq qf(,rp) (C.1)

=
2$

ZrZp

! %

0
dq q

*

eq
2/(2mkBT )eA % 1

+!1
(C.2)

=
(2$)(2mkBT )

ZrZp

"

%
1

2

#

ln

"

1%
1

A

#

, (C.3)

where A = exp

"
p2z

2mkBT
+

Ve$ % µ

kBT

#

. (C.4)

The function A(,, z, pz) takes two forms due to the Ue$, one form where ,2+z2 <

R2
0, and the other where ,2+ z2 > R2

0. To do the spatial integral we therefore break
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A into two parts,

A =

,

-
.

-
/

B! exp
*

% a!2

kBT

+

,2 + z2 < R2
0,

B+ exp
*

% a!2

kBT

+

,2 + z2 > R2
0,

(C.5)

where B! = exp(
p2z

2mkBT
) exp(

aP 2
0

kBT
) (C.6)

and B+ = exp(
p2z

2mkBT
) exp(

%aP 2
0

kBT
) (C.7)

To evaluate the radial spatial integral

f(z, pz)ZrZp = (2$)2(2mkBT )(%1/2)

! %

0
d, , ln

"

1%
1

A

#

, (C.8)

it is separated into three regions of the ,-z plane. These regions are shown in fig. ??

and are labelled as region 1 where , < P0, z < R0, region 2 where , > P0, z < R0

and region 3 where z > R0. The integral is then separated into the following three

parts,

f(z, pz)ZrZp

(2$)2(2mkBT )(1/2)
=

,

-
.

-
/

%
( P0

0 d, , ln
$

1% 1
A

%

%
(%
P0

d, , ln
$

1% 1
A

%

z < R0

%
(%
0 d, , ln

$

1% 1
A

%

z > R0.

(C.9)

, where the appropriate substitution must be made in place of A as defined by eq.

C.5.

To evaluate these integrals we first note that since A > 1, the logarithm in C.3

has the analytic expansion

% ln

"

1%
1

A

#

=
%
:

k=0

A!(k+1)

k + 1
(C.10)

Now integrating over region 1,

%
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d, , ln
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#

=
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) (C.11)

=
%
:

k=0

B!(k+1)
!

(k + 12)

kBT

a

! U0

0
du exp(u2) (C.12)

=
kBT

2a

%
:

k=0

B!(k+1)
!

(k + 1)2

"

exp((k + 1)
aP 2

0

kBT
% 1)

#

, (C.13)



264 Appendix C. Axial Phase Space Distribution in Semi-Ideal Model

In the second line the substitution u2 = (k + 1)a,2/(kBT ) is made. The series in

this results can be written concisely as a polylogarithm, Lin(x), defined as

Lin(x) =
%
:

k=0

x(k+1)

(k + 1)n
for x < 1. (C.14)

Expanding B!, cancelling common terms and using C.14, we find
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(C.15)

Integrating over region 2 by the same method gives,
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(C.17)

The result of the integral over region 3 is found by setting the lower limit to zero in

eq. C.16, giving,
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The axial phase space distribution is now found by substituting the results eq.

C.15, eq. C.17 and eq. C.19 into eq. C.9;
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